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Abstract 
 

Interlingua-based machine translation systems divide the machine translation process into 
two phases: analysis and generation. Source language input is converted into an interlingua 
representation during the analysis phase, and target language output is produced from the 
interlingua representation during the generation phase. For spoken language translation, the 
analysis phase typically includes an automatic speech recognizer that transforms a source 
language acoustic signal into text and an analyzer that produces interlingua representations for 
the source language text.  

We describe an analyzer that combines phrase-level parsing using handwritten grammars 
and machine learning techniques to transform spoken task-oriented utterances into a shallow 
semantic interlingua representation called Interchange Format. The representation consists of 
four components: a speaker tag that indicates the role of the speaker, a domain-independent 
speech act that represents speaker intention, a sequence of domain-dependent concepts that 
captures the semantic focus of an utterance, and a set of arguments that encode specific details 
from an utterance. Since the speech act and concept sequence, collectively referred to as the 
domain action, are essentially flat category labels, machine learning techniques are especially 
appropriate for the task of domain action classification.  

Our analyzer operates in three stages, first using a robust parser and handwritten phrase-
level semantic grammars to extract arguments from utterances. The argument grammars are 
easier to develop and less domain-dependent than domain action grammars. Since utterances are 
represented in the Interchange Format as sequences of meaningful segments, our analyzer next 
identifies segment boundaries using an automatic boundary detector. Finally, domain actions are 
assigned to each semantic segment using automatic classifiers. In order to ensure that the 
representations produced are valid, we define a strategy for identifying the best legal 
representation using the domain action classification output and the Interchange Format 
specification. 

We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach by incorporating our analyzer into the 
NESPOLE! system, where our analyzer provides analysis for the English and German translation 
engines. We conducted extensive evaluations of segmentation and domain action classification 
performance as well as end-to-end translation quality using English and German data from the 
NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance domains. We also examined the effects of 
different machine learning techniques, input feature sets, classification task definitions, and 
training data on classification performance. We found that domain action classification could be 
performed with high accuracy and that word-level and argument parse information could be 
combined to provide superior performance over either type of information alone. We also 
examined the robustness and portability of our analyzer compared to an analyzer that used only 
handwritten domain action grammars. Our approach improved robustness to unseen and 
automatically recognized inputs. Applying machine learning techniques to domain action 
identification also improved portability by reducing development time compared to the purely 
grammar-based approach while providing comparable translation quality. 
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Chapter  1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Opportunities for multilingual interaction and information exchange are greater now than ever 

before. Activities such as personal travel, business partnerships, military operations, 

humanitarian aid efforts, and even simply browsing the web give people from all walks of life 

who speak a wide variety of languages the opportunity to interact. In many of these situations, 

spoken language is the most natural medium for people to communicate. In any case, whether 

the interaction is spoken or written, the ability to communicate in real time, or at least nearly real 

time, is important. This makes the prospect of developing systems that can automatically 

perform fast and reliable speech-to-speech machine translation extremely important and useful. 

For systems that support a large number of languages, interlingua-based machine 

translation approaches are particularly attractive. An interlingua abstracts away from the details 

of any specific language and allows for easy translation between any pair of languages supported 

by the system. For each source language, an analyzer that converts the source language into the 

interlingua is required. For each target language, a generator that converts interlingua 

representations into the target language is required. Given an analyzer and a generator for each 

supported language, an interlingua-based system simply connects the source language analyzer 

with the target language generator to perform translation between any language pair. 

It is easy to see that the analyzer is a critical component in interlingua-based machine 

translation systems. The analyzer must accurately transform source language input into the 

interlingua representation. In the context of a speech-to-speech translation system, this means 

that the analyzer must be robust to speech recognition errors, spontaneous speech effects, and 

ungrammatical inputs such as those described in [Lavie, 1996b]. Furthermore, the analyzer must 

be able to produce analyses in real time (or at least near real time) so as not to slow down the 

dialogue. 

In addition to accuracy, speed, and robustness, the portability of the analyzer is also an 

important consideration. Despite continuing improvements in speech recognition and translation 

technologies, restricted domains of coverage are still generally necessary in order to achieve 
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reasonably accurate machine translation. Porting translation systems to new domains or even 

expanding the coverage in an existing domain can be extremely difficult and time-consuming. 

Nevertheless, there is always a demand for translation in new domains. In some cases, there may 

be a good deal of time available to develop a system for a new domain, but translation may also 

be needed for a new domain with very little notice. Thus, one of the primary motivations for 

developing the hybrid analysis approach described in this dissertation was to improve the 

portability of the analyzer. This goal is accomplished in our analysis approach by replacing the 

most labor intensive aspect of grammar development and maintenance, writing rules for parsing 

full domain actions, with automatic domain action classifiers. 

Analysis approaches that use handwritten grammars for parsing may provide highly 

accurate analyses because knowledge about a particular domain may be incorporated into the 

grammar rules. However, a very large amount of effort by expert human grammar writers is 

typically required to develop an effective grammar, even for limited domains. Furthermore, no 

matter how comprehensive a grammar is designed to be, it is generally infeasible for the 

grammar to completely cover a domain, even for clean input. For spoken language, where inputs 

are noisy and people tend to follow grammatical conventions less strictly, the problem is further 

exacerbated. The degradation of a parser using handwritten grammars on inputs that deviate from 

the grammars can be very sharp, although robust parsing techniques can help to smooth the 

degradation. On the other hand, machine learning approaches tend to degrade gracefully in the 

face of noisy input. Machine learning techniques are also typically able to generalize beyond the 

input on which they have been trained, unlike grammar-based parsers, which must adhere strictly 

to the rules contained in the grammar. However, since machine learning approaches may not be 

able to incorporate as much domain knowledge as grammar-based approaches, they may be less 

accurate on clearly in-domain inputs that would be covered by a grammar. Furthermore, machine 

learning approaches may require a large amount of training data in order to achieve acceptable 

performance. 

In this dissertation, we develop an analyzer that uses a combination of grammar-based 

parsing methods and machine learning techniques to take advantage of the benefits of each. The 

main purpose of the analyzer is to transform spoken task-oriented utterances into a shallow 

semantic interlingua representation for speech-to-speech machine translation. The hybrid 

analyzer performs argument parsing by using a robust parser and handwritten phrase-level 
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semantic grammars to extract low-level interlingua arguments from input utterances. The phrase-

level grammars used by the analyzer are easier to develop and less domain-dependent than 

semantic grammars for full domain actions. The analyzer then uses automatic classification 

techniques to divide an utterance into semantic segments and to determine the high-level domain 

action that represents a speaker’s intention for each semantic segment. This domain action 

classification task can be performed with high accuracy and improves the robustness of the 

analyzer to unseen in-domain inputs and inputs from an automatic speech recognizer. 

Furthermore, applying machine learning techniques to the task of domain action classification 

improves portability by eliminating the most labor-intensive stage of grammar writing and 

reducing data annotation requirements.  

1.2 Thesis Statement 

An analysis method that includes argument parsing with phrase-level semantic grammars, 

automatic identification of semantic segments, and automatic domain action classification can 

provide fast, robust, and accurate analysis for task-oriented interlingua-based spoken language 

translation. This approach can provide translation performance comparable to manually 

developed domain action grammars while improving the portability of the analyzer by reducing 

the effort required for grammar development and data annotation. 

1.3 Thesis Contr ibutions 

The main contributions of this thesis are the following: 

• Development and evaluation of a novel approach to analysis of spoken language for real-

time interlingua-based machine translation using phrase-level grammars and domain 

action classifiers 

• Development and evaluation of a reliable method for identifying semantic dialogue unit 

boundaries in speaker turns 

• Empirical comparison of alternative classification approaches, feature sets, and task 

definitions for domain action classification 

• Empirical comparison of the analysis approach with handwritten domain-action-level 

grammars demonstrating the improved portability and robustness of our approach over 

the strictly grammar-based approach 
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• Demonstration of the feasibility of the analysis approach through the full integration of 

our approach in the English and German translation servers for the NESPOLE! speech-

to-speech machine translation system 

1.4 Organization of the Disser tation 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. The following section describes the 

NESPOLE! speech-to-speech translation project, which provided the context within which our 

analysis approach was developed, and the last section of Chapter 1 describes previous related 

work. Chapter 2 describes the architecture and components of our hybrid analysis approach and 

discusses our motivation for using grammars and machine learning as we did. Chapter 3 presents 

the evaluation of the automatic semantic dialogue unit boundary classifier. Chapter 4 presents a 

comprehensive evaluation of automatic domain action classification, including a comparison of 

several machine learning approaches, an assessment of different definitions of the domain action 

classification task, an examination of different input feature sets, and an evaluation of the 

strategy used to ensure that our analyzer produces legal interlingua representations. Chapter 5 

describes the evaluation of the portability of our analysis approach, including an assessment of 

the training data requirements and a comparison with a purely handwritten grammar approach. 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results presented in this dissertation and discusses directions 

for future work. 

1.5 Research Context 

The hybrid analysis approach described in this dissertation was developed primarily within the 

context of the NESPOLE! translation system ([Metze et al., 2002], [Guerzoni et al., 2003], 

[NESPOLE!]). The NESPOLE! system is a human-to-human speech-to-speech interlingua-based 

machine translation system. The NESPOLE! system performs online near-real-time translation in 

restricted domains using a shallow semantic task-oriented interlingua. 

1.5.1 Predecessors of the NESPOLE! Machine Translation System 
The NESPOLE! translation system is among the latest in a long line of multilingual domain-

limited interlingua-based speech-to-speech translation systems that have been developed at the 

Interactive Systems Labs at Carnegie Mellon University and Universität Karlsruhe based on the 
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JANUS translation framework. Many of the ideas and components in the NESPOLE! system 

evolved from the systems developed and experience gained during the course of these previous 

research projects. 

The earliest JANUS systems ([Waibel et al., 1992], [Osterholtz et al., 1992], [Woszczyna 

et al., 1993]) were designed for translation of read speech in a very limited conference 

registration domain. During the course of research efforts such as the first C-STAR consortium 

and the Enthusiast project ([Qu et al., 1996a], [Qu et al., 1996b]), the JANUS machine 

translation framework was expanded to support translation of spontaneous speech in the 

appointment scheduling domain ([Woszczyna et al., 1994], [Suhm et al., 1994], [Suhm et al., 

1995], [Lavie et al., 1996], [Lavie et al., 1997c], [Waibel et al., 1997]). More recently the 

domain of coverage of the JANUS the translation system was expanded from appointment 

scheduling to travel planning ([Lavie et al., 1997a]). Two recent predecessors of the NESPOLE! 

translation system that were based on the JANUS-III translation system ([Levin et al., 2000a]) 

and supported translation in the travel planning domain were the C-STAR II system from the 

second phase of the C-STAR consortium ([C-STAR]) and LingWear ([Fügen et al., 2001]). 

In each system, translation was performed through a task-oriented interlingua. Each system 

used the same underlying translation approach adapted for the specific domain and environment 

of the system. There were four main steps in the translation process. First, spoken input was 

passed through an automatic speech recognizer. Output from speech recognition was then passed 

through an analysis engine that produced an interlingua representation for the input utterance. 

Next, target language text was generated from the interlingua representation. Finally, the target 

language text was synthesized into speech. 

The LingWear system ([Fügen et al., 2001]) was designed to provide foreign language 

support on a wearable platform. The system provided automatic speech-to-speech translation, 

navigational assistance, and local tourism information. Users interacted with the LingWear 

system via spoken input or via a touch-sensitive screen. In translation mode, spoken source 

language input was passed through a JANUS translation module to produce synthesized speech 

in the target language. By sharing the microphone and selecting the appropriate input language, a 

foreign traveler and a local inhabitant could carry out short conversations. LingWear allowed 

input in English and German and produced translations into English, German, and Japanese. 
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The C-STAR II translation system was the most recent predecessor to the NESPOLE! 

translation system and had a large influence on the design of the NESPOLE! system. The C-

STAR II system was primarily developed by an international consortium of research labs 

including the four partners from the NESPOLE! project as well as ATR in Japan and ETRI in 

Korea. The system supported translation in the travel planning domain between English, 

German, Italian, French, Japanese, and Korean. The travel planning domain primarily focused on 

dialogues about making reservations and payments for hotels, transportation, and events. The 

main difference between the architecture of the C-STAR II system and the architecture of the 

NESPOLE! system described in the following section is the way in which users interact with the 

translation servers. In the C-STAR II system, the user was required to run the complete 

translation system for their language locally on their own machine. In the NESPOLE! system, a 

dedicated remote server performs the processing required for translation. 

1.5.2 The NESPOLE! Machine Translation System 
The NESPOLE! translation system ([Lavie et al., 2002], [Metze et al., 2002], [Guerzoni et al., 

2003]) is designed to provide human-to-human speech-to-speech machine translation using an 

interlingua-based approach similar to that used in the JANUS-III system. The general goal of the 

system is to provide translation over the Internet to facilitate communication for e-commerce and 

e-service applications between common users in real-world settings. The NESPOLE! system 

supports translation in two domains between clients who speak English, German, or French and 

agents who speak Italian ([Taddei et al., 2003]). 

The first domain addressed in the NESPOLE! system is the Travel & Tourism domain. 

This domain is an extension of the C-STAR II travel planning domain, which focused mainly on 

making and paying for reservations for accommodations and transportation. In the Travel & 

Tourism domain, a client who is traveling to a foreign country may connect with an agent at a 

local tourism bureau who does not speak the same language in order to get information about the 

region to which they are traveling. In this domain, we imagine that a traveler is browsing the 

website of the tourism agency and decides to contact the agency for more detailed information. 

Specifically, in the NESPOLE! system a client may obtain information about a winter or summer 

vacation in the Trentino region of northern Italy. For example, users could discuss information 

regarding vacation packages, accommodations (e.g. hotels, campsites, etc.), tourist attractions 
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(e.g. parks, lakes, castles, museums, etc.), or recreational activities (e.g. skiing, swimming, etc.). 

Users could also inquire about the locations of particular hotels or attractions and about 

directions for traveling between two sites. Figure 1 shows an example of what a typical dialogue 

in the Travel & Tourism domain might look like. 

 

 

A: APT Trentino. Good Morning. 
C: Good morning. I would like to take a vacation in Val di Fiemme. 
A: I’ ll show you a map of Val di Fiemme. 
C: Thank you. 
A: Can you see it? 
C: Yes I can. 
A: Do you have a specific place in mind? 
C: Yes, I would like to stay in Cavalese. 
A: There are many hotels in Cavalese. I'm sending you a map of Cavalese. 
C: Yes, thank you. I need a two star hotel. 
A: I suggest the Hotel Lagorai. I will indicate the hotel with a blue circle. 
C: Is the hotel close to a bus stop? 
A: Yes. I will show the bus stop with a red square. 
C: I want to go downhill skiing. Can I get to the ski area by bus from Cavalese? 
… 

Figure 1: Dialogue example from the NESPOLE! Travel &  Tour ism domain 

 

 

The second domain supported by the NESPOLE! system is the Medical Assistance 

domain. The Medical Assistance domain was added as an experiment to examine the portability 

of the NESPOLE! translation approach. In this domain, a traveler in a foreign country (i.e. the 

client) who is not feeling well can connect with a local doctor who does not speak the same 

language (i.e. the agent) to get a preliminary diagnosis and medical advice. We imagine that the 

traveler would access the NESPOLE! translation system through a terminal at their hotel rather 

than calling the doctor directly. In the Medical Assistance domain, a client may describe health-

related personal information (e.g. age, medications, allergies, medical risk factors, etc.) as well as 

information related to the symptoms they are experiencing (e.g. specific symptoms, when the 

symptoms started, duration, severity, etc.). The doctor may perform a medical interview to elicit 

relevant information from the patient. The doctor may then describe their diagnosis and make 

appropriate recommendations (e.g. over-the-counter medication, an office visit, immediate 
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medical attention, etc.). The dialogues supported in the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain 

focus primarily on flu-like symptoms and/or chest pain. Figure 2 shows an example of part of a 

typical dialogue in the Medical Assistance domain. 

 

 

A: Good morning. May I help you? 
C: Good morning. I'm not feeling very well. 
A: What kind of problems are you having? 
C: I have a pain in my chest.  
A: How long have you been having this pain?  
C: Since this morning. 
A: What symptoms are you having? 
C: I have a strong pain in my chest and I also have rapid heartbeats. 
A: Wait a moment. I will send you an image. Can you see the image? 
C: Yes, I see the image. 
A: Where do you have the pain exactly? Can you indicate it on the image? 
C: I have the pain in the middle of my chest. Here. 
   [THE PATIENT INDICATES THE LOCATION ON THE IMAGE]  
A: Do you have high blood pressure? 
C: No. I don't have high blood pressure, but I have diabetes. I take insulin. 
… 

Figure 2: Dialogue example from the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain 

 

 

The NESPOLE! project was a collaboration among four research labs and two industrial 

partners in four countries. The English and German translation resources were developed in the 

Interactive Systems Laboratories at the Language Technologies Institute at Carnegie Mellon 

University in Pittsburgh and Universität Karlsruhe in Germany. The Italian translation resources 

were developed at Istituto Trentino di Cultura, Istituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica 

(ITC-irst) in Trento, Italy. The French translation resources were developed at Université Joseph 

Fourier in Grenoble, France. The video conferencing resources that connected the users and the 

translation systems were developed by AETHRA, a telecommunications company in Ancona, 

Italy. Finally, Azienda per la Promozione Turistica di Trento (APT), the Trentino tourism board, 

provided support for developing the requirements for the Travel & Tourism domain, data 

collection, and system testing. 
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One of the guiding principles in the design of the NESPOLE! architecture ([Lavie et al., 

2001]) was to create a system that imposed minimal hardware and software requirements on the 

end users. Under the NESPOLE! architecture, a user is only required to have a computer with an 

Internet connection, a microphone, speakers, and a video camera. The only software required for 

connecting to the NESPOLE! system is videoconferencing software such as Microsoft® 

NetMeeting and a small downloadable NESPOLE! Whiteboard component. All of the language 

processing required for translation is performed on a dedicated server (or servers) rather than on 

the user’s computer. After a connection to the NESPOLE! system initiated, all of the processing 

required for translation is completely transparent to the user. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: The NESPOLE! user  interface 

 

 

An example of the user interface for the NESPOLE! translation system ([Taddei et al., 

2002]) is shown in Figure 3. The interface consists of four main components. Microsoft® 
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NetMeeting (upper right) provides the videoconferencing connection. The Whiteboard (upper 

left) allows for a multimodal aspect to the communication between the client and agent by 

supporting the sharing of images and free-hand drawings or annotations. In the example interface 

shown in Figure 3, the agent (a doctor) shows the client a picture of a head, and the client 

indicates the location of their headache by circling it on the image. The interface also includes a 

Dialogue History Window (lower left) that allows the users to view the inputs, paraphrases, and 

translations from previous turns. Finally, the interface includes the NESPOLE! Monitor (lower 

right), which allows the user to interact with the translation system. The NESPOLE! system uses 

a push-to-talk mechanism for recording user speech, and the user initiates recording by clicking 

on the Enable button in the NESPOLE! Monitor window. The NESPOLE! Monitor window 

shows the user the result of speech recognition for their most recent turn in the System hears: 

box and the paraphrase produced by generating from the interlingua representation for the 

utterance back into the source language in the System understands: box. The NESPOLE! 

Monitor window also displays progress meters (not shown in Figure 3) to indicate the progress 

of the system while translation is being performed. Finally, the Cancel Translation button allows 

a user to signal that an error occurred during their turn and that the most recent translation should 

be ignored. The user may then either edit the text of the automatic speech recognition output or 

speak again. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Global architecture of the NESPOLE! machine translation system 
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The general architecture of the NESPOLE! translation system ([Lavie et al., 2001]) is 

shown in Figure 4. In a typical scenario using the NESPOLE! system, a user (i.e. client) would 

initiate a connection over the Internet to the system. This might be accomplished by clicking on a 

link on the web page or using a terminal at the user’s hotel. Upon initiating the connection, the 

user is first connected with a component called the Mediator ([NESPOLE!-D8, 2001], [Lavie et 

al., 2002]). The Mediator is responsible for managing the videoconferencing connection between 

the client and the agent and for passing speech and text between the users and the global 

translation server. After receiving a connection from a client, the Mediator contacts the agent and 

establishes connections to the appropriate language-specific translation servers. The Mediator is 

also responsible for transmitting spoken (or typed) input from the users to the translation server 

and synthesized speech (along with textual paraphrases and translations) from the translation 

server to the users. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Internal architecture of the language-specific servers in the NESPOLE! translation system 

 

 

Although the Global NESPOLE! Translation Server may be thought of conceptually as a 

single dedicated server, it is actually composed of a language-specific server for each language 
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supported by the system as well as a simple Communication Switch (CommSwitch) for passing 

messages between the language-specific servers. Figure 5 shows the general architecture of the 

language-specific servers ([Lavie et al., 2001]). Each server contains an analysis chain 

comprised of a Speech Recognition Module, which transforms spoken input into text, and a Text 

Analysis Module, which transforms text into the interlingua representation. Each server also 

contains a generation chain comprised of a Text Generation Module, which transforms 

interlingua representations into text, and a Speech Synthesis Module, which transforms text into 

speech. 

The specific implementation of the components within each language-specific server varies 

since each server was developed by a different partner in the NESPOLE! project. Because there 

was a close partnership between the research groups at Carnegie Mellon University and 

Universität Karlsruhe, the English and German servers are very similar. The Speech Recognition 

Module in both servers is implemented using the JANUS Recognition Toolkit ([Soltau et al., 

2001a], [Soltau et al., 2001b]). The hybrid analysis approach described in this dissertation serves 

as the Text Analysis Module for both servers. The Text Generation Module in each server is 

implemented using a unification-based generator ([Han and Lavie, 2003]) based on the GenKit 

system ([Tomita and Nyberg, 1988]). The Speech Synthesis Module is implemented using the 

Festival system ([Black et al., 2001]), and the German Speech Synthesis Module uses voices 

created at Oregon Graduate Institute ([Macon et al., 1998], [Macon et al., 1997]). 

Translation of an English input utterance into Italian output in the NESPOLE! system takes 

place as follows. First, the English client speaks an utterance. The Mediator relays the spoken 

input to the English translation server where automatic speech recognition takes place. The best 

hypothesis from the speech recognizer is then passed to the analyzer for conversion to the 

interlingua representation and back to the English client via the Mediator. The interlingua 

representation is passed from the English translation server to the Italian translation server via 

the Communication Switch. The interlingua representation is also passed to the English 

generation module so that a paraphrase can be produced and sent back to the English client via 

the Mediator. When the Italian translation server receives the interlingua representation, the 

generator is used to produce Italian text for the utterance, and the speech synthesis module 

produces speech for the text. Both the text and the synthesized speech are passed from the Italian 

translation server to the Mediator and from there to the Italian agent. 
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1.5.3 Inter lingua-Based Machine Translation 
There have been many approaches to machine translation over the years ([Hutchins and Somers, 

1992], [Dorr et al., 1999]). One dimension along which machine translation approaches vary is 

the extent to which intermediate representations are used to perform translation. At one end of 

the spectrum are direct translation approaches. These approaches translate the words from the 

source language directly into words in the target language without using any intermediate 

representation. Such approaches generally focus on properties specific to the language pair to 

perform translation. In the middle of the spectrum are a variety of transfer-based approaches that 

convert natural language into some form of structured intermediate representation that is specific 

to the particular source language. The structured form often includes information at the syntactic 

or semantic level. Transfer-based approaches transform source language structures into 

corresponding target language structures, and the translation into words in the target language is 

then generated from the target language structures. Finally, at the opposite end of the spectrum 

from direct approaches are approaches that use a language-independent intermediate 

representation called an interlingua to perform translation. As in transfer-based approaches, the 

first step in translation is to transform the source language input into a structured intermediate 

representation. However, since the interlingua abstracts away from language-specific details, 

there is no need to perform any transformations on the structure before generating the target 

language. Thus, in interlingua-based approaches, the source language is converted directly into 

the interlingua, and the target language is generated directly from the interlingua. 

Interlingua-based approaches to translation offer several advantages that are particularly 

useful for systems that support a large number of languages ([Levin et al., 2003a]). Figure 6 

illustrates how interlingua-based translation is used in a multilingual system. Because an 

interlingua representation abstracts away from the details of any specific language, translation 

between any pair of languages supported by the system is very straightforward. For each source 

language supported by the translation system, an analyzer that converts source language inputs 

into the interlingua representation is required. Likewise, for each target language, a generator 

that converts interlingua representations into the target language is required. The languages in the 

top half of Figure 6 represent source language analyzers, and the languages in the bottom half of 

Figure 6 represent target language generators. Given an analyzer and a generator for each 

supported language, translation between any pair of supported languages is relatively simple. 
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The interlingua-based translation system simply uses a source language analyzer to produce 

interlingua representations from source language input and then uses a target language generator 

to produce target language output from the interlingua representations. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Inter lingua-Based Machine Translation 

 

 

Interlingua-based approaches to machine translation also make adding new source and 

target languages to a translation system relatively easy. In order to add a source language, only 

an analyzer for the new language must be provided, regardless of the number of languages 

already supported by the system. Translation from the source language into any existing target 

language is then accomplished by connecting the new analyzer to any of the existing generators. 

Similarly, a new target language can be added by providing a generator for the language. Then 

the analyzer for any existing source language is connected with the new generator to perform 

translation into the target language. For example, suppose that the six leftmost languages in 

Figure 6 (English, Italian, German, French, Japanese, and Korean) were already present in a 

translation system. Adding all-ways translation to and from Chinese simply requires the addition 

of a Chinese analyzer and generator with no additional modifications to the system. 

Alternatively, suppose that Arabic input were of interest, but there was no need for Arabic 
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output. In that case, only an Arabic analyzer would have to be added to the system. Similarly, if 

Spanish output were needed, a Spanish generator could be added. 

In contrast, adding a new language to a translation system that uses a direct or transfer-

based approach can be considerably more difficult because such approaches require resources 

specific to each language pair and possibly specific to the direction of translation as well. For 

example, consider adding Chinese to a transfer-based system that already supports English, 

Italian, German, French, Japanese, and Korean. As in the interlingua-based system, a Chinese 

analyzer and generator must be provided. In addition, structure mapping rules or procedures 

must be provided for transforming Chinese source structures into structures for each target 

language. If the structure mapping resources are not symmetric, then they must also be provided 

from each existing source language into Chinese. For each new language added to a translation 

system, this process becomes more difficult. Whereas the addition of a new language (source and 

target) to an interlingua-based system requires only the addition of a single analyzer and a single 

generator, the addition of a new language to a direct or transfer-based system with N languages 

may require the addition of up to 2N new components. Furthermore, all-ways translation for N 

languages in an interlingua-based system requires 2N components: an analyzer and generator for 

each language. A direct or transfer-based system for the same N languages would require on the 

order of N2 components. 

Interlingua-based translation approaches also offer advantages from the perspective of 

system development. Because the source language is converted directly into the interlingua and 

the target language is produced directly from the interlingua, there are no language-pair 

dependent connections in an interlingua-based system. This means that those developing the 

analyzer and generator for each language only need to know one language (plus the interlingua). 

Furthermore, interlingua-based systems allow for each analyzer and generator for to be 

developed independently of other analyzers and generators. Different analysis and generation 

methods can be used for each language, and the components can be developed by native speakers 

of each language who may or may not be fluent in any of the other languages supported by the 

system. This is especially important for consortiums such as NESPOLE! and C-STAR in which 

different research groups develop the analysis and generation modules for each language. 

One additional advantage that interlingua-based translation systems offer for human-to-

human translation is the ability to produce a paraphrase of a user’s input by “translating”  back 
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into the source language through the interlingua. Assuming that the generators for each target 

language perform at roughly the same level, this allows the user to receive some verification of 

the quality of the translation. Although not a perfect indicator of translation quality, such 

paraphrases can give users a reasonable idea as to whether or not the translation of their utterance 

will be understandable. If the paraphrase is not acceptable, the translation system may provide 

some mechanism for the user to signal the unacceptable translation and try their turn again. 

1.5.4 The Interchange Format Inter lingua 

As mentioned previously, spoken language translation in the NESPOLE! system is performed 

via a task-oriented interlingua representation. The interlingua representation used in the 

NESPOLE! system is called Interchange Format ([Levin et al., 2003a], [Levin et al., 2003b], 

[Levin et al., 2002]). An earlier version of the Interchange Format interlingua was also used in 

the C-STAR II and LingWear translation systems ([Levin et al., 1998], [Levin et al., 2000b]). 

The Interchange Format is a shallow semantic representation for utterances in task-oriented 

dialogues in limited domains. The aim of the Interchange Format representation is to capture 

speaker intention rather than the literal meaning or predicate-argument structure of an utterance. 

Thus, the representation abstracts away from language-specific syntax and idiosyncrasies while 

preserving the meaning of the original input. Such a representation can be particularly effective 

for domains containing many formulaic phrases that are indicative of a speaker’s intention but 

that do not translate directly into other languages. Figure 7 contains a list of English phrases that 

might indicate a speaker’s intention to make a suggestion. While attempts to translate the literal 

meaning of the phrases into other languages may be met with varying degrees of success, the 

Interchange Format representation simply encodes that the speaker’s intent was to suggest 

something. It is left for the target language generator to decide how to best express a suggestion. 

 

i suggest 
i would like to recommend 
have you considered 
how about 
it is usually a good idea to 
you would have to 
what you should maybe do is 
i would consider taking 
i should think you will enjoy 

Figure 7: Examples of English phrases for  making a suggestion 
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Although the NESPOLE! translation system only supports input in Italian, English, 

German, and French, the additional languages of the C-STAR consortium and the NESPOLE! 

user group (Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Spanish, and Catalan) were also taken into 

consideration in designing the Interchange Format. The Interchange Format was also designed to 

balance the need for enough expressive power to adequately convey the intent and meaning of 

utterances with the need for a representation that was simple enough to be used and reproduced 

reliably by multiple research teams ([Levin et al., 2002]). 

The Interchange Format represents speaker intention at the level of semantic dialogue 

units, which are semantic segments for which speaker intention can be identified. A single 

utterance may contain multiple semantic dialogue units. For example, the utterance “Hello. I 

would like information about Val di Fiemme. I want to go skiing there.”  would contain three 

semantic dialogue units, one for each sentence in the utterance. As this example shows, semantic 

dialogue units often correspond to the sentences in an utterance, but there is no restriction that a 

single sentence must correspond to a single semantic dialogue unit. Each semantic dialogue unit 

in an utterance is assigned an Interchange Format representation. The Interchange Format 

representation for a semantic dialogue unit is composed of four key elements: a speaker tag, a 

speech act, an optional sequence of concepts, and an optional set of arguments. The speech act 

and concept sequence are collectively referred to as the domain action. The general form of an 

Interchange Format representation is shown in Figure 8, and Figure 9 contains examples of 

utterances along with their corresponding Interchange Format representations. 

 

 

speaker  :  speech act  +concept *  ar gument *  

Figure 8: General form of an Interchange Format representation 
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Yes. 
c: af f i r m 

 
Hello. 
c: gr eet i ng ( gr eet i ng=hel l o)  

 
How may I help you? 
a: of f er +hel p 

 
I would like information about Val di Fiemme. 
c: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+di sposi t i on+i nf or mat i on- obj ect  
  ( di sposi t i on=( who=i ,  desi r e) ,  
   i nf o- obj ect =( i nf or mat i on,  
                obj ect - t opi c=name- val _di _f i emme_ar ea) )  
 
Of course there aren’ t hotels in the park. 
a: negat e- gi ve- i nf or mat i on+exi st ence+accommodat i on 
  ( accommodat i on- spec=( hot el ,  quant i t y=pl ur al )  
   l ocat i on=( par k,  i dent i f i abi l i t y=yes) )  
 
Do you have any shortness of breath with that chest pain? 
a: r equest - i nf or mat i on+exper i ence+heal t h- st at us 
  ( exper i encer =you,  
   heal t h- st at us=( br eat hl essness,  obj ect - r ef =any) ,  
   co- heal t h- st at us=( chest _pai n,  i dent i f i abi l i t y=di st ant ) )  

 
Are you still there? 
a: di al og- r equest - pr esent  ( who=you)  

Figure 9: Examples of Interchange Format representations 

 

 

The first component of an Interchange Format representation is the speaker tag. The 

speaker tag encodes the role of the speaker of an utterance in a dialogue. Two speaker tags are 

used in the Interchange Format: ‘a’  for agent and ‘c ’  for client. The agent would be a 

representative at a tourism bureau for the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism domain and a health 

care provider in the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain.  The client would be a traveler in 

both domains. The speaker tag is included because the generation for some otherwise identical 

Interchange Format representations may be different depending on the role of the speaker in the 

dialogue. 

The second main element of the Interchange Format representation is the speech act. 

Speech acts are generally domain-independent and are used to represent the main intention of the 

speaker in uttering a particular semantic dialogue unit. For example, gi ve- i nf or mat i on 
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would be used when the speaker is providing information to the listener (e.g. “ I would like 

information about Val di Fiemme.”  in Figure 9), and r equest - i nf or mat i on would be used 

when the speaker is asking the listener to provide some information (e.g. “Do you have any 

shortness of breath with that chest pain?”  in Figure 9). The speech act is a mandatory component 

of the Interchange Format representation, and in some cases (e.g. “Yes.”  in Figure 9), a semantic 

dialogue unit may be assigned a speech act with no concepts or arguments. Most semantic 

dialogue units are only assigned one speech act, but the Interchange Format defines three speech 

acts (ver i f y- , negat e- , and r equest - ver i f i cat i on- ) that may be combined with other 

speech acts to modify the intention represented by the speech act (e.g. “Of course there aren’ t 

hotels in the park.”  in Figure 9). The Interchange Format also defines a set of “meta”  speech acts 

that are used for communicating about the status of the dialogue or the translation system (e.g. 

“Are you still there?”  in Figure 9). 

The third major component of the Interchange Format representation is the concept 

sequence. A concept sequence is created compositionally from an inventory of domain-

dependent concepts and may contain zero or more concepts. The degree of domain specificity of 

individual concepts varies somewhat. Figure 9 contains examples of concepts that are quite 

domain-specific (e.g. +accommodat i on for the Travel & Tourism domain and +heal t h-

s t at us  for the Medical Assistance domain) as well as concepts that are relatively domain-

independent (e.g. +di sposi t i on and +exi s t ence). While the speech act represents the 

general intention expressed in a semantic dialogue unit, the concepts capture the semantic focus 

of the semantic dialogue unit. Together the speech act and concept sequence form a domain 

action that is used to represent a speaker’s intention to achieve some domain-dependent activity. 

[Levin et al., 2003b] argues that domain actions, rather than speech acts alone, provide an 

appropriate level of representation of speaker intention for achieving good quality translation. 

The final element of the Interchange Format representation is the set of arguments. The set 

of arguments for a particular semantic dialogue unit may contain zero (e.g. “ How may I help 

you?”  in Figure 9) or more (e.g. “ Do you have any shortness of breath with that chest pain?” ) 

arguments. The order of the arguments in an Interchange Format representation does not carry 

any meaning, so a target language generator is free to generate text for the arguments in 

whatever manner and order is appropriate for the language. Interchange Format arguments use a 

simple feature-value representation to encode specific details contained in a semantic dialogue 
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unit. Arguments are represented as an argument name followed by the “=”  symbol followed by a 

value. Argument values may be atomic (e.g. the value of the gr eet i ng= argument for “Hello.”  

in Figure 9) or complex with multiple values and/or subarguments (e.g. the value of the i nf o-

obj ect = argument for “ I would like information about Val di Fiemme.”  in Figure 9). 

The Interchange Format specification ([NESPOLE!-IF-Spec], [Levin et al., 2003a]) 

defines the set of components used in the Interchange Format as well as the ways in which the 

components are allowed to combine to form valid representations. The Interchange Format 

specification consists of three parts: the domain action specification, the argument specification, 

and the value specification. The domain action specification defines the set of legal speech acts 

and concepts and specifies how the speech acts and concepts may be combined to form valid 

domain actions. In addition, the domain action specification defines the set of top-level 

arguments licensed by each speech act and concept. In order for an argument to appear in an 

Interchange Format representation for a semantic dialogue unit, it must be licensed by at least 

one of the components of the domain action. Figure 10 shows an example of the definition for 

the +di sposi t i on concept from the NESPOLE! domain action specification. The domain 

action specification contains a similar definition for every speech act and concept sequence in the 

Interchange Format. 

 

DEF:  +di sposi t i on 
   cont i nuat i ons:  
      ( $bot t om$ +accommodat i on +act i on +act i v i t y +admi ssi on +ai r por t  
       +ar r i val  +at t r act i on +budget  +cancel l at i on +change +checki n 
       +checkout  +cl i ck +compl et i on +concept  +connect i on +cont ai n 
       +cont ai ned- i n +cur r ency +decr ease +del ay +depar t ur e +deposi t  
       +descr i be +di r ect i ons +di spl ay +dr op- of f  +ef f ect  +equi pment  
       +event  +event ual i t y +excl usi on +excl usi on- f r om +exi t  
       +exper i ence +expl ai n +f aci l i t y +f easi bi l i t y +f eat ur e +f ood 
       +gener al - act i on +gi ve- medi cal - pr ocedur e +got o +heal t h- st at us 
       +hear  +hel p +i mpr ove +i ncl usi on +i ncl usi on- i n +i ncr ease 
       +i ndi cat e +i nf or m +i nf or mat i on- obj ect  +knowl edge +l ear n 
       +l ear n- about  +meal  +medi cal - pr ocedur e +meet i ng +numer al  
       +obj ect  +obt ai n +occur r ence +or der  +package +payment  +per son 
       +pi ck- up +pl an +pr i ce +pr oceed +pur chase +r ead 
       +r ecei ve- medi cal - pr ocedur e +r ecommendat i on +r ent  +r epeat  
       +r eser vat i on +r est aur ant  +r oom +sear ch +seat  +send +ser vi ce 
       +ski l l  +st ay +t our  +t r anspor t at i on +t r i p +vehi cl e +vi ew 
       +wor sen +wr i t e)  
   ar gument s:  ( <di sposi t i on=> <manner =>)  

Figure 10: Definition of the +disposition concept from the NESPOLE! Interchange Format specification 
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The set of concepts that are allowed to immediately follow +di sposi t i on in a concept 

sequence are listed in the cont i nuat i ons:  section of the definition shown in Figure 10. The 

special symbol $bot t om$ in the continuations list indicates that the +di sposi t i on concept 

may legally occur as the last concept in a concept sequence. The set of arguments licensed by 

+di sposi t i on is listed in the ar gument s:  section of the definition. Consider the Interchange 

Format representation for the utterance “ I would like information about Val di Fiemme.”  in 

Figure 9. The definition shown in Figure 10 indicates that the +i nf or mat i on- obj ect  concept 

is allowed to follow the +di sposi t i on concept in the concept sequence. Similarly, the 

definition of the gi ve- i nf or mat i on speech act includes the +di sposi t i on concept in its 

continuation list, and the continuation list for the +i nf or mat i on- obj ect  concept contains the 

$bot t om$ symbol. As shown in Figure 10, the di sposi t i on= argument is licensed by the 

+di sposi t i on concept. The +i nf o- obj ect = argument is licensed by the +i nf or mat i on-

obj ect  concept. 

The domain action specification will be particularly important for the analysis approach 

described in this dissertation. As described in Sections 2.5.4 and 4.6, it will allow us to ensure 

that that the Interchange Format representations produced by our analysis approach are valid and 

will support a mechanism for searching for alternative representations when the best output of 

the analyzer is invalid. In addition to the domain action specification, the Interchange Format 

specification includes an argument specification and a value specification. The argument 

specification defines the set of legal arguments, including all top-level arguments and 

subarguments. In a manner similar to the domain action specification, the argument specification 

defines the set of values that an argument can take as well as the set of subarguments allowed for 

the argument. The value specification defines sets of values to which definitions in the argument 

specification or the value specification may refer. The main purpose of the value specification is 

for convenience so that sets of values that are referred to by multiple definitions only need to be 

explicitly listed once. We do not use the argument and value specifications in our analysis 

approach under the assumption that the handwritten argument grammars used in our analyzer 

will produce legal argument representations. 
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1.5.5 NESPOLE! Data Collection and Corpora 
Development of the Interchange Format specification and the translation modules used in the 

NESPOLE! translation system requires the availability of a corpus of representative dialogues 

from the domain to be covered. The NESPOLE! databases for the Travel & Tourism domain and 

the Medical Assistance domain served as the primary source for the training and test data used in 

the experiments described in this dissertation. In addition to the NESPOLE! data, the database 

from the C-STAR II travel planning domain and the Babylon medical domain were used to 

supplement the NESPOLE! data when possible. Although the dialogues in those databases do not 

exactly match the domains of the NESPOLE! system, they are generally similar enough to 

provide coverage of some aspects of the NESPOLE! domains. 

The data collection protocols used for building the NESPOLE! databases are described in 

[Burger et al., 2001] and [Burger et al., 2003]. Monolingual and bilingual conditions were used 

for recording the dialogues in the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism domain database. The 

monolingual condition consisted of dialogues between a client and an agent at a tourism agency 

both speaking the same language. The clients were students or professionals who were native 

speakers of the language in which the dialogue was spoken and the agents were real 

representatives from APT, the Trentino tourism board, who were native Italian speakers and 

bilingual in the language of the dialogue. For each dialogue, the client was given a description of 

their role in a domain scenario and some goals to accomplish. They then had a conversation with 

an agent to accomplish whatever goals were set for them in whatever way they found most 

natural. The client and agent communicated with each other directly in the client’s native 

language using the Microsoft® NetMeeting videoconferencing software. For the English 

dialogues, for example, a native-English-speaking client in the United States (at Carnegie 

Mellon) connected with a bilingual (Italian-English) agent at APT in Italy and held a 

conversation according to the scenario that they were given. Monolingual data was collected in 

this manner for English, German, French, and Italian and forms the bulk of the data in the 

NESPOLE! database. The setup for the bilingual data collection condition was similar. However, 

rather than communicating directly using Microsoft® NetMeeting, the client and agent each 

communicated in their native language using the NESPOLE! system to translate their dialogue. 

Bilingual data was collected for English and German. The C-STAR II travel planning data that 
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was used to supplement the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism database was originally collected in a 

monolingual role-playing condition with both speakers at the same site. 

The NESPOLE! Medical Assistance database was collected using only a monolingual 

protocol. The protocol was similar to the one used for the Travel & Tourism domain except that 

both the client and agent were native speakers of the language. All of the speakers that 

participated in the Medical Assistance domain data collection were doctors, nurses, or medical 

students. Data was collected for English, German, and Italian in the Medical Assistance domain, 

and some of the data was manually translated into other NESPOLE! languages. The English 

NESPOLE! Medical Assistance database was also supplemented with data from the Babylon 

medical domain. The Babylon data consisted mainly of individual utterances in which patients 

described a variety of symptoms and health concerns. 

All of the NESPOLE! dialogues were recorded and manually transcribed, at which point 

they were suitable for training the speech recognizers used in the NESPOLE! servers. However, 

in order to be useful for developing the analyzers and generators, the dialogues had to be tagged 

with Interchange Format representations. Each speaker turn in the transcribed dialogues was first 

divided into semantic dialogue units. Then each semantic dialogue unit was annotated with its 

corresponding Interchange Format representation. The annotation of the NESPOLE! database 

was an effort that continued over the course of the project. All of the dialogues in the database 

were segmented into semantic dialogue units. However, the databases contain some dialogues 

that were fully annotated with Interchange Format representations, some dialogues for which 

only one side of the dialogue was tagged, and some dialogues for which only fragments of the 

dialogue were tagged. This was especially true early in the annotation process since tagging was 

prioritized based on usefulness (e.g. client side utterances for English, semantic dialogue units 

containing novel expressions of concepts, utterances of native speakers, etc.). Additionally, some 

of the dialogues in the NESPOLE! database were manually translated into other NESPOLE! 

languages. Although the translations were clearly not native utterances in a dialogue setting, they 

could be translated by non-Interchange Format experts and increased the amount of tagged data 

available for the new language without requiring additional annotation effort. In addition to the 

recorded dialogues, the NESPOLE! database also contains some individual utterances that were 

manufactured during the course of developing the Interchange Format in order to provide initial 

data for defining the specification and/or to provide examples of certain aspects of the 
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specification. Including data from all of the NESPOLE! languages and domains, the NESPOLE! 

database contains over 12,000 semantic dialogue units in dialogues that have been completely 

annotated with Interchange Format representations. More than 2000 semantic dialogue units in 

completely annotated dialogues from the C-STAR II database have also been tagged with the 

NESPOLE! Interchange Format. The database also contains additional annotated semantic 

dialogue units in partially annotated dialogues and manufactured data. 

 

 

e709wb. 7. 0  comment s:  DATA f r om e709_1_0006_I TAGOR_00 
 
e709wb. 7. 1  ol ang I TA  l ang I TA  Pr v CMU   "  sono mol t i  post i  "  
e709wb. 7. 1  ol ang I TA  l ang GER  Pr v CMU   " es gi bt  v i el e Or t e"  
e709wb. 7. 1  ol ang I TA  l ang FRE  Pr v CLI PS " "  
e709wb. 7. 1  ol ang I TA  l ang ENG  Pr v CMU   " t her e ar e many pl aces"  
e709wb. 7. 1                   I F  Pr v CMU  a: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+exi st ence+obj ect  ( obj ect -
spec=( pl ace,  quant i t y=many) )  
e709wb. 7. 1  comment s:  Tagged by dmg 
 
e709wb. 7. 2  ol ang I TA  l ang I TA  Pr v CMU   "  i n cui  l ei  puo sc i ar e i n Val - di - Fi emme .  "  
e709wb. 7. 2  ol ang I TA  l ang GER  Pr v CMU   " wo Si e Ski  f ahr en k~onnen i n Val - di - Fi emme. "  
e709wb. 7. 2  ol ang I TA  l ang FRE  Pr v CLI PS " "  
e709wb. 7. 2  ol ang I TA  l ang ENG  Pr v CMU   " i n whi ch you coul d sk i  i n Val  di  Fi emme"  
e709wb. 7. 2                   I F  Pr v CMU  a: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+f easi bi l i t y+act i v i t y  ( who=you,  
f easi bi l i t y=f easi bl e,  act i v i t y- spec=( ski i ng,  l ocat i on=name- val _di _f i emme_ar ea) )  
e709wb. 7. 2  comment s:  Tagged by dmg 
 
e709wb. 7. 3  ol ang I TA  l ang I TA  Pr v CMU   "  l e most r o una mappa .  "  
e709wb. 7. 3  ol ang I TA  l ang GER  Pr v CMU   " i ch wer de I hnen ei ne Kar t e zei gen. "  
e709wb. 7. 3  ol ang I TA  l ang FRE  Pr v CLI PS " "  
e709wb. 7. 3  ol ang I TA  l ang ENG  Pr v CMU   " I  wi l l  show you a map"  
e709wb. 7. 3                   I F  Pr v CMU  a: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+di spl ay+i nf or mat i on- obj ect  ( who=i ,  
t o- whom=you,  i nf o- obj ect =( map,  i dent i f i abi l i t y=no) )  
e709wb. 7. 3  comment s:  Tagged by dmg 

Figure 11: Excerpt from the NESPOLE! Travel &  Tour ism database 

 

 

Figure 11 contains an excerpt from the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism database that shows 

the annotation of a single speaker turn. Each line in the database begins with a code that includes 

a dialogue ID, the number of the speaker turn in the dialogue (i.e. a turn ID), and the number of 

the semantic dialogue unit within the turn (i.e. a semantic dialogue unit ID). The example shown 

in Figure 11 was the 7th speaker turn in dialogue e709wb, and the utterance contained three 

semantic dialogue units. The first line in the example contains a comment (indicated by the 

semantic dialogue unit ID 0) that identifies the source recording of the original utterance. For 

each semantic dialogue unit, the database contains the transcription of the original recording as 

well as any manual translations. The olang field indicates the language in which the semantic 
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dialogue unit was originally spoken, and the lang field indicates the language of the text 

contained in a particular line. The Prv field indicates where the text was transcribed or translated. 

Thus, in the example shown in Figure 11, the turn was originally spoken in Italian and then 

translated into English and German. The turn was transcribed and translated at Carnegie Mellon. 

In addition to the transcribed and translated text, the database includes the Interchange Format 

representation for each semantic dialogue unit. The Interchange Format representations are 

contained in the lines labeled IF, and the Prv field again indicates where the semantic dialogue 

unit was tagged. When a semantic dialogue unit has not been tagged, the IF line is simply left 

blank. The database may also include alternative Interchange Format representations if more 

than one representation may be reasonably assigned to a semantic dialogue unit as well as 

comments from the annotators. 

1.6 Related Work 

1.6.1 Other  Spoken Language Translation Systems 
In addition to the interlingua-based spoken language translation systems mentioned in Section 

1.5.1, a number of other large-scale research projects involving international collaboration 

among multiple partners have focused on the translation of spoken language in limited domains. 

A few recent examples of such research efforts include Verbmobil ([Wahlster, 2000]), the 

Spoken Language Translator ([Rayner et al., 2000]), and the EuTrans project ([Amengual et al., 

2000]). Although these examples by no means represent an exhaustive list of past or ongoing 

spoken language translation research, they provide a glimpse of alternative approaches and 

domains that have been used successfully in building speech-to-speech translation systems. 

The Verbmobil project ([Wahlster, 2000]) was a very large-scale research effort that ran in 

two phases from 1993 to 2000 and involving a large consortium of academic and industrial 

partners from Europe, North America, and Asia. The Verbmobil system supported speech-to-

speech translation over mobile phones among German, English, and Japanese in three limited 

domains. The Verbmobil domains included appointment scheduling, travel planning, and 

personal computer maintenance. Verbmobil combined a broad range of techniques for shallow 

through deep processing to perform translation ([Bub et al., 1997]). A multi-engine architecture 

was used to incorporate the results of five different translation engines: semantic transfer, 

dialogue-act-based translation, case-based translation, substring-based translation, statistical 
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translation. A multi-engine architecture was also used within the semantic transfer system to 

combine the outputs of three parsers that provided analyses at different levels of linguistic detail: 

a shallow chunk parser, a probabilistic LR parser, and a chart parser for deep analysis with Head-

driven Phrase Structure Grammar. The different parsing and translation engines used and 

combined manually developed resources and automatic learning techniques to varying degrees. 

The dialogue-act-based translation engine is particularly relevant since it was the approach most 

similar the approach used in the NESPOLE! project. Dialogue-act-based translation in the 

Verbmobil system ([Reithinger and Engel, 2000]) was intended to provide shallow robust 

translations in the face of noisy spoken input. The dialogue acts used in the Verbmobil system 

are described in [Jekat et al., 1995] and [Alexandersson et al., 1998]. In the dialogue-act-based 

translation module, dialogue acts were identified using statistical language models as described 

in [Reithinger and Klesen, 1997] and summarized in Section 1.6.4. After the dialogue act for an 

utterance was identified, manually developed finite state transducers were used to representations 

for objects such as temporal expressions, locations, etc. Finally, a set of sentence templates and 

finite state transducers was used to generate target language text. 

The Spoken Language Translator ([Rayner et al., 2000]) research project ran in three 

phases from 1992 to 1999. The research partners on the project included SRI International, Telia 

Research, the Swedish Institute of Computer Science, the University of Geneva, and the 

Technical University of Crete. The Spoken Language Translator supported speech-to-speech 

translation among English, Swedish, and French in the domain of air travel planning. Translation 

was performed using a combination of a shallow and deep processing. Shallow processing 

involved a simple direct lexical translation of words and/or phrases, and deep processing 

involved translation via structural transfer using the SRI Core Language Engine ([Alshawi, 

1992]). Structural analysis was performed using grammars in the unification formalism of the 

Core Language Engine. A set of handwritten grammars was initially developed to provide 

general coverage of important constructions in each source language. Using a small corpus 

specially constructed to be representative of a new domain, domain-specific coverage shortfalls 

of the handwritten grammar could be easily identified and repaired ([Rayner and Carter, 1997]). 

Automatic learning techniques were also used in two ways to improve parsing efficiency and 

translation quality ([Rayner and Carter, 1996]). First, all possible parses for utterances in a 

domain-specific training corpus were produced using the Core Language Engine, and the correct 
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parse for each utterance was identified. The corpus of parsed utterances was used to estimate the 

likelihood that parse constituents would contribute to a correct parse. Then during parsing of new 

utterances, constituents that were unlikely to be part of a correct analysis were eliminated. Using 

only the correct parses from the training corpus, explanation-based learning methods were used 

to specialize the general grammar for the domain. During specialization, sets of grammar rules 

that were frequently applied in combination were merged into a single rule, resulting in a non-

recursive grammar that produced shallower parse trees of limited depth. The combination of 

grammar specialization and constituent pruning resulted in much faster parsing and higher 

translation quality without significant loss of coverage ([Rayner and Carter, 1996]). 

The EuTrans project ([Amengual et al., 2000], [Pastor et al., 2001]) was a five year 

research effort starting in 1996 that involved the collaboration of four European partners from 

Spain, Germany, and Italy. The EuTrans system supported telephone-based Spanish-English and 

Italian-English speech-to-speech translation in a hotel reception desk domain. In the EuTrans 

system, all aspects of translation were performed using stochastic finite state models 

([Casacuberta et al., 2001]). Standard finite state acoustic and lexical models for speech 

recognition were incorporated with a translation model represented as a finite state transducer. 

The transducer used for the translation model was automatically learned from a parallel corpus of 

utterances in the source and target languages ([Amengual et al., 2000]). The acoustic, lexical, 

and translation models were combined into a single hidden Markov model, and the best 

recognition result and corresponding translation were found simultaneously using Viterbi search. 

1.6.2 Segmentation 
The main purpose of the analysis approach described in this dissertation is to convert input 

utterances into the Interchange Format interlingua. As explained previously, the Interchange 

Format interlingua represents the content of input utterances as a sequence of semantic segments 

called semantic dialogue units. Semantic dialogue units often correspond roughly to sentences 

but may also correspond to sentence fragments such as clauses or phrases. Since a single speaker 

turn often contains multiple semantic dialogue units, one of the critical steps of our analysis 

approach is the segmentation of input utterances into semantic dialogue units. 

A method for identifying semantic dialogue unit boundaries in the JANUS speech-to-

speech translation system for the appointment scheduling domain is described in [Lavie et al., 
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1997b]. Although the Interchange Format interlingua was not used in that system, a similar 

speech-act-based interlingua was used. The boundary detection model used acoustic information 

about silences, human noises, and non-human noises. A statistical model was also used to 

capture the likelihood of a semantic dialogue unit boundary between each pair of words. The 

statistical model used three word-bigram frequencies based on a four-word window centered on 

the potential boundary position to estimate the likelihood. Finally, manually determined lexical 

cue phrases were used to boost the statistical likelihood estimate. At the time of that work, the 

robust GLR* parser ([Lavie, 1996a] [Lavie, 1996b]) was used in conjunction with handwritten 

grammars in a unification-based formalism to produce the feature structure representations of the 

interlingua. Since the grammars were designed to parse complete semantic dialogue units, 

classification of semantic dialogue unit boundaries was not strictly necessary. However, the 

semantic dialogue unit boundary detector served two important purposes. First, high-confidence 

boundaries were inserted in an utterance prior to parsing in order to reduce parse ambiguity and 

thereby increase parsability and efficiency. Second, the segmentation scores were used during 

parsing to prevent the parser from pursuing analyses that created boundaries at positions where 

the segmentation model was highly confident that no boundary occurred. The use of the semantic 

dialogue unit segmentation model improved parse efficiency and translation quality. 

[Mast et al., 1996] describes an approach for segmenting spoken utterances into dialogue 

act units in the Verbmobil speech-to-speech translation system ([Wahlster, 2000]). The work was 

done in the setting of the Verbmobil appointment scheduling domain ([Bub and Schwinn, 

1996]). The task of segmenting utterances into dialogue act units is very similar to the task of 

semantic dialogue unit segmentation. Each input utterance must be divided into segments for 

which the speaker’s intention, which is represented at different levels of detail in dialogue acts 

and domain actions, can be identified. The segmentation approach described in [Mast et al., 

1996] used a neural network and a language model to estimate the probability of a boundary 

between each pair of words in an utterance. A boundary was inserted when the probability 

exceeded a threshold. A neural network with two hidden layers was trained to estimate the 

probability of a segment boundary based on prosodic features for the six syllables preceding a 

potential boundary. A polygram language model was also trained to estimate the probability of a 

segment boundary based on the words preceding a potential boundary. The segmentation models 

were trained on a set of 96 German dialogues consisting of 2459 speaker turns and 6459 dialogue 
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act segments and tested on 31 dialogues consisting of 453 speaker turns and 1107 dialogue act 

segments. A top reported accuracy of 92.5% for the classification of potential boundaries was 

achieved using a combination of the neural network and language model. 

Although a single sentence may contain multiple semantic dialogue units, the problem of 

detecting semantic dialogue unit boundaries is similar to the problem of sentence boundary 

detection, especially when the input to the segmenter is produced by an automatic speech 

recognizer. Stevenson and Gaizauskas ([Stevenson and Gaizauskas, 2000]) describe the 

application of a memory-based learning approach using TiMBL version 2.0 ([Daelemans et al., 

2000]) to the problem of identifying sentence boundaries.  They point out that text produced by a 

speech recognizer differs in several important ways from standard text composed by humans. 

Unlike standard text, speech recognizer output typically does not contain any punctuation or case 

information. Furthermore, spoken language may contain many phrases and sentence fragments 

rather than complete grammatical sentences. Finally, text produced by a speech recognizer may 

contain recognition errors. Stevenson and Gaizauskas simulated automatic speech recognition 

input (without recognition errors) using a Wall Street Journal corpus with punctuation and case 

information removed. The training set contained 965 sentence boundaries, and the test set 

contained 107 sentence boundaries. Their memory-based classifier made a binary decision 

regarding the presence or absence of a sentence boundary between each pair of words. The input 

features for the classifier included the word and associated part of speech tag immediately before 

and after the potential boundary, the probabilities that the words and tags occurred at a boundary, 

and whether or not the words were stop words. For the sake of comparison, they also included a 

feature to indicate whether or not the words before and after a potential boundary were 

capitalized. They report an F1-measure of 0.76 when case information was included and 0.35 

when case information was excluded. 

[Gotoh and Renals, 2000] describes the use of a statistical approach to identify sentence 

boundaries in automatic speech recognition transcripts of broadcast speech from BBC television 

and radio news programs. The sentence boundary detection problem was formulated as a binary 

decision whether or not each word is the last word in a sentence. Two statistical models were 

developed to determine the class of each word (i.e. last word or not last word). The first model 

was an n-gram language model trained on pre-broadcast program scripts, which of course were 

similar to but not perfect transcriptions of the actual broadcast. The size of the training data for 
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the language model was varied between 0.9 million words and 7.2 million words. The second 

model was a prosody model trained to identify boundaries based on the duration of the pause 

following a word. The pause duration model was trained on speech recognizer output for 300 

hours of broadcasts aligned with their pre-broadcast scripts. In isolation, the best pause duration 

model outperformed the best language model on all performance measures, and a combination of 

the two models outperformed either individual model. When applied to unseen automatic speech 

recognition output, the F1-measures reported for the best language model, pause duration model, 

and combined model were 0.46, 0.65, and 0.70 respectively. 

The identification of sentence boundaries in standard text composed by humans is also 

related to the semantic dialogue unit segmentation problem, although the identification of 

sentence boundaries in text generally involves decisions about whether or not punctuation marks 

(., !, ?, :, ;, etc.) indicate the end of a sentence. A variety of machine learning approaches have 

been applied to the task of detecting of sentence boundaries in written English text. [Reynar and 

Ratnaparkhi, 1997] describes two maximum entropy models designed to determine whether or 

not 3 punctuation symbols (., !, and ?) mark a sentence boundary. Each word token that 

contained one of the punctuation symbols was considered as possible sentence boundary. The 

first model was intended for maximum performance and included some hand-coded knowledge 

about the language (English) and genre (financial newspaper text) of the task. The model 

included features about the portions of the token before and after the punctuation mark, the 

presence of certain characters in the token, whether the token was a known abbreviation, and 

properties of the words immediately preceding and following the token. The second model was 

intended to be portable across genres and languages and thus used only features that could be 

automatically extracted from a training corpus. The features of the second model included the 

identity of the pieces of the token before and after the punctuation symbol, the identities of the 

previous and following tokens, and whether any of the tokens were on a list of abbreviations 

extracted from the training data. Using a training set of 39441 sentences of Wall Street Journal 

data, the sentence boundary detectors were tested on 20478 sentences of Wall Street Journal data 

and on the Brown corpus (51672 sentences). Classification accuracies of 98.8% on the Wall 

Street Journal test set and 97.9% on the Brown corpus were reported for the first, performance-

oriented model. Accuracies of 98.0% for the Wall Street Journal test set and 97.5% for the 

Brown corpus were reported for the second, portable model. 
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[Walker et al., 2001] describes the application of the maximum entropy approach 

described in [Reynar and Ratnaparkhi, 1997] to a small corpus extracted from a variety of web 

sites. The performance of the maximum entropy model was also compared with the performance 

of two manually developed knowledge-based sentence boundary detectors: a hard-coded 

program using regular expressions and a grammar-based approach. Each of the sentence 

boundary detectors was used to determine whether or not 6 punctuation marks (., !, ?, :, ;, and )) 

indicated a sentence boundary. Using a training set containing 9504 sentences and a test set 

containing 861 sentences, an accuracy of 97.4% was reported for the maximum entropy model. 

The maximum entropy classifier was also shown to outperform both hand-coded approaches 

while requiring substantially less development time. 

Palmer and Hearst ([Palmer and Hearst, 1997]) describe the application of neural networks 

and decision trees to the problem of sentence boundary detection in written text using the Satz 

system. Each punctuation mark (except periods used as decimal points in numbers) was 

considered a potential sentence boundary position. The Satz system represented each word using 

a 20-element vector. The vector contained two binary features to indicate whether the word was 

capitalized and whether the word followed a punctuation mark. The remaining 18 features were 

used to represent the part of speech distribution of the word. Each feature corresponded to a 

general part of speech category (e.g. noun, verb, article, abbreviation, etc.). The values of the 

features were either binary, indicating whether the word could be assigned that category, or 

numerical, indicating the probability that the word should be assigned that category. The input 

feature vectors used for each learning approach were similar and included the description vectors 

for each word in an n-word window centered on a potential boundary. The neural network and 

decision tree classifiers were tested using a variety of window sizes, training set sizes (several 

hundred to several thousand examples), and lexicon sizes on a set of 27494 potential boundaries 

extracted from an English Wall Street Journal corpus. The best reported accuracies of the neural 

network and decision tree classifiers were 98.1% and 99.0% respectively. Similar levels of 

performance were also reported for two German news test sets and a French Hansards test set.  

A transformation-based learning approach to the task of identifying sentence boundaries in 

Modern Greek text is described in [Stamatatos et al., 1999]. The sentence boundary detector 

learned to determine whether or not four punctuation symbols (., !, ;, and …) marked sentence 

boundaries. The sentence boundary detector initially assumed that all punctuation symbols 
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indicated a sentence boundary. Automatically learned rules were then applied in two passes to 

modify the classification of the potential sentence boundaries. The set of rules applied during the 

first pass changed the classification of punctuation marks that met certain learned triggering 

criteria from boundary to non-boundary. The set of rules applied during the second pass changed 

the classification of punctuation marks from non-boundary to boundary when triggering criteria 

were met. The triggering criteria used in the rules included features (e.g. word length, characters, 

etc.) extracted from the tokens immediately preceding and immediately following a potential 

boundary position. An accuracy of 99.4% was reported for a classifier trained on 7274 sentences 

and tested on 8736 sentences. 

[Mikheev, 2000] addresses the sentence boundary detection problem using a trigram part 

of speech tagger based on hidden Markov models and maximum entropy techniques ([Mikheev, 

1997]). In this approach, sentence boundary detection was treated as part of the part of speech 

tagging problem. Punctuation marks were treated as separate tokens and tagged in the same way 

as word tokens. Each punctuation mark token was tagged as an end of sentence marker, part of 

an abbreviation, or both simultaneously. The part of speech tagger was also augmented with an 

automatically induced list of abbreviations and an automatic proper name handling mechanism. 

The performance of the part of speech tagger/sentence boundary detector was tested using the 

Brown Corpus and Wall Street Journal corpus from the Penn Treebank. The tagger was trained 

on the Brown Corpus and tested on the Wall Street Journal corpus and vice versa. The best 

reported accuracy for sentence boundary identification was 99.8% on the Brown Corpus and 

99.69% on the Wall Street Journal corpus. 

1.6.3 Domain Action Classification 
Automatic classification of domain actions using trainable machine learning techniques is a 

second critical component of our analysis approach. One early approach to training classifiers to 

identify Interchange Format domain actions is described in [Fukada et al., 1998]. Domain actions 

were identified by combining the output of word unigram language models for speech acts and 

complete concept sequences. Illegal combinations of speech acts and concept sequences were 

assigned a probability of 0. The input to the language model classifiers consisted of the text for a 

single semantic dialogue unit. Before presentation to the classifiers, the text of the semantic 

dialogue unit was preprocessed. Function words were removed, words were replaced with 
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category labels when appropriate (e.g. Monday � day-of-week), and common phrases were 

collapsed into single tokens (e.g. how many � how_many). The models were tested on English 

with 64 training dialogues and 50 test dialogues and on Japanese with 84 training dialogues and 

42 test dialogues. For English input, classification accuracies of 58.8%, 57.5%, and 39.7% were 

reported for identification of speech acts, concept sequences, and domain actions respectively. 

For Japanese, classification accuracies of 79.9%, 71.6%, and 57.6% were reported. Replacing the 

word unigram models with word bigram models improved speech act classification performance 

but degraded concept sequence classification performance. Domain action classification 

performance improved for Japanese and decreased for English. The experiments reported in 

[Fukada et al., 1998] demonstrated the possibility of automatically classifying Interchange 

Format domain actions. However, neither argument identification nor semantic dialogue unit 

segmentation were addressed. 

Munk made a first attempt at combining handwritten grammars and automatic domain 

action identification for producing Interchange format representations ([Munk, 1999]). Munk 

developed a prototype system called SALT that produced C-STAR II Interchange Format 

representations from spoken input utterances in the C-STAR II speech-to-speech translation 

system. The SALT system used several stages to produce Interchange Format representations. In 

the first stage of processing, a two-layer hidden Markov model was used to label top-level 

arguments and speech acts in an input utterance. The input to the model consisted of an utterance 

tagged with parts of speech. The 400 most frequent words in the training corpus were used 

directly in the model, and the remaining words were replaced with part of speech tags. The first 

layer of the hidden Markov model segmented and labeled the utterance at the argument level. 

Each argument-level segment was assigned a top-level argument label. The second layer of the 

hidden Markov model segmented and labeled the utterance at the speech act level. Each speech 

act segment was equivalent to a semantic dialogue unit. In the second stage of processing, a 

neural network was used to identify the complete concept sequence associated with each speech 

act segment. The features used by the neural networks were the argument and speech act labels 

assigned to the segment by the hidden Markov model and the same set of frequent words used in 

the hidden Markov model. Finally, semantic grammars were used to parse for arguments in the 

argument segments identified by the hidden Markov model. Parsing within each argument 
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segment was restricted to the use of grammar rules associated with the argument label assigned 

by the hidden Markov model. 

The SALT system was evaluated on English dialogues from the C-STAR II travel planning 

domain. The classifiers were trained on 64 transcribed dialogues and tested on 50 additional 

transcribed dialogues. The best reported accuracy for the speech act classifier was 59.9% using a 

word trigram model and a speech act bigram model. The best reported concept sequence 

classification accuracy was 87.2%. No results were reported for semantic dialogue unit 

segmentation performance or for performance on complete domain actions. The quality of the 

English-to-English paraphrases produced by the C-STAR II translation system using SALT was 

also compared with the quality of the paraphrases produced when handwritten domain-action-

level semantic grammars were used for parsing. The test set consisted of 200 to 300 unseen 

utterances that were automatically recognized and manually transcribed. The method for judging 

end-to-end translation (paraphrase) quality was similar to that described in Section 5.2. SALT 

achieved 50.5% acceptable paraphrases on recognized input and 57.3% on transcribed input. The 

domain action grammar approach achieved 61.6% acceptable performance for recognized input 

and 73.7% acceptable translations for transcribed input. 

Although the performance of the SALT system did not reach the level of the strictly 

grammar-based approach, it demonstrated the feasibility of combining grammar-based parsing 

with machine learning techniques for producing Interchange Format representations. One of the 

main weaknesses of the SALT approach was a tendency to oversegment at both the argument 

level and the semantic dialogue unit level (i.e. too many arguments and semantic dialogue units 

were produced). The mechanism for ensuring that legal Interchange Format representations were 

produced was also relatively weak. Empty or duplicate argument segments and domain actions 

were removed from SALT’s output. However, no tests were performed to ensure that the domain 

action and arguments could be combined to form a valid Interchange Format representation. 

[Cattoni et al., 2001] describes the application of statistical language models to the domain 

action classification task for producing Interchange Format representations in the Italian 

translation server in the NESPOLE! system. Word bigram models are trained for each domain 

action in the training data. In order to label a semantic dialogue unit with a domain action, the 

likelihood of each domain action is computed using the word bigram models. The domain action 

with the highest likelihood is then assigned to the semantic dialogue unit. Arguments are 
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identified using manually developed recursive transition networks. Depending on the arguments 

for which they are designed, the networks may represent simple word sequences, regular 

expressions, or bigram language models. A hidden Markov model decoder ([Brugnara and 

Federico, 1997]) is used to identify the most probable argument sequence. This approach also 

incorporates constraints from the Interchange Format specification to find the most likely domain 

action and argument sequence that form a valid Interchange Format representation. Among the 

domain actions that license the most arguments, the one with the highest probability is selected. 

Any unlicensed arguments are then removed from the Interchange Format representation. 

1.6.4 Speech Act and Dialogue Act Classification 
The task of identifying domain actions defined in the Interchange Format interlingua is similar to 

the task of dialogue act (or speech act) identification. Dialogue acts have been used as one level 

of discourse modeling in human-computer dialogue systems, automatic tutoring systems, and 

machine translation systems. Like domain actions, dialogue acts are used to represent a speaker’s 

intention for an utterance. Because domain actions are designed for use in automatic translation 

in task-oriented domains, they include both a domain-independent speech act and a set of 

domain-specific concepts. Although the specific sets of dialogue acts have varied in different 

lines of research, the dialogue acts have typically been similar to the speech acts used in the 

Interchange Format representation. Thus, domain actions provide a more detailed representation 

of speaker intention and a correspondingly larger set of classes for the classification problem. A 

variety of automatic learning techniques have been applied to the task of dialogue act 

classification. Direct comparisons of the dialogue act classification results for the various 

approaches with each other generally cannot be made because different corpora and dialogue 

acts were used in most of the work. Direct comparisons of dialogue act classification 

performance with classification performance results for Interchange Format domain actions also 

are not possible for similar reasons. The set of domain actions is much larger than any of the sets 

of dialogue acts that have been studied previously. The set of speech acts from the Interchange 

Format is much closer to the sets of dialogue acts that have been studied. 

One learning approach that has been used successfully for the identification of dialogue 

acts is n-gram language modeling. [Reithinger and Klesen, 1997] describes the application of 

simple n-gram language models to the task of dialogue act identification. The task of the 
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classifiers was to identify dialogue acts in English and German appointment scheduling 

dialogues using the Verbmobil-I tag set ([Jekat et al., 1995]). The Verbmobil-I dialogue act set 

includes 43 unique dialogue acts that are organized hierarchically and can be collapsed into a 

reduced set of 18 abstract dialogue acts. The issue of segmentation was not addressed, and the 

models assumed that each input segment consisted of a single dialogue act. The best results were 

reported for a linear interpolation of unigram and bigram language models combined with a 

simple n-gram model of dialogue act history. The German data, which consisted of manually 

transcribed dialogues, was divided into a training set consisting of 350 dialogues and a test set 

containing 87 dialogues with 2912 dialogue act segments. Using the German data, language 

models were trained for the full 43 dialogue act tag set as well as the reduced 18 dialogue act tag 

set. The dialogue act with the highest likelihood according to the language models was assigned 

to each utterance. An accuracy of 65.18% was reported for the full tag set with 43 dialogue acts, 

and an accuracy of 67.18% was reported for the reduced tag set with 18 dialogue acts. The 

language model approach for the reduced tag set was also tested on an English data set consisting 

of 143 training dialogues and 20 test dialogues containing 328 dialogue act segments. The 

reported accuracy for the English test data with the reduced tag set was 74.7%. 

[Warnke et al., 1997] describes an approach that integrates the tasks of dialogue act 

classification and dialogue act segmentation for the Verbmobil appointment scheduling domain. 

The probabilities of segment boundaries were estimated using neural networks with prosodic 

features and polygram language models as described in [Mast et al., 1996]. For dialogue act 

classification, polygram language models for each of the 18 abstract dialogue acts in the reduced 

tag set from Verbmobil-I and a bigram model of dialogue act sequences were used to estimate 

the probabilities of the dialogue acts for each segment. All of the models used only information 

from the current speaker turn. The combination of dialogue act segmentation and classification 

was accomplished using an A*-search. Each node in the A*-search tree represented a unique 

word sequence, a segmentation of the word sequence into dialogue act units, and classification of 

the dialogue units. At each search step, the best node in the search tree was expanded by adding a 

new word and segmentation hypothesis to the end of the word sequence along with possible 

dialogue act classifications if the node included a segment boundary after the previous word. The 

score for each node was computed using a weighted combination of the probabilities computed 

by the segmentation classifiers and the domain action language models. The models were trained 
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and tested on a set of German appointment scheduling dialogues. The training set included 96 

dialogues with 2459 speaker turns and 6496 dialogue act segments, and the test set included 31 

dialogues with 39 speaker turns and 992 dialogue act segments. The performance of the 

integrated dialogue act segmentation and classification approach was compared with the 

approach described in [Mast et al., 1996] in which segmentation was performed prior to dialogue 

act classification. The best reported dialogue act classification using the two-step approach was 

61.9%, and the best classification accuracy using the combined approach was 61.5%. When 

segmentation errors (i.e. inserted and deleted segments) are also taken into account, the two-step 

approach gave a top dialogue act recognition accuracy of 53.0%, and the combined approach 

achieved 53.4% recognition accuracy. 

Several other learning techniques have also been applied to the dialogue act classification 

task. The use of semantic classification trees ([Kuhn and De Mori, 1995]) for dialogue act 

classification in the Verbmobil appointment scheduling domain was described in [Mast et al., 

1995]. Semantic classification trees are binary decision trees with a yes/no question at each node. 

Each yes/no question is a regular expression built using keywords and non-empty gaps between 

keywords that can be matched to an input. A semantic classification tree was trained to classify 

16 dialogue acts in transcribed English and German appointment scheduling dialogues. The 

German and English data sets contained 214 dialogues with approximately 6000 dialogue acts 

and 56 dialogues with approximately 1600 dialogue act segments, respectively. Each data set 

was divided into a training set containing 80% of the data and a test set containing the remaining 

20% of the data. Classification accuracies of 46% for German and 59% for English were 

reported. 

The application of neural networks to the task of dialogue act classification has been 

explored by several researchers. [Wermter and Löchel, 1996] describes the use of simple 

recurrent networks ([Elman, 1990]) for dialogue act classification within the SCREEN 

architecture ([Wermter and Weber, 1997]). The goal of the SCREEN system was to provide 

robust analysis for spoken language by learning flat syntactic, semantic, and dialogue level 

representations. After each word in a spoken turn was assigned a basic and abstract syntactic and 

semantic category using simple recurrent networks, manually developed segmentation heuristics 

were used to break the turn into dialogue act level units (called utterances in SCREEN). Using a 

set of 8 dialogue acts for a meeting scheduling domain, each word in a dialogue act unit was 
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assigned a dialogue act using another simple recursive network. The network had one input unit 

for each dialogue act, and the input to the network for each word was a smoothed vector of the 

plausibility (estimated using the training data) of each dialogue act for the given word. The 

network contained one hidden layer with 7 units and a context layer that stored the activation 

level of the hidden units following the previous word. The network had one output unit for each 

dialogue act, and the dialogue act with the highest activation was assigned to the input word. The 

dialogue act for each segment was assigned as the majority class among the words in the 

segment. The segmentation heuristics and dialogue act classifier were tested using a set a 184 

speaker turns containing 314 dialogue act segments. [Wermter and Löchel, 1996] reports that 

84% of the 184 turns were correctly segmented using the segmentation heuristics. 100 dialogue 

act segments were used for training the dialogue act network, and the remaining 214 dialogue act 

segments were used as test data. An overall classification accuracy of 82.0% for the training data 

and 79.0% for the test data was reported. 

The use of neural networks for dialogue act classification in the Verbmobil appointment 

scheduling domain is described in [Kipp, 1998]. The 18 abstract dialogue acts in the reduced 

Verbmobil-I tag set mentioned above were used for the classification task. One neural network 

was trained to identify each of the 18 dialogue acts. Each word was identified by one of 15 part 

of speech categories represented using an input vector of 216 units. The representation of a word 

within a particular part of speech category was determined by the relative importance of the 

category for the classification task. Categories of high importance used one input unit to 

represent each possible word in the category. Categories of medium importance used the binary 

representation of each word’s position in the list of possible words for the category. Categories 

of low importance used a single input unit to indicate that a word was from the category. The 

network for each dialogue act contained a hidden layer and a recurrent context layer. The output 

layer of each network contained one unit for a “yes”  classification and one unit for a “no”  

classification. An additional network with a hidden layer and a context layer was trained to 

combine the outputs of the individual dialogue act networks for a complete utterance and assign 

a dialogue act for the whole utterance. The input and output layers consisted of one unit per 

dialogue act. The activation of each input unit was the average difference between the “yes”  and 

“no”  units over all the words in an utterance, and the dialogue act with the highest output 

activation was assigned for the utterance. The networks were trained and tested on a corpus of 
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467 German dialogues from the Verbmobil appointment scheduling domain. The corpus was 

divided into a training set containing 350 dialogues and 10766 utterances, a validation set 

containing 87 dialogues and 2903 utterances, and a test set containing 30 dialogues and 852 

utterances. The best network achieved a reported recall of 60.45% on the test set, while the 

statistical n-gram model from [Reithinger and Klesen, 1997] achieved a recall of 67.53% on the 

same test set. When the input representation for each word was changed from the part of speech 

category vector to a vector containing the probability of each dialogue act computed using a 

unigram model, a recall of 66.31% was reported for the neural network approach. 

[Stolcke et al., 2000] describes the integration of several learning approaches for 

identifying dialogue acts in spoken dialogues as well as an integration of dialogue act modeling 

with speech recognition to improve the performance of both tasks. The work was conducted 

using a portion of the Switchboard corpus ([Godfrey et al., 1992]) consisting of 1155 telephone 

conversations between two English-speaking strangers. Each speaker turn in the corpus was 

manually divided into dialogue act segments, and a set of 42 dialogue acts based on the 

Switchboard-DAMSL dialogue act tags ([Jurafsky et al., 1997]) was used to tag the corpus. The 

dialogue act models were designed under the assumption that the segmentation of speaker turns 

into dialogue act segments was given. The dialogue act models were trained on 1115 dialogues 

containing 198,000 dialogue act segments and 1.4 million words and tested on 19 dialogues 

containing 4000 dialogue act segments and 29,000 words. The Switchboard corpus used in this 

work differed from the majority of corpora used in other work on dialogue act identification in 

several ways. The dialogues in the Switchboard corpus were not task-oriented. The dialogue 

participants spoke about general interest topics rather that attempting to perform a particular task 

such as scheduling appointments or making travel arrangements. The size of the training corpus 

was also much larger than the corpora used in other work, and the size of the dialogue act tag set 

was larger than that used in most other work (with the exception of full Verbmobil tag set). 

A hidden Markov model framework was used to incorporate several types of statistical 

models for dialogue act classification ([Stolcke et al., 2000]). Low order n-gram models were 

used to model the probability of dialogue act sequences. When manual transcriptions of 

dialogues were used as input, trigram language models were trained for each dialogue act to 

estimate dialogue act likelihoods based on word information. When the output of an automatic 

speech recognizer was used as input to the dialogue act classification model, the acoustic scores 
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from the top 2500 hypotheses produced by the recognizer were incorporated into the model. 

Without the dialogue act sequence model, classification accuracies of 54.3% and 42.8% were 

reported for transcribed and automatically recognized input, respectively. The accuracies 

improved to 70.6% and 64.3% when a bigram dialogue act sequence model was included. When 

the automatic recognition model used only the single best recognizer hypothesis, accuracy with a 

bigram dialogue act sequence model fell to 61.5%. [Stolcke et al., 2000] also describes the 

incorporation of prosodic information into the hidden Markov model framework to supplement 

the word-based models. Using features such as duration, pause information, pitch, energy, 

speaking rate, and speaker gender ([Shriberg et al., 1998]), decision trees and neural networks 

were trained to identify 6 dialogue act classes including the 5 most frequent dialogue acts and a 

single class for all remaining dialogue acts. The training data contained an equal number of 

examples of each of the 6 classes. An accuracy of 45.4% was reported for the decision tree 

classifier, and a top accuracy of 46.0% was reported for the best neural network classifier. Since 

the performance difference between the two approaches was small, the decision tree classifier 

was incorporated in the hidden Markov model framework. Dialogue act classification accuracies 

of 38.9% without a dialogue act sequence model and 49.7% with a bigram dialogue act sequence 

model were reported. The decision tree prosody model was also combined with the automatic 

recognition model. Without a dialogue act sequence model, the combination of the word-based 

and prosody-based models resulted in a large improvement in accuracy (to 56.5%) over either 

individual model. However when a dialogue act sequence model was also included, the 

combination of the word-based and prosody-based models produced only a small improvement 

in accuracy (to 65.0%). 

It should be noted that the models used in all of the experiments reported in [Stolcke et al., 

2000] used an entire dialogue as evidence for assigning dialogue act tags and could thus only be 

used during offline processing after the completion of a dialogue. All of the approaches to 

dialogue act classification mentioned previously in this section were suitable for online 

classification. Although, the hidden Markov model framework used for the models could be 

adapted for use in an online dialogue classification system by using only evidence from 

preceding turns in a dialogue, no performance results were reported for such models. 

Transformation-based learning ([Brill, 1995]) is another machine learning technique that 

has been successfully applied to the dialogue act identification task ([Samuel et al., 1998a], 
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[Samuel et al., 1998b]). In transformation-based learning, the system learns a set of rules that are 

applied in sequence to assign a class to each input to the classifier. The first rule learned typically 

assigns a default class (e.g. the most frequent class in a training corpus) to each training example. 

At each learning step, the learner examines all possible class-modification rules from a set of 

provided rule templates and selects the rule that results in the largest improvement in 

classification accuracy for the training examples. The learned rules are then applied in sequence 

to classify unseen inputs. [Samuel et al., 1998a] describes the application of transformation-

based learning to dialogue act classification using the 18 abstract dialogue acts in the reduced 

Verbmobil-I tag set described above. A Monte Carlo version of transformation-based learning 

that samples from the set of possible class-modification rules rather than testing all possible rules 

was employed to improve training efficiency without degrading performance. The features used 

to define the rule templates for the transformation-based learners included manually and 

automatically identified dialogue act cue phrases, word n-grams from the utterance, speaker 

information, punctuation marks, utterance length, and dialogue acts from preceding and 

following utterances. Dialogue act classifiers were trained and tested using the same English 

corpus from the Verbmobil appointment scheduling domain that was used in [Reithinger and 

Klesen, 1997]. The training set consisted of 2701 utterances from 143 dialogues, and the test set 

consisted of 328 utterances from 20 dialogues. As mentioned above, [Reithinger and Klesen, 

1997] reported a top accuracy of 74.7% using n-gram language models. The average accuracy 

over 5 training runs using the Monte Carlo version of transformation-based learning was 

reported to be 75.12%. As was the case in the work reported in [Stolcke et al., 2000], the rule 

templates for the transformation-based classifiers described in [Samuel et al., 1998a] had access 

to features that could only be found in an offline setting, namely the dialogue acts for following 

utterances. 

Recently, memory-based learning has also been applied to dialogue act classification as 

reported in [Lendvai et al., 2003]. Dialogue act identification was performed as part of a shallow 

interpretation of user turns in a telephone-based Dutch spoken dialogue system for accessing 

train timetable information. Thus, unlike the other work mentioned in this section, the dialogues 

used in this study were between a human and an automated information system rather than 

between two humans. A corpus consisting of 3738 pairs of system prompts and user responses 

from 441 dialogues was manually with a semantic tag set. Each complete user utterance (no 
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segmentation) was assigned a tag containing three elements. The tag consisted of a dialogue act, 

a set of semantic slots filled by the response, and a problem flag. A set of 4 dialogue acts was 

used for tagging user utterances: giving information/slot-filling, explicit “yes” , explicit “no” , and 

acceptance of incorrect information. A slot-filling dialogue act could occur simultaneously with 

each of the other three dialogue acts for a total of 7 possible dialogue acts. A set of 5 semantic 

slots could be filled: departure station, arrival station, date, time of day, and hour. The problem 

flag was used to indicate the user’s awareness of a communication problem. The system prompts 

were also tagged using a different small set of dialogue acts (e.g. question, explicit verification, 

repetition, etc.) and the same set of slots. A total of 94 unique tags were used for annotating the 

system prompts and user responses. The number of tags used only for user responses (i.e. the 

number of classes learned by the classifier) was not reported. A memory-based learner using the 

IB1 (traditional k-nearest neighbor) algorithm in TiMBL ([Daelemans et al., 2002]) was trained 

to identify the complete tag for user utterances. The input features for the classifier included the 

tags for the 10 previous system prompts and the words from the 2 previous system prompts. 

Additional input features for representing an utterance were extracted from the output of an 

automatic speech recognizer and included the words and branching factors from the word lattices 

for the current and previous user responses as well and the confidence score of the best 

hypothesis for the current turn. Finally, prosodic properties of the current utterance including 

pitch, energy, duration, and tempo were included as input features. A 10-fold cross-validation 

setup was used for testing the classifier, and the best reported accuracy for matching the 

complete tag was 73.5% (averaged over 10 folds). For the dialogue act portion of the tag, the 

reported precision, recall, and F1-measure were 93.3%, 89.2%, and 91.2%, respectively. 

Although the results of this study verify the usefulness of memory-based learning for the task of 

identifying semantic tags such as dialogue acts, they are not directly comparable with the results 

for human-human dialogues. Of course the tag sets, corpora, and dialogue domains differ. 

Additionally, in online versions of human-machine dialogues, the tags for the system prompts 

would not be prone to error, since the system would know what it said, whereas the tags for both 

sides of human-human dialogues would be uncertain.  
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Chapter  2 Hybr id Analysis Approach 

2.1 Overview 

The hybrid analysis approach described in this dissertation uses a combination of phrase-level 

parsing with semantic grammars and machine learning techniques to transform input utterances 

into the domain-action-based Interchange Format interlingua representation described in Section 

1.5.4. As mentioned previously, the Interchange Format representation is comprised of four main 

components: a mandatory speaker tag, a mandatory speech act, an optional sequence of concepts, 

and a (possibly empty) set of arguments. For the purpose of analysis, the speaker tag is assumed 

to be given since it is determined by the role of the speaker in a dialogue. Thus, the goal of the 

analyzer is to identify the domain action (speech act plus concept sequence) and arguments for 

each semantic dialogue unit in an input utterance. 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Architecture of the Hybr id Analyzer  

 

 

The general architecture of the hybrid analyzer is shown in Figure 12. The input to the 

analyzer is a text string containing an utterance to be translated. The text string will generally 

originate from an automatic speech recognizer run on a user’s spoken utterance, from an input 

utterance typed by a user, or from manual transcription of a user’s spoken input. The hybrid 

analyzer operates in three stages to construct an Interchange Format representation for each input 

utterance. In the first stage, the hybrid analyzer uses phrase-level semantic grammars and a 

robust parser to parse an input utterance. The output of the first stage of processing is an 

argument parse which may include unparsed words as well as trees that cover Interchange 

Format arguments, useful phrases, and complete domain-independent semantic dialogue units. In 
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the second stage of operation, the hybrid analyzer segments the input utterance and argument 

parse into a sequence of semantic dialogue units. This step is required because the Interchange 

Format represents the meaning of utterances at the level of semantic dialogue units. However, 

since human utterances often contain multiple semantic dialogue units, the semantic dialogue 

unit boundaries in an utterance must be identified before domain actions can be assigned. 

Finally, in the third stage of processing, the hybrid analyzer applies automatic classification 

techniques along with constraints from the Interchange Format specification to identify the 

domain action for each semantic dialogue unit in the utterance. 

2.2 Motivation 

Section 1.5.1 described several previous machine translation systems that used the Interchange 

Format or a similar interlingua. In each of these systems, analysis from source language into 

interlingua was performed using manually developed grammars written to parse full domain 

actions. Purely grammar-based approaches to analysis may be able to provide highly accurate 

analyses because the grammar writers can often incorporate domain knowledge into the 

grammars. However, many months or years of effort by expert human grammar writers are 

generally required to develop and maintain an effective grammar, even for a limited domain. 

Furthermore, no matter how comprehensive a grammar is designed to be, it is typically infeasible 

for the grammar to completely cover a domain. For spoken language, where inputs are noisy and 

where speakers tend to be creative and adhere less strictly to grammatical conventions, the 

problem is further exacerbated. Grammar-based parsers are typically unable to produce a parse 

for inputs that deviate from the grammars, although robust parsing techniques can help to smooth 

the degradation in performance ([Lavie, 1996a], [Lavie, 1996b]). On the other hand, machine 

learning approaches generally degrade gracefully in the face of noisy input. Unlike grammar-

based parsers, which must adhere strictly to the rules contained in a grammar, machine learning 

techniques are able to generalize beyond the data on which they have been trained. However, 

incorporating domain knowledge into machine learning approaches may be more difficult than in 

grammar-based approaches, and machine learning systems may be less accurate on data for 

which grammars were specifically developed. Furthermore, machine learning approaches may 

require a large amount of training data in order to achieve reasonable performance. Our hybrid 
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analysis approach attempts to take advantage of the benefits of hand-written grammars and 

machine learning while minimizing the disadvantages. 

The decision to develop grammars for parsing arguments and to use machine learning for 

identifying the domain action in the hybrid analyzer was motivated by several factors. First, this 

division follows naturally from the way arguments and domain actions are used in the 

Interchange Format representation. As described in Section 1.5.4, the Interchange Format uses a 

feature-value representation to encode detailed semantic information from an utterance. Since 

argument values may be atomic or contain nested subarguments, the argument representation is 

basically a tree structure. Parsing is a natural approach to use for building such structures. On the 

other hand, domain actions in the Interchange Format are essentially flat classes whose purpose 

is to categorize each semantic dialogue unit based on the intention of the speaker. Thus, the 

domain action is a natural level at which to apply automatic classification techniques. 

In addition to this natural split based on the Interchange Format representation, the set of 

arguments is relatively small and fixed compared to the set of possible domain actions, making it 

easier to develop and maintain a grammar for arguments. The Interchange Format specification 

for the combined Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance domains defines only 227 top-level 

arguments. On the other hand, the specification defines many thousands of legal domain actions. 

A comparison of the growth in the number of unique domain actions and arguments as the 

amount of available data increases provides further evidence of this difference.  

The graph in Figure 13 shows the growth in the number of unique domain actions and 

arguments (types) required to cover increasing amounts of data. The data used in the comparison 

consisted of complete dialogues in English, Italian, and German from the NESPOLE! Travel & 

Tourism domain and the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain. The Travel and Medical 

databases contained 8478 semantic dialogue units and 4088 semantic dialogue units respectively. 

We randomly extracted samples of semantic dialogue units from tagged data for each domain 

and counted the number of unique domain actions and arguments found in the sample. Each 

sample contained an equal number of semantic dialogue units from each domain, and we 

extracted 10 samples for each sample size. The y-axis shows the mean over the 10 samples of the 

number of unique domain actions or top-level arguments required to cover a sample. The x-axis 

shows the sample size in semantic dialogue units. As the graph illustrates, the growth in the 

number of arguments remains relatively flat whereas the number of domain actions continues to 
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grow at a steady rate. We observed similar trends in the growth curves for each individual 

domain. We also note that even at the highest sample size, the number of arguments observed 

was still well below the total number of arguments defined in the Interchange Format 

specification. 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Growth of domain actions and top-level arguments in the combined NESPOLE! Travel and 
Medical domains 

 

 

We also estimated the rate at which new unique domain actions and top-level arguments 

(types) are observed in unseen data using the same data set. Starting with an empty seen data set, 

we randomly selected 100 unseen semantic dialogue units (50 from each domain) and counted 

the number of unique domain actions and arguments in the sample not covered by the seen data. 

We then added the sample to the seen data set and selected a new sample of 100 unseen semantic 

dialogue units from the remaining data. We repeated this process until there was no data 

remaining, and we repeated the entire sampling procedure 10 times. The graph in Figure 14 

illustrates the rate at which new domain action and argument types were observed as the amount 

of seen data was increased. The y-axis shows the mean number of new domain actions or 
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arguments in 10 unseen samples, and the x-axis shows the size of the seen data set. The number 

of new arguments per 100 unseen semantic dialogue units dropped below 5 after only 500 

semantic dialogue units were seen and below 1 after 3000 semantic dialogue units were seen. In 

contrast, the number of new domain actions leveled off around 6 per 100 unseen semantic 

dialogue units even after 8000 semantic dialogue units had been seen. This demonstrates that the 

set of arguments remains mostly fixed as unseen data is encountered, whereas the set of domain 

actions continues to grow (albeit at a relatively low rate). 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Rate of new domain actions and top-level arguments in the combined NESPOLE! Travel and 
Medical domains 

 

 

Another motivating factor in the decision to develop argument grammars and classify 

domain actions was the fact that arguments tend to be less domain-dependent than domain 

actions. Of the 227 top-level arguments defined in the Interchange Format specification, only 22 

were added specifically for the Medical Assistance domain. The remaining 205 arguments were 

either domain-independent (possibly added in the process of defining the Medical domain) or 

specific to the Travel & Tourism domain. We further examined the extent to which arguments 
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were domain-independent by looking at the overlap between the arguments used in complete 

dialogues from the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism data and those used in the NESPOLE! 

Medical Assistance data. 

 

 

 
Argument 

Types 
Type 

Over lap 
Argument 

Tokens 
Token 

Over lap 
NESPOLE! 

Travel &  Tourism 
157 88 

(56.1%) 
11478 10053 

(87.6%) 
NESPOLE! 

Medical Assistance 
141 88 

(62.4%) 
7938 6294 

(79.3%) 

Combined 
210 88 

(41.9%) 
19416 16347 

(84.2%) 

Table 1: Argument over lap in the NESPOLE! Travel and Medical domains 

 

 

 Domain Action 
Types 

Type 
Over lap 

Domain Action 
Tokens 

Token 
Over lap 

NESPOLE! 
Travel &  Tourism 

879 171 
(19.5%) 

8478 6004 
(70.8%) 

NESPOLE! 
Medical Assistance 

459 171 
(37.3%) 

4088 2743 
(67.1%) 

Combined 
1167 171 

(14.7%) 
12566 8747 

(69.6%) 

Table 2: Domain action over lap in the NESPOLE! Travel and Medical domains 

 

 

Table 1 shows argument overlap, and Table 2 shows domain action overlap. The Overlap 

columns show the number of types and tokens shared between the Travel and Medical domains 

as well as the percentage of the data covered by those types and tokens. The types in the Overlap 

set can be considered to be domain-independent, at least with respect to the Travel and Medical 

domains. Some of the non-Overlap types may be domain-independent but occur rarely and thus 

only appear in the data for one domain. The tables show that the coverage of arguments and 

domain actions shared by both domains is high, indicating the general domain portability of 

Interchange Format representation. For each data set individually and for the combined data set, 

the overlap for both types and tokens was higher for arguments than for domain actions. The 
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domain-independent arguments covered 84% of the combined data. This means that argument 

grammars developed for one domain (with coverage for the domain-independent arguments as 

well) should be largely applicable to a new domain. For example, a grammar for the Travel & 

Tourism domain could in principle cover all of the argument tokens in the Travel & Tourism 

data as well as the Overlap argument tokens in the Medical Assistance data shown in Table 1. 

These argument tokens account for about 91.5% of the argument tokens in the combined data. Of 

course, the grammar is not likely to have perfect coverage in practice, and a few previously 

unforeseen domain-independent arguments may have been discovered while analyzing the 

Medical data. Nevertheless, the grammar should still provide reasonable coverage before explicit 

expansion to the Medical domain. As mentioned in the discussion of future work in Section 

6.2.1.2, evaluating the coverage of the Travel & Tourism argument grammars on data from the 

Medical Assistance domain would allow us to test this experimentally. 

Based on discussions with grammar writers with years of experience in developing full 

domain action grammars, our intuition was that argument grammars would require less effort to 

develop and port to new domains than full domain action grammars. Our analysis of the 

NESPOLE! databases provides support for this intuition. The set of arguments remains relatively 

fixed while the set of domain actions continues to grow as new data is encountered. In addition, 

domain-independent arguments cover a large percentage of the arguments found in the data. 

2.3 Argument Parsing 

In the first stage of processing in the hybrid analysis approach, input utterances are parsed with a 

robust parser using phrase-level semantic grammars developed by human grammar writers. We 

refer to this stage of analysis as argument parsing. The primary purpose of argument parsing is 

to identify the Interchange Format arguments in an input utterance. Phrases which may not 

appear directly in the Interchange Format representation but which may provide useful 

information for identifying the domain action are also parsed during this stage. Finally, some 

simple domain actions that are domain-independent are also parsed during the argument parsing 

stage. Examples of each of these kinds of phrases appear in the following subsections. 
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Figure 15: Argument parsing example 

 

 

Figure 15 illustrates the result of argument parsing on the utterance “ hello i would like 

information about val di fiemme i want to go skiing there” . The argument parse contains one tree 

covering a full domain action (for the greeting “hello” ) and five trees that cover Interchange 

Format arguments. The domain action (greeting) is shown at the root of the tree that covers 

“hello” . For the remaining 5 trees, the figure shows only the top-level argument label at the root 

of the tree. The complete argument parse would also contain any values or subarguments found 

under the top-level elements. 

2.3.1 SOUP 

The SOUP robust parser [Gavaldà, 2000] is used for argument parsing in our implementation of 

the hybrid analyzer. SOUP is a stochastic, chart-based, top-down robust parser that was 

specifically designed to provide real-time analysis of spoken language using large semantic 

grammars. The grammars supported by SOUP are strictly context-free and are encoded internally 

using probabilistic recursive transition networks. Because the format of the output from the 

SOUP parser does not match the format of the Interchange Format representation, a deterministic 

mapper based on regular expressions is applied to convert argument parses to the Interchange 

Format representation. This mapping process simply reformats the parse output without 

introducing any new information into the representation. In addition, SOUP allows for the 

definition of a set of very simple string mappings that are applied prior to parsing an input 

utterance. The string mappings are typically used for preprocessing tasks such as eliminating 

contractions and standardizing the form of compound words. 

The SOUP parser supports a number of features that are useful for analysis of spoken 

language and for argument parsing. One important feature supported by SOUP is word skipping. 

This feature allows SOUP to parse meaningful portions of input utterances in the face of 
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spontaneous speech effects, ungrammatical inputs, and speech recognition errors. SOUP can skip 

words at any point in a parse, both between and within parse trees. The type and amount of 

skipping that SOUP is allowed to perform can be configured using several parameters. It is also 

possible to specify a list of words, such as not, that the parser is not allowed to skip. 

Another feature of SOUP that is critical for argument parsing is the ability to produce 

analyses consisting of multiple parse trees. The goal of argument parsing is not to produce a 

single parse tree covering an entire utterance. Rather, the goal is to produce a sequence of 

phrase-level parses, possibly separated by sequences of unparsed words. Since SOUP segments 

input utterances into parse trees as part of the parsing process and can skip words between trees, 

it is ideally suited for this purpose. 

The SOUP parser also provides support for modular grammar development ([Woszczyna 

et al., 1998]). Grammars designed for different domains or purposes can be developed and stored 

independently. Furthermore, a library of common grammar rules to be shared by all of the 

individual grammar modules can be defined. At runtime, SOUP constructs a single complete 

grammar from all of the grammar modules. All of the subgrammars are applied in parallel during 

parsing, and nodes in the resulting parse trees are marked with the grammar from which they 

originated. When an utterance is covered by multiple parse trees, the trees can be produced by a 

combination of rules from any of the subgrammars. 

Finally, when an input utterance can be parsed in multiple ways, SOUP can provide a 

ranked list of interpretations. This situation may be more prevalent in the case of argument 

parsing as compared to full domain action parsing because the phrase-level grammar rules 

cannot use context from surrounding words and arguments for disambiguation. SOUP ranks 

interpretations based on a weighted combination of the heuristics shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

1. Maximize the number of words covered by the parse. 
2. Minimize the number of parse trees used to cover the utterance. 
3. Minimize the number of wildcard matches used in the parse. 
4. Minimize the number of nodes used in the parse trees. 
5. Maximize the sum of the arc probabilities along parse tree paths in the parse. 

Figure 16: Heur istics used by SOUP to rank alternative interpretations 
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Figure 16 lists the heuristics used by SOUP to rank interpretations in order of importance. 

The weights for each heuristic are set such that a more important heuristic completely 

overwhelms the influence of less important heuristics. Thus, for example, the number of parse 

trees would only affect the ranking of interpretations that covered the same number of words. 

Minimizing the number of wildcard matches (heuristic 3) is a heuristic that was supported by 

SOUP for use in previous applications, but wildcards were not used in the grammars developed 

for our hybrid analysis approach. Thus the heuristic has no effect on argument parsing. 

Additionally, the use of arc probabilities to select among alternative paths in the parse lattice 

requires the availability of training data annotated with parses. Since such data was not available, 

heuristic 5 also had no effect on argument parsing in our hybrid analyzer. Although the ordering 

of these heuristics was originally determined based on work with full domain action grammars, 

the remaining heuristics are applicable for argument parsing as well. Taken together, these 

heuristics essentially attempt to provide the simplest interpretation that most completely covers 

the input utterance. Maximizing the coverage of the argument parse is certainly a reasonable 

target, and we believe that the heuristics designed to prefer simpler parses are also applicable to 

the task of argument parsing. 

2.3.2 Grammars 
Section 1.5.1 described several speech-to-speech translation systems that were predecessors to 

the NESPOLE! system in which our analyzer was developed. In each of those systems, the 

principal approach for analyzing spoken utterances was grammar-based. The C-STAR II ([Levin 

et al., 2000a]) and LingWear ([Fügen et al., 2001]) translation systems, the most recent 

predecessors of NESPOLE!, used handwritten semantic grammars designed for parsing complete 

domain actions in conjunction with the robust SOUP parser in order to produce Interchange 

Format representations for input utterances. Semantic grammars rules focus on identifying 

semantic concepts in an utterance rather than syntactic structure. Although grammar 

development requires an intensive effort by expert grammar writers, semantic grammars can be 

developed in a relatively straightforward manner for restricted domains in which a well-defined 

set of semantic concepts can be identified. Furthermore, semantic grammars can be especially 

useful for parsing spoken language because they are less susceptible to problems with 

fragmented utterances and syntactic deviations ([Mayfield et al., 1995a], [Mayfield et al., 
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1995b]). We continue to use semantic grammars in our hybrid analysis approach. However, our 

analyzer uses phrase-level grammars for parsing arguments and other meaningful phrases rather 

than full domain-action-level grammars. 

As mentioned previously, SOUP supports the definition of multiple subgrammars. For the 

purpose of argument parsing, four grammars are defined: an argument grammar, a pseudo-

argument grammar, a cross-domain grammar, and a shared grammar. The grammars are 

separated based on their purpose rather than the domain they are intended to cover. Each of the 

grammars has a specific function that is useful for our hybrid analysis approach. 

2.3.2.1 Argument Grammar 
 

Utterance about one day later than me 

Argument 
Parse 

[ ar g: super _t i me=] : : ARG (  
  [ t i me=]  (  
    [ exact ness=appr oxi mat e]  (  about  )  
    [ t i me- di st ance=]  (  
      [ det : quant i t y=]  (  
        [ det : mai n- quant i t y=]  (  
          [ no- oh: n- 1- 99=]  (  one )  
        )  
      )  
      [ nq: t i me- uni t =]  (  
        [ day]  (  day )  
      )  
    )  
    [ t i me- r el at i on=]  (  
      [ t i me- r el : af t er ]  (  l at er  )  
    )  
    [ r ef er ence- t i me=]  (  
      [ comp: unspeci f i ed]  (  t han )  
      [ nest ed_compar ed- t o=i ]  (  me )  
    )  
  )  
)  

Interchange 
Format 

time=(exactness=approximate, reference-time=unspecified, 
           time-relation=after, time-distance=(time-unit=day, quantity=1), 
           compared-to=i) 

Figure 17: Example of a time= argument parsed by the argument grammar  

 

 

The argument grammar is designed to parse arguments defined in the Interchange Format. Top-

level argument grammar rules correspond to top-level arguments defined in the Interchange 

format. The grammar contains rules for domain-independent arguments (i.e. time= , location= , 

who=) as well as domain-specific arguments (i.e. attraction-spec= , trip-spec= , health-status= , 

medical-procedure-spec=). Figure 17 shows an example of a time expression, an argument parse 
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tree for the expression produced by SOUP using the argument grammar, and the result of 

mapping the SOUP output to the Interchange Format representation. Each of the tokens in square 

brackets in the argument parse represents the left-hand side of a grammar rule. 

2.3.2.2 Pseudo-Argument Grammar 
The pseudo-argument grammar contains rules for parsing common phrases that can be grouped 

into meaningful classes. We call these phrases pseudo-arguments because they are not 

represented in the Interchange Format representation as real arguments. Rather, they are typically 

useful for identifying the speaker’s intention and thus important in determining the domain 

action. For example, many possible phrases may indicate that a speaker is making a suggestion 

to the listener. In the Interchange Format, this intention might be represented by the domain 

action suggest or suggest-action. Figure 18 shows some of the phrases that may indicate that this 

is the speaker’s intention. None of the phrases contribute any arguments to the Interchange 

Format representation, but each is a strong indication that the intention of the speaker is to make 

a suggestion and that the domain action for the semantic dialogue unit should thus be suggest or 

suggest-action. Each of the phrases would be parsed by the pseudo-argument [ =suggest =] . 

 

 

Utterance 

i suggest 
i would like to recommend 
have you considered 
how about 
it is usually a good idea to 
you would have to 
what you should maybe do is 
i would consider taking 
i should think you will enjoy 

Parse 

[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( i  suggest )  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( i  woul d l i ke t o r ecommend)  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( have you consi der ed)  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( how about )  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( i t  i s  usual l y  a good i dea t o)  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( you woul d have t o)  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( what  you shoul d maybe do i s)  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( i  woul d consi der  t ak i ng)  
[ =suggest =] : : NTA ( i  shoul d t hi nk you wi l l  enj oy)  

Figure 18: Examples of suggestion phrases parsed by the pseudo-argument grammar  
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In addition to simple phrases such as those in Figure 18, top-level pseudo-argument 

grammar rules also sometimes include real arguments on the right-hand side. For example, the 

grammar defines rules for a [ =send=]  pseudo-argument that parse phrases associated with the 

Interchange Format concept +send, which is used to represent the sending of information 

between the speaker and listener. The rules for [ =send=]  may include arguments for the 

recipient or for the method of transmission (i.e. e-mail, fax, etc.) in addition to simple phrases 

(i.e. am sending). 

2.3.2.3 Cross-Domain Grammar 
 

Utterance 

hello 
good bye 
nice to meet you 
 
thank you very much 
you’ve been a big help 
 
how may i help you 

Parse 

[ gr eet i ng] : : XDM (  [ gr eet i ng=hel l o]  (  hel l o )  )  
[ gr eet i ng] : : XDM (  [ gr eet i ng=goodbye]  (  good bye )  )  
[ gr eet i ng] : : XDM (  [ gr eet i ng=f i r s t _meet i ng]  (  ni ce t o meet  you )  )  
 
[ t hank] : : XDM (  t hank you ver y much )  
[ t hank] : : XDM (  [ s t at ement : t hank- r eason=hel p]  (  you have been a bi g hel p )  )  
 
[ of f er +hel p] : : XDM (  how may i  hel p you )  

Interchange 
Format 

greeting (greeting=hello) 
greeting (greeting=goodbye) 
greeting (greeting=first_meeting) 
 
thank 
thank (thank-reason=help) 
 
offer+help 

Figure 19: Examples of parses produced by the cross-domain grammar  

 

 

The cross-domain grammar contains rules for parsing complete domain actions. The grammar is 

designed to cover utterances that occur across many domains. The utterances are often formulaic 

and typically contain few or no arguments. For example, the cross-domain grammar contains 

rules for the greeting domain action (Hello, Good bye, Nice to meet you, etc.) and the thank 

domain action (Thanks, Thank you very much, You’ve been a big help, etc.). Top-level rules in 

the cross-domain grammar correspond to complete domain actions rather than arguments or 
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classes of useful phrases. Thus, the Interchange Format representation for semantic dialogue 

units parsed by the cross-domain grammar can be produced directly from the parse without the 

need for domain action classification. Figure 19 shows examples of parses produced using the 

cross-domain grammar. 

2.3.2.4 Shared Grammar 
Finally, the shared grammar contains common grammar rules that can be used by any of the 

other grammars. None of the rules are top-level rules that can occur at the root of a parse tree. 

Rather, the shared grammar contains low-level rules that can be used in the right-hand sides of 

rules in other grammars. For example, many of the rules in the shared grammar are lexical-level 

rules that group together synonyms, pronouns, numbers, names, etc. The shared grammar also 

contains the rules for parsing simple and complex values of arguments. 

 In order to simplify the organization of the grammars developed for the hybrid analyzer, 

the argument, pseudo-argument, and cross-domain grammars contain only top-level rules (i.e. 

rules which can appear as the root of a parse tree). The shared grammar contains all of the lower-

level rules. Thus, many of the rules that conceptually belong to the argument grammar are stored 

in the shared grammar in practice. This organization of the grammars offers advantages that 

simplify grammar maintenance. First, both the pseudo-argument and cross-domain grammars 

may contain rules that use arguments on their right-hand sides. By storing the lower-level 

argument rules in the shared grammar, the rules only have to be maintained in a single place 

rather than in multiple grammars. Additionally, although our implementation of the hybrid 

analyzer does not use multiple argument grammars for different domains, placing rules for 

parsing argument values and subarguments in the shared grammar would allow for easier 

migration to domain-specific argument grammars. For example, if separate argument grammars 

were defined for the Travel and Medical domains in NESPOLE!, subarguments and values 

defined in the shared grammar would be accessible by both the grammars for both domains.  

2.4 Semantic Dialogue Unit Segmentation 

The second stage of processing in our hybrid analysis approach is segmentation of input 

utterances into semantic dialogue units. As described in Section 1.5.4, domain actions in the 

Interchange Format interlingua are assigned at the level of semantic dialogue units. However, 
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humans do not necessarily speak at this level, and input utterances must therefore be split into 

semantic dialogue units before the domain actions can be determined. 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Semantic dialogue unit segmentation example 

 

 

Figure 20 illustrates the results of applying semantic dialogue unit segmentation to the 

example utterance “hello i would like information about val di fiemme i want to go skiing there”  

shown in Figure 15. Three semantic dialogue units are identified in the utterance. The first 

contains “hello”  and is covered by the cross-domain greeting tree. The second contains “ i  would 

like information about val di fiemme”  and is covered by the first disposition=  and info-object=  

argument trees. The third contains “ i want to go skiing there”  and is covered by the second 

disposition= , activity-spec= , and location= argument trees. 

2.4.1 Using Argument Parse Information for  Segmentation 
When the hybrid analyzer is used to perform analysis in a speech-to-speech machine 

translation system, the input utterances will generally be the output of an automatic speech 

recognizer. Thus, neither punctuation nor case information will be available during semantic 

dialogue unit segmentation, and some input utterances may contain speech recognition errors. 

These factors may reduce the effectiveness of segmentation models that rely solely on properties 

of the words surrounding a potential boundary. However, because we perform segmentation after 

argument parsing in our hybrid analysis approach, information derived from the argument parse 
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may be included in the semantic dialogue unit segmentation model in addition to word-based 

information. 

The argument parse provides several pieces of information that are useful for detecting 

semantic dialogue unit boundaries. First, the argument parse may contain trees produced by rules 

from the cross-domain grammar. Since these trees are rooted with a domain action and by 

definition cover a complete semantic dialogue unit, it is clear that there must be a semantic 

dialogue unit boundary immediately preceding and following a cross-domain tree. Therefore, the 

problem of segmenting an input utterance can be divided into subproblems of identifying 

boundaries in the portions of the utterance that are not covered by a cross-domain parse tree. 

In addition to this “pre-segmentation”  provided by the cross-domain trees, the argument 

parse further reduces the number of potential boundaries to be considered. Without the argument 

parse, the semantic dialogue unit segmenter would be required to test for a boundary between 

each pair of words in an utterance. Since argument parse trees represent units of semantic 

content, we make the assumption that no semantic dialogue unit boundaries occur in the middle 

of a parse tree. Thus, rather than considering the possibility of a semantic dialogue unit boundary 

between every pair of words, the segmentation model only needs to consider semantic dialogue 

unit boundaries at positions between argument parse trees and/or unparsed words. 

Segmentation after argument parsing also allows for the root labels from the argument 

parse trees, which correspond to top-level arguments in the Interchange Format and pseudo-

arguments useful for identifying parts of the domain action, to be included in the boundary 

detection model. Arguments and pseudo-arguments cluster words into semantic groups that are 

closely tied with the representation used in the Interchange Format and can thus be helpful for 

identifying semantic dialogue unit boundaries. Furthermore, the grammar labels define a fixed 

vocabulary that is much smaller (only a few hundred labels) than the set of words. 

Finally, as mentioned previously, the Interchange Format specification includes rules that 

define how arguments are licensed by speech acts and concepts. In principle, it might be possible 

to use this knowledge during the segmentation process to identify sets of arguments that cannot 

occur together in the same semantic dialogue unit. However, using such knowledge directly is 

not necessarily feasible in practice. The Interchange Format specification defines tens of 

thousands of legal domain actions. Furthermore, the specification defines a sort of “catch-all”  

concept (called +concept) that is used for covering utterance fragments for which a more specific 
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concept or concept sequence cannot be determined. These factors mean that it is possible to find 

some legal domain action that licenses most sequences of arguments. Thus, there may be little to 

be gain from adding the extra processing that would be required to check the legality of all 

possible subsequences of arguments during segmentation. Of course, the value of such an 

approach could be determined experimentally, but we did not evaluate such an approach. 

2.4.2 Detecting Semantic Dialogue Unit Boundar ies 
The semantic dialogue unit segmenter operates by making a binary decision about the presence 

or absence of a semantic dialogue unit boundary at each potential boundary position in the 

argument parse output. Since semantic dialogue unit boundaries are not allowed to occur within 

an argument parse tree, potential boundary positions can occur only between argument parse 

trees and/or unparsed words. In the example illustrated in Figure 20, there are no unparsed 

words, and potential boundary positions occur between each pair of trees in the argument parse. 

At each potential boundary position, the segmenter first examines the parse elements, 

which may be either a parse tree or an unparsed word, surrounding the position. If either of the 

parse elements is a parse tree that was produced using a rule from the cross-domain grammar, a 

semantic dialogue unit boundary is inserted at the position. In Figure 20, the first potential 

boundary position (between the greeting and first disposition=  trees) is an example of such a 

case. If neither parse element is a tree with a root label that came from the cross-domain 

grammar, an automatic classifier is used to determine whether or not a semantic dialogue unit 

boundary occurs at the position. All of the potential boundary positions in Figure 20 except the 

first are examples of this situation. 

The data used to train the automatic segmentation classifier consists of manually 

transcribed utterances that have that have been annotated with semantic dialogue unit boundaries 

and parsed using the argument and pseudo-argument grammars. Each semantic dialogue unit is 

parsed separately so that argument parse trees are not allowed to span a true semantic dialogue 

unit boundary in the training data. 

2.4.2.1 Unigram Threshold Model 
Our first prototype classifier for semantic dialogue unit boundary detection used a simple 

statistical model similar to the one described in [Lavie et al., 1997b] to estimate the likelihood of 

a semantic dialogue unit boundary at each position. The statistical model was based only on the 
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root labels of the parse trees immediately preceding and immediately following a potential 

boundary position. Unparsed words were dropped before segmentation, and only positions 

between argument parse trees were considered as possible semantic dialogue unit boundaries.  

Suppose that a potential boundary position under consideration could be represented as 

[A1•A2], where there was a potential boundary between argument parse trees A1 and A2. The 

likelihood that a semantic dialogue unit boundary occurred between A1 and A2 was estimated 

using the following formula: 
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The unigram counts C([A1•]), C([•A2]), C([A1]), C([A2]) were computed from the training data. 

C([A1•]) was the count of the number of times a that a semantic dialogue unit boundary followed 

an argument parse tree labeled A1 in the data. C([•A2]) was the count of the number of times that 

a semantic dialogue unit boundary preceded an argument parse tree labeled A2 in the data. 

C([A1]) and C([A2]) were the counts of the number of times argument parse trees labeled A1 and 

A2 occurred in the data training, regardless of boundary positions. A semantic dialogue unit 

boundary was inserted at a potential boundary position if the likelihood estimate exceeded a 

fixed threshold. 

The primary weakness of this segmentation classifier was that it eliminated all word 

information. Unparsed words were dropped before segmentation and were no longer available 

for domain action classification in the next stage of processing. Of course, the unparsed words 

could have been ignored for segmentation purposes and included in either the preceding or 

following semantic dialogue unit when a boundary was detected. However, the decision of where 

to place the unparsed words by default would have been arbitrary. In addition to this poor 

treatment of unparsed words, determining a threshold that provided accurate segmentation results 

proved to be difficult, as described in Section 3.4. 

2.4.2.2 Memory-Based Classifier  
Because of the weaknesses in the prototype segmentation classifier, we created a memory-

based (k-Nearest-Neighbor) segmentation classifier using TiMBL ([Daelemans et al., 2002]). 
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The input to the TiMBL segmentation classifier consists of a set of 10 features based on the  

word and argument parse information surrounding a potential boundary position. The output of 

the classifier is a binary decision about the presence (+) or absence (-) of a semantic dialogue 

unit boundary at the position. Unlike the first segmentation classifier, this classifier can be 

applied at any potential boundary position, not just positions between argument parse trees. 

Table 3 lists the input features used by the TiMBL classifier. Features 1-4 and 7-10 are similar to 

the word and part of speech features used in [Stevenson and Gaizauskas, 2000] for sentence 

boundary detection. 

 

 

Feature 
Position 

Feature 
Name 

Feature 
Description 

1 A-1 
Root label of the argument parse tree immediately preceding the 
potential boundary position  

2 P(A-1•) 
Probability that a semantic dialogue unit boundary follows an 
argument parse tree with the preceding root label 

3 w-1 Word immediately preceding the potential boundary position 

4 P(w-1•) 
Probability that a semantic dialogue unit boundary follows the 
preceding word 

5 words_so_far Number of words since the previous boundary 
6 trees_so_far Number of argument parse trees since the previous boundary 

7 A1 
Root label of the argument parse tree immediately following the 
potential boundary position 

8 P(•A1) 
Probability that a semantic dialogue unit boundary precedes an 
argument parse tree with the following root label 

9 w1 Word immediately following the potential boundary position 

10 P(•w1) 
Probability that a semantic dialogue unit boundary precedes the 
following word 

Table 3: Input features for  the TiMBL memory-based segmentation classifier  

 

 

The values of input features 1 and 7 listed in Table 3 are simply the root labels of the 

argument parse trees immediately preceding (A-1) and immediately following (A1) the potential 

boundary position. If an unparsed word precedes or follows the position, then the root label 

feature is filled with a value indicating an unparsed word rather than a true root label. Similarly, 

the value of feature 3 is the word immediately preceding the potential boundary position (w-1), 

and the value of feature 9 is the word that immediately follows the position (w1). 
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In addition to the words and root labels surrounding a potential boundary position, the set 

of input features includes the probabilities that a boundary follows the preceding root label 

(feature 2, P(A-1•)) and word (feature 4, P(w-1•)) and the probabilities that a boundary precedes 

the following root label (feature 8, P(•A1)) and word (feature 10, P(•w1)). Figure 21 shows the 

formulas used to estimate these probabilities based on counts from the training data. 

 

 

P(A-1•) = C(A-1•)/C(A-1) 

P(w-1•) = C(w-1•)/C(w-1) 

P(•A1) = C(•A1)/C(A1) 

P(•w1) = C(•w1)/C(w1) 

Figure 21: Formulas for  estimating probabilities used in the TiMBL segmentation classifier  

 

  

The two remaining features in the input feature set are based on the length of the current 

semantic dialogue unit. Feature 5 is a count of the number of words seen since the previous 

boundary, and Feature 6 is a count of the number of parse trees seen since the previous 

boundary. 

A training example for the TiMBL memory-based segmentation classifier is created for 

each potential boundary position in the parsed training data. Positive segmentation examples 

occur between semantic dialogue units, as marked in the data. For example, the utterance shown 

in Figure 20 contains two positive examples: between the words “hello”  and “ i”  and between the 

words “ fiemme”  and “ i” . Negative segmentation examples are created for each potential 

boundary position within a semantic dialogue unit. Three negative examples are created for the 

utterance in Figure 20: between the words “ like”  and “ information” , between the words “want”  

and “ to” , and between the words “skiing”  and “ there” . Two additional positive training examples 

can also be created by using the partial information available at the beginning and end of the 

utterance. The information is partial in the sense that, at the beginning of the utterance, only the 

features containing information about the following word and root label (features 7-10) can be 

filled in with true values. Likewise, at the end of the utterance, only the features containing 

information preceding the boundary position (features 1-6) can be filled with true values. The 
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values for the remaining features are filled with default values. Creating such examples allows 

the instance base used in the segmentation classifier to include information from the turn 

boundaries that would otherwise be lost. 

2.5 Domain Action Classification 

Following argument parsing and semantic dialogue unit segmentation, the third stage of 

processing in the hybrid analysis approach is domain action classification. The purpose of this 

stage is to identify the domain action for each semantic dialogue unit in an input utterance. Some 

of the semantic dialogue units in an utterance may be parsed by the cross-domain grammar 

during argument parsing. In that case, the root label of the parse tree that covers the semantic 

dialogue unit identifies the domain action. Otherwise, the task of identifying the domain action is 

accomplished using automatic classification techniques. The Interchange Format specification is 

then used to ensure that a legal Interchange Format representation is produced for the semantic 

dialogue unit. 

 

 

 
Figure 22: Domain action classification example 

 

 

Figure 22 shows the results of domain action classification applied to the example from 

Figure 20. The domain action greeting for the first semantic dialogue unit is extracted from the 

cross-domain tree produced during the argument parsing stage. The domain actions for the 
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second and third semantic dialogue units are identified using automatic domain action 

classification. The domain action assigned to the second semantic dialogue unit is give-

information+disposition+information-object, and the domain action for the third semantic 

dialogue unit is give-information+disposition+activity. 

Several important design alternatives must be considered in constructing the domain action 

classification module for our hybrid analysis approach. The design alternatives examined in this 

dissertation include the definition of the domain action classification task, the set of input 

features used by the domain action classifier(s), the machine learning approach used to 

implement the domain action classifier(s), and the use of the Interchange Format specification to 

supplement domain action classification. The decisions made regarding these alternatives affect 

the usability of the domain action classification module in the context of a human-to-human 

speech-to-speech machine translation system where the goal is (near) real-time translation. 

Domain action classification is only one of many steps required to produce the translation for an 

input utterance. Thus, the domain action classification step must perform well enough to produce 

useful translations, but it must not be so complex that it slows down the translation of the 

utterance and thus the dialogue. The effects of these design considerations on usability and 

performance are discussed in the following sections. Further discussion and evaluation is 

included in Chapter 4. 

2.5.1 Defining the Classification Task 
There are several possible definitions for the general task of domain action classification that 

differ in how they separate the domain action into components. A single classifier may be used 

to produce a complete domain action, or multiple classifiers may be used to identify components 

from which a complete domain action can be assembled. The main tradeoff among the possible 

definitions is the difficulty of the decision that the automatic classifier(s) must make versus the 

complexity of extracting the domain action from the automatic classification output. The extent 

to which domain actions that were not observed in the training data can be produced during 

domain action classification also varies depending on the task definition. Each classifier is only 

able to output the classes that were seen in the training data. If the domain action components are 

classified separately, domain actions that were not seen in the training data could be produced 

when the components are combined. 
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The most straightforward approach to the domain action classification task is to train a 

single classifier to identify a complete domain action. Given a semantic dialogue unit as input, 

the task of the classifier is to output the best domain action. Assuming that the domain actions 

found in the training data are legal, it is impossible for the classifier to produce an ill-formed 

domain action. Thus, no further processing is required to ensure that the domain action is well 

formed according to the Interchange Format specification. This was the approach taken in 

[Cattoni et al., 2001]. Classifying the complete domain action in one step clearly provides the 

least complex scenario for extracting the domain action from the classification results. After a 

single classification decision is made, no additional processing is required to verify the legality 

of the domain action. However, this approach also presents the automatic classifier with the most 

difficult classification decision. The number of classes from which the classifier must choose is 

equal to the number of domain actions in the training data, which can be on the order of 1000 

classes. This approach also provides the least flexibility with respect to generalization beyond the 

training data. The complete domain action classifier is not capable of producing a domain action 

that was not seen in the training data. 

It is also possible to separate the task of identifying the domain action into two subtasks of 

classifying the speech act and the concept sequence separately. One classifier is trained to 

identify the speech act, and a second classifier is trained to identify the complete concept 

sequence. This second approach creates only a slight increase in the complexity of extracting the 

domain action from the classification results. The outputs of the two classifiers are simply 

concatenated to produce the complete domain action. Since the concept sequence is guaranteed 

to be well-formed, only a simple test is required to check that the concept sequence is allowed to 

follow the speech act. This approach also reduces the difficulty of the decisions the classifiers 

must make. The speech act classifier must select from approximately 75 classes, and the concept 

sequence classifier must select from several hundred classes. Although these are still very 

difficult classification tasks, they are easier than classifying the complete domain action. This 

approach also makes it possible to produce domain actions that were not seen in the training 

data. Although no new concept sequences can be produced, speech acts and concept sequences 

can be combined in new ways. An additional benefit of breaking up the task of domain action 

classification into separate subtasks is that different classification approaches and/or feature sets 

can be applied to each subtask. 
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A third approach to the domain action classification task would be to further break down 

the task of identifying the concept sequence into subtasks of classifying individual concepts. As 

in the previous approach, a single classifier would be trained to classify the speech act. Then, a 

set of classifiers would be trained to identify the individual concepts. Each concept classifier 

would output a binary decision about whether or not the concept should be included in the 

domain action for the semantic dialogue unit. This approach would have the benefit that the 

individual concept classifiers would only have to make a simple binary decision. Furthermore, 

any concept sequence allowed by the Interchange Format specification could in principle be 

produced regardless of whether or not it appeared in the training data. However, this approach 

would create the need for a very complex process for extracting the domain action from the 

classifier outputs. Some mechanism for composing legal concept sequences from the set of 

concepts identified would be required. The resulting concept sequences would then have to be 

ranked and the best one selected. A complete domain action would be formed by combining the 

output of the speech act classifier with the best concept sequence assembled from the set of 

concepts identified for the semantic dialogue unit. The Interchange Format would be used to 

verify that the assembled concept sequence and the complete domain action were legal. 

Based on the relative complexity of extracting the domain action from the classifier 

outputs, only the first two approaches, classifying the complete domain action or classifying the 

speech act and complete concept sequence, appear to be practical for use in an online domain 

action classification module. The third approach requires the application of as many as 144 

concept classifiers (based on the final Interchange Format specification for the NESPOLE! 

project) to each semantic dialogue unit in an input utterance versus the 1 or 2 classifiers required 

for the first two approaches. Depending on the learning approach used to implement the 

classifier, the time required for running that many classifiers could be prohibitive for an online 

system. The process required for assembling the domain action in the third approach is also 

much more complex than that required for the first two approaches and may also be a prohibitive 

factor. The complete domain action classifier requires no additional assembly, and a simple table 

look-up can be used to verify that a speech act and complete concept sequence can be legally 

combined. On the other hand, a potentially very large number of possible concept sequences 

would have to be examined, tested for legality, and ranked using the third approach. Even if each 

of the individual concept classifiers were relatively accurate, compounding of errors from the 
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classifiers and errors in ranking the possible concept sequences would likely eliminate any 

performance advantages that might be gained from reducing the difficulty of the classification 

task. Furthermore, although there may be a canonical domain action for a given semantic 

dialogue unit, it is often the case that alternative domain actions exist which can adequately 

convey the speaker’s intention. Assuming that the training data provides adequate coverage of 

the domain, it is likely that the first two approaches would be able to find an acceptable, if not 

perfect, domain action to convey the intended meaning. Thus, the greatly increased complexity 

of the individual concept classification approach outweighs its ability to produce any possible 

legal domain action. 

2.5.2 Input Features for  Classification 
The set of input features to be used by the domain action classifier(s) is another important design 

consideration. Input features for the classifiers used in domain action classification may come 

from a variety of sources. The input features used should be easy to extract from the semantic 

dialogue unit to be classified so that feature extraction does not delay the dialogue in the online 

translation system. Furthermore, the features should be easy for humans to tag in the training 

data or easy to automatically create from the data since part of the motivation for developing the 

hybrid analysis approach was to reduce human effort required for system development. Possible 

sources for features that meet these requirements include the argument parse, the words in the 

semantic dialogue unit, the Interchange Format representation of the arguments in the argument 

parse, and other properties of the dialogue (i.e. speaker side). 

 

 

1. Argument grammar root labels 
2. Pseudo-argument grammar root labels 
3. Words 
4. Top-level Interchange Format arguments 
5. Speech act 
6. Speaker side 
7. Speech act probabilities 
8. Individual concept probabilities 

Figure 23: Types of input features used for  domain action classification 
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Figure 23 lists the types of possible input features for domain action classification that 

were explored. These features can be extracted directly or produced automatically from a tagged 

semantic dialogue unit without the need for any extra annotation effort beyond what is already 

done. For the work described in this dissertation, each set of features of a particular type was 

either used in its entirety or not used at all. 

One of the primary sources of features for domain action classification is the argument 

parse. The argument and pseudo-argument trees produced during argument parsing group words 

or phrases into useful semantic categories that are closely tied to the Interchange Format 

representation and the domain action. The first two types of features are comprised of the root 

labels of parse trees produced by the argument grammar and pseudo-argument grammar 

respectively. The specific features included in each type are defined by the set of top-level rules 

in each grammar. For each feature type, a feature vector containing one binary feature for each 

top-level rule is defined. The binary feature for a particular rule indicates the presence (+) or 

absence (-) of the corresponding root label in the argument parse for a semantic dialogue unit. 

During training, the features can be easily produced automatically by parsing the training data 

with the argument and pseudo-argument grammars. During online classification, the features can 

be extracted directly from the output of the argument parsing stage. 

The words in the original input utterance are another obvious source of input features. 

Although the argument parse provides one abstraction of the words in a semantic dialogue unit, 

the words themselves may provide additional useful information for domain action classification. 

The words in a semantic dialogue unit are represented using a binary feature vector similar to the 

one used for the argument and pseudo-argument grammar labels. Each feature indicates the 

presence or absence of the associated word in the semantic dialogue unit. In our hybrid analyzer, 

the set of words to be included in the feature vector is determined by sorting all of the words in 

the training data according to their average mutual information with the class (i.e. speech act, 

concept sequence, etc.). The top N words with the highest mutual information are included. 

Determination of the words included in the feature vector is described further in Chapter 4.  

As mentioned previously, the raw output of the argument parser does not match the format 

of the Interchange Format representation. Thus, a mapper is applied to convert the argument 

parse representation into a legal Interchange Format representation. The top-level arguments in 

the Interchange Format representation define another type of possible input features for domain 
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action classification. Although the information from these features might be partially redundant 

with the information from the grammar label features, it may still provide useful information. In 

some cases, the argument grammar may contain multiple top-level rules that correspond to the 

same Interchange Format argument. In such cases, the Interchange Format representation of the 

argument would condense all of the rules into a single feature. Furthermore, top-level rules in the 

pseudo-argument grammar may occasionally contain top-level arguments as children. Such 

arguments are lost in the grammar label feature set but would appear in the Interchange Format 

representation. The top-level Interchange Format arguments are represented using a binary 

feature vector similar to the grammar label feature vectors. The Interchange Format 

representation of the arguments is extracted during training and online analysis by applying the 

mapper to the argument parse output. 

The speaker side information for the input utterance can also be used as an input feature for 

domain action classification. The speaker side is represented as a single feature whose value is 

the speaker side label. This feature may be useful if the domain actions typically used by the 

customer and the agent differ. Semantic dialogue units in the training data are annotated with the 

speaker side, and the speaker side is determined by the role of the speaker in the dialogue.  

When the domain action classification task is split and the speech act is classified 

separately from the concept sequence, the speech act may also be included as an input feature for 

the concept sequence classifier. The speech act is represented as a single feature whose value is 

the speech act assigned to the semantic dialogue unit. During training, the speech act feature is 

extracted from the domain action tag for a semantic dialogue unit. In online mode, the best 

speech act determined by the speech act classifier supplies the feature value for the concept 

sequence classifier. Training on the tagged speech acts and testing on the classifier output creates 

a mismatch between training and testing conditions for concept sequence classification. It could 

be determined experimentally if training on the “noisy”  speech acts produced by the classifier 

would provide better concept sequence classification performance, but we did not conduct such 

an experiment. 

The probabilities of each speech act and individual concept given the content of a semantic 

dialogue unit may also be used as input features for domain action classification. As described in 

Chapter 4, we evaluated the use of naïve Bayes n-gram models to estimate speech act and 

concept probabilities. A model is trained for each speech act and concept found in the training 
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data based on n-grams of the words or arguments in a semantic dialogue unit. During domain 

action classification, the n-gram models are used to compute the probability of each possible 

speech act and concept based on the semantic dialogue unit being processed. These probabilities 

are then represented as feature vectors with one feature for each possible speech act or concept. 

The numerical value of each feature is the probability of the associated speech act or concept 

computed by the naïve Bayes models. 

2.5.3 Classification Approaches 

Another important design decision to be made in developing the hybrid analyzer is what type of 

classifier(s) to use for performing domain action classification. Certainly one of the most 

important considerations is how well the machine learning approach performs the required 

classification task. If there is one learning technique that is clearly more accurate than any other, 

then the choice may be relatively simple. However, a number of additional factors may influence 

the suitability of a particular technique for use in domain action classification. 

One important attribute of the learning approach is the speed of both classification and 

training. Since domain action classification is one part of a translation system designed for use 

between two humans to facilitate (near) real-time communication, the classifiers used must be 

able to classify individual utterances online very quickly. In addition to online classification 

using a trained model, the ease and speed of training a classifier and batch-mode classification 

are important factors. Human grammar writers must develop and test the argument grammars. In 

order to see the effects of grammar modifications on analysis quality, the grammar writers must 

use the full hybrid analyzer. Thus, classifier training and batch classification should be fast so 

that the grammar writers can update the grammars, retrain the classifiers, and test efficiently. 

The machine learning approach should also be able to easily accommodate both continuous 

and discrete features from a variety of sources. As described in the previous section, input 

features for domain action classification may be derived from words and/or phrases in an 

utterance, the argument parse, the Interchange Format representation of the arguments, and 

properties of the dialogue (e.g. speaker tag). The feature values may be discrete (binary or multi-

valued) or continuous. The learning technique used for domain action classification should be 

able to easily combine any or all of these feature types and sources. 
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Another desirable attribute for the learning approach used in domain action classification is 

the ability to produce a ranked list of possible classes. The Interchange Format specification 

defines how speech acts and concepts are allowed to combine as well as how arguments are 

licensed by the domain action. It may sometimes be the case that the combination of the best 

classified domain action with the arguments from argument parsing results in an illegal 

Interchange Format representation. In such cases, constraints from the Interchange Format 

specification can be used to help select an alternative domain action. 

The ability of the learning approach to cope with many classes and sparse data is another 

important factor for domain action classification. The classifier(s) may have to deal with 

hundreds, or potentially thousands, of output classes. Furthermore, the training data for the 

classes may be sparse and unevenly distributed. Although a few of the most common classes 

may have hundreds or thousands of examples in the training data, many of the classes occur only 

1 or 2 times. For example, about two thirds of the domain actions and concept sequences and 

about one third of the speech acts found in the NESPOLE! English Travel & Tourism training 

database occur only once or twice. To illustrate, Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the distributions 

of the domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences in the NESPOLE! English Travel & 

Tourism training database. Figure 24 displays the distributions for only the 15 most frequent 

domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences. The counts for the top 5 speech acts as well 

as the 15th most frequent speech act are also shown in the graph. Figure 25 picks up where Figure 

24 leaves off, showing the distributions for all of the remaining domain actions, speech acts, and 

concept sequences below the top 15. As the graphs show, the distributions have a few classes 

with many examples and long tails of classes with few examples. 
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Figure 24: Distr ibution of the top 15 domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences in the NESPOLE! 
English Travel &  Tour ism training data 
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Figure 25: Distr ibution of domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences in the NESPOLE! English 
Travel &  Tour ism training data (excluding top 15) 
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Chapter 4 includes an evaluation of the performance of four different machine-learning 

techniques on domain action classification: memory-based learning (k-Nearest-Neighbor), 

decision trees, neural networks, and naïve Bayes n-gram classifiers. We selected these 

approaches because they vary substantially in way the training data is processed and represented 

and in their methods for determining the best class. Since the focus of this dissertation was not to 

implement machine learning techniques from scratch but to test their effectiveness for domain 

action classification, existing software was used “off the shelf”  for each learning approach. The 

ease of acquiring and setting up the software influenced our choices, as did the ease of 

incorporating the software into our online translation system. Table 4 lists the software packages 

used for each learning technique. 

 

 

Machine Learning Technique Software Implementation Reference 

Memory-Based Learning  TiMBL [Daelemans et al., 2002] 
Decision Trees C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993] 
Neural Networks SNNS [Zell et al., 1998] 
Naïve Bayes n-Gram Models Rainbow [McCallum, 1996] 

Table 4: Learning techniques used for  domain action classification 

 

 

2.5.4 Using Interchange Format Constraints 
The Interchange Format specification imposes constraints on the ways in which various elements 

of the Interchange Format representation can be legally combined. Including knowledge from the 

Interchange Format specification in domain action classification provides two advantages over 

otherwise naïve classification. First, the hybrid analyzer must produce valid Interchange Format 

representations in order to be a useful component for our machine translation systems. By using 

the Interchange Format specification, the hybrid analyzer can guarantee that only legal 

Interchange Format representations are produced. Second, when an illegal Interchange Format 

representation is detected, knowledge from the specification can be used to help select a legal 

alternative representation. 
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Two elements of the Interchange Format specification are especially relevant to domain 

action classification. First, the specification defines constraints on the composition of domain 

actions. These constraints define how concepts are allowed to pair with speech acts and ordering 

constraints on how concepts are allowed to combine in a concept sequence. For example, the 

concept +disposition is allowed to follow the speech act give-information, but the concept 

+activity is not. Such constraints are used to verify that a domain action is legal. The second 

important element of the Interchange Format specification that is important for domain action 

classification is the definition of how arguments are licensed by the domain action. In order for 

an Interchange Format representation to be valid, each of the top-level arguments must be 

licensed by at least one speech act or concept in the domain action. For example, in the third 

semantic dialogue unit in Figure 22, the disposition= argument is licensed by the +disposition 

concept, the activity-spec= argument is licensed by the +activity concept, and the location= 

argument is licensed by both the +activity argument and the give-information speech act. Such 

argument licensing constraints are used to verify that the domain action licenses all of the top-

level arguments. When an illegal Interchange Format representation is produced, both sets of 

constraints are used to help select an alternative legal representation for a semantic dialogue unit. 

The hybrid analyzer uses these elements of the Interchange Format specification in a 

fallback strategy to supplement domain action classification and to guarantee that a legal 

Interchange Format representation is produced for each semantic dialogue unit. Suppose that 

domain action classification is performed using a speech act classifier and a concept sequence 

classifier. When the combination of the best speech-act and the best concept sequence results in 

an illegal domain action, the analyzer attempts to find an alternative legal domain action. The 

fallback strategy requires a ranked list of alternative speech acts and concept sequences. The list 

can be based on the output of the classifiers when possible or on the frequencies of the classes in 

the training data. Each of the alternative concept sequences (in ranked order) is combined with 

each of the alternative speech acts (in ranked order). The analyzer first tests if each alternative 

domain action is valid. For each legal domain action, the analyzer tests if all of the arguments 

found during argument parsing are licensed. If a legal domain action is found that licenses all of 

the arguments, the fallback process stops and the resulting Interchange Format representation is 

returned. If the analyzer is unable to find a legal domain action that licenses all of the arguments, 

the highest-ranked domain action (i.e. the first one found during the fallback search) that licenses 
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the most arguments is selected. In this case, any arguments that are not licensed by the selected 

domain action are removed from the Interchange Format representation since illegal arguments 

may cause a generation failure.  

As mentioned previously, although there may be a canonical domain action for a semantic 

dialogue unit, there are often alternative domain actions that can adequately convey the speaker’s 

intended meaning. On the other hand, the arguments in the Interchange Format representation 

represent specific detailed information from the speaker’s utterance. If arguments are dropped 

from the Interchange Format representation, key pieces of meaning will often be lost. This 

fallback strategy takes advantage of the flexibility at the domain action level and selects a lower-

ranking domain action in order to retain as many arguments as possible. 

2.6 Online Implementation 

The hybrid analysis approach described in this chapter is fully incorporated into the NESPOLE! 

speech-to-speech machine translation system described in Section 1.5.2 ([Lavie et al., 2002], 

[Metze et al., 2002], [Guerzoni et al., 2003]). The online hybrid analyzer illustrated in Figure 26 

fills the role of the Text Analysis Module in the NESPOLE! English and German translation 

servers as depicted in Figure 5. The online hybrid analyzer is comprised of six modules. The 

modules communicate with each other and with the rest of the translation server via sockets. 

Although the modules generally all run on the same machine, the architecture of the online 

hybrid analyzer also supports running each module on a separate machine with communication 

over the Internet. 

The Hybrid Analysis Manager is a Perl script that manages all of the communication 

among the components and the communication with the translation server. When the translation 

server receives an utterance to translate, the text of the utterance (whether produced by automatic 

speech recognition or typed by the user) is passed to the hybrid analyzer. The Hybrid Analysis 

Manager receives the text and begins the analysis process. The text of the utterance is first 

passed to the Argument Parser. As described in Section 2.3, argument parsing is performed 

using the SOUP parser. The best argument parse produced by SOUP is passed back to the 

Hybrid Analysis Manager. 
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Figure 26: Online hybrid analyzer used in the NESPOLE! translation system 

 

 

The Hybrid Analysis Manager next identifies the potential semantic dialogue unit 

boundary positions. For each potential boundary position that is not bordered by a cross-domain 

parse tree, the Hybrid Analysis Manager extracts the input features listed in Table 3 and sends 

the feature vector to the Segmentation Classifier. Classification of the potential boundary 

position is performed using the memory-based classifier described in Section 2.4.2.2 using the 

TiMBL software package, which is implemented in C++. The Segmentation Classifier 
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determines if there is a semantic dialogue unit boundary at the position and returns yes (+) or no 

(-) to the Hybrid Analysis Manager. 

The argument parse for each semantic dialogue unit is then passed to the Mapper. The 

Mapper is a Perl script that converts the SOUP parse output to the Interchange Format 

representation. The Interchange Format representation is then passed back to the Hybrid Analysis 

Manager. If a semantic dialogue unit was parsed by the cross-domain grammar, the output of the 

Mapper consists of a complete Interchange Format representation, and no further processing is 

necessary for that semantic dialogue unit. Otherwise, the Mapper output contains only the 

representation of the Interchange Format arguments found in the semantic dialogue unit, and 

domain action classification is performed. 

The online hybrid analyzer used in the NESPOLE! system performs domain action 

classification using the second approach described in Section 2.5.1 (classifying the speech act 

and complete concept sequence separately). The Speech Act Classifier and Concept Sequence 

Classifier are both implemented using a TiMBL memory-based classifier. The Hybrid Analysis 

Manager extracts the input features used for speech act classification and passes the feature 

vector to the Speech Act Classifier, which passes back the best speech act. The Speech Act 

Classifier may also return a small set of alternative speech acts if the nearest neighbor set 

contains more than one possible speech act for the semantic dialogue unit. The Hybrid Analysis 

Manager then creates the input feature vector for concept sequence classification and passes the 

features to the Concept Sequence Classifier, which passes back the best concept sequence and a 

ranked set of alternatives. 

Following domain action classification, the Hybrid Analysis Manager checks the legality 

of the Interchange Format representation and applies the fallback strategy if necessary. If any 

alternative speech acts or concept sequences were returned by the classifiers, those are tested 

first during fallback followed by the speech acts and/or concept sequences from the training data 

sorted by frequency of occurrence. After each semantic dialogue unit has been processed, the 

Hybrid Analysis Manager passes the resulting Interchange Format representations for the 

utterance back to the translation server. 
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Incoming 
Utterance 

Pr ocessi ng:  HYPO ENG:  1056139880 {  hel l o i  woul d l i ke i nf or mat i on about  
val  di  f i emme I  want  t o go sk i i ng t her e }  - sr c _c l angl ey - s i de c 

Argument 
Parsing 

SOUP Out put :  
;  Par s i ng ut t  35 ( l i ne 35)  
;  Mapped Ut t :  "  <s> hel l o i  woul d l i ke i nf or mat i on about  val  di  f i emme i  
want  t o go sk i i ng t her e </ s> "  
;  I nt er pr et at i on 35. 1 
;  Par sed Ut t :  ! <s> hel l o i  woul d l i ke i nf or mat i on about  val  di  f i emme i  
want  t o go sk i i ng t her e ! </ s>  
;  Scor e:  14393. 7 
;  Cover age:  100% ( 15/ 15)  i n 6 t r ees 
{ 1 2}  [ gr eet i ng] : : XDM (  [ gr eet i ng=hel l o]  (  hel l o )  )   
{ 2 5}  [ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG (  [ super _who=]  (  [ who=]  (  [ who: i ]  (  i  )  )  
)  [ desi r e]  (  woul d l i ke )  )   
{ 5 10}  [ ar g: super _i nf o- obj ect =] : : ARG (  [ i nf o- obj ect =]  (  [ i nf or mat i on]  (  
i nf or mat i on )  about  [ obj ect - t opi c=]  (  [ name- val _di _f i emme_ar ea]  (  val  di  
f i emme )  )  )  )   
{ 10 12}  [ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG (  [ super _who=]  (  [ who=]  (  [ who: i ]  (  i  )  
)  )  [ desi r e]  (  want  )  )   
{ 12 15}  [ ar g: super _act i v i t y- spec=] : : ARG (  [ act i v i t y- spec=]  (  [ sk i i ng]  (  
t o go sk i i ng )  )  )   
{ 15 16}  [ ar g: super _l ocat i on=] : : ARG (  [ l ocat i on=]  (  [ t her e]  (  t her e )  )  )  

Segmentation 

Segment at i on ( wi t h Ti mbl ) :  
+ 
[ gr eet i ng] : : XDM (  [ gr eet i ng=hel l o]  (  hel l o )  )  
+ 
[ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG (  [ super _who=]  (  [ who=]  (  [ who: i ]  (  i  )  )  )  
[ desi r e]  (  woul d l i ke )  )  
c l ass i f y  [ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG, 0. 12099644, l i ke, 0. 10000000,  
3, 1, [ ar g: super _i nf o- obj ect =] : : ARG, 0. 12195122, i nf or mat i on, 0. 03409091, ?.  
-  
[ ar g: super _i nf o- obj ect =] : : ARG (  [ i nf o- obj ect =]  (  [ i nf or mat i on]  (  
i nf or mat i on )  about  [ obj ect - t opi c=]  (  [ name- val _di _f i emme_ar ea]  (  val  di  
f i emme )  )  )  )  
c l ass i f y  [ ar g: super _i nf o- obj ect =] : : ARG, 0. 54101996, f i emme, 0. 75675676,  
8, 2, [ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG, 0. 56761566, i , 0. 59634551, ?.  
+ 
[ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG (  [ super _who=]  (  [ who=]  (  [ who: i ]  (  i  )  )  )  
[ desi r e]  (  want  )  )  
c l ass i f y  [ ar g: di sposi t i on=] : : ARG, 0. 12099644, want , 0. 13868613,  
2, 1, [ ar g: super _act i v i t y- spec=] : : ARG, 0. 07909605, t o, 0. 02421796, ?.  
-  
[ ar g: super _act i v i t y- spec=] : : ARG (  [ act i v i t y- spec=]  (  [ sk i i ng]  (  t o go 
sk i i ng )  )  )  
c l ass i f y  [ ar g: super _act i v i t y- spec=] : : ARG, 0. 34463277, sk i i ng, 0. 42682927,  
5, 2, [ ar g: super _l ocat i on=] : : ARG, 0. 12053115, t her e, 0. 23233696, ?.  
-  
[ ar g: super _l ocat i on=] : : ARG (  [ l ocat i on=]  (  [ t her e]  (  t her e )  )  )  

Mapping 
and 

Domain 
Action 

Classification 
(SDU2) 

Ar gument s:  di sposi t i on=( who=i ,  desi r e) ,  i nf o- obj ect =( i nf or mat i on,  
obj ect - t opi c=name- val _di _f i emme_ar ea)  
 
SA = CATEGORY { gi ve- i nf or mat i on}  
DI STRI BUTI ON {  r equest - i nf or mat i on 2 }  
DI STANCE { 8. 311586}  
 
CONCEPTS = CATEGORY { +di sposi t i on+i nf or mat i on- obj ect }  
DI STRI BUTI ON {  +di sposi t i on+obt ai n+i nf or mat i on- obj ect  1 }  
DI STANCE { 4. 614288}  
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Mapping 
and 

Domain 
Action 

Classification 
(SDU3) 

Ar gument s:  di sposi t i on=( who=i ,  desi r e) ,  act i v i t y- spec=ski i ng,  
l ocat i on=t her e 
 
SA = CATEGORY { gi ve- i nf or mat i on}  
DI STRI BUTI ON {  r equest - i nf or mat i on 4,  acknowl edge 1,  end- di scussi on 2 }  
DI STANCE { 10. 323833}  
 
CONCEPTS = CATEGORY { +di sposi t i on+act i on}  
DI STRI BUTI ON {  +di sposi t i on+act i v i t y  6,  +di sposi t i on+t our  1,  
+di sposi t i on+act i on 4 }  
DI STANCE { 7. 372863}  
 
CHECKI NG DA' S FROM CLASSI FI CATI ON 

Final Output 

I F ENG:  1056139880 {  { c : gr eet i ng ( gr eet i ng=hel l o) }  { c : gi ve-
i nf or mat i on+di sposi t i on+i nf or mat i on- obj ect  ( di sposi t i on=( who=i ,  desi r e) ,  
i nf o- obj ect =( i nf or mat i on,  obj ect - t opi c=name- val _di _f i emme_ar ea) ) }  
{ c : gi ve- i nf or mat i on+di sposi t i on+act i v i t y  ( di sposi t i on=( who=i ,  desi r e) ,  
act i v i t y- spec=ski i ng,  l ocat i on=t her e) }  }  - sr c _c l angl ey - s i de c 

Figure 27: Online hybrid analysis example 

 

 

Figure 27 shows a log of the intermediate outputs produced by the hybrid analysis modules 

during analysis of the utterance shown in Figure 15. The processing of the utterance shown in 

Figure 27 contains an example of how the Interchange Format specification can be used to 

improve the initial results of domain action classification. The line “CHECKI NG DA' S FROM 

CLASSI FI CATI ON”  in the Domain Action Classification (SDU3) output indicates that the best 

Interchange Format representation for the semantic dialogue unit was illegal. The best concept 

sequence returned by concept sequence classification was +disposition+action which does not 

license the activity-spec=  argument found during argument parsing. Thus, the fallback strategy 

first checks the alternative concept sequences returned by the classifier (listed in the 

“DI STRI BUTI ON”  line). The concept sequence +disposition+activity, which is the correct 

concept sequence, is found among the alternatives. Because the resulting domain action, give-

information+disposition+activity, licenses all of the arguments fallback processing stops there. 
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Chapter  3  Evaluation of Semantic Dialogue Unit 
Segmentation 

The semantic dialogue unit segmentation classifier used in the online version of the hybrid 

analyzer that is included in the NESPOLE! translation servers is a memory-based classifier 

implemented using TiMBL Version 4.3 ([Daelemans et al., 2002]). The goal of the segmentation 

classifier is to identify semantic dialogue unit boundaries in an input utterance. As described in 

Chapter 2, potential boundaries occur between argument parse trees and/or unparsed words. The 

segmentation classifier must decide whether or not a semantic dialogue unit boundary occurs at 

each potential boundary position. The ability of the classifier to accurately identify both positive 

instances (i.e. semantic dialogue unit boundaries) and negative instances (i.e. non-boundaries) is 

important for the purposes of our interlingua-based machine translation system. 

Oversegmentation of input utterances would lead to many semantic dialogue units containing 

very few words and arguments. The resulting translations might capture many of the specific 

details from the input utterance because each individual argument could be included in its own 

phrase. However, the utterance and arguments could be too broken up to identify the speaker’s 

intention regarding the details, essentially leaving a list of details with no information about what 

to do with them. On the other hand, undersegmentation would produce very few semantic 

dialogue units with many arguments in each one. This situation would increase the likelihood of 

creating a set of arguments that were incompatible in the same semantic dialogue unit. Some 

arguments might have to be dropped and, thus, details would be lost from the translation. Even if 

none of the arguments were dropped, it would often be the case that only a very general domain 

action that lost most or all of the speaker’s intention would license all of the arguments. The 

resulting translation would then be similar to the output in the oversegmentation case. In this 

chapter, we present the results of several experiments designed to test the effectiveness of the 

semantic dialogue unit segmentation classifier. We evaluated segmentation classification 

performance on English and German input in the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism and Medical 

Assistance domains. 
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3.1 Preparation of Training Data 

For each language-domain pair, the corpus used in all of the segmentation classification 

experiments was the final version of the NESPOLE! database. The NESPOLE! database contains 

dialogues that were manually transcribed and annotated with speaker turns and semantic 

dialogue unit boundaries. Some of the dialogues in the databases were annotated only with 

semantic dialogue unit boundaries and not with Interchange Format representations. However, 

since the Interchange Format representations are not necessary for segmentation, such dialogues 

may still be used for training and testing the segmentation classifiers. 

The training data for the segmentation classifier was created by first extracting all semantic 

dialogue units for the source language from the database. All punctuation and case information 

was removed so that the text for each semantic dialogue unit was essentially what an automatic 

speech recognizer would produce if there were no recognition errors. Each semantic dialogue 

unit was then parsed for arguments using the argument and pseudo-argument grammars. In order 

to prevent the argument parser from parsing across a boundary during training, semantic 

dialogue units were parsed individually rather than as part of a full turn for the purpose of 

training the segmentation classifier. In this sense, the data is “clean”  with respect to parsing 

errors since no true boundary could be parsed under an argument. Of course, the training data 

could still have included parse errors in which incorrect arguments were included in the parse. 

Additionally, the segmentation classifier was trained to identify all semantic dialogue unit 

boundaries, whether or not they might border a cross-domain grammar tree when the hybrid 

analyzer was run in end-to-end mode. 

After the semantic dialogue units had been parsed, a training example was created for each 

potential boundary position in the data using the features that were listed in Table 3. The token 

features (features 1, 3, 7, and 9) were simply filled with the words and argument grammar labels 

preceding and following a potential boundary position. The probability features (features 2, 4, 8, 

and 10) were estimated from the training data using the counts shown in Figure 21. In addition, 

probabilities were estimated for unknown words and arguments. The probabilities for unknown 

words were estimated by counting the number of times a word that appeared only once in the 

training data occurred before or after a boundary and dividing by the total number of words that 

occurred only once in the training data. Unlike the set of words, the set of argument grammar 

labels is a fixed set defined by the left-hand sides of the top-level rules in the grammar. Thus, 
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argument grammar labels cannot be unknown in the sense that previously unseen labels will not 

occur during testing. However, when an unparsed word occurs before or after a potential 

boundary position, then the argument grammar label may be viewed as unknown. In such cases, 

the appropriate argument grammar label feature (feature 1 or 7) was filled with the value “?” . 

The corresponding probabilities were estimated by counting the number of times unparsed words 

occurred at a boundary and dividing by the total number of unparsed words in the training data. 

The segment length features (features 5 and 6) were filled by counting the number of words and 

parse trees respectively that occurred between the beginning of the semantic dialogue unit and 

the potential boundary position. 

A positive segmentation example was created for each boundary position between two 

semantic dialogue units in the same speaker turn. A negative segmentation example was created 

for each potential boundary position between parse trees and/or unparsed words within a 

semantic dialogue unit. Table 5 provides information about the data used for training and 

evaluating the TiMBL segmentation classifier. 

  

 

 English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Training Examples 6992 15115 6000 3868 
Positive Examples 1481 

(21.2%) 
4066 

(26.9%) 
1466 

(24.4%) 
1298 

(33.6%) 
Negative Examples 5511 

(78.8%) 
11049 

(73.1%) 
4534 

(75.6%) 
2570 

(66.4%) 

Table 5: Corpus Statistics for the segmentation classifier  exper iments 

 

 

3.2 Testing TiMBL Parameter  Settings 

The TiMBL software package provides implementations of several memory-based learning 

algorithms as well as numerous parameters that may be used to fine-tune the performance of 

each algorithm. Detailed descriptions of the various algorithms and options can be found in the 

TiMBL reference manual ([Daelemans et al., 2002]). In order to determine the best parameter 

settings for the segmentation classifier and to test the sensitivity of the classifier to different 
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settings, we first evaluated segmentation classification performance using several different 

parameter settings available in the TiMBL software. Our comparison by no means exhausted all 

of the possible parameter combinations available in the TiMBL software, but it did provide some 

useful insights. 

In all of our experiments, we used only the IB1 algorithm. IB1 is the implementation of the 

k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) learning algorithm in TiMBL. Clearly, one parameter that may be 

varied in k-NN learning is k, the number of neighbors used to classify an instance. We tested 

classifiers using the following values of k: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 35, and 45. 

When the number of neighbors in the nearest neighbor set is larger than 1, the class of a new 

instance is determined by a vote among the neighbors. TiMBL provides several options for 

weighting the vote based on distance from the new instance. [Zavrel, 1997] found that the 

Inverse Linear weighting scheme generally provided better performance than the other weighting 

methods implemented in TiMBL. Thus, we tested classifiers using Unweighted (i.e. simple 

majority) voting and Inverse Linear weighting. Although the TiMBL software also offers several 

options for the feature weighting method and the distance metric, we did not vary those 

parameters in our experiments. Gain Ratio feature weighting was used in all of the classifiers we 

tested. The Overlap distance metric was used for the discrete features that encode the words and 

argument grammar labels preceding and following a potential boundary (features 1,3,7, and 9), 

and the Numeric distance metric was used for the probability and segment length features 

(features 2,4,5,6,8, and 10). 

 

 

 English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

k 13 13 17 15 
Accuracy 0.9332 0.9227 0.9237 0.9289 
P+ 0.8835 0.8920 0.8695 0.9238 
R+ 0.7887 0.8106 0.8090 0.8590 
F1+ 0.8334 0.8494 0.8382 0.8902 
P- 0.9448 0.9326 0.9396 0.9312 
R- 0.9721 0.9639 0.9607 0.9642 
F1- 0.9582 0.9480 0.9501 0.9474 

Table 6: TiMBL segmentation classifier per formance 
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Table 6 summarizes the performance of the best segmentation classifiers for English and 

German input in the Travel and Medical domains. The results shown in the table were computed 

over the training data using the leave-one-out testing method provided in the TiMBL software. In 

leave-one-out testing, each example is held out from the remainder of the training set as a test 

instance. The example is then classified using all of the remaining examples. This process is 

repeated for every example in the training data. All of the classifiers reported in the table used 

the Inverse Linear vote weighting method. The table shows the value of k that produced the best 

results along with the accuracy of the best classifier. The precision, recall, and F1-measure (F1 = 

(2*P*R)/(P+R), [van Rijsbergen, 1979]) of each classifier on positive instances (P+, R+, F1+) 

and negative instances (P-, R-, F1-) are also reported. 

As Table 6 shows, the overall classification accuracy as well as the performance on 

negative instances was similar across languages and domains. Also, perhaps not surprisingly, the 

performance of the segmentation classifiers on positive instances was not as high as on negative 

instances. Positive instances made up a much smaller percentage of the data than negative 

instances, although the restriction that boundary positions could not fall inside argument parse 

trees increased the proportion of positive instances compared to a task where potential 

boundaries could fall between every pair of words. The German Medical segmentation classifier 

exhibited better performance on positive instances than the other three classifiers. This was 

probably due to the higher proportion of positive examples in the German Medical data, which 

resulted from the fact that there were more semantic dialogue units per speaker turn in that data 

set. As shown in Table 5, positive boundary examples made up 33.6% of the German Medical 

training data whereas the training data for the other three classifiers contained 21.2% to 26.9% 

positive instances. 

Figure 28 illustrates the effects of changing parameter settings on segmentation 

classification performance for English Travel input. The graph shows the variation in overall 

accuracy, F1+, and F1- as the size of the nearest neighbor set (k) was increased. The solid lines in 

the graph represent classifiers that used the Inverse Linear vote weighting method, and the 

dashed lines represent classifiers that used Unweighted majority voting. We observe several 

interesting trends in the behavior of the English Travel segmentation classifier that are worth 

noting. The segmentation classifiers for the remaining language-domain pairs exhibited similar 
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behavior. Our findings for the task of segmenting semantic dialogue units using the k-NN 

methods implemented in the TiMBL software package agree with the trends reported in [Zavrel, 

1997]. 

 

 

Figure 28: Effects of TiMBL parameter var iation on the per formance of the segmentation classifier  on 
English Travel data 

 

 

 Unweighted 
Voting 

Inverse Linear 
Weighted Voting 

Absolute 
Change 

k 5 13 - 
Accuracy 0.9306 0.9332 +0.0026 
P+ 0.8716 0.8835 +0.0119 
R+ 0.7887 0.7887 0.0000 
F1+ 0.8281 0.8334 +0.0053 
P- 0.9446 0.9448 +0.0002 
R- 0.9688 0.9721 +0.0033 
F1- 0.9566 0.9582 +0.0016 

Table 7: Segmentation classification per formance gains for  Inverse Linear  weighted voting over  Unweighted 
major ity voting on English Travel data 
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First, except at low values of k, weighted voting improved the performance of the 

segmentation classifier over unweighted voting. Also, the optimal value of k for weighted voting 

was higher than for unweighted voting. Table 7 lists the values of the performance measures for 

the best unweighted and weighted classifiers and shows the change in each measure realized by 

using weighted voting rather than unweighted voting. Although the absolute changes were 

relatively small, weighted voting improved upon the performance of unweighted voting on all 

measures except R+ (recall on positive boundary instances), which remained the same. 

 

 

 TiMBL Defaults 
(Unweighted Voting) 

Inverse Linear 
Weighted Voting 

Absolute 
Change 

k 1 13 - 
Accuracy 0.9170 0.9332 +0.0162 
P+ 0.8291 0.8835 +0.0544 
R+ 0.7664 0.7887 +0.0223 
F1+ 0.7965 0.8334 +0.0369 
P- 0.9385 0.9448 +0.0063 
R- 0.9575 0.9721 +0.0146 
F1- 0.9479 0.9582 +0.0103 

Table 8: Segmentation classification per formance gains for  Inverse Linear  weighted voting over  TiMBL 
default settings on English Travel data 

 

 

Figure 28 also clearly shows that the benefit of selecting the best parameter settings for the 

segmentation classifiers created with the TiMBL software. The default parameters for TiMBL 

use the IB1 algorithm with Unweighted voting, k=1, and Gain Ratio feature weighting. These 

settings correspond to the k=1 point of the unweighted lines in the figure. Table 8 shows the 

improvement in performance realized by the best weighted voting classifier compared to the 

classifier that used the default TiMBL parameter settings. 

The largest differences between the Inverse Linear weighted voting method and the 

Unweighted voting method were seen in the performance on positive boundary instances. 

Weighted voting combined with larger values of k provided the largest performance gains on the 

classification of positive boundary instances. Figure 29 provides a closer look at the variation in 

the F1+ measure for the English Travel segmentation classifier shown in Figure 28. Again the 
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solid line represents the classifiers that used Inverse Linear weighted voting, and the dashed line 

represents the classifiers that used Unweighted voting (k=1 corresponds to the default TiMBL 

settings). After surpassing the performance of the unweighted classifier at k=9, the performance 

of the weighted classifier remained consistently superior to that of the unweighted classifier and 

did not degrade as quickly after reaching its peak at k=13. Furthermore, the superior performance 

of the weighted classifier over the best unweighted classifier was not limited to a single value of 

k. In fact, the weighted voting method was relatively robust to the specific selection of k, with all 

values of k between 9 and 25 for the weighted classifier providing performance superior to that 

of the best unweighted classifier. 

 

  

 

Figure 29: Effects of TiMBL parameter var iation on F1+ for  the English Travel segmentation classifier  

 

 

3.3 Inclusion of “ Par tial”  Examples from Turn Boundaries 

All of the results reported in the previous section were produced using only segmentation 

examples that occurred within each speaker turn. Segmentation classification is clearly not 
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necessary before the first word and after the last word of an utterance. However, as mentioned in 

Chapter 2, it is possible to create positive training examples for segmentation that contain partial 

information from the beginning and end of the utterance for each speaker turn in the training 

data. The positions before the first word and after the last word in a training utterance can be 

viewed as potential semantic dialogue unit boundaries for which training examples can be 

created. The information in the examples is partial in the sense that only some of the features can 

be filled in with true values from the utterance. The remaining features are filled in with default 

values. 

For the beginning of the utterance, the values of the word and argument grammar label 

features that follow the potential boundary position (features 7, 8, 9, and 10) are filled with the 

first word and argument grammar label in the utterance and their corresponding probabilities. 

The values of both length features (features 5 and 6) are set to 0. The features for the word and 

argument preceding the potential boundary (features 1 and 3) are assigned the default values “?” . 

The values of the corresponding probability features are filled with the default value 1.0. A 

similar positive training example is created for the end of the utterance. The values of the word 

and argument grammar label features that precede the potential boundary position (features 1, 2, 

3, and 4) are filled with the appropriate values based on the utterance, and the length features are 

set based on the length of the current semantic dialogue unit. The features for the word and 

argument grammar label following the potential boundary position are filled with the default 

value “?” , and the corresponding probability features are assigned the value 1.0. 

Although these partial examples will never perfectly match a potential boundary position 

found in unseen data, they may provide a close enough match in some cases to influence the 

segmentation decision. Without such examples, information about the first and last words and 

arguments in each speaker turn in the training data is retained only indirectly in the probability 

estimates used for segmentation. The specific words and argument grammar labels and the 

lengths of the last semantic dialogue unit in each turn are lost. Furthermore, all of the 

information that is lost borders on positive examples of semantic dialogue unit boundaries. Since 

all of the partial examples capture only information about true boundary positions, they may be 

expected to improve the performance of the classifier on positive boundary instances if any 

improvement occurs. 
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 In order to test the effects of including examples with partial information on segmentation 

classification performance, we compared the performance of the segmentation classifiers trained 

only on examples extracted from within speaker turns with performance when the partial 

examples were included in the training data. As in the experiments with no partial examples, the 

data used to train the segmentation classifiers was extracted from the NESPOLE! Travel and 

Medical databases for English and German. All of the segmentation classifiers used the IB1 

algorithm, Inverse Linear weighted voting, and Gain Ratio feature weighting. For each language-

domain pair, the best value of k determined in the previous experiments was used. The 

experiments were conducted using a 20-fold cross validation setup. The segmentation training 

examples that were extracted strictly from within speaker turns in the data were randomly split 

into 20 sets, each containing 5% of the examples. For each fold, one of the sets was held out for 

testing, and the remaining 19 sets were used to train the classifier. In the first condition, which 

did not use any partial examples, only the 19 training sets were used to train the classifier. In the 

second condition, all of the partial examples were included in the training data for each test set. 

No partial examples were ever included in the test data. Within each language-domain pair, the 

same random split of the data was used for both conditions. Since the performance of the two 

training conditions on each fold was directly comparable, we used two-tailed matched pair t-tests 

to test for significance. 

Table 9 shows the results of including partial examples in the segmentation training data 

for each language-domain pair. The table shows the mean values of the performance measures 

over the 20 sets of within-turn examples for both conditions (training with and without partial 

examples). The Absolute Change rows show the change in performance that results from adding 

the partial examples to the training data. The rows labeled p<0.02 and p<0.005 indicate whether 

the change in performance was statistically significant at each value of p using a two-tailed 

matched-pair t-test. The results indicate that including partial examples in the segmentation 

training data generally improved performance. The inclusion of partial examples increased the 

accuracy of the segmentation classifiers for all language-domain pairs, although only the 

improvement for the German Travel domain was statistically significant. Most of the remaining 

performance measures also showed improvement. The only exceptions were a very small 

decrease in R- for English Medical, and significant decreases in P+ and R- for German Medical. 
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English Travel 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 

No Par tial Examples 0.9312 0.8803 0.7832 0.8277 0.9434 0.9709 0.9569 
With Par tial Examples 0.9328 0.8816 0.7893 0.8315 0.9451 0.9711 0.9579 
Absolute Change +0.0016 +0.0013 +0.0061 +0.0038 +0.0017 +0.0002 +0.0010 
p<0.02        
p<0.005        

German Travel 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
No Par tial Examples 0.9215 0.8887 0.8098 0.8469 0.9323 0.9627 0.9472 
With Par tial Examples 0.9240 0.8924 0.8161 0.8521 0.9344 0.9637 0.9488 
Absolute Change +0.0025 +0.0037 +0.0063 +0.0052 +0.0021 +0.0010 +0.0016 
p<0.02 x  x x x  x 
p<0.005 x  x x x   

English Medical 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
No Par tial Examples 0.9200 0.8678 0.7945 0.8280 0.9353 0.9607 0.9477 
With Par tial Examples 0.9235 0.8684 0.8094 0.8367 0.9400 0.9603 0.9499 
Absolute Change +0.0035 +0.0006 +0.0149 +0.0087 +0.0047 -0.0004 +0.0022 
p<0.02   x x x   
p<0.005        

German Medical 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
No Par tial Examples 0.9297 0.9233 0.8627 0.8913 0.9320 0.9643 0.9477 
With Par tial Examples 0.9325 0.9111 0.8860 0.8976 0.9423 0.9569 0.9493 
Absolute Change +0.0028 -0.0122 +0.0233 +0.0063 +0.0103 -0.0074 +0.0016 
p<0.02  x x  x x  
p<0.005  x x  x x  

Table 9: Segmentation classification per formance with par tial examples 

 

 

The largest impact of including the partial examples in training can be seen in the 

performance of the segmentation classifiers on positive boundary instances. In particular, the 

largest improvements across all language-domain pairs were seen for R+ (recall of positive 

instances) and F1+. The improvements in R+ were at least marginally significant for 3 of the 4 

language-domain pairs, and the improvements in F1+ were significant for 2 of the 4 pairs. These 

results fit well with our expectations regarding the effects of including the partial information for 

the true boundary positions at the beginning and end of an utterance. The improvement in R+ 

indicates that the partial examples enabled the segmentation classifiers to correctly identify more 

of the positive boundary instances in the test data. Furthermore, it appears that for the most part, 

the partial examples did not adversely affect the correct classification of negative examples. The 
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only exception was German Medical, in which a performance drop was seen for P+ and R-. This 

is indicative that the inclusion of partial examples caused the segmentation classifier to 

incorrectly identify more negative instances as boundaries in addition to correctly identifying 

more true positive instances. Nevertheless, the improvement in the identification of positive 

instances outweighed the negative effects of the increase in false positives, resulting in 

improvements in accuracy, F1+, and F1-. Since the performance of the segmentation classifiers 

on positive instances was weaker than on negative instances to begin with, this seems like a 

worthwhile tradeoff. 

The results shown in Table 9 where all produced using the best TiMBL parameters for 

training data without any partial examples. Because the inclusion of partial examples clearly 

alters the content of the training set, it was possible that the segmentation classification results 

with partial examples included in the training data could be further improved by selecting new 

parameter settings. Since it was clear that the Inverse Linear vote weighting method 

outperformed the Unweighted voting method for our semantic dialogue unit boundary classifiers, 

we tested classifiers that used Inverse Linear weighted voting with different values of k when 

partial examples were included in the training data. 

 

 

k = 13 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 

No Par tial Examples 0.9312 0.8803 0.7832 0.8277 0.9434 0.9709 0.9569 
With Par tial Examples 0.9328 0.8816 0.7893 0.8315 0.9451 0.9711 0.9579 
Absolute Change +0.0016 +0.0013 +0.0061 +0.0038 +0.0017 +0.0002 +0.0010 
p<0.02        
p<0.005        

k = 17 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
No Par tial Examples 0.9312 0.8803 0.7832 0.8277 0.9434 0.9709 0.9569 
With Par tial Examples 0.9359 0.8884 0.7978 0.8395 0.9474 0.9728 0.9598 
Absolute Change +0.0047 +0.0081 +0.0146 +0.0118 +0.0040 +0.0019 +0.0029 
p<0.02 x  x x x  x 
p<0.005        

Table 10: Segmentation classification per formance with par tial examples and best k on English Travel 
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Table 10 shows the results for the best value of k for the English Travel data set when 

partial examples were included in the training data. When the partial examples were excluded 

from the training data, the best classifier for the English Travel data used a value of 13 for k. For 

the experiments with partial examples included, we only tested a small set of values of k (11, 13, 

15, 17, 19, 21, and 23) near the original best value of k and the peak of the curve shown in Figure 

23. With the partial examples included, all of the values of k that we tested resulted in improved 

performance over the classifier that excluded partial examples, and the best value of k changed 

from 13 to 17. As the table shows, the improvement in each of the performance measures at least 

doubled with the best value of k. Additionally, most of improvements relative to the classifier 

trained without partial examples became significant at the p<0.02 level. 

3.4 Compar ison with the Unigram Threshold Baseline Model 

The simple statistical unigram threshold model for segmentation described in Section 2.4.2.1 can 

be used as a baseline against which to compare the performance of the memory-based TiMBL 

segmentation classifiers. In order to make a direct comparison of the two models, the unigram 

threshold model must be modified slightly to make decisions about potential boundary positions 

that may be bordered by unparsed words in addition to argument parse trees. Unparsed words 

can be replaced with the same default token used for the argument label features (1 and 7) in the 

TiMBL segmentation classifier input, and the counts for the default token used to make the 

probability estimates for the TiMBL classifier can be used in the unigram formula to estimate the 

likelihood of a semantic dialogue unit boundary. 

We first determined the optimum threshold value for the unigram segmentation model. 

Using the argument labels and boundary class from the training examples for the TiMBL 

segmentation classifiers in conjunction with the argument parse label counts computed during 

preparation of the training data, we produced test cases for the unigram threshold model. For 

each example, the likelihood of a semantic dialogue unit boundary according to the unigram 

segmentation model was calculated. Then for each possible threshold, the classification of the 

unigram model was compared with the correct classification from the TiMBL training example. 

We tested thresholds from 0.0 to 1.0 in increments of 0.01. A threshold of 0.0 meant that every 

potential boundary position was classified as a boundary, and a threshold of 1.0 meant that every 

position was classified as a non-boundary. Based on the way the model is defined, R+ (recall of 
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positive boundary instances) decreases monotonically as the threshold is increased, and R- 

(recall of negative boundary instances) increases monotonically. Ideally, a threshold could be 

identified such that most of the positive instances fell above the threshold and most of the 

negative instances fell below the threshold. 

 

 

 

 Figure 30: Effects of threshold var iation on per formance of the unigram segmentation model for  English 
Travel data 

 

 

Figure 30 illustrates the effects of varying the threshold for the unigram segmentation 

model on the NESPOLE! English Travel & Tourism data. The graph displays overall accuracy, 

F1+, and F1- as the threshold was increased from 0.0 to 1.0 in increments of 0.01. Identifying a 

useful threshold for the unigram segmentation model proved to be difficult. For each language-

domain pair, we selected the threshold that maximized classification accuracy, F1+, and F1-. All 

three measures were maximized with the same threshold for the English and German Medical 

Assistance data. For the English Travel data, the F1+ measure was maximized with a threshold 

one increment lower than accuracy and F1- (0.46 versus 0.47). The same was true for the German 

Travel data. In these cases, we chose the threshold that maximized F1+ in order to optimize 
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performance on positive boundary instances. Since the main goal of semantic dialogue unit 

segmentation is to identify the positive instances, a small tradeoff of overall accuracy and 

performance on negative instances was justified. 

 

 

English Travel 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 

Unigram Threshold Model 
(Threshold = 0.46) 0.8111 0.5580 0.5161 0.5343 0.8725 0.8907 0.8813 

TiMBL Classifier  
(k=17) 

0.9359 0.8884 0.7978 0.8395 0.9474 0.9728 0.9598 

Absolute Improvement +0.1248 +0.3304 +0.2817 +0.3052 +0.0749 +0.0821 +0.0785 
Percent Improvement 15.4% 59.2% 54.6% 57.1% 8.6% 9.2% 8.9% 

German Travel 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
Unigram Threshold Model 
(Threshold = 0.47) 

0.7779 0.6002 0.5267 0.5601 0.8331 0.8707 0.8513 

TiMBL Classifier  
(k=17) 

0.9251 0.8977 0.8145 0.8536 0.9340 0.9658 0.9496 

Absolute Improvement +0.1472 +0.2975 +0.2878 +0.2935 +0.1009 +0.0951 +0.0983 
Percent Improvement 18.9% 49.6% 54.6% 52.4% 12.1% 10.9% 11.54% 

English Medical 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
Unigram Threshold Model 
(Threshold = 0.39) 

0.8250 0.6662 0.5724 0.6138 0.8679 0.9063 0.8865 

TiMBL Classifier  
(k=17) 

0.9304 0.8990 0.8094 0.8505 0.9400 0.9697 0.9545 

Absolute Improvement +0.1054 +0.2328 +0.2370 +0.2367 +0.0721 +0.0634 +0.0680 
Percent Improvement 12.8% 34.9% 41.4% 38.6% 8.3% 7.0% 7.7% 

German Medical 
 Accuracy P+ R+ F1+ P- R- F1- 
Unigram Threshold Model 
(Threshold = 0.48) 

0.8157 0.7318 0.7123 0.7202 0.8562 0.8683 0.8617 

TiMBL classifier  
(k=11) 

0.9341 0.9204 0.8803 0.8989 0.9402 0.9619 0.9507 

Absolute Improvement +0.1184 +0.1886 +0.1680 +0.1787 +0.0840 +0.0936 +0.0890 
Percent Improvement 14.5% 25.8% 23.6% 24.8% 9.8% 10.8% 10.3% 

Table 11: Compar ison of per formance of the TiMBL segmentation classifiers and the unigram threshold 
segmentation models 

 

 

In order to compare the unigram segmentation model with the TiMBL segmentation 

classifiers for each language-domain pair, we applied the unigram model to the 20-fold data split 

used for the experiments with partial examples described in the previous section. Table 11 shows 
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the average value of each performance measure using the TiMBL classifiers with the best value 

of k trained with partial examples and the unigram threshold models with the best threshold 

value. The absolute change in each performance measure and the percent improvement of the 

TiMBL classifier over the unigram threshold model are also shown in the table. The TiMBL 

segmentation classifiers substantially improved segmentation classification performance over the 

baseline unigram models on all measures. 

The largest performances gains for the TiMBL classifiers came in the identification of 

positive boundary instances. Although the overall accuracy of the unigram threshold models 

does not appear to be too bad, their performance on positive boundary instances is poor even at 

the best threshold values. The higher accuracy was mostly due to the fact that negative boundary 

instances made up the majority of the data, and the unigram models did reasonably well at 

identifying negative instances. The TiMBL segmentation classifiers did a much better job of 

finding the boundary positions and of balancing performance on boundary and non-boundary 

positions. 

3.5 Performance on Full Speaker  Turns 

All of the experiments reported so far have dealt with the performance of the segmentation 

classifiers on input that was “clean” in the sense that the argument parser was not allowed to 

parse across semantic dialogue unit boundaries. When semantic dialogue unit segmentation is 

performed as part of online analysis, the task is more difficult because there is no such 

restriction. The argument parser receives the utterance for a full speaker turn, which may contain 

multiple semantic dialogue units, as input. Thus, argument parse trees may occasionally span 

across a boundary. Since positions within argument parse trees are not candidates for 

segmentation, such boundaries will clearly be missed be the segmentation classifiers. On the 

other hand, when semantic dialogue unit segmentation is performed online, the task may be 

made somewhat easier by the fact that the cross-domain grammar is used during argument 

parsing and boundaries are inserted by definition on both sides of cross-domain parse trees. 

In order to evaluate the performance of semantic dialogue unit detection in an online 

setting, we examined the output of the hybrid analyzer for English used in the final end-to-end 

evaluation of the Travel & Tourism domain for the NESPOLE! project (also described in Section 

5.2). The test set consisted of all of the utterances from the client side of 2 complete dialogues in 
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the NESPOLE! Travel domain. The dialogues in the test set contained 110 utterances composed 

of 232 semantic dialogue units. The end-to-end evaluation for NESPOLE! was conducted by 

running each utterance in the test set through the full online NESPOLE! translation system, 

which included the online version of the hybrid analyzer. The grammars, training data, and 

classifiers used were the best available at the time of the evaluation. These differ from those 

reported in previous sections in this chapter because additional grammar development and 

annotation were performed after the evaluation of the Travel domain during the porting of the 

NESPOLE! system to the Medical domain. At the time of the Travel domain evaluation, the 

dialogues in the test set were unseen both from the perspective of grammar development and 

from the perspective of training the classifiers in the hybrid analyzer. After the evaluation was 

run, the dialogues were annotated with semantic dialogue unit boundaries and Interchange 

Format representations in the same way as the remainder of the NESPOLE! databases. 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Frequency of speaker turn lengths for English Travel test data 
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We first examine how well the segmentation performed by the online hybrid analyzer 

identified the number of semantic dialogue units in a speaker turn regardless of the specific 

positions of the boundaries. The annotated test set data contained a mean of 2.11 semantic 

dialogue units per turn (232 semantic dialogue units in 110 speaker turns). Figure 31 illustrates 

the frequency of speaker turn lengths in the annotated test set as well as the frequency of turn 

lengths predicted by semantic dialogue unit boundary detection in the online analyzer. The 

automatic boundary detection in the hybrid analyzer undersegmented slightly compared to the 

annotated data, predicting a mean of 2.03 semantic dialogue units per turn (223 semantic 

dialogue units in 110 turns). Nevertheless, the frequency of turn lengths produced by automatic 

segmentation corresponded fairly well with the frequency of turn lengths in the annotated data. 

 

 

 

Figure 32: Distr ibution of differences between predicted and annotated speaker  turn lengths for  English 
Travel test data  

 

 

In addition to the mean number of semantic dialogue units and the frequency of turn 

lengths, it is also important to know how well the predicted turn length matches the annotated 

turn length for individual turns. Figure 32 illustrates the distribution of the differences between 
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the predicted and annotated turn lengths for the test set. The x-axis shows the difference 

produced by subtracting the number of annotated semantic dialogue units for a turn from the 

number of semantic dialogue units predicted by automatic boundary detection. A negative value 

indicates that automatic segmentation predicted too few semantic dialogue units for the turn, and 

a positive value indicates that too many semantic dialogue units were predicted. The y-axis 

shows the number of turns for which each difference occurred. As Figure 32 shows, automatic 

segmentation correctly predicted the number of semantic dialogue units for 73.6% of the turns. 

Furthermore, automatic segmentation was never off by more than 2 semantic dialogue units for 

any turn, and the predicted length was within 1 semantic dialogue unit of the correct length for 

94.5% of the turns. Thus, it appears that the automatic segmentation in the online hybrid analyzer 

did a good job of correctly identifying the number of semantic dialogue units in full speaker 

turns. 

We now turn to an examination of how well the positions of the semantic dialogue unit 

boundaries were identified. Two types of segmentation errors are possible in the detection of 

boundaries for complete speaker turns in the online version of the hybrid analyzer. The first type 

of error occurs when potential boundary positions between argument parse trees and/or unparsed 

words are incorrectly classified. These errors may arise because the cross-domain grammar 

incorrectly parsed a phrase as a full domain action, resulting in the automatic insertion of an 

incorrect boundary on at least one side of the cross-domain tree. Such errors may also occur 

because the segmentation classifier misclassifies a potential boundary position. These errors 

reflect the performance of the semantic dialogue unit boundary detector (i.e. the combination of 

automatically inserted boundaries around cross-domain trees and the TiMBL segmentation 

classifier). The second type of segmentation error occurs when a tree in the argument parse spans 

a true semantic dialogue unit boundary. In such cases, the semantic dialogue unit boundary 

detector does not have a chance to identify the boundary because it falls within an argument 

parse tree. Thus, these errors contribute to the overall segmentation performance of the hybrid 

analysis approach, but they do not reflect the performance of the semantic dialogue unit 

boundary detector. 

We look first at the performance of the semantic dialogue unit boundary detector based on 

the first type of error. After argument parsing, there were 325 potential boundary positions 

between parse trees and/or unparsed words. 101 (31.1%) of the positions were semantic dialogue 
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unit boundaries, and 224 (68.9%) of the positions were non-boundaries. Table 12 shows the 

performance of the semantic dialogue unit boundary detector on those potential boundary 

positions where a segmentation choice must be made. The values of the performance measures 

reported are not directly comparable with the previous experiments because the grammars, 

training data, and classifiers were not identical. Nevertheless, as expected, with unseen data and 

argument parsing of complete speaker turns rather than individual semantic dialogue units, 

overall segmentation performance dropped somewhat relative to the performance on “clean” data 

in the previous experiments. One particularly positive result was the recall of the semantic 

dialogue unit boundary detector on positive boundary instances, which was 0.8614 on the 

positions that the boundary detector had a chance to find (i.e. those not spanned by an argument 

parse tree).  

 

 

Accuracy 0.8769 
P+ 0.7699 
R+ 0.8614 
F1+ 0.8131 
P- 0.9340 
R- 0.8839 
F1- 0.9083 

Table 12: Segmentation per formance on complete speaker  turns in unseen English Travel data 

 

 

We also examined the overall segmentation performance of the hybrid analyzer including 

the second type of segmentation error in which true boundaries are spanned by argument parse 

trees. There were a total of 122 semantic dialogue unit boundaries annotated in the 2 test set 

dialogues. After argument parsing, 21 (17.2%) of the annotated boundaries were spanned by an 

argument parse tree. Taking those true boundaries that were covered by a parse tree into 

consideration, the overall recall of semantic dialogue unit boundaries was 0.7131 (87/122). 

However, a closer examination of the argument parsing errors associated with the covered 

boundaries and the resulting segmentations reveals that the errors were not as severe as they may 

appear at first glance. In 18 of the 21 cases where a parse tree spanned a semantic dialogue unit 

boundary, a boundary was identified immediately after (16) or before (2) the spanning tree. This 
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means that the semantic boundary detector identified a boundary as close as it could to the true 

boundary. In many such cases, the shifted boundary position did not cause any meaningful 

change in the translation output. Such cases also accounted for several of the false positives 

(non-boundary positions that were classified as boundaries) created by the boundary detector. 

4 of the 21 boundary spanning errors were caused by inconsistencies between the 

annotation of semantic dialogue units and the cross-domain grammar rules for parsing those 

semantic dialogue units. For example, the phrase “okay all right”  is often used to indicate 

acknowledgement. According to the conventions used for annotating the NESPOLE! data, the 

phrase contains 2 semantic dialogue units (“okay”  and “all right” ), and both semantic dialogue 

units are annotated with the domain action acknowledge. However, the cross-domain grammar 

contains a rule for the acknowledge domain action that parses “okay all right”  as a single domain 

action. Segmentation errors such as these do not alter the meaning conveyed in the resulting 

translation. 

An additional 7 of the 21 boundary spanning errors did not alter the acceptability of the 

resulting translation. For example, one of the test set utterances was “ i think july like around july 

first” . The utterance was annotated as two domain actions (“ i think july”  and “ like around july 

first” ). However, during argument parsing, the two sequential time expressions “ july”  and “ like 

around july first”  were parsed under a single parse tree. The English-to-English paraphrase with 

the annotated segmentation would have been “ It is possible that July. July the 1st 

approximately.”  With the incorrect segmentation due to the spanning argument parse tree, the 

paraphrase was “ It is possible that July, July the 1st approximately.”  Considering these errors 

along with the errors that resulted from inconsistencies between the grammars and annotations, 

our error analysis indicates that only 10 of the 21 boundary spanning errors changed the meaning 

conveyed by the translation. Thus only 8.2% (10/122) of the semantic dialogue unit boundaries 

in the test set were spanned by a parse tree with a meaningful negative effect on translation. 
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Chapter  4 Evaluation of Domain Action Classification 

In this chapter, we describe experiments designed to empirically examine several aspects of the 

domain action classification task. We evaluate domain action classification on English and 

German input in the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance domains. The 

purpose of the first round of experiments is to test the feasibility of automatically classifying 

domain actions in the NESPOLE! domain and to compare the performance of several different 

machine learning techniques on the task of domain action classification. We also assess domain 

action classification performance when the classification task is broken down in different ways. 

We then explore the effects of using a variety of feature sets as input to the domain action 

classifier. We also examine the effects of including various data sets in the training data for the 

classifiers. Finally we assess the effects of using a fallback strategy that guarantees that valid 

Interchange Format representations are produced when the output of domain action classification 

is combined with the output of the argument parsing. 

4.1 Preparation of Training Data 

We conducted experiments to evaluate domain action classification performance using English 

and German input from the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance domains. For 

each language-domain pair, the primary corpus used in the domain action classification 

experiments was the NESPOLE! database. The databases used in the domain action 

classification experiments were similar to those used in the segmentation experiments reported in 

Chapter 3. However, unlike the segmentation classification experiments, which were conducted 

using the final version of the NESPOLE! databases, the domain action classification experiments 

were conducted using an earlier version of the databases that was available at the time the 

experiments were run. The earlier version of the databases was annotated in the same format as 

the final versions, containing manually transcribed dialogues annotated with speaker turns, 

semantic dialogue unit boundaries, and Interchange Format representations. The main difference 

between the earlier version of the databases and the final version was the extent to which all of 

the semantic dialogue units were annotated with Interchange Format representations. The earlier 

databases were annotated less completely than the final versions. Although the annotated 
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Interchange Format representations are not necessary for training the segmentation classifier, 

they are clearly required for training the domain action classifiers. The databases used were the 

most up-to-date versions of the databases that were available at the time the experiments were 

run, and all of the experiments for a language-domain pair were conducted using the same 

version of the database for that pair. Likewise, the grammars used for each language-domain pair 

were the most up-to-date versions available at the time of the experiments. The grammars used 

for the Travel & Tourism domain were the final versions of the grammars for the NESPOLE! 

system. The grammars used for the Medical Assistance domain were nearly final versions that 

were available before the development of full domain action grammars for the portability 

experiment (Section 5.3). 

The NESPOLE! databases used in the domain action classification experiments were also 

supplemented when possible with additional databases annotated using the same format. The 

English and German databases for the Travel & Tourism domain were supplemented with data 

from the C-STAR II project, which had been annotated using the updated NESPOLE! 

Interchange Format definition. This was reasonable since the domain of coverage of the 

NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism domain was partly an expansion of the Travel Planning domain 

from the C-STAR II system, and the initial annotation of the NESPOLE! data often focused on 

semantic dialogue units that were new to the NESPOLE! domain. The English database for the 

Medical Assistance domain was supplemented with data from the Babylon project in a similar 

way. The NESPOLE! database for each language-domain pair was also supplemented with 

translated data from the same domain. For example, dialogues in the German Travel database 

that had originally been collected in German were manually translated into English and used to 

supplement the English database and vice versa. 

The preparation of the training data for the domain action classification experiments was 

similar to the preparation of the training data for segmentation classification. First, semantic 

dialogue units from both speaker sides (client and agent) were extracted from the database. Only 

those semantic dialogue units for which there was source language text and a corresponding 

Interchange Format representation were extracted for training the domain action classifiers. As in 

preparing the segmentation training data, all punctuation and case information was removed 

from the source language text so that the text basically corresponded to perfect output from an 

automatic speech recognizer. The text for each semantic dialogue unit was then parsed with the 
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argument and pseudo-argument (and shared) grammars. In any experiments in which word-based 

features were used, the classifiers were trained on the text of the semantic dialogue unit after the 

application of any pre-parsing string mappings applied by the argument parser. Because the task 

of the domain action classifiers was to identify the domain action for each semantic dialogue unit 

and because we wanted to abstract away from the problem of segmentation, the argument parser 

was not allowed to produce parses that crossed semantic dialogue boundaries. However, since 

parse-based features in the input to the online domain action classifiers could include incorrectly 

parsed arguments or pseudo-arguments, such parse errors were allowed in the training data. 

After argument parsing, a training example was created for each semantic dialogue unit by 

extracting the appropriate input features and class information from the database and/or 

argument parse. The possible input feature sets for the domain action classifiers were listed in 

Figure 23. The specific set of input features and the classes used to create the training examples 

varied depending on the aspect of domain action classification being tested in a particular 

experiment. Thus, more detail will be provided where appropriate in the descriptions of the 

experiments. 

 

 

 English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Semantic Dialogue Units 8289 8719 3664 2294 
Domain Actions 972 1001 462 286 
Speech Acts 70 70 50 43 
Concept Sequences 615 638 305 179 
Individual Concepts 109 110 75 62 
Vocabulary 1946 2815 1694 1112 

Table 13: Corpus information for  the databases from which the training data used in the domain action 
classification exper iments was extracted 

 

 

Table 13 contains information regarding the contents of the corpus from which the training 

data for the domain action classification experiments was extracted. The first row shows the 

number of semantic dialogue units extracted from the database for each language-domain pair. 

The remaining rows show the number of unique types of each kind of information found in the 

extracted semantic dialogue units. The statistics in the table illustrate that domain action 
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classification is a very challenging classification problem, with approximately 1000 classes 

found in the databases for the Travel domain. Even if the domain action classification task is 

divided into subproblems of identifying the speech act and concept sequence separately, the 

subtasks remain quite difficult. The difficulty is compounded by relatively sparse training data 

with unevenly distributed classes. Although there were hundreds to well over 1000 instances of 

the most frequent classes in our training corpus, the data contained only 1 or 2 instances for most 

of the classes. For example, in the English Travel & Tourism training data, 52% of the domain 

action types had only 1 instance, and an additional 14% had only 2 instances. Thus, 66% of the 

domain actions that appeared in the English Travel training data occurred only 1 or 2 times.  

 

 

 English Travel German Travel 

Domain Action 
19.2% 

acknowledge 
19.7% 

acknowledge 

Speech Act 
41.4% 

give-information 
40.7% 

give-information 

Concept Sequence 
38.9% 

No Concepts 
40.3% 

No Concepts 

Table 14: Most frequent domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences in the training data used for  the 
domain action classification experiments in the Travel domain 

 

 

 English Medical German Medical 

Domain Action 
25.1% 

give-information+experience+health-status 
27.2% 

acknowledge 

Speech Act 
59.7% 

give-information 
35.3% 

give-information 

Concept Sequence 
35.0% 

+experience+health-status 
47.3% 

No Concepts 

Table 15: Most frequent domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences in the training data used for  the 
domain action classification experiments in the Medical domain 

 

 

Table 14 and Table 15 show the most common domain actions, speech acts, and concept 

sequences in the training data used for the domain action classification experiments described in 

this chapter along with their associated frequencies. The frequencies provide a baseline 
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performance that could be achieved using a very simple domain action classifier that always 

returned the most common class from the training data. With the exception of the English 

Medical domain, the domain action returned by a single domain action classifier would be 

different than the domain action returned by combining the outputs of separate speech act and 

concept sequence classifiers. In either case, give-information+experience+health-status would 

be the domain action produced by the classifier for the English Medical domain. A single 

classifier would return acknowledge for the remaining language-domain pairs. A combined 

classifier would produce give-information, which is an illegal domain action because the 

Interchange Format specification requires that the give-information speech act be followed by a 

non-empty concept sequence. Thus, these simple baseline classifiers also demonstrate the need 

for a fallback strategy to find alternative legal domain actions when separate speech act and 

concept sequence classifiers are used. 

4.2 Compar ison of Learning Approaches 

In our first set of experiments, we compared the performance of several machine learning 

approaches on the task of domain action classification and the related subtasks of speech act 

classification and concept sequence classification. As listed in Table 4, we tested memory-based 

learning (k-Nearest Neighbor) using TiMBL ([Daelemans et al., 2002]), decision tree learning 

using C4.5 ([Quinlan, 1993]), neural networks using SNNS ([Zell et al., 1998]), and naïve Bayes 

n-gram classifiers using Rainbow ([McCallum, 1996]). We tested each of the learning 

approaches on English and German input in the Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance 

domains. Our first goal in conducting these experiments was to establish the feasibility of 

classifying domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences using information from argument 

parsing. Our second goal was to compare the performance of the machine learning approaches 

on the task of domain action classification. In particular, we wanted to select a learning approach 

to be used in the online version of the hybrid analyzer used in the NESPOLE! translation servers 

and for exploring further aspects of domain action classification in later experiments. 

4.2.1 Exper imental Setup 
We tested domain action classifiers, speech act classifiers, and concept sequence classifiers for 

each learning approach applied to each language-domain pair. The training data for each 
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language-domain pair was processed as described in the previous section. In order to focus on 

the use of argument parse information for domain action classification, the input features for the 

classifiers were extracted almost exclusively from the argument parse. The input features for the 

domain action classifier consisted of binary features indicating the presence or absence of root 

node labels from the argument and pseudo-argument grammars in the single best parse for the 

semantic dialogue unit. This corresponds to the use of feature sets 1 and 2 listed in Figure 23. For 

the Travel & Tourism domain, the input feature set included 212 features for English and 259 

features for German. For the Medical Assistance domain, there were 252 features for English and 

297 features for German. The number of features was determined by the number of top-level 

rules in the argument and pseudo-argument grammars for each language and domain. The input 

feature set for the speech act classifier was identical to that used for the domain action classifier. 

The concept sequence classifier also included the same set of features. The input feature set for 

the concept sequence classifier also included one additional feature for the speech act assigned to 

the semantic dialogue unit (feature 5 in Figure 23). 

The same set of input features was used for all of the learning approaches, and each 

approach returned the best class as output. The features and output class were represented in a 

manner appropriate for each approach. For the memory-based and decision tree classifiers 

implemented using TiMBL and C4.5 respectively, the grammar label input features were 

represented as a vector of binary features, and the speech act feature was represented as a single 

feature whose possible values were the set of speech acts. The output of the TiMBL and C4.5 

classifiers was the single best class identified by the classifier. The neural network classifiers 

implemented with SNNS used a similar input feature representation. Each binary grammar label 

feature was represented as a single input unit in the neural network. The value of the input unit 

was 1 if the feature was active (i.e. the grammar label was present in the argument parse for the 

semantic dialogue unit) and 0 if the feature was inactive. The speech act feature for the concept 

sequence classifier was represented using a set of binary input units. The value of the input unit 

associated with the speech act for the semantic dialogue unit was 1, and the value all of other 

speech act input units was 0. The output layer of the SNNS classifiers consisted of one output 

unit for each possible class. The output unit with the highest activation identified the best class. 

In order to simulate the binary features used by the other classifiers as closely as possible, the 

naïve Bayes classifiers implemented with Rainbow used a simple unigram model whose 
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vocabulary was the set of grammar labels included in the binary feature set. The speech act 

feature was not included in the Rainbow concept sequence classifier. The Rainbow classifiers 

returned the class with the highest probability as output. 

Each experiment was conducted using a 20-fold cross-validation setup. The training corpus 

for each language-domain pair was randomly divided into 20 sets of equal size. Each of the sets 

was held out as the test set for one fold with the remaining 19 sets used as training data. In each 

fold, the TiMBL, C4.5, and Rainbow classifiers were trained on 19 subsets of the data and tested 

on the remaining heldout set. The SNNS classifiers required a more complex setup to determine 

the number of epochs to train the neural network for each test set. Within each fold, a cross-

validation setup was used to determine the number of training epochs. Each of the 19 training 

subsets for a fold was used as a validation set. The network was trained on the remaining 18 

subsets until the accuracy on the validation set did not improve for 50 consecutive epochs. The 

network was then trained on all 19 training subsets for the average number of epochs determined 

using the validation sets. This process was used for all 20-folds in the speech act classification 

experiment. For the domain action classification and concept sequence classification 

experiments, this process ran for approximately 1.5 days for each fold. Thus, this process was 

run for only the first two validation folds, and the average number of epochs from those folds 

was used for training. Within each language, the same random split was used for all of the 

experiments. Because the same split of the data was used for different classifiers, the results of 

two classifiers on the same test set are directly comparable. Thus, we tested for significance 

using two-tailed matched pair t-tests.  

4.2.2 Selection of Parameter  Settings 
Because our purpose was not to implement each learning approach from scratch but rather to test 

learning approaches for the task of domain action classification, we used the software for each 

learning approach “off the shelf”  in all of our experiments. We conducted the experiments using 

a few different settings for some of the main parameters for each learning approach. The goal of 

the parameter testing was not to exhaustively search all possible combinations of parameters in 

order to tweak every last bit of performance out of each learning approach. Rather, the purpose 

of the testing was simply to check the sensitivity of each approach to variation in parameter 

settings and to be confident that the settings used in our experiments were providing reasonable 
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performance. The default parameter settings for each learning approach were among the settings 

tested, and default parameter settings were used for any parameters that are not explicitly 

mentioned.  

4.2.2.1 TiMBL 
Several different memory-based learning algorithms are implemented in the TiMBL software 

package along with a large variety of options for fine-tuning the performance of each algorithm. 

Details of the various algorithms and options may be found in the TiMBL reference manual 

([Daelemans et al., 2002]). In our domain action classification experiments, we used only the 

IB1 algorithm, which is the implementation of k-Nearest Neighbor learning in TiMBL. The 

Overlap distance metric was used for all of the features in all of the classifiers. TiMBL also 

provides several feature weighting methods that can automatically determine the importance of 

input features based on the training data. The feature weighting method determines how the input 

features are weighted in determining the distance of training examples from an input instance. 

The Gain Ratio feature weighting method was used in all of the TiMBL classifiers we evaluated. 

As in the semantic dialogue unit segmentation experiments, we tested two parameters for 

the TiMBL classifiers. Clearly one of the parameters that can be varied in k-Nearest Neighbor 

learning is k, the number of neighbors used to classify input instances. We tested values of 1, 3, 

5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 for k for the classifiers in the domain action classification experiments. 

Additionally, the classification of an input instance is determined by a vote among the neighbors 

in the nearest neighbor set. The vote weighting method determines how the votes of the 

neighbors are weighted. With no weighting, the best class is determined by a simple majority 

vote. TiMBL also provides several weighting methods that weight the vote of a neighbor by a 

function of its distance from the input instance. As in the segmentation experiments, we tested 

unweighted voting and Inverse Linear weighted voting for the classifiers in the domain action 

classification experiments. 

In testing the TiMBL parameters with this feature set, we found that using values of k 

larger than 1 generally decreased performance across all classification tasks and language-

domain pairs. We found that using Inverse Linear weighted voting generally reduced, and 

occasionally eliminated, the performance drop for values of k higher than 1, but higher values of 

k never significantly improved performance. There was no significant difference in performance 
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between unweighted and Inverse Linear weighted voting for k=1. Based on these observations, 

we used k=1 with Inverse Linear weighted voting for all of the learner comparison experiments. 

4.2.2.2 C4.5 
In our domain action classification experiments, we used the decision tree learning algorithm 

implemented in C4.5 ([Quinlan, 1993]). Batch mode tree generation was used for all of the 

classifiers to produce a single tree from all of the training data. The default gain criterion (Gain 

Ratio) and pruning confidence level (25%) were used in all of the experiments. We varied two 

parameters in C4.5. First, the default value for the minimum number of instances required in at 

least two branches for any test is 2. Because many of the classes were represented by only one 

instance in the training data, we also tested with a minimum of 1 object per branch for a valid 

test. Additionally, we tested performance with and without pruning following the creation of the 

tree from the training data. Performance did not change substantially under any combination of 

conditions, but we generally obtained the best performance by allowing a minimum of 1 instance 

per branch and using pruning. 

4.2.2.3 SNNS 
Our neural network classifiers were implemented using Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator. The 

SNNS software provides a large variety of options for training, structuring, and tuning neural 

networks that are described in [Zell et al., 1998]. In our domain action classification 

experiments, we used simple fully connected feed-forward networks with one hidden layer for all 

of the classifiers. The networks were trained using backpropagation. The order of presentation of 

the training examples was randomized in each training epoch, and the weights were updated after 

the presentation of each training example. The only parameter that we varied for the neural 

network classifiers was the number of units in the hidden layer. 

Table 16 lists the number of input and output units for the networks for each classification 

task. The domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers all had one input unit for 

each top-level grammar label feature. The concept sequence classifiers had additional input units 

to encode the speech act feature. The classifiers all had one output unit for each class in the 

training data. We tested hidden layers containing 15, 30, and 60 units for the speech act 

classifiers and hidden layers with 25, 50, and 100 units for the domain action and speech act 

classifiers. We found that the networks with the middle or larger hidden layer generally 
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outperformed networks with the smaller hidden layer. We observed no significant performance 

differences between the middle and larger sized layers, and the larger networks required more 

time to train. Thus, we used hidden layers with 30 units in the speech act classifiers and 50 units 

for the domain action and concept sequence classifiers for comparison with the other learning 

approaches. 

 

 

 English Travel German Travel English Medical German Medical 
 Input Output Input Output Input Output Input Output 

Domain 
Action 

212 972 259 1001 252 462 297 286 

Speech 
Act 

212 70 259 70 252 50 297 43 

Concept 
Sequence 

282 615 329 638 302 305 340 179 

Table 16: Sizes of input and output layers in neural networks for  domain action classification experiments 

 

 

4.2.2.4 Rainbow 
The naïve Bayes n-gram classifiers tested in our domain action classification experiments were 

implemented using the Rainbow software package ([McCallum, 1996]). One of the primary 

parameters that can be varied in n-gram models is of course n. However, as mentioned in the 

previous section, in order to simulate the use of binary grammar label features used in the other 

learning approaches as closely as possible, we used unigram models whose vocabulary was the 

set of top-level grammar labels for the naïve Bayes classifiers. Furthermore, in the context of 

unigram models of grammar labels, options such as stop word lists and minimum word lengths 

were meaningless. Thus, for the first round of domain action classification experiments, varying 

the parameters of the Rainbow naïve Bayes classifiers was not necessary. 

4.2.3 Results of Learning Approach Compar ison 
The results of the first round of experiments comparing the learning approaches on the domain 

action classification tasks are presented in this section. The mean accuracies of each learning 

approach on the tasks of domain action classification, speech act classification, and concept 
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sequence classification for each language-domain pair are reported along with any statistically 

significant differences among the classifiers within a particular language-domain pair. The 

classifiers used the parameter settings described in the previous section. 

4.2.3.1 Domain Action Classifiers 
 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

TiMBL 49.58% 46.51% 51.94% 51.66% 
C4.5 48.90% 46.58% 52.08% 51.56% 
SNNS 49.39% 46.21% 51.58% 50.17% 
Rainbow 39.74% 38.32% 41.13% 45.73% 

Table 17: Mean domain action classifier accuracies for  all learning approaches over  20-fold cross-validation 

 

 

Table 17 shows the average domain action classification accuracy for each learning approach on 

the 20-fold cross-validation setup. The differences in performance of the TiMBL, C4.5, and 

SNNS domain action classifiers and the Rainbow domain action classifier were highly 

significant across all language-domain pairs. For English Travel, the performance of the TiMBL 

(t=2.57, p<0.02) and SNNS (t=2.58, p<0.02) classifiers was significantly better than the C4.5 

classifier. For German Medical, the performance of the TiMBL (t=2.62, p<0.02) and C4.5 

(t=2.54, p<0.02) classifiers was significantly better than the SNNS classifier. None of the 

remaining performance differences shown in Table 17 were statistically significant. 

4.2.3.2 Speech Act Classifiers 
 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

TiMBL 69.86% 67.62% 77.81% 68.87% 
C4.5 70.41% 67.90% 77.59% 70.52% 
SNNS 71.91% 68.18% 78.41% 70.09% 
Rainbow 51.39% 46.00% 72.33% 60.68% 

Table 18: Mean speech act classifier accuracies for all learning approaches over  20-fold cross-validation 
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Table 18 shows the average speech act classification accuracy for each learning approach on the 

20-fold cross-validation setup. The differences in performance of the TiMBL, C4.5, and SNNS 

speech act classifiers and the Rainbow speech act classifier were highly significant across all 

language-domain pairs. For English Travel, the performance of the SNNS classifier was 

significantly better than the TiMBL (t=7.89, p<0.0001) and C4.5 (t=3.67, p<0.005) classifiers. 

For German Medical, the performance of the C4.5 classifier was significantly better than the 

TiMBL classifier (t=3.27, p<0.005). None of the remaining performance differences shown in 

Table 18 were statistically significant. 

4.2.3.3 Concept Sequence Classifiers 
 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

TiMBL 69.22% 66.90% 64.57% 69.93% 
C4.5 68.47% 66.45% 64.64% 69.98% 
SNNS 71.35% 68.67% 61.65% 64.56% 
Rainbow 51.64% 51.50% 47.32% 59.37% 

Table 19: Mean concept sequence classifier accuracies for  all learning approaches over  20-fold cross-
validation 

 

 

Table 19 shows the average concept sequence classification accuracy for each learning approach 

on the 20-fold cross-validation setup. The differences in performance of the TiMBL, C4.5, and 

SNNS concept sequence classifiers and the Rainbow concept sequence classifier were highly 

significant across all language-domain pairs. For English Travel, the performance of the SNNS 

classifier was significantly better than the performance of the TiMBL (t=7.73, p<0.0001) and 

C4.5 (t=10.15, p<0.0001) classifiers. Likewise for German Travel, the performance of the SNNS 

classifier was significantly better than the performance of the TiMBL (t=5.49, p<0.0001) and 

C4.5 (t=9.07, p<0.0001) classifiers. For English Medical, the performance of the TiMBL 

(t=5.01, p<0.0001) and C4.5 (t=5.75, p<0.0001) classifiers was significantly better than that of 

the SNNS classifier. For German Medical, the performance of the TiMBL (t=9.31, p<0.0001) 

and C4.5 (t=8.10, p<0.0001) classifiers was significantly better than the performance of the 

SNNS classifier. None of the remaining performance differences shown in Table 19 were 

statistically significant. 
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4.2.4 Additional Exper iments with Rainbow Classifiers 
The performance of the Rainbow classifiers was substantially worse than the performance of the 

other three learning approaches on all three classification tasks across all four language-domain 

pairs. However, the unigram model over top-level grammar labels in the argument parse did not 

really exploit the strengths of the naïve Bayes n-gram classification approach. Thus, we ran 

additional experiments to further test the performance of naïve Bayes n-gram models. 

In the first additional experiment, we tested the use of higher order n-gram models of 

grammar labels rather than the unigram model used in the first set of experiments. With the 

exception of changing the value of n, the same training data, parameters, and 20-fold cross-

validation setup were used as in the first experiment. 

 

 

  English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Accuracy 40.62% 41.19% 42.36% 47.60% Domain 
Action Change +0.88% +2.87% +1.23% +1.87% 

Accuracy 53.30% 50.10% 73.53% 61.51% Speech 
Act Change +1.91% +4.10% +1.2% +0.83% 

Accuracy 53.48% 54.91% 49.37% 62.51% Concept 
Sequence Change +1.84% +3.41% +2.05% +3.14% 

Table 20: Mean accuracies of Rainbow grammar  label bigram models for  domain action, speech act, and 
concept sequence classification over  20-fold cross-validation 

 

 

Table 20 shows the average accuracies of the grammar label bigram models for each 

classification task in each language and domain as well as the absolute improvement over the 

unigram grammar label model. Using a bigram model results in improved performance over the 

unigram model across all classification tasks, languages, and domains. We also tested trigram 

grammar label models, which produced additional small performance increases over the bigram 

models for most of the classifiers. However, the accuracy of the naïve Bayes classifiers using 

models based on grammar labels from the argument parse, even with bigram or trigram models, 

was still much lower than the accuracy of the other learning approaches. 

Although the grammar labels from the argument parse provide an abstraction of the words 

present in a semantic dialogue unit, the words themselves are another source of features for the 
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classifiers. Cattoni et al. ([Cattoni et al., 2001]) describe the application of word-based bigram 

models (based on utterances preprocessed to included semantic word classes relevant to the 

domain) to the task of domain action classification. Thus, we also conducted experiments in 

which the Rainbow naïve Bayes classifiers were trained on word bigrams. We tried using the 

default stop word list and stemming provided by the Rainbow software, but doing so produced 

much worse performance than using the raw text of the semantic dialogue unit. Thus, neither the 

stop word list nor stemming was used by the classifiers reported in Table 21. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Domain Action 48.59% 48.09% 55.81% 56.06% 
Speech Act 79.00% 77.46% 85.97% 81.34% 
Concept Sequence 56.87% 57.77% 61.62% 65.48% 

Table 21: Mean accuracies of Rainbow word bigram models for domain action, speech act, and concept 
sequence classification over  20-fold cross-validation 

 

 

Table 21 shows the average accuracies of the Rainbow naïve Bayes domain action, speech 

act, and concept sequence classifiers based on word bigram models for each language-domain 

pair. The use of word bigram models resulted in highly significant performance gains over the 

Rainbow classifiers based on grammar label n-grams across all classification tasks and language-

domain pairs. Furthermore, the use of word bigram models greatly improved the performance of 

the Rainbow naïve Bayes classifiers compared to the other learning approaches. The most 

remarkable improvement in accuracy was seen on speech act classification. The Rainbow word 

bigram speech act classifiers substantially outperformed the TiMBL, C4.5, and SNNS speech act 

classifiers across all language-domain pairs, producing absolute improvements in accuracy from 

7.1% to 10.8% over the best classifiers shown in Table 18. The word bigram models also 

outperformed the other learning approaches on the domain action classification task for three of 

the four language-domain pairs, resulting in absolute improvements of 1.5% to 4.4% over the 

best classifiers shown in Table 17. The improvements over the other three learning approaches 

were significant for German Travel (at least p<0.005), English Medical (at least p<0.0001), and 

German Medical (at least p<0.0005). For English Travel, the Rainbow word bigram domain 
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action classifier did not quite reach the accuracies of the other three learning approaches. 

However, the differences between the Rainbow classifier and the other three learning approaches 

were not statistically significant. Although the word bigram models for concept sequence 

classification achieved better performance than the naïve Bayes classifiers based on grammar 

labels, their performance was still much weaker than that of the best concept sequence classifiers 

shown in Table 19. 

4.2.5 Adding Word-Based Features to the TiMBL classifiers 

The performance of the Rainbow naïve Bayes word bigram speech act and domain action 

classifiers and the improvement of the word bigram models over the grammar label models for 

the Rainbow concept sequence classifiers clearly indicated the usefulness of word-based features 

for domain action classification tasks. However, the performance of the classifiers for the other 

three learning approaches that used only features based on grammar labels in the argument parse 

was also good. Thus, we conducted additional experiments to examine the effects of combining 

grammar label information from the argument parse with word information on domain action, 

speech act, and concept sequence classification performance. The same training data and 20-fold 

cross-validation setup that were used in the previous experiments were used in these 

experiments. Given the similarity in the accuracies of the TiMBL, C4.5, and SNNS classifiers 

and the fact that none of the learning approaches clearly outperformed the others across 

classification tasks, languages, and domains, we chose to use only the TiMBL classifiers for all 

further experiments. Additional discussion of the reasons behind this choice is included in 

Section 4.2.6. 

We tested two approaches to adding word-based information to the TiMBL classifiers. In 

both approaches, the word-based information for each cross-validation fold was computed based 

only on the data in the training set. In the first approach, information about the words in a 

semantic dialogue unit was included directly in the TiMBL classifiers. The second approach 

incorporated word-based information indirectly, using the output of Rainbow word bigram 

classifiers as input for the TiMBL classifiers. 

4.2.5.1 Adding Words Directly to the TiMBL Classifiers 
We first tested the addition of word information directly into the input feature vector for the 

TiMBL classifier. The input feature vector was expanded to include a set of binary features for 
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words in the semantic dialogue unit under consideration. The binary word features were similar 

to the features used for grammar labels from the argument parse, and each feature indicated the 

presence (+) or absence (-) of the corresponding word in the semantic dialogue unit. This 

approach corresponds to the inclusion of feature set 3 listed in Figure 23. 

The first step in this approach to adding word information to the classifiers was to 

determine which words to include in the input vector. The previous experiments represent one 

extreme in which no word features are included. The opposite extreme would be to include a 

feature for every word in the vocabulary of the training data. In order to determine the specific 

words to include in the input feature vector, we sorted the words in the training data based on 

their mutual information with the class variable using the Rainbow software. Then input features 

for the TiMBL classifiers were included for only the top n words in the sorted list for various 

values of n. In order to test the effects of adding word information, we tested classifiers that 

included features for the top 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000 words as well as the entire 

vocabulary. Because the word features that were added to the input feature vector were similar to 

the binary features used to represent the grammar labels in the argument parse, the same TiMBL 

parameter settings that were used in the previous experiments were also used in this experiment. 

Thus, all of the classifiers used k=1 with Inverse Linear vote weighting and Gain Ratio feature 

weighting. 

 

 

Word 
Features 

English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

0 49.58% 46.51% 51.94% 51.66% 
10 50.22% 48.56% 56.33% 54.01% 
25 50.61% 49.49% 59.58% 55.14% 
50 53.02% 51.92% 59.71% 55.88% 

100 54.48% 53.23% 61.52% 58.33% 
250 56.62% 54.44% 62.14% 59.59% 
500 56.28% 54.85% 62.36% 59.85% 

1000 56.86% 55.53% 62.80% 60.25% 
All Words 56.82% 54.96% 62.34% 60.08% 

Table 22: Domain action classification accuracy for  TiMBL classifiers with binary word features included 
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Table 22 summarizes the mean classification accuracies of the TiMBL domain action 

classifiers with binary word features included for all language-domain pairs. The Word Features 

column shows the number of word features that were used in each classifier. The row for 0 word 

features shows the accuracy of the classifiers from the previous experiments that used only 

grammar label features. As expected based on the results of the experiments with the Rainbow 

word bigram naïve Bayes classifiers, the addition of word features to the TiMBL domain action 

classifiers resulted in improved accuracy compared to the classifiers without word features. Even 

the addition of a small number of words improved the performance of the classifiers. The 

addition of as few as the top 10 words (sorted by mutual information with the class variable) 

resulted in a significant improvement in accuracy for German Travel (t=8.51, p<0.0001), English 

Medical (t=9.12, p<0.0001), and German Medical (t=3.47, p<0.005). For English Travel, the 

improvement in accuracy achieved by adding word features became significant with 50 words 

(t=8.18, p<0.0001). The performance of the domain action classifiers generally continued to 

improve as more word features were added, leveling off around 250 or 500 words with absolute 

improvements in performance in the range of 7-10% over the classifiers with no word features. 

Although improvements in accuracy were achieved with the addition of more words, the 

performance differences beyond 250 words were generally not significant. The only exception 

was for the German Travel classifier with 1000 words. Additionally, including all of the words in 

the vocabulary never produced the maximum accuracy. 

 

 

Word 
Features 

English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

0 14 16 9 6 
10 16 18 10 7 
25 18 20 11 8 
50 21 23 12 9 

100 26 29 14 10 
250 41 45 22 15 
500 67 72 35 22 

1000 114 120 59 39 
All Words 213 311 106 43 

Table 23: Memory required (MB) to run the domain action classifiers with binary word features 
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Figure 33: Domain action classification accuracy and memory requirements using grammar  label and word 
features for English Travel data 

 

 

In addition to the accuracy of the classifiers, the memory required to run the classifiers is a 

factor that can help determine an appropriate number of words to include in the classifiers. Table 

23 shows the memory required to run the classifier for the first fold in each cross-validation 

experiment, and Figure 33 illustrates the tradeoff between accuracy and memory for the English 

Travel classifiers. The solid line and left y-axis in Figure 33 illustrate the mean accuracy over the 

20 folds of the cross-validation for the English Travel domain action classifier as the number of 

words included was increased. The memory required for running the domain action classifier 

used in the first fold of each experiment as the number of word features was increased is also 

shown in the figure by the dashed line and the right y-axis. As the figure illustrates, the memory 

requirements increased roughly linearly with the number of words features included. We 

observed the same general trend for other language-domain pairs, although the specific memory 

requirements varied depending on the size of the example base. Since adding more than 250 to 

500 words did not generally lead to significant improvements in accuracy but did lead to large 

increases in the amount of memory required, it would make sense to limit the number of word 
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features included in any classifiers used in an online system, especially if memory resources 

were limited. 

 

 

Word 
Features 

English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

0 69.86% 67.62% 77.81% 68.87% 
10 72.90% 70.32% 82.40% 72.10% 
25 73.99% 73.36% 83.90% 73.98% 
50 76.70% 74.81% 85.15% 76.37% 

100 77.53% 74.94% 85.48% 77.12% 
250 79.03% 76.85% 85.97% 77.64% 
500 79.09% 77.25% 86.27% 78.42% 

1000 79.80% 77.29% 86.27% 79.03% 
All Words 79.02% 77.16% 86.35% 78.95% 

Table 24: Speech act classification accuracy for TiMBL classifiers with binary word features included 

 

 

Table 24 summarizes the mean accuracies of the speech act classifiers with binary word 

features included over the 20 cross-validation folds for all language-domain pairs. The addition 

of word features to the speech act classifiers produced performance improvements similar to 

those seen for the domain action classifiers. The addition of as few as 10 word features led to 

significant improvements in performance across all language-domain pairs (English Travel: 

t=8.46, p<0.0001; German Travel: t=9.80, p <0.0001; English Medical: t=10.93, p<0.0001; 

German Travel: t=4.82, p<0.0005). As in the case of the domain action classifiers, performance 

continued to increase as more words were added and leveled off around 250 or 500 words 

resulting in absolute increases in accuracy of 8-9%. Again, the performance improvements with 

more than 250 words were not significant (with the exception of the English Travel classifier 

with 1000 words). For the speech act classifiers, we also observed trends for the tradeoff 

between performance improvements and increases in memory requirements similar to those seen 

for the domain action classifiers. 
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Word 
Features 

English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

0 9 8 5 4 
10 11 9 6 4 
25 13 12 7 5 
50 15 14 8 6 

100 19 18 10 7 
250 31 29 15 10 
500 53 49 24 16 

1000 85 84 49 32 
All Words 175 251 95 35 

Table 25: Memory required (MB) to run the speech act classifiers with binary word features 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Speech act classification accuracy and memory requirements using grammar  label and word 
features for English Travel data 

 

 

Table 25 shows the memory required to run the classifier for the first fold in each cross-

validation experiment, and Figure 34 illustrates the changes in accuracy and memory 

requirements as the number of word features was increased for the English Travel speech act 
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classifier. Although the specific values of accuracy and memory size differed, the trends were 

similar to those seen for the domain action classifiers. 

 

 

Word 
Features 

English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

0 69.22% 66.90% 64.57% 69.93% 
10 68.04% 67.44% 67.44% 69.45% 
25 68.49% 67.24% 67.11% 69.01% 
50 68.60% 67.40% 67.14% 69.70% 

100 68.32% 67.26% 67.17% 70.32% 
250 68.51% 67.32% 67.96% 70.62% 
500 68.52% 67.65% 68.26% 71.19% 

1000 68.02% 67.43% 68.64% 71.32% 
All Words 67.97% 67.08% 67.58% 71.19% 

Table 26: Concept sequence classification accuracy for  TiMBL classifiers with binary word features included 

 

 

Table 26 summarizes the mean accuracies of the concept sequence classifiers with binary 

word features included over the 20-fold cross-validation for all language-domain pairs. Unlike 

domain action classification and speech act classification, the addition of word features to the 

concept sequence classifier gave mixed results. For English Travel, the addition of any word 

features resulted in small decreases in accuracy compared to the classifier with no word features. 

The decreases in accuracy were not significant for 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 words. For German 

Travel, adding word features resulted in small increases in accuracy that were not significant 

compared the use of no word features. For the German Medical classifiers, adding word features 

first led to small decreases in accuracy and then to small increases in accuracy. Only the English 

Medical classifier exhibited a substantial improvement when words were added to the input 

feature vector. The addition of 10 words resulted in a significant improvement over the classifier 

without words (t=5.94, p<0.0001). All of the classifiers with more words were also significantly 

better than the classifier with no words, but none of them were significantly better than the 

classifier with 10 words. We observed trends for memory use similar to the trends for the domain 

action and speech act classifiers. Table 27 lists the memory requirements for the concept 

sequence classifiers. 
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Word 
Features 

English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

0 11 13 7 5 
10 13 15 8 6 
25 15 17 9 6 
50 18 20 10 7 

100 23 25 13 8 
250 35 38 20 12 
500 57 60 31 18 

1000 95 99 52 34 
All Words 182 266 99 38 

Table 27: Memory required (MB) to run the concept sequence classifiers with binary word features 

 

 

4.2.5.2 Adding Rainbow Output to the TiMBL Classifiers 
In the experiments described in the preceding section, information about the words present in a 

semantic dialogue unit was incorporated directly into the input feature vector for the TiMBL 

classifiers. We now describe an alternative approach for including word information more 

indirectly in the input feature vectors for the TiMBL classifiers. Rather than defining features for 

specific words in the semantic dialogue unit, features were included for the probabilities 

computed by the Rainbow naïve Bayes word bigram models for each class. In addition to the 

binary features for grammar labels in the argument parse, one input feature was added to the 

input vector of the TiMBL classifiers for each possible class. The value of each feature was the 

probability of the corresponding class computed by the Rainbow word bigram classifier. For 

example, for the English Travel speech act classifier, 70 features were added, and the value of 

each feature was the probability of the associated speech act computed by the Rainbow word 

bigram speech act classifier for English Travel. 

We tested the performance of this approach for all language-domain pairs. The same 20-

fold cross-validation setup used in previous experiments was used again. The data in the test set 

for each fold was also heldout from the training data for the Rainbow word bigram classifiers. 

All of the TiMBL classifiers tested used Inverse Linear vote weighting and Gain Ratio feature 

weighting. The Numeric distance metric was used for the probability features, and the Overlap 
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distance metric was used for the grammar label features as in previous experiments. Because we 

added Numeric features to the TiMBL classifiers, we tested with several values of k for each 

task. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Probability Features 49.58% 46.51% 51.94% 51.66% 

With Probability Features 
??.??% 

(> 1500 MB) 
??.??% 

(>1500 MB) 
60.07% 

(389 MB) 
58.90% 

(121 MB) 

Table 28: Domain action classification accuracy and memory requirements for  the TiMBL classifiers with 
probability features 

 

 

Table 28 shows the mean accuracies of the TiMBL domain action classifiers that included 

features for the probability of each domain action computed by the Rainbow word bigram 

models. The memory required to run the classifiers is also included in the table. The value of k 

was set to 1 for the domain action classifiers with probability features. The accuracies of the 

TiMBL classifiers that included no word information are listed in the first row of the table for 

reference. Probability features were included for each domain action in the training corpus for 

each language and domain. Performance figures are not included for English Travel and German 

Travel because the classifiers required too much memory (> 1.5 GB) to run on the machines 

available. When the amount of memory required exceeded the amount of physical memory 

available on the machine, the classifier for the first fold ran for more than a day and never 

finished loading the example base. Thus, domain action classification performance results were 

only obtained for the English and German Medical classifiers, which had smaller training data 

sets with fewer domain actions and thus smaller example bases. For both classifiers, the 

improvement in accuracy over the classifiers without words was highly significant. 

The mean accuracies over the 20 cross-validation sets of the TiMBL speech act classifiers 

that included features for the probabilities computed by the Rainbow word bigram speech act 

models are shown in Table 29. The speech act classifiers with probability features reported in the 

table used a value of 11 for k. The accuracies of the TiMBL classifiers with no word-based 

features are also shown in the table for reference. The input feature vector for the speech act 
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classifiers included probability features for each speech act in the training corpus for each 

language and domain. Again, as with the domain action classifiers, the inclusion of the 

probability features resulted in highly significant improvements in accuracy over the classifiers 

without word-based features. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Probability Features 69.86% 67.62% 77.81% 68.87% 

With Probability Features 
81.18% 

(148 MB) 
78.78% 

(153 MB) 
87.04% 

(62 MB) 
81.82% 

(29 MB) 

Table 29: Speech act classification accuracy for the TiMBL classifiers with probability features 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Probability Features 69.22% 66.90% 64.57% 69.93% 
With Full Concept Sequence 
Probability Features 

68.19% 
(947 MB) 

67.17% 
(1020 MB) 

67.55% 
(279 MB) 

70.71% 
(84 MB) 

With Individual Concept 
Probability Features 

69.16% 
(240 MB) 

68.12% 
(256 MB) 

67.41% 
(98 MB) 

71.10% 
(41 MB) 

Table 30: Concept sequence classification accuracy for  the TiMBL classifiers with probability features 

 

 

Table 30 shows the mean concept sequence classification accuracies over the 20-fold 

cross-validation of the classifiers that included features for the probabilities computed by the 

Rainbow word bigram classifiers. The accuracies of the TiMBL classifiers without any word 

information are also shown. For the concept sequence classifiers, we tested two methods for 

including probabilities based on Rainbow word bigram models in the input feature vector. The 

first approach was to add one probability feature for each full concept sequence in the training 

data for each language and domain to the input vector. This approach made direct use of the 

Rainbow concept sequence classifiers described in Section 4.2.4. The accuracies of the TiMBL 

classifiers that used this set of probability features are shown in the row labeled With Full 

Concept Sequence Probability Features in Table 30. The classifiers reported in the table used a 
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value of 9 for k. The second approach took advantage of the fact that a concept sequence can be 

broken down into individual concepts. In this approach, naïve Bayes word bigram models were 

trained (using Rainbow) for each individual concept rather than for each observed concept 

sequence. Then a feature for the probability of each individual concept was included in the input 

feature vector of the TiMBL classifier. The performance of the classifiers that used the second 

approach is shown in the row labeled With Individual Concept Probability Features in Table 30. 

The classifiers reported in the table used a value of 7 for k. 

As Table 30 shows, the concept sequence classifiers that used features for individual 

concept probabilities generally outperformed the classifiers that included features for full 

concept sequence probabilities. The difference was significant for English Travel (t=2.98, 

p<0.01) and German Travel (t=3.63, p<0.005). For German Medical, the classifier with 

individual concept probabilities also outperformed the classifier with full concept sequence 

probabilities, but the difference was not significant. The full concept sequence classifier only 

outperformed the individual concept classifier for English Medical, and the difference in 

accuracies was very small and not significant. Based on these results, it appears that the use of 

individual concept probabilities should be preferred over the use of full concept sequence 

probabilities. In addition to providing better performance, the individual concept classifiers also 

have the advantage that the set of concepts defined by the Interchange Format specification and 

encountered in the training data is much smaller than the set of full concept sequences. This 

should reduce data sparseness for the word bigram models since a single concept sequence can 

be used to train multiple individual concept models. Additionally, the amount of memory 

required to run the classifiers that incorporated individual concept probabilities was much 

smaller than that required for the classifiers that used full concept sequence probabilities. 

The concept sequence classifiers that used individual concept probabilities also generally 

provided small improvements over the classifiers that used no word information. The accuracy of 

the classifiers that included probabilities for individual concepts was significantly better than the 

accuracy without word features for German Travel (t=6.17, p<0.0001) and English Medical 

(t=6.35, p<0.0001). For German Medical, the addition of individual concept probabilities also 

resulted in a small improvement in accuracy over the classifier with no word features, but the 

difference was not significant. For English Travel, the accuracy of the classifier with no word-
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based features was slightly better than that of the classifier with individual concept probability 

features, but the difference was not significant. 

4.2.5.3 Compar ison of Classifiers that I nclude Word I nformation 
In this section, we summarize and compare the performance of the three different approaches to 

using information about the words in a semantic dialogue unit in the domain action, speech act, 

and concept sequence classifiers. The first approach used simple naïve Bayes classifiers with 

word bigram models (created using the Rainbow software) and will be labeled as the Rainbow 

Word Bigram classifier in the tables in this section. The second approach added binary features 

for the words with the highest mutual information with the class variable to the TiMBL 

classifiers. This approach will be referred to as TiMBL+Words. Additionally, although the 

differences between the accuracies of the TiMBL+Words classifiers for more than 250 words 

generally were not significant, the accuracies reported in the tables in this section will use the 

highest accuracy achieved with any number of words. The number of words included for each 

classifier will be shown in the tables along with the accuracy of the classifier. The third approach 

added features for probabilities computed by naïve Bayes word bigram models and will be called 

TiMBL+Probability. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Rainbow Word Bigram 48.59% 48.09% 55.81% 56.06% 

TiMBL+Words 
56.86% 
(1000) 

55.53% 
(1000) 

62.80% 
(1000) 

60.25% 
(1000) 

TiMBL+Probability -- -- 60.07% 58.90% 

Table 31: Summary of domain action classification accuracies for  classifiers with word information 

 

 

Table 31 recaps the performance of the domain action classifiers that made used of word 

information. As the table shows, for the task of domain action classification, both the 

TiMBL+Words classifiers and the TiMBL+Probability classifiers clearly outperformed the 

Rainbow Word Bigram classifiers. Furthermore, the TiMBL+Words classifiers outperformed the 

TiMBL+Probability classifiers for the Medical Assistance domain. The difference was 
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significant for English (t=4.28, p<0.0005) but not for German. As mentioned previously, we 

were unable to run the TiMBL+Probability classifiers for the Travel & Tourism domain due to 

memory limitations. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Rainbow Word Bigram 79.00% 77.46% 85.97% 81.34% 

TiMBL+Words 
79.80% 
(1000) 

77.29% 
(1000) 

86.27% 
(1000) 

79.03% 
(1000) 

TiMBL+Probability 81.18% 78.78% 87.04% 81.82% 

Table 32: Summary of speech act classification accuracies for  classifiers with word information 

 

 

Table 32 contains a summary of the performance for the three different types of speech act 

classifiers that included word information. The TiMBL+Words classifiers reached a level of 

accuracy roughly equivalent to that of the Rainbow Word Bigram classifiers. For English Travel, 

the TiMBL+Words classifier outperformed the Rainbow Word Bigram classifier, and the 

difference was marginally significant (t=2.67, p<0.02). The differences between the 

TiMBL+Words classifier and the Rainbow Word Bigram classifier for the remaining language-

domain pairs were not significant. For speech act classification, the TiMBL+Probability 

classifier performed better than the other two classifiers across all language-domain pairs. The 

difference between the TiMBL+Probability classifier and the Rainbow Word Bigram classifier 

was significant for English Travel (t=9.10, p<0.0001) and German Travel (t=7.04, p<0.0001). 

The difference between the TiMBL+Probability classifier and the TiMBL+Words classifier was 

significant for English Travel (t=4.98, p<0.0001), German Travel (t=4.07, p<0.001), and German 

Medical (t=3.46, p<0.005). 

Table 33 summarizes the concept sequence classification performance for the classifiers 

that made use of word information. For the TiMBL+Probability classifiers, the performance of 

the classifiers that included probabilities for individual concepts is shown. The TiMBL+Words 

and TiMBL+Probability classifiers clearly outperformed the Rainbow Word Bigram classifiers 

across all language-domain pairs. Furthermore, there were no significant performance 

differences between the TiMBL+Words and TiMBL+Probability concept sequence classifiers. 
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English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Rainbow Word Bigram 56.87% 57.77% 61.62% 65.48% 

TiMBL+Words 
68.52% 

(500) 
67.65% 

(500) 
68.64% 
(1000) 

71.32% 
(1000) 

TiMBL+Probability 
(Individual Concepts) 

69.16% 68.12% 67.41% 71.10% 

Table 33: Summary of concept sequence classification accuracies for  classifiers with word information 

 

 

4.2.6 Discussion 
One of the main goals of these experiments was to test the feasibility of automatically classifying 

domain actions in the NESPOLE! domains using the results of argument parsing as input and to 

compare the performance of several different machine learning techniques on the task of domain 

action classification. Domain action classification is an especially challenging problem with as 

many as 1000 classes found in our training data. Even when the task is divided into subproblems 

of speech act classification and concept sequence classification, the subtasks remain quite 

difficult. The difficulty is compounded by relatively sparse training data with unevenly 

distributed classes. Although the most common classes in our training corpus had over 1000 

training examples, many of the classes had only 1 or 2 examples. 

Despite these difficulties, our results indicate that domain action classification is quite 

feasible. For speech act classification in particular we were able to achieve very strong 

performance. Although performance on concept sequence classification and domain action 

classification was not as high, it was still quite strong. This is especially true given that there was 

roughly an order of magnitude more classes for those tasks than for speech act classification. 

Based on our experiments, it appears that all of the learning approaches we tested were able to 

cope reasonably well with data sparseness at the level found in our data. 

Another point worth noting is that our experiments with word information included in the 

classifier input provide evidence that domain action classification could be performed reasonably 

well using only word-based information without any information from the argument parse. Of 

course, some form of argument parsing would still be required in order to perform translation 

using the Interchange Format interlingua. Although our best-performing classifiers combined 
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word and argument parse information, the Rainbow naïve Bayes word bigram classifiers 

performed especially well on the speech act classification task. Furthermore, the Rainbow word 

bigram domain action classifiers actually outperformed all of the domain action classifiers that 

used only grammar labels from the argument parse as input. With additional training data, the 

performance of the concept sequence and domain action word bigram classifiers could be 

expected to improve. Also, as mentioned previously, very little preprocessing was performed on 

the text of the semantic dialogue units that was used to train the word bigram models in our 

experiments. It is likely that some performance improvements could be achieved by performing 

some simple preprocessing of the semantic dialogue unit text similar to that used in the 

classifiers described in [Cattoni et al., 2001]. In the bigram models used in that work, the input 

text was normalized by grouping together words and phrases into semantic categories relevant to 

the domain. 

Despite the success of the naïve Bayes word bigram classifiers, the results of our 

experiments demonstrate that information from the argument parse is also useful for identifying 

the domain action. For the task of full domain action classification, the performance of the 

classifiers that combined information from the argument parse with word information clearly 

produced superior performance over classifiers that used only one type of information. The 

advantage of combining information was less extreme for the speech act classification and 

concept sequence classification tasks. For speech act classification, the Rainbow classifier that 

used only a simple word bigram model generally performed nearly as well as the best classifiers 

that combined both types of information. On the other hand, for concept sequence classification, 

the TiMBL classifiers that used only information from the argument parse generally performed 

nearly as well as the classifiers that used both argument parse and word information. 

It appears from these results that information about the words in a semantic dialogue unit is 

especially important for determining the speech act and information about the arguments is 

especially useful for determining the concept sequence. Considering the roles of the speech act 

and concept sequence in the Interchange Format representation, this observation makes sense. 

The concepts in a domain action represent the semantic focus of a semantic dialogue unit. 

Because the main role of the arguments is to encode detailed semantic information, it is not 

surprising that they would be most useful for identifying the concepts. The speech act captures 

the general intention of the speaker conveyed by a semantic dialogue unit, and it may be possible 
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to express several intentions regarding the same set of arguments. In such cases, it would often 

be the words and phrases surrounding the arguments that would provide the information 

necessary to identify speech act. These factors also help to explain why the domain action 

classifiers that used both types of information were particularly successful. 

Another goal of our experiments was to help in the selection of a machine learning 

approach to be used in the hybrid analyzer. Certainly one of the most important considerations is 

how well the learning approach performs the classification task. However, the performance of 

the classifiers is not the only consideration to be made in selecting the classifier for our hybrid 

analyzer. Several additional factors are also important in selecting the particular machine 

learning approach to be used. One important attribute of the learning approach is the speed of 

both classification and training. Because the classifiers are part of a translation system designed 

for use between two humans to facilitate (near) real-time communication, the domain action 

classifiers must classify individual utterances online very quickly. Furthermore, since humans 

must write and test the argument grammars, training and batch classification must also be fast in 

order to allow the grammar writers to update the grammars, retrain the classifiers, and test the 

resulting hybrid analyzer efficiently. All four of the learning approaches that we tested met the 

requirement of fast classification of individual instances, classifying from several inputs per 

second to hundreds of inputs per second. Additionally, the TiMBL and Rainbow software 

packages provide server modes for online classification of single instances, whereas 

classification must be run in an offline batch mode when using the C4.5 and SNNS software. 

One of the primary disadvantages of the neural network approach was the time required for 

training. While the other three approaches could be trained in seconds to minutes, the neural 

network approach generally took hours to days. This is clearly undesirable for iterative testing by 

grammar writers. 

Another important property of the machine learning approaches used for domain action 

classification is the ability to easily accommodate both continuous and discrete features from a 

variety of sources in the input feature set. As described in Section 2.5.2, input features may be 

based on words and/or phrases in a semantic dialogue unit, information from the argument parse, 

the Interchange Format representation of the arguments, and properties of the dialogue (e.g. 

speaker tag). Although the use of contextual information for domain action classification was not 

explored in this dissertation, it would also be possible to extract features from previous semantic 
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dialogue units or speaker turns. Thus, the learning approach used for any of the domain action 

classification tasks should be able to easily combine features from any or all of these sources. 

The combination of continuous and discrete features from different sources is exemplified by the 

combination of binary grammar features and probabilities based on word bigrams in the 

TiMBL+Probability classifiers described in Section 4.2.5.2. Among the approaches that were 

tested, the memory-based learning approach and the decision tree approach most easily 

accommodated the largest variety of features. For example, the TiMBL+Probability concept 

sequence classifiers were able to very easily represent binary discrete features (grammar labels 

from the argument parse), multi-valued discrete features (the speech act), and continuous 

numerical features (concept probabilities). Representing binary and continuous features in a 

neural network approach is clearly very easy. Representing multi-valued discrete features in 

neural networks is also possible but somewhat less convenient, requiring, for example, a set of 

input units for each feature with one unit per value of the feature. The lack of a mechanism for 

including different types of features from multiple sources is perhaps the biggest weakness of the 

naïve Bayes n-gram approach. 

The ability to produce a ranked list of possible classes is another desirable aspect of the 

machine learning approach used for the domain action classification tasks. As described in 

Section 1.5.4, the Interchange Format specification defines how speech acts and concepts are 

allowed to combine as well as how arguments are licensed by the components of the domain 

action. These constraints can be used to select an alternative domain action if the best domain 

action from classification violates the specification in some way. This property is one of the clear 

strengths of the naïve Bayes n-gram approach, which ranks all of the possible classes by their 

probability given the input, and the neural network approach, for which a ranked list of classes 

can be created based on the activation levels of output units. The main disadvantage of the 

memory-based learning and decision tree approaches is their inability to produce a ranked list of 

all possible classes. However, both approaches may produce a small ranked subset of classes 

based on the distribution of the classes in the nearest neighbor set or leaf node from which the 

best class was determined. Furthermore, as described in Section 4.6.1, a list of alternative classes 

can be extracted from the training data and ranked based on frequency in the data as a backup in 

case the small ranked set from the classifier is not sufficient to find an alternative domain action. 

Although the order of the alternatives may (or may not) be worse than the order produced by a 
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naïve Bayes or neural network classifier, all of the alternatives would be present in the list and 

could thus be found during fallback. Furthermore, the list could be computed offline and would 

thus not require computation at run time. 

Based on all of these considerations, memory-based learners implemented using TiMBL 

appear to be the best choice for use as the primary classifiers in the online hybrid analyzer. 

Classifiers implemented using the TiMBL software meet all of the requirements discussed above 

except the ability to produce a complete ranked list of the alternative classes for each input 

instance. However, such a list can be produced from the training data if necessary. Adding new 

features to TiMBL classifiers would also be very easy. Thus, both the TiMBL+Words classifiers, 

which incorporated word information directly into the input feature vector with the argument 

parse features, and the TiMBL+Probability classifiers, which combined argument features with 

probabilities based on word bigram models, seem like an excellent choices for the domain action 

classification tasks. The TiMBL+Words classifiers outperformed the TiMBL+Probability 

classifiers for domain action classification (at least for the Medical domain), but the 

TiMBL+Probability classifiers were better for speech act classification. For concept sequence 

classification, the classifiers were essentially equivalent. 

The TiMBL+Probability classifiers can directly address the only requirement that the use 

of TiMBL classifiers fails since the Rainbow word bigram classifiers produce a ranked list of 

alternative classes. This is certainly true for the speech act classifiers. However, as shown in 

Section 4.2.5.2, the TiMBL+Probability concept sequence classifiers that used individual 

concept probabilities performed better than the classifiers that used full concept sequence 

probabilities. If individual concept sequence probabilities are used, a ranked list of alternative 

classes (i.e. concept sequences) is not produced by the Rainbow classifiers. Thus, another 

approach for producing the ranked list of alternative classes would still be required. Of course, 

all of the TiMBL+Words classifiers would require that the ranked list of alternative classes be 

produced based on the training data. 

The main drawback of the TiMBL+Probability classifiers was the memory that they 

required. The TiMBL+Probability classifiers generally required much more memory than the 

TiMBL+Words classifiers. For the Travel domain, for which the training data size and number of 

classes were very similar for English and German, the TiMBL+Words classifiers with 1000 

words required less than 20% of the memory of the TiMBL+Probability classifiers for the 
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domain action task, about 55% for speech act classification, and about 40% for concept sequence 

classification (compared to the classifiers that used individual concept probabilities). In addition, 

the TiMBL+Words classifiers have the advantage that the performance-memory tradeoff can be 

controlled directly by changing the number of words included in the classifiers. Although the 

maximum accuracy was generally achieved with 1000 words, there were also generally no 

significant differences in accuracy from at least 250 words up to 1000 words. If a smaller 

number of words were included, the memory advantage of the TiMBL+Words classifiers over 

the TiMBL+Probability classifiers would have been even larger. Finally, the TiMBL+Probability 

approach also has two further disadvantages. First, two classifiers (TiMBL and Rainbow) must 

be run for each classification task, and second, the number of probability features may increase 

as the size of the database increases and new classes are encountered, especially for domain 

actions and concept sequences. 

In summary, our experiments demonstrate that it is useful to combine information about 

the argument parse and the words in a semantic dialogue unit for domain action classification 

and its subtasks of speech act classification and concept sequence classification. Based on the 

fact that performance across learning approaches was similar and because of the useful 

properties of memory-based learning as implemented in the TiMBL software, we chose to use 

TiMBL to implement the classifiers in our hybrid analyzer. Both the TiMBL+Words approach of 

adding words directly to the input feature vectors and the TiMBL+Probability approach of 

adding probabilities based on word bigram models offer advantages for the domain action 

classification tasks. The main advantages of the TiMBL+Probability approach are better 

accuracy (at least for speech act classification) and the availability of a ranked list of alternatives 

tailored to each semantic dialogue unit. On the other hand, the TiMBL+Words classifiers 

generally provide comparable performance with much smaller memory requirements that can be 

adjusted based on the task and resources available. Furthermore, the TiMBL+Words approach 

requires only a single classifier for each task and provides a fixed feature set size regardless of 

the size of the training corpus. Based on these considerations, we chose to use only TiMBL 

without probabilities computed by Rainbow in the online hybrid analyzers that are included in 

the NESPOLE! translation servers. 
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4.3 Effects of Non-Task-Specific Training Data 

The NESPOLE! translation system supports dialogues between an Italian-speaking agent (i.e. an 

agent at a tourism office or a doctor) and an English-, German-, or French-speaking client (i.e. a 

traveler or a patient). Although the translation techniques used in the NESPOLE! system are 

certainly not specific to this particular scenario, the data available for developing the system was 

collected with these scenarios in mind. Within the context of the NESPOLE! translation system, 

the hybrid analysis approach described in this dissertation is used as the analysis module for the 

English and German translation servers. Thus, the specific task of the English and German 

domain action classification modules in the NESPOLE! system is to identify the domain actions 

of semantic dialogue units spoken by a client in one of the NESPOLE! domains. However, as 

mentioned in Section 4.1, the data used to train the classifiers was supplemented with non-task-

specific data. In addition to client-side utterances from the NESPOLE! domain that were 

originally spoken in the source language, the training data included agent-side utterances, 

utterances that were originally spoken in another language and manually translated into the 

source language, and utterances from different but related domains (C-STAR II Travel Planning 

and Babylon Medical). Thus, we conducted experiments to determine the effects of including 

such non-task-specific data on the accuracy of the classifiers on task-specific semantic dialogue 

units. 

All of the experiments were run using the same training corpora as in the experiments 

described in Section 4.2. Additionally, the same memory-based TiMBL classifiers described in 

Section 4.2.2 and used in the first round of experiments for comparing learning approaches were 

used in all of these experiments. Thus, input feature vectors for the domain action and speech act 

classifiers included binary features for the root labels of the parse trees in the argument parse. 

Likewise, the concept sequence classifiers used the same features plus a single feature for the 

speech act assigned to the semantic dialogue unit. 

In each experiment described in this section, we ran 20-fold cross-validation experiments 

with two conditions to determine the effects of the various types of supplemental data. In the first 

condition, supplemental data of a particular type was removed from the training data set. The 

remaining data was then randomly split into 20 folds. Each fold was heldout as a test set, and the 

remaining 19 folds were used for training. In the second condition, the same random split of the 

non-supplemental data was used, but the supplemental data was added to the training set for each 
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fold. Because the same test sets were used in both conditions, we tested for significance using 

two-tailed matched pair t-tests. 

4.3.1 Using Non-Domain-Specific Data 

 

 English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

 In Out In Out In Out 
Semantic Dialogue Units 5667 2622 6111 2608 1578 2078 
Domain Actions 716 453 749 448 308 255 
Speech Acts 62 48 63 48 40 30 
Concept Sequences 474 282 498 279 204 183 

Table 34: Corpus contents for  in-domain data and out-of-domain data 

 

 

We first examined the effects of including out-of-domain data on the classification 

accuracy of in-domain semantic dialogue units. For the Travel domain, the training data was first 

split into a set containing only NESPOLE! data and a set containing only C-STAR II data. For 

the English Medical domain, the supplemental Babylon data was separated from the NESPOLE! 

data. The German Medical domain was not included in this experiment because there was no 

out-of-domain data available. Table 34 contains details about the contents of the in-domain (In) 

and out-of-domain (Out) data sets after the corpora were separated. 

For each language-domain pair, the NESPOLE! data (In) was randomly split into 20 folds 

that were used as test sets for two experimental conditions. In the first condition, each in-domain 

fold was used as a test set, and the classifiers were trained on only the 19 remaining in-domain 

training subsets. In the second condition, the out-of-domain data (Out) was added to the training 

set for each in-domain test set. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

Without Out-of-Domain Data 48.33% 47.18% 38.47% 
With Out-of-Domain Data 48.37% 47.24% 37.39% 

Table 35: Domain action classification accuracy on in-domain data with and without out-of-domain training 
data 
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English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

Without Out-of-Domain Data 67.85% 66.21% 62.42% 
With Out-of-Domain Data 68.50% 66.86% 64.69% 

Table 36: Speech act classification accuracy on in-domain data with and without out-of-domain training data 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

Without Out-of-Domain Data 69.68% 68.75% 60.02% 
With Out-of-Domain Data 69.91% 68.76% 60.02% 

Table 37: Concept sequence classification accuracy on in-domain data with and without out-of-domain 
training data 

 

 

Table 35, Table 36, and Table 37 show the mean classification accuracies over the 20 folds 

of in-domain test sets for domain actions, speech acts, and concept sequences respectively. For 

domain action classification, we observed very small increases in accuracy for English and 

German Travel and a decrease for English Medical. None of the differences were statistically 

significant. Similar results were obtained for concept sequence classification. A small increase in 

accuracy was seen for English Travel, and there was virtually no change for German Travel and 

English Medical. Again, none of the differences were significant. The effects of out-of-domain 

data on speech act classification were somewhat different. For the speech act classifiers, we 

observed increases in accuracy across the board. The improvements were significant for English 

Travel (t=2.98, p<0.01), German Travel (t=2.88, p<0.01), and English Medical (t=3.71, 

p<0.005). 

Based on these observations, it appears that the inclusion of training data from similar 

domains that do not exactly match the specific domain of coverage is a good idea when training 

classifiers for the domain action classification tasks. The out-of-domain data had very little effect 

on domain action and concept sequence classification of in-domain examples. Since there were 

no significant negative effects on these tasks and some small improvements, it seems reasonable 
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to increase the coverage of the classifiers by including the out-of-domain data. The significant 

positive effects on speech act classification provide further support for the inclusion of the out-

of-domain data in the training set.  

4.3.2 Using Translated Data 
 

 English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

 Src Trn Src Trn Src Trn Src Trn 
Semantic Dialogue Units 4357 3932 2777 5942 3329 335 1746 548 
Domain Actions 683 538 385 855 432 92 208 156 
Speech Acts 59 51 42 65 48 21 39 24 
Concept Sequences 427 370 265 552 283 64 134 101 

Table 38: Corpus contents for  or iginal source language data and translated data 

 

 

We next examined the effects of including manually translated training data on the 

performance of the classifiers on original source language data. For each language-domain pair, 

the training data was divided into two sets. The first set contained only semantic dialogue units 

that had originally been collected in the source language. The second set included semantic 

dialogue units from utterances that were originally spoken in some other language and then 

manually translated into the source language. Table 38 contains details about the contents of the 

original source language data set (Src) and the translated data set (Trn) after the corpora were 

separated. For each language-domain pair, the source language data was randomly split into 20 

folds for two cross-validation experiments. The classifiers were first trained and tested only on 

the original source language data. Then, the translated data was added to the training set for each 

fold, and the classifiers were again tested on the heldout source language test set. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Translated Data 47.63% 54.37% 52.81% 55.22% 
With Translated Data 48.64% 54.95% 52.93% 55.96% 

Table 39: Domain action classification accuracy on or iginal source language data with and without translated 
training data 
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English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Translated Data 68.79% 71.88% 78.73% 69.82% 
With Translated Data 69.54% 72.64% 78.82% 70.57% 

Table 40: Speech act classification accuracy on or iginal source language data with and without translated 
training data 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Translated Data 66.61% 71.95% 64.52% 74.11% 
With Translated Data 67.64% 72.81% 64.79% 74.74% 

Table 41: Concept sequence classification accuracy on or iginal source language data with and without 
translated training data 

 

 

Table 39, Table 40, and Table 41 show the mean domain action, speech act, and concept 

sequence classification accuracy over the 20 folds of original source language test sets with and 

without translated training data. We observed at least small improvements in performance on all 

three tasks across both languages and domains. For domain action classification, the only 

significant increase in accuracy was for English Travel (t=4.03, p<0.001). For speech act 

classification, the only significant improvement with translated training data was again for 

English Travel (t=3.06, p<0.01). The performance gains on concept sequence classification were 

significant for English Travel (t=4.74, p<0.0005) and marginally significant for German Travel 

(t=2.73, p<0.02). 

The results of this experiment indicate that the inclusion of translated data in the training 

set for the domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers is justified. Although 

some of the performance gains were small, including translated data in the training set never 

reduced classification accuracy and led to significant improvements in some cases. This result 

makes sense given that the translated data was from dialogues collected in the intended domain 

of coverage. Although translated utterances may not be as natural as utterances originally spoken 
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in the source language, they may nevertheless provide additional alternative ways of expressing 

important concepts in the domain and thus broaden the coverage of the classifiers. 

4.3.3 Using Agent-Side Data 

 

 English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

 C A C A C A C A 
Semantic Dialogue Units 5616 2673 5564 3155 2168 1496 1167 1127 
Domain Actions 679 491 677 532 249 288 148 198 
Speech Acts 58 51 57 56 33 38 31 34 
Concept Sequences 457 363 456 388 196 193 110 121 

Table 42: Corpus contents for  client-side data and agent-side data 

 

We also examined the effects of including semantic dialogue units from the agent side of the 

dialogue on the classification accuracy on semantic dialogue units from the client side of the 

dialogue. The data was first divided into two sets according the role of the speaker in the 

dialogue, either client or agent. Table 42 contains details about the contents of the client-side 

data set (C) and the agent-side data set (A) after the corpora were separated. Because the task of 

our hybrid analyzer in the NESPOLE! translation system is to analyze utterances from the client 

side of a dialogue, we are interested in how the inclusion of agent-side data in the training set 

affects the accuracy of the classifiers on client-side semantic dialogue units. Thus, the client-side 

data for each language-domain pair was randomly split into 20 subsets. In each cross-validation 

fold, one subset was heldout as a test set for two different classifiers. The first set of classifiers 

was trained only on the 19 remaining subsets of client-side data for each fold. For the second set 

of classifiers, the agent-side data was included in the training set for each fold along with the 19 

client-side training subsets. 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Agent Data 51.42% 49.01% 51.76% 49.29% 
With Agent Data 51.12% 48.80% 49.49% 50.57% 
With Agent Data and Side Feature 51.48% 48.98% 51.94% 50.49% 

Table 43: Domain action classification accuracy on client-side test data with and without agent-side training 
data 
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English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Agent Data 69.82% 68.28% 83.31% 74.30% 
With Agent Data 69.34% 67.33% 80.17% 72.49% 
With Agent Data and Side Feature 69.43% 68.15% 83.44% 74.12% 

Table 44: Speech act classification accuracy on client-side test data with and without agent-side training data 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Without Agent Data 71.05% 68.77% 62.68% 69.00% 
With Agent Data 71.23% 68.93% 62.59% 70.37% 
With Agent Data and Side Feature 71.26% 68.91% 62.55% 69.69% 

Table 45: Concept sequence classification accuracy on client-side test data with and without agent-side 
training data 

 

 

The mean accuracies of the domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers 

trained with and without agent-side and tested only on client-side data are shown in Table 43, 

Table 44, and Table 45 respectively. The effects of including agent-side data in the training set 

were somewhat mixed. For domain action classification, there was a drop in accuracy for English 

and German Travel as well as for English Medical. However, the addition of agent-side data 

increased domain action classification accuracy for German Medical. Only the English Medical 

difference was significant (t=3.75, p<0.005). Speech act classification performance dropped for 

all language-domain pairs. The decreases in accuracy were not significant for English Travel, 

marginally significant for German Travel (t=2.82, p<0.02), and significant for both English 

Medical (t=6.62, p<0.0001) and German Medical (t=3.06, p<0.01). For concept sequence 

classification, the English Medical classifier suffered a small drop in accuracy. The English and 

German Travel classifiers and the German Medical classifier showed at least small 

improvements in performance. The only significant change in concept sequence classification 

accuracy was for German Medical (t=3.77, p<0.005). 
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Due to the mixed results of including non-side-specific data in the training set, we tested 

one additional condition. We added a single feature for the speaker side to the input vector for 

each instance in the data. The value of the feature was c for client-side instances and a for agent-

side instances. Using the same division of the data and split into test folds, we ran the 

classification experiments again. The mean accuracies of the classifiers with the speaker side 

feature over the 20 client-side test sets when the agent-side data was included in the training sets 

are shown in the tables in the With Agent Data and Side Feature rows. The results of including 

the side feature when only client-side data is used for training are not shown because they were 

identical to the results without the side feature. This was of course the expected behavior since 

the side feature had the same value for all of the training and test instances and thus provided no 

information. As the results in the tables show, adding the side feature when data from both 

speaker sides were used for training generally reduced the effects that were seen when the agent-

side data was added without the side feature. In particular, the decreases in speech act 

classification accuracy that were observed when the agent-side data was included without the 

side feature were essentially eliminated by including the side feature. With the side feature 

included, the only significant difference in performance between the classifiers trained only on 

client-side data and the classifiers trained on data from both sides of the dialogue was the 

increase in accuracy for German Medical domain action classification (t=3.20, p<0.005). All of 

the decreases in accuracy observed when the training set included the agent-side data without the 

side feature were either reduced so the difference was no longer significant or even reversed to 

small, non-significant improvements. Thus, it appears that including the side feature allows for 

the training of a single classifier that can support analysis for both sides of a dialogue if 

necessary without harming the performance on client-side input. 

The inclusion of the agent-side data without the side feature in the training set for client-

side semantic dialogue units produced much more varied effects than including non-domain-

specific or translated data. For the Travel domain, the inclusion of agent-side data led to only 

minor changes in performance, none of which were significant. However, for the Medical 

domain, the changes in performance were larger, especially the drop in accuracy for the speech 

act classifiers. The more significant drop in speech act classification for the Medical domain is 

probably due to the nature of the domain. The Medical domain involves diagnostic dialogues in 

which a doctor attempts to identify the health problems a sick traveler is having. Thus, the agent 
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(doctor) in the Medical dialogues often asks questions about the nature of the client’s symptoms, 

and the client (patient) generally describes their symptoms and responds to the agent’s questions. 

Because the questions and answers may mention similar sets of arguments and the input features 

to the classifiers included only argument parse information, such a dichotomy could adversely 

affect the speech act classifiers. On the other hand, the Travel domain involves dialogues 

between travelers (client) and tourism bureau agents, both of whom may be expected to provide 

information and ask for information in a more balanced manner. 

4.3.4 Training Without the Pseudo-Argument Grammar 
The training sets that were used in all of the previous experiments were created by parsing the 

corpora using the argument and pseudo-argument (and shared) grammars. In order to assess the 

effects of using the pseudo-argument grammar on classification accuracy, we conducted 

experiments in which the corpora were parsed using only the argument grammar. Other than 

parsing with only the argument grammar, all other conditions were exactly the same as those 

used to test the TiMBL classifiers in the learning approach comparison experiments described in 

Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. We also used the same 20-fold split that was used in the learning 

approach comparison experiments. Thus, the results of each fold are directly comparable with 

the results of those experiments, and we used two-tailed matched-pair t-tests to determine 

significance. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

With Pseudo-Argument Grammar 49.59% 46.51% 51.94% 51.66% 
Without Pseudo-Argument Grammar 37.80% 41.89% 43.20% 46.73% 

Table 46: Domain action classification accuracy with and without using the pseudo-argument grammar  
dur ing argument 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

With Pseudo-Argument Grammar 69.86% 67.62% 77.81% 68.87% 
Without Pseudo-Argument Grammar 61.03% 63.88% 67.71% 65.39% 

Table 47: Speech act classification accuracy with and without using the pseudo-argument grammar  dur ing 
argument 
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English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

With Pseudo-Argument Grammar 69.22% 66.90% 64.57% 69.93% 
Without Pseudo-Argument Grammar 61.80% 64.85% 63.62% 68.62% 

Table 48: Concept sequence classification accuracy with and without using the pseudo-argument grammar  
dur ing argument 

 

 

Table 46, Table 47, and Table 48 show the mean accuracies of the domain action 

classifiers, speech act classifiers, and concept sequence classifiers when the pseudo-argument 

grammar was used during argument parsing and when only the argument grammar was used. 

The results clearly demonstrate the importance of the pseudo-argument grammar to the 

classification tasks. Performance dropped across all classification tasks, languages, and domains 

when the pseudo-argument grammar was excluded during argument parsing. The decreases in 

accuracy were quite large for domain action classification and speech act classification, and all 

of the changes were highly significant. For concept sequence classification, the magnitude of the 

drops in accuracy was generally smaller than for the other two tasks, with the exception of the 

English Travel classifier. The performance decreases were still highly significant for the English 

and German Travel classifiers. The decrease was also significant for the German Medical 

classifier (t=3.21, p<0.005) but not for the English Medical classifier. 

The decrease in performance observed when the pseudo-argument grammar was excluded 

is not surprising, especially for classifiers that use only features based on the argument parse. 

The argument and pseudo-argument grammars were developed in parallel and designed to 

complement each other. The argument grammar was not written with the intention of being used 

without the pseudo-argument grammar. Thus, removing the pseudo-argument grammar during 

argument parsing would likely have reduced the quality of the argument parses. Furthermore, 

one of the main purposes of the pseudo-argument grammar is to parse phrases with similar 

meanings that may be useful for determining the Interchange Format representation of a 

semantic dialogue unit but that would not be covered by an Interchange Format argument. In 

particular, the phrases are often especially useful for identifying the speech act. This helps to 

explain the large decreases in speech act classification performance when the pseudo-argument 

grammar was not used as well as the drops in domain action accuracy since the speech act is part 
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of the domain action. The results of this experiment also support the observation that the 

arguments provide critical information for determining the concept sequence, since the drops in 

performance for the concept sequence classifiers were generally much smaller than those for the 

speech act and domain action classifiers. 

4.4 Domain Action Classification versus Speech Act + Concept 
Sequence Classification 

As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the task of automatically identifying the domain action for a 

semantic dialogue unit could be broken down in at least three different ways. The first and most 

obvious approach would be to simply train a single domain action classifier to identify the 

complete domain action. This task definition will be referred to as the single classifier approach. 

A second approach that is only slightly more complex than a single domain action classifier 

would be to split the task of domain action classification into two subtasks: speech act 

classification and concept sequence classification. Under this approach, one classifier is trained 

to identify the speech act associated with a semantic dialogue unit, and a second classifier is 

trained to identify the complete concept sequence. This second task definition will be referred to 

as the dual classifier approach. A third possible approach would be to further breakdown the 

concept sequence classification task into subtasks of identifying the individual concepts 

associated with a semantic dialogue unit. As in the second approach, a single classifier would be 

trained to identify the speech act. Then, one classifier would be trained for each individual 

concept to indicate whether or not that concept should be present in the domain action for the 

semantic dialogue unit. 

One of the goals of the experiments described in this chapter was to aid in the selection of 

a particular task definition for identifying domain actions in the hybrid analyzer. We argued in 

Section 2.5.1 that the complexity of extracting a complete domain action from the output of the 

classifiers in the third task definition makes that approach undesirable. Thus, we only evaluated 

the accuracy of the classifiers that would be used in the single classifier and dual classifier 

approaches in the experiments reported earlier in this chapter. The domain action classifiers 

reported in those experiments correspond to the single classifier task definition, and the speech 

act and concept sequence classifiers would be used for the dual classifier task definition. 

Although the accuracy of the speech act and concept sequence classifiers on their individual 
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subtasks is useful for examining the performance of those tasks, the performance of the subtask 

classifiers in isolation is not directly comparable with the performance of the single domain 

action classifiers. Thus, in order to make a more informed decision between the two task 

definitions, we must examine how well the combination of the outputs from the speech act and 

concept sequence classifiers identifies the domain action for a semantic dialogue unit. 

Because the same random splits of the training corpora were used in the cross-validation 

experiments for the domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers, we can combine 

the outputs of the speech act and concept sequence classifiers from the previous experiments to 

find the domain action that would be predicted by the dual classifier task definition. The 

accuracy of the dual classifier approach on domain action identification can then be computed 

and compared directly with the accuracy of the single classifier approach, which is simply the 

accuracy of the domain action classifiers. Additionally, since the same test set was used for both 

conditions, we again tested for significance using two-tailed match-pair t-tests. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Single Classifier Approach 49.58% 46.51% 51.94% 51.66% 
Dual Classifier Approach 49.46% 46.42% 51.45% 51.05% 

Table 49: Domain action classification accuracy of the single and dual classifier  approaches based on the 
basic TiMBL domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers 

 

 

Table 49 shows the mean domain action classification accuracy of the single and dual 

classifier approaches based on the output of the TiMBL classifiers used in the first round of 

experiments described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. The row labeled Single Classifier Approach 

contains the mean accuracies over the 20-fold cross-validation of the TiMBL domain action 

classifiers shown in Table 17. The Dual Classifier Approach row shows the mean domain action 

classification accuracy when the output of the TiMBL speech act classifiers (shown in Table 18) 

was combined with the output of the TiMBL concept sequence classifiers (shown in Table 19). 

The TiMBL classifiers reported in the table used only the binary grammar label features based 

on the trees in the argument parse. As the results in the table show, the single classifier approach 
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was slightly more accurate at identifying the domain action than the dual classifier approach 

across all languages and domains. However, the differences were very small and not significant. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Single Classifier Approach 
56.86% 
(1000) 

55.53% 
(1000) 

62.80% 
(1000) 

60.25% 
(1000) 

Dual Classifier Approach 
57.52% 

(1000,500) 
55.76% 

(1000,500) 
62.99% 

(1000,1000) 
60.60% 

(1000,1000) 

Table 50: Domain action classification accuracy of the single and dual classifier  approaches based on the 
TiMBL+Words domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers 

 

 

We also compared the performance of the single and dual classifier approaches based on 

the TiMBL+Words classifiers described in Section 4.2.5.1. The mean domain action 

classification accuracy of the single and dual classifier approaches is shown in Table 50. For the 

purpose of this comparison, we used the output from the classifier with the number of word 

features that maximized the classification accuracy of each classifier. The number of words for 

each classifier is shown in parentheses in the table along with the mean accuracy. For the dual 

classifier approach, the number of words for the speech act classifier is listed first, and the 

number of words for the concept sequence classifier is listed second. When the best 

TiMBL+Words classifiers were used for all classifiers, the dual classifier approach exhibited a 

small performance advantage over the single classifier approach across all language-domain 

pairs. Again, most of the differences were small, and the differences were not significant for 

German Travel, English Medical, and German Medical. However, for English Travel the 

accuracy of the dual classifier approach was significantly better than the accuracy of the single 

classifier approach (t=3.17, p<0.01). 

Although we chose not to incorporate the probability features computed by Rainbow in the 

online version of the hybrid analyzer, the point of this comparison was simply to examine the 

classification accuracy achievable using the dual classifier approach and compare it with the 

single classifier approach. Thus, we also looked at the domain action classification accuracies of 

the single and dual classifier approaches using the outputs of the TiMBL+Probability classifiers. 
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Due to memory limitations, there were no single classifier domain action classification results for 

the Travel domain using the TiMBL+Probability approach described in Section 4.2.5.2. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Single Classifier Approach ??.??% ??.??% 60.07% 58.90% 
Dual Classifier Approach 58.13% 55.59% 61.38% 61.33% 

Table 51: Domain action classification accuracy of the single and dual classifier  approaches based on the 
TiMBL+Probability domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers 

 

 

Table 51 shows the mean domain action classification accuracies based on the outputs of 

the TiMBL+Probability classifiers for which results were available. The concept sequence 

classifiers with features for individual concept probabilities were used for the dual classifier 

approach. Using the TiMBL+Probability classifiers for the Medical domain, the dual classifier 

approach again outperformed the single classifier approach. The increase in accuracy was 

significant for German (t=3.43, p<0.005) and marginally significant for English (t=2.81, p<0.02). 

Additionally, for the English Travel and German Medical dual classifier approach, the combined 

TiMBL+Probability classifiers outperformed the combined TiMBL+Words classifiers. The 

reverse was true for German Travel and English Medical. However, none of the differences 

between the TiMBL+Probability and TiMBL+Words dual classifier approaches were significant. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Single Classifier Approach 56.86% 55.53% 62.80% 60.25% 
Dual Classifier Approach 58.13% 55.76% 62.99% 61.33% 

Table 52: Best domain action classification accuracy of the single and dual classifier  approaches 

 

 

Table 52 summarizes the domain action classification results from the best performing 

single and dual classifier approaches. The TiMBL+Words domain action classifiers provided the 
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best accuracy for the single classifier approach. For the dual classifier approach, the 

TiMBL+Probability classifiers provided the best accuracy on domain actions for English Travel 

and German Medical, and the TiMBL+Words classifiers provided the best accuracy for German 

Travel and English Medical. As the results in the table show, the best dual classifier approach for 

each language-domain pair outperformed the best single classifier approach. The only significant 

difference was for English Travel (t=3.00, p<0.01). 

The results of these experiments provide no evidence that the use of a single domain action 

classifier provides superior performance compared to the use of separate speech act and concept 

sequence classifiers in the dual classifier approach. In the worst case, there appears to be 

essentially no difference in domain action classification performance between the single and dual 

classifier approaches. In the best case, the dual classifier approach provides at least a small 

performance boost over the single classifier approach. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 

2.5.1, the dual classifier approach provides more flexibility than the single classifier approach 

with respect to the domain actions that can be produced. Whereas the single classifier approach 

can only output domain actions that were present in the training data, the dual classifier approach 

is able to form new domain actions by combining speech acts and concept sequences that were 

never paired together in the training data. The need to combine the output of the two classifiers 

introduces only minimal complexity to the hybrid analyzer. 

The primary disadvantage associated with the dual classifier approach is the extra 

processing requirements required for running two classifiers rather than one. Running separate 

speech act and concept sequence classifiers requires the system to verify that the outputs of the 

classifiers can be combined to form a legal domain action, but the test can be performed by a 

simple table look-up. Additionally, running two classifiers may require more memory. For 

example, based on the memory requirements listed in Table 23, Table 25, and Table 27, the 

TiMBL+Words domain action classifier for German Travel in these experiments required 

approximately 120MB. The dual classifier approach that used the TiMBL+Words classifiers 

required 144MB (84MB + 60MB). If memory were extremely scarce, perhaps the single 

classifier approach would be preferred, but the difference does not seem to be prohibitive. 

Furthermore, in the case of the TiMBL+Words approach, the memory requirements of the 

classifiers could be adjusted by including fewer word features without substantially changing the 

accuracy of the individual classifiers. If the number of word features used in the German Travel 
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speech act classifier were reduced from 1000 to 500, the dual approach classifier would require 

only 109MB, and the domain action classification accuracy would change from 55.76% to 

55.84% (a non-significant change). Based on all of these considerations, we chose to use the dual 

classifier approach in our hybrid analyzer. 

4.5 Effects of Input Feature Set Selection 

 

1. Argument grammar root labels 

2. Pseudo-argument grammar root labels 

3. Words 

4. Top-level Interchange Format arguments 

5. Speech act 

6. Speaker side 

7. Speech act probabilities 

8. Individual concept probabilities 

Figure 35: Types of input features used for  domain action classification 

 

 

As described in Section 2.5.2, there are a number of sources from which sets of input features for 

the domain action, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers may be drawn. The experiments 

described thus far in this chapter have used classifiers with various combinations of the types of 

input features originally listed in Figure 23. The list of input feature types is repeated in Figure 

35 for easy reference. In this section, we examine more thoroughly the effects of different 

combinations of input feature sets on classification performance. 

Because we chose to use the dual classifier approach for the hybrid analyzer, we focused 

our experiments on the effects of feature set selection on speech act classification and concept 

sequence classification. For each task, we conducted several experiments to assess the effects of 

various combinations of input feature sets on the performance of the classifier. All of the 

experiments were conducted on the English Travel & Tourism data using the same corpus, 

grammars, and 20-fold cross-validation setup that were used in previous experiments. We tested 

for significance using two-tailed matched-pair t-tests. All of the classifiers tested were memory-
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based classifiers implemented using TiMBL. Since the purpose of the experiments was to 

examine the effects of different input feature sets and not to optimize the performance of a 

particular combination of input features, the same TiMBL parameter settings were used for all of 

the classifiers. The classifiers used the IB1 (k-NN) algorithm with a value of 1 for k, Gain Ratio 

feature weighting, and Inverse Linear vote weighting. Thus, the only factor that changed across 

experimental conditions was the feature sets used in the input vector for the classifiers. It is quite 

possible that small improvements in accuracy could be obtained for a particular combination of 

input features by fine-tuning the parameter settings of the classifier, but we did not perform any 

such tuning. 

The binary features for argument and pseudo-argument grammar root label features 

(feature sets 1 and 2) were created as before by extracting the root labels from the argument 

parse trees for each semantic dialogue unit produced using the argument and pseudo-argument 

grammars. In addition to the features based on the root labels of the argument parse, a set of 

binary features for top-level Interchange Format arguments (feature set 4) was also included. The 

top-level Interchange Format arguments for a semantic dialogue unit were extracted after the 

argument parse for a semantic dialogue unit was mapped into the Interchange Format 

representation. Only the top-level Interchange Format argument feature set was not used in any 

of the previous experiments. For the word features (feature set 3), binary features were created to 

indicate the presence or absence of the 250 words with the highest mutual information with the 

class. Although more than 250 word features could have been used, the experiments with 

TiMBL+Words classifiers showed that there were generally only small differences for larger 

numbers of words. Since the word features were only one of several input feature sets, we tested 

performance using the minimum number of word features that provided essentially maximal 

accuracy. In addition to the direct word information, the probabilities of speech acts (feature set 

7) and individual concepts (feature set 8) were computed using Rainbow naïve Bayes word 

bigram models as in the TiMBL+Probability classifiers described previously. The speech act 

feature (feature set 5) was a single feature whose value was the speech act assigned to the 

semantic dialogue unit, and the side feature (feature set 6) was a single feature that indicated the 

role of the speaker of a semantic dialogue unit in a dialogue. Table 53 lists the codes used to 

refer to specific feature sets in the descriptions of the experiments that follow. 
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 Feature Set Code 
1 Argument grammar root labels ArgGra 
2 Pseudo-argument grammar root labels PseudoGra 
3 Words Words 
4 Top-level Interchange Format arguments IFArgs 
5 Speech act SA 
6 Speaker Side Side 
7 Speech act probabilities SAProbs 
8 Individual concept probabilities ConcProbs 

Table 53: Abbreviation codes used to refer to input feature sets 

 

 

4.5.1 Speech Act Classification 
Although various combinations of some of the feature sets listed in Figure 35 were used in 

speech act classifiers described earlier, all of the possible feature sets applicable to the speech act 

classification task were never used in the same classifier. Thus, we first trained such a classifier 

using all of the feature sets except the speech act (feature 5) and the individual concept 

probabilities (feature set 8) as a reference against which to compare other combinations of input 

feature sets. Then in order to test the sensitivity of the classifier to the presence of individual 

feature sets when all of the possible feature sets were included in the input vector, we 

systematically removed each of the feature sets from the input vector. A new classifier was 

trained with each feature set removed, and the performance was compared with the classifier that 

included all of the feature sets. 

 

 

Feature 
Sets 

Mean 
Accuracy 

All 80.79% 
All-SAProbs 79.20% 
All-Words 79.11% 
All-ArgGra 80.67% 
All-PseudoGra 79.76% 
All-IFArgs 80.72% 
All-Side 80.57% 

Table 54: Mean accuracy of speech act classifiers with all features sets and with single feature sets excluded 
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Figure 36: Mean speech act classification accuracy with all feature sets and with single feature sets excluded 

 

 

The mean accuracy over a 20-fold cross-validation of the speech act classifier with all of 

the feature sets included in the input vector is shown in Table 54 in the row labeled All. The 

remaining rows in the table list the mean accuracies of the speech act classifiers for which one of 

the feature sets was excluded from the input vector. For example, the row labeled All-SAProbs 

shows the mean accuracy of the classifier for which the speech act probability features were 

excluded. The same results are displayed visually in Figure 36. The results show that the removal 

of any individual feature set from the input vector decreased classification accuracy, although 

none of the decreases were large in absolute terms. The decreases were significant when the 

speech act probabilities (t=6.44, p<0.0001), words (t=7.82, p<0.0001), or pseudo-argument 

grammar labels (t=5.39, p<0.0001) were removed. 

Because we chose not to use the probability features in the online version of the hybrid 

analyzer, the performance of the classifiers without those features is of particular interest. 

Although the removal of the speech act probabilities resulted in a significant drop in accuracy, 

the absolute decrease was not too large (1.59%), and the resulting classifier still performed the 

task quite well. As expected, this result concurs with the results of the experiments described in 

Section 4.2.5.3. With the exception of the All-SAProbs classifier, all of the classifiers with one 
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feature set excluded listed in Table 54 included the speech act probability features. We observe 

that the performance of each of those classifiers was similar to the performance of the Rainbow 

naïve Bayes word bigram classifier from which the probabilities were computed and that the 

speech act probability features may have overwhelmed the effects of the other feature sets. Thus, 

in order to test the impact of the individual feature sets in the absence of the speech act 

probability features, we repeated the single set exclusion experiment starting with the All-

SAProbs classifier. 

 

 

Feature 
Sets 

Mean 
Accuracy 

All-SAProbs 79.20% 
All-SAProbs-Words 69.76% 
All-SAProbs-ArgGra 78.84% 
All-SAProbs-PseudoGra 76.51% 
All-SAProbs-IFArgs 79.18% 
All-SAProbs-Side 78.98% 

Table 55: Mean accuracy of speech act classifiers with all features sets except SAProbs and with additional 
single feature sets excluded 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Mean speech act classification accuracy with all features sets except SAProbs and with additional 
single feature sets excluded 
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Table 55 lists the performance of the classifiers starting without the SAProbs feature set 

and removing one additional feature set. The same results are also displayed visually in Figure 

37. The effects of excluding each input feature set were similar to those observed when the 

speech act probability features were included. As before, the removal of each feature set caused 

at least a small drop in accuracy compared to the classifier that used all of the feature sets, and 

the only significant decreases were again caused by removing the word features (t=19.83, 

p<0.0001) or the pseudo-argument grammar features (t=10.91, p<0.0001). The main difference 

without the speech act probability features included was that the effects of excluding the word 

features or the pseudo-argument grammar label features were more pronounced. 

There are two key observations to be made based on these experiments. First, the results 

provide additional evidence that the features based on information about the words in a semantic 

dialogue unit and the labels produced by the pseudo-argument grammar are very important for 

determining the speech act. In both experiments, the removal of the word or pseudo-argument 

grammar label features produced significant decreases in accuracy. Second, excluding the 

argument grammar label feature set, the Interchange Format argument feature set, or the side 

feature did not cause a significant decrease in performance. In the experiments described in 

Section 4.3.3, the inclusion of the side feature also produced only a small change in performance, 

so a similar result was not surprising here. The fact that excluding the argument grammar label 

features or Interchange Format argument features had only small effects on performance also 

agrees with observations made previously that the arguments are not critical for determining the 

speech act, at least when other more useful features are available. Additionally, the two feature 

sets provide at least somewhat redundant information, so excluding one would not necessarily 

create a large effect. 

The fact that some feature sets may be excluded without producing a significant change in 

performance also allows us to reduce the size of the classifier. When more features are included 

in the input feature vector, the size of the data files and the example base used by the classifier 

naturally increases. When a feature set does not provide information that contributes 

significantly to classification performance, that feature set may be removed from the input vector 

so that only the most relevant feature sets are included and the size of the training examples can 

be minimized. Thus, we conducted an additional greedy feature set exclusion experiment to find 

a minimal set of input feature sets. 
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Since the classifiers used in the online hybrid analyzer do not use the probability features, 

we started with the All-SAProbs classifier as a baseline. In each round of the experiment, 

classifiers were trained with one of the input feature sets removed, and the accuracies of the 

resulting classifiers were compared with the accuracy of the baseline classifier. The criterion for 

removing a feature set from the input vector was that the performance of the classifier with the 

feature set excluded was either better than or not significantly worse than the baseline classifier. 

If one of the feature sets met this requirement, that feature set was removed from the input vector 

to start the next round, and the remaining feature sets were then excluded one by one. The 

experiment was greedy in the sense that when several different feature sets met the removal 

criterion, the feature set removed in the following round was the one for which the associated 

classifier had the maximum accuracy. For example, the results shown in Table 55 are exactly the 

tests that would be run for the first round of the experiment. The Interchange Format argument 

features would be selected for exclusion in the second round because their removal produced the 

classifier with the highest accuracy that was not significantly worse than the All-SAProbs 

classifier. This process was repeated until the removal of any remaining feature set resulted in a 

significant decrease in accuracy relative to the baseline. 

 

 

Feature Sets Round 
Words ArgGra PseudoGra IFArgs Side 

Mean 
Accuracy 

Significant 
Decrease? 

0 x x x x x 79.20%  
 x x x x 69.76% Y 
x  x x x 78.84% N 
x x  x x 76.51% Y 
x x x  x 79.18% N 

1 

x x x x  78.98% N 
 x x  x 69.97% Y 
x  x  x 79.09% N 
x x   x 76.64% Y 

2 

x x x   79.03% N 
  x  x 54.86% Y 
x    x 76.66% Y 3 
x  x   78.86% N 
  x   54.20% Y 4 
x     76.03% Y 

Table 56: Results of greedy feature set exclusion for  speech act classification 
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Table 56 summarizes the results of the greedy feature set exclusion experiment for the 

speech act classifier. Each row in the table represents a speech act classifier with different 

features sets included in the input feature vector. The Feature Sets columns indicate which 

feature sets were included in the input vector for each classifier. An ‘x’  in the column for a 

feature set indicates that the feature set was included. The baseline classifier, which was the All-

SAProbs classifier described in the previous experiment, is shown in the table in the row for 

Round 0. The Significant Decrease? column indicates whether or not there was a significant 

decrease in accuracy between a particular classifier and the baseline classifier. Only classifiers 

for which there was not a significant decrease in accuracy had their feature sets considered for 

exclusion in the next round. The highlighted row in each round indicates the classifier that was 

selected for processing in the following round. Thus, after Round 1, the IFArgs feature set was 

excluded because the associated classifier produced the highest accuracy that was not 

significantly worse than the All-SAProbs classifier. After Round 2, the ArgGra feature set was 

excluded, and after Round 3, the Side feature was excluded. This greedy feature set exclusion 

experiment provides additional verification that words in the semantic dialogue unit and the 

pseudo-argument grammar labels are key for identifying the speech act. In fact, a classifier with 

only those two feature sets provided speech act classification accuracy that was only slightly 

worse than the classifier that included all of the features. 

Finally, we conducted one additional experiment in which we trained speech act classifiers 

using only a single feature set in the input vector for the classifier. The mean accuracies of the 

classifiers are shown in Table 57. Figure 38 displays the same information along with the 

accuracies of the classifier that included all of the feature sets and the classifier that included 

only the Words, PseudoGra, and Side feature sets. As expected, none of the classifiers trained on 

only single feature sets performed at the same level as the classifiers that used combinations of 

feature sets. However, the two feature sets based on word information provided enough 

information to come within a few percentage points of the best classifiers, providing further 

confirmation of the importance of the words for identifying the speech act. Interestingly, using 

the pseudo-argument grammar label features in isolation was worse than using either the 

argument grammar labels or the Interchange Format arguments. Thus, it appears that the 

information provided by the pseudo-argument grammar labels is quite useful for supplementing 

other feature sets but is less useful in isolation. 
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Feature 
Set 

Mean 
Accuracy 

SAProbs 77.86% 
Words 76.03% 
ArgGra 59.31% 
PseudoGra 54.20% 
IFArgs 58.28% 
Side 41.39% 

Table 57: Mean speech act classification accuracy using only single input feature sets 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Mean speech act classification accuracy using only single input feature sets 

 

 

4.5.2 Concept Sequence Classification 
We conducted a similar set of experiments to test the effects of various input feature sets on 

concept sequence classification. All of the feature sets listed in Figure 35 were included in the 

initial classifier. As in the speech act classification experiments, the probability features 

corresponding to the classification task, in this case the individual concept probabilities, were 

included. The speech act was also included as an input feature for the concept sequence 

classifier. Finally, since the speech act was one of the possible features for the concept sequence 
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classifier, we also tested the use of the speech act word bigram probabilities as features in the 

concept sequence classifier. 

We first tested the performance of a classifier with all of the features included as well as 

classifiers with each feature set removed. Additionally, we were especially interested in the 

effects of excluding the probability features since they were not used in the online version of the 

hybrid analyzer. Thus, we also tested a classifier with both sets of probability features removed. 

 

Feature 
Sets 

Mean 
Accuracy 

All 68.33% 
All-SAProbs 68.46% 
All-ConcProbs 67.73% 
All-Words 67.32% 
All-ArgGra 68.39% 
All-PseudoGra 67.08% 
All-IFArgs 68.34% 
All-Side 68.26% 
All-SA 66.26% 
All-Probs 68.09% 

Table 58: Mean accuracy of concept sequence classifiers with all features sets and with single feature sets 
excluded 

 

 

Figure 39: Mean concept sequence classification accuracy with all feature sets and with single feature sets 
excluded 
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Table 58 lists the mean concept sequence classification accuracies of the classifier with all 

feature sets included (All) and the classifiers with single feature sets removed. In addition, the 

accuracy of the classifier with both probability feature sets excluded is listed in the row labeled 

All-Probs. In the descriptions of the experiments in this section, the code Probs will be used to 

refer to the combination of both probability feature sets. Figure 39 shows the same information 

visually. None of the changes in performance observed in this experiment were large in absolute 

terms. The largest drop in accuracy occurred when the speech act feature was removed, and the 

decrease was significant (t=13.38, p<0.0001). Additionally, exclusion of the concept probability 

features (t=2.88, p<0.01), word features (t=3.12, p<0.01), or pseudo-argument grammar features 

(t=4.27, p<0.0005) led to classifiers that were significantly worse than the classifier with all 

feature sets included. Interestingly, excluding the speech act probability features actually led to a 

very small non-significant increase in performance. Also, although the removal of only the 

concept probability features led to a small but significant drop in accuracy, removing both 

probability feature sets (All-Probs) provided slightly superior performance compared to 

removing only the concept probabilities. The performance of the All-Probs classifier was not 

significantly worse than the performance of the All classifier. Thus, unlike in the case of the 

speech act classifier, it appears that the probability features based on the naïve Bayes word 

bigram models may be excluded from the concept sequence classifier without significantly 

harming performance. 

We again performed the greedy feature set exclusion experiment beginning with the 

classifier with no probability features included (All-Probs) as the baseline reference classifier. 

The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 59. The accuracy of the All-Probs 

classifier is listed in the row for Round 0. Since Round 1 of the experiment involved the removal 

of each individual feature set, those results are not repeated in a separate table. Excluding the 

speech act feature again resulted in a highly significant (t=15.47, p<0.0001) decrease in concept 

sequence classification accuracy, providing evidence that the speech act is a useful indicator of 

the concept sequence that follows. Removing the pseudo-argument grammar label features also 

led to a significant decrease in accuracy (t=3.66, p<0.005). On the other hand, removing the 

argument grammar label features (t=2.83, p<0.02) or the Interchange Format argument features 

(t=3.22, p<0.005) increased the accuracy of the classifier. Using the same exclusion criterion that 
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was used in the speech act classification experiment, the ArgGra feature set was excluded after 

Round 1 because its removal led to the maximum accuracy that was not significantly worse than 

the baseline classifier. After Round 2, the Words feature set was excluded because its removal 

led to a significant increase in accuracy (t=2.89, p<0.01). In Round 3, the accuracy of the 

classifier with the Side feature excluded was significantly better than the baseline accuracy 

(t=3.09, p<0.01) so that feature was excluded for Round 4. In Round 4, as in Round 3, the 

removal of the PseudoGra, IFArgs, or SA feature set caused a significant decrease in accuracy, 

so no further sets were excluded. 

 

 

Feature Sets Round 
Words ArgGra PseudoGra IFArgs Side SA 

Mean 
Accuracy 

Significant 
Decrease? 

0 x x x x x x 68.09%  
 x x x x x 67.28% N 
x  x x x x 68.69% N (Inc) 
x x  x x x 66.96% Y 
x x x  x x 68.62% N (Inc) 
x x x x  x 68.04% N 

1 

x x x x x  64.86% Y 
  x x x x 69.37% N (Inc) 
x   x x x 67.61% N 
x  x  x x 67.51% N 
x  x x  x 68.71% N (Inc) 

2 

x  x x x  65.06% Y 
   x x x 59.80% Y 
  x  x x 61.59% Y 
  x x  x 69.36% N (Inc) 

3 

  x x x  62.28% Y 
   x  x 59.31% Y 4 
  x   x 61.23% Y 

   x x   62.63% Y 

Table 59: Results of greedy feature set exclusion for  concept sequence classification 

 

 

We can make several observations about the feature sets that are useful for concept 

sequence classification based on the greedy feature set exclusion experiment. First, the 

probability features do not appear to be necessary for obtaining the best concept sequence 
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classification performance. In fact, the best classifiers without the probability features actually 

outperformed the All classifier, which included all possible feature sets. The best concept 

sequence classifier obtained during the feature set exclusion experiment included the PseudoGra, 

IFArgs, SA, and Side feature sets. The accuracy of the same classifier without the Side feature 

was essentially the same as with the feature. The performance improvement over the All 

classifier was marginally significant with the Side feature (t=2.56, p<0.02) and significant 

without the Side feature (t=2.89, p<0.01). 

Another important observation is that the information about the arguments found in a 

semantic dialogue unit is important for concept sequence classification, providing further 

evidence for observations made based on previous experiments. Based on the first round of the 

feature set exclusion experiment and on the results when the probability features were included, 

it appears initially that the ArgGra feature set and the IFArgs feature set are not important since 

removing either set actually led to an increase in accuracy over the baseline classifier. However, 

both feature sets provide information about the arguments in semantic dialogue unit, and the 

information provided may be highly redundant. After one of the sets is removed, the other set 

apparently becomes important to concept sequence classification. In Round 1 of the feature set 

exclusion experiment, removing the IFArgs feature set while the ArgGra feature set was present 

resulted in an increase in accuracy over the baseline classifier and the second best classifier in 

the round. In Round 2, when the ArgGra feature set was excluded, removing the IFArgs feature 

set led to a decrease in performance and the second worst classifier in the round. Thus, unlike the 

speech act classifier for which all argument information could be removed without significantly 

harming the accuracy of the classifier, the concept sequence classifier benefits from having 

argument information. Finally, the speech act assigned to a semantic dialogue unit clearly 

provides useful information for identifying the concept sequence. Excluding the SA feature 

consistently led to highly significant decreases in classification performance. 

We also conducted an experiment in which classifiers were trained using only one feature 

set in the input feature vector. Table 60 contains the mean accuracies of the resulting classifiers, 

and the same information is displayed visually in Figure 40. The classifier with all feature sets 

included (All) and the best classifier from the feature set exclusion experiment (All-Probs-

ArgGra-Words) are also shown in Figure 40. The performance of the classifiers that used the 

ArgGra feature set and the IFArgs feature set was similar, further indicating that the two feature 
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sets provide roughly equivalent information for concept sequence classification. Interestingly, 

although the word features were not critical when combined with other feature sets, the classifier 

that used the Words feature set performed the best when the feature sets were used in isolation. 

Apparently the word features can provide useful information for concept sequence classification, 

but that information is unnecessary when the right combination of alternative feature sets is 

available. 

 

 

Feature 
Set 

Mean 
Accuracy 

SAProbs 47.07% 
ConcProbs 58.08% 
Words 61.33% 
ArgGra 50.49% 
PseudoGra 46.48% 
IFArgs 50.88% 
Side 38.91% 
SA 51.73% 

Table 60: Mean concept sequence classification accuracy using only single input feature sets 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Mean concept sequence classification accuracy using only single input feature sets 
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4.6 Effects of Interchange Format Specification Fallback 

The tasks of parsing arguments, identifying the speech act, and identifying the concept sequence 

are performed in three separate steps in our hybrid analyzer. As a result, there is no guarantee 

that combining the best output of the modules that perform each task will produce a valid 

Interchange Format representation. Although the concept sequence is guaranteed to be legal as 

long as the manually annotated training data contains no illegal concept sequences, combining 

the best classified speech act with the best classified concept sequence may result in an illegal 

domain action. Furthermore, even when the domain action is legal there is no guarantee that it 

will license all of the top-level arguments present in the argument parse. 

4.6.1 Fallback Strategy 
As described in Section 2.5.4, the online hybrid analyzer employs a fallback strategy using the 

Interchange Format specification to ensure that the Interchange Format representation produced 

for each semantic dialogue unit is valid. Following the completion of speech act and concept 

sequence classification, the hybrid analyzer first tests the domain action formed by combining 

the best speech act with the best concept sequence from the classifiers. If the best domain action 

is legal, the hybrid analyzer next checks if the domain action licenses all of the top-level 

arguments from the argument parse. If the best classified domain action is legal and licenses all 

of the arguments, then no further processing is required. However, if the best domain action is 

invalid or some of the top-level arguments are not licensed by the domain action, then the 

fallback strategy is used to find the best available alternative. The general idea behind the 

fallback strategy is to find the highest ranked speech act and concept sequence that form a legal 

domain action and license the most arguments. 

The first step in the fallback strategy is to search for alternative domain actions among the 

outputs of the speech act and concept sequence classifiers. Recall that the classifiers in the online 

hybrid analyzer are implemented using the IB1 (k-Nearest Neighbor) algorithm in TiMBL. It 

may sometimes be the case that the nearest neighbor sets for an input instance contain multiple 

classes. In such cases, the classifiers return the most frequent class in the nearest neighbor set as 

the best class, but they can also return the distribution of all of the classes in the nearest neighbor 

set. If at least one of the classifiers produces a nearest neighbor set with more than one class, the 

hybrid analyzer sorts each nearest neighbor set in order of decreasing frequency. Then each 
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concept sequence, in ranked order, is combined with each speech act, in ranked order. So, for 

example, first the best speech act is tested with each alternative concept sequence. Then the 

second best speech act is tested with each concept sequence and so on. For each legal domain 

action found, the hybrid analyzer checks if all of the top-level arguments are licensed. If a legal 

domain action that licenses all of the arguments is found, fallback processing stops, and the 

resulting Interchange Format representation is returned. 

 If the hybrid analyzer fails to find a domain action that licenses all of the top-level 

arguments using the nearest neighbor sets, then the next step in the fallback process is to test the 

speech acts and concept sequences found in the training data. As with the nearest neighbor sets, 

the sets of speech acts and concept sequences from the training data are sorted in order of 

decreasing frequency. The only exception is that concept sequences that end with +concept are 

moved to the end of the sorted list. The +concept concept is a kind of “catch-all”  concept that is 

intended to cover fragmentary utterances and therefore licenses many arguments. Thus, it is 

moved to the end of the concept sequence list in order to give the fallback process a chance to 

find more meaningful concept sequences that license the arguments if possible. The best speech 

act from the speech act classifier is first tested with the alternative concept sequences from the 

training data. Then the fallback process proceeds through the training data speech act and 

concept sequence lists in exactly the same way as for the nearest neighbor sets. As soon as a 

legal domain action is found that licenses all of the top-level arguments, processing ends. If the 

hybrid analyzer exhausts all possible alternative domain actions without finding one that licenses 

all of the arguments, then the highest-ranked domain action (i.e. the one found earliest in the 

fallback process) that licensed the most arguments is returned. In such cases, any unlicensed 

arguments are dropped from the Interchange Format representation. 

4.6.2 Evaluation 
In order to examine the effects of using the Interchange Format specification fallback 

strategy on the output of the hybrid analyzer, we tested the output of the system under three 

conditions. In the first condition, the best outputs of the speech act and concept sequence 

classifiers were combined with the best argument parse without any fallback processing. In the 

second condition, the fallback strategy just described was used. Finally, although the online 

hybrid analyzer uses only the top-ranked argument parse produced by the SOUP parser, the third 
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condition was a pilot experiment to test the feasibility and effects of using multiple parses from 

SOUP in the fallback process. The input to the speech act and concept sequence classifiers in the 

multiple parse condition was based only on the top ranked argument parse. Fallback processing 

for multiple argument parses proceeded basically as described above. However, whenever a legal 

domain action was identified, the hybrid analyzer tested each alternative argument parse in 

ranked order. If the domain action licensed all of the top-level arguments in any of the argument 

parses, processing was immediately terminated. If the fallback process ended without finding a 

domain action that licensed all of the arguments in some argument parse, then the highest 

ranking domain action that licensed the most arguments in one of the argument parses was 

returned along with the corresponding argument parse (with unlicensed arguments removed). 

We tested each of the three conditions using the NESPOLE! English Travel & Tourism 

domain data. Each condition was tested using the same type of 20-fold cross-validation setup as 

was used in previously described experiments. The data was randomly split into 20 sets 

(containing about 413 examples each), and the same random split of the data was used for all 

three conditions. Matched pair two-tailed t-tests were used to test for significance. The 

experiments were run offline on the semantic dialogue unit level in order to isolate the effects of 

the fallback strategy from segmentation errors. The training data for the first two conditions was 

prepared as described in Section 4.1 for the domain action classification experiments. However, 

28 of the 8289 semantic dialogue units were removed from the data because they caused SOUP 

to crash when producing multiple parses for the third condition. The removed semantic dialogue 

units were primarily very long strings of digits (i.e. credit card numbers). SOUP had no problem 

parsing such inputs when only the best parse was returned as in the online version of the hybrid 

analyzer. The experiments were conducted using the baseline TiMBL speech act and concept 

sequence classifiers described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. For each test fold, the classifiers were 

trained on the remaining 19 folds. Then the classifiers were run on the test fold, and the best 

class and nearest neighbor sets for each test instance in each test fold were recorded. Since the 

classifier input was based only on the top-ranked argument parse, the same classifier outputs 

were used for all three test conditions. The fallback list for each test fold was created based on 

the contents of the 19 training folds. 

For each of the first two conditions, the best-ranked parse from SOUP was mapped into its 

corresponding Interchange Format representation, and the top-level arguments were extracted for 
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use during fallback processing. The argument parses for the multiple parse condition were 

extracted from the ranked output of SOUP, but the ranked SOUP output was not used directly for 

several reasons. First, SOUP allows two types of nonterminal grammar nodes. In addition to the 

nodes that appear in the output structure of a parse tree, SOUP also supports a second type of 

nonterminal that is mainly intended for the convenience of the grammar writers. This second 

type of nonterminal allows grammar writers to group grammar nodes into classes to simplify 

grammar writing but does appear in the parse tree output. Thus, it is often possible to arrive at 

the same parse tree output structure through a variety of paths depending on the nonterminals of 

the second type that were used in the parse. We eliminated such redundant parses from 

consideration in our pilot experiment. The second reason for not using the ranked SOUP output 

directly was that parses with the same top-level arguments are identical from the perspective of 

the fallback mechanism, even if values and/or subarguments differ, since we make the 

assumption that the argument parses produced using manually developed grammars will be legal. 

Thus, for the purpose of our pilot experiment, we also eliminated all but the first occurrence of 

parses with the same (ordered) set of top-level arguments. 

In order to produce a reasonably sized set of alternative parses for the multiple parse 

condition, we set the SOUP parser to return the top 1000 parses. For the vast majority of 

semantic dialogue units, this resulted in a comprehensive list of all parses. SOUP only returned 

1000 parses for 352 (4.3%) of the 8261 semantic dialogue units in the training corpus. Many of 

the lower ranking parses returned by SOUP covered only a few words in a semantic dialogue 

unit and contained many fewer arguments than the top parse. Using the fallback strategy 

described above, such parses with very low coverage would often be selected during fallback 

because finding a domain action to license few arguments was easier than finding one to license 

many arguments. In order to avoid such situations, only parses with coverage within 1 word of 

the best parse were considered in our experiment. The removal of redundant parses and the 

restriction on coverage led to an average of 4.7 alternative parses per semantic dialogue unit over 

the whole data set. 

We first evaluated the effects of the fallback strategies on the validity of the Interchange 

Format representations produced by the hybrid analyzer. Illegal Interchange Format 

representations would generally lead to translation failures since the generation modules expect 

legal representations. Table 61 shows the average percentage of legal and illegal domain actions 
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over the 20 cross-validation folds produced by simply combining the best outputs of the speech 

act and concept sequence classifiers. Without fallback processing, 11.1% of the semantic 

dialogue units would have been assigned an illegal domain action. Of course, with fallback 

processing no illegal domain actions were produced. 

 

 

Legal 
Domain Actions 

I llegal 
Domain Actions 

88.9% 11.1% 

Table 61: Mean percentage of legal and illegal domain actions without fallback 

 

 

 Best Parse Multiple Parses 
Speech Act 8.7% 8.1% 
Concept Sequence 27.1% 21.6% 
Domain Action 32.0% 26.9% 

Table 62: Mean percentage of speech acts, concept sequences, and domain actions changed dur ing fallback 
processing 

 

 

I llegal domain actions are only one possible source of invalid Interchange Format 

representations. Invalid representations may also be produced if a legal domain action does not 

license all of the top-level arguments found in the parse for a semantic dialogue unit. Table 62 

shows the mean percentage of speech acts, concept sequences, and domain actions changed 

when each fallback strategy was applied. The results in the table reflect the combination of 

changes made due to illegal domain actions and changes made because of unlicensed arguments. 

Of course all of the illegal domain actions would have been changed during fallback processing. 

The remainder of the changed domain actions would have been changed because the best domain 

action did not license all of the top-level arguments. The percentage of changed domain actions 

is not simply the sum of the changes made to the speech acts and concept sequences because one 

or both components could have been changed in order to produce a different domain action. The 

column labeled Best Parse corresponds to the second condition and shows the changes made 

when only the best parse produced by SOUP was used during fallback. The column labeled 
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Multiple Parses corresponds to the third condition and shows the changes made when alternative 

argument parses were considered during fallback. 

One important observation is that at least 32% of the Interchange Format representations 

produced without fallback would have been invalid. This corresponds to the percentage of 

domain actions changed in the Best Parse condition. Since no alternative parses were available, 

the primary mechanism for repairing illegal representations in the Best Parse condition was to 

change the domain action. The percentage provides a minimum since it was also possible that the 

best domain action from classification was used (because it licensed the most arguments) but that 

some arguments were dropped. We also note that speech acts were changed much less often than 

concept sequences. This was not surprising since many of the changes were triggered by 

unlicensed arguments, and most arguments are licensed by concepts. Finally, we observe that the 

Multiple Parses condition changed fewer speech acts, concepts sequences, and domain actions 

than the Best Parse condition. This was not surprising since the fallback process could retain the 

best classified domain action by selecting an alternative parse for which all of the top-level 

arguments were licensed. Although the difference was small for speech acts, it was significant 

(t=4.81, p<0.0005). The differences for concept sequences and domain actions were also highly 

significant. In the Multiple Parses condition, the fallback process selected an alternative parse 

for an average of 15.8% of semantic dialogue units. Of course, there may have been some 

overlap between the set of semantic dialogue units for which the domain action was changed and 

the set for which an alternative parse was selected. 

 

 

 No Fallback Best Parse Multiple Parses 
Speech Act 70.0% 71.6% 72.3% 
Concept Sequence 69.4% 57.7% 60.3% 
Domain Action 49.6% 44.3% 46.5% 

Table 63: Mean speech act, concept sequence, and domain action identification accuracy with and without 
fallback processing 

 

 

We also examined the speech act, concept sequence, and domain action identification 

performance under each of the three conditions. Table 63 shows the mean speech act, concept 

sequence, and domain action identification accuracy for each condition. The accuracies for the 
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No Fallback condition were computed by comparing the best output of the classifiers with the 

annotated domain action for each semantic dialogue unit. The accuracies for the two fallback 

conditions were computed in the same way using the domain actions produced after fallback 

processing was completed. Both the Best Parse (t=6.96, p<0.0001) and Multiple Parses (t=9.09, 

p<0.0001) fallback conditions significantly improved speech act identification accuracy 

compared to the No Fallback condition. However, the No Fallback condition exhibited better 

accuracy on concept sequence and domain action identification, and the differences were highly 

significant. Additionally, using multiple argument parses during fallback processing significantly 

improved speech act (t=6.52, p<0.0001), concept sequence (t=8.46, p<0.0001), and domain 

action (t=7.81, p<0.0001) identification accuracy compared to using only the best parse. 

At first glance, the results shown in Table 63 are somewhat puzzling because it appears 

that using fallback processing to filter out illegal Interchange Format representations actually 

reduced accuracy. However, this phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the accuracy 

results reported in the table for the No Fallback condition were computed based on the raw 

classifier output without regard to the validity of the full Interchange Format representation 

produced. The classifiers were trained using real, possibly erroneous, parses produced by 

running the argument parser over the training data. Therefore, in some cases the classifiers 

learned to associate argument parses containing errors with the accompanying speech acts and 

concept sequences. Then during testing, when the same argument parser was used to parse the 

test data, the same types of parse errors occurred. Thus, the speech act and concept sequence 

produced were often correct according to the annotated domain. However, the full Interchange 

Format representation produced by combining the erroneous argument parse with the classified 

domain action could be illegal, as shown in Table 62 and discussed previously.  

 

 

 No Fallback Best Parse Multiple Parses 
Speech Act 51.4% 71.6% 72.3% 
Concept Sequence 51.0% 57.7% 60.3% 
Domain Action 39.9% 44.3% 46.5% 

Table 64: Mean speech act, concept sequence, and domain action identification accuracy with and without 
fallback when invalid Interchange Format representations are counted as incor rect 
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Table 64 is similar to Table 63 except that the accuracies shown in the No Fallback 

column take into account the validity of the resulting Interchange Format representation in 

addition to whether or not the classifier output matched the annotated domain action. Speech 

acts, concept sequences, and domain actions that occur as part of an invalid Interchange Format 

representation were counted as incorrect for the results reported in Table 64 even if they matched 

the annotated domain action. Since fallback processing guarantees that the final Interchange 

Format representation will be valid, the accuracies in the Best Parse and Multiple Parses 

columns do not change. However, the accuracies for the No Fallback condition drop 

substantially when the validity of the Interchange Format representation is taken into account. 

The differences between the No Fallback condition and the both fallback conditions were highly 

significant. These results show that fallback processing does in fact improve the overall accuracy 

of speech act, concept sequence, and domain action identification when the validity of the full 

Interchange Format representation in taken into account. 

 

 

 
Parsed 

Arguments 
(Count) 

Dropped 
Arguments 

(Count) 

Dropped 
Arguments 
(Percent) 

No Fallback 552.2 184.4 33.4% 
Best Parse 552.2 16.3 3.0% 
Multiple Parses 530.1 3.0 0.6% 

Table 65: Mean arguments dropped with and without fallback 

 

 

Finally, we also examined the effects of fallback processing on the top-level arguments 

produced by the analyzer. The Parsed Arguments column in Table 65 shows the mean total 

number of top-level arguments over the entire test set found in argument parses. For the No 

Fallback and Best Parse conditions, the count is the sum over all the semantic dialogue units in a 

test set of all the top-level arguments found in the best parse. For the Multiple Parses condition, 

the count is the sum of the top-level arguments present in the parse selected during fallback 

processing. The Dropped Arguments columns show the mean count and percentage of arguments 

dropped over a whole test set. For the Best Parse and Multiple Parses conditions, the table shows 

the total number of arguments that were dropped as a result of fallback to produce the final 
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Interchange Format representation for each semantic dialogue unit. Since the No Fallback 

condition did not actually do any fallback processing, no arguments would actually have been 

dropped from the Interchange Format representations. However, for the sake of comparison, we 

calculated the total number of arguments that would have to be dropped from illegal Interchange 

Format representations. The count of “dropped” arguments for the No Fallback condition 

included two components. First, all arguments that appeared in a semantic dialogue unit for 

which an illegal domain action was produced were counted as dropped (63.9, 11.6%). Second, 

when a legal domain action was produced for a semantic dialogue unit, any arguments that were 

not licensed by the semantic dialogue unit were counted (120.5, 21.8%). As the table shows, 1 

out of every 3 arguments would have been dropped as a result of being part of an illegal 

Interchange Format representation without fallback processing. Using only the best parse, the 

percentage of arguments dropped was reduced by a factor of 10. The use of multiple parses 

during fallback processing further reduced the percentage of arguments dropped to below 1%. 

Under both the Best Parse and Multiple Parses fallback strategies, arguments were only dropped 

after an exhaustive search through all possible combinations of known speech acts and concept 

sequences failed to find a domain action that licensed all of the arguments. One additional 

interesting result of our experiments was that the number of arguments dropped in each test set 

exactly matched the number of exhaustive searches conducted. This indicates that only one 

argument was dropped for each semantic dialogue unit for which an exhaustive search was 

required. 

 

 

 Before Fallback Best Parse Multiple Parses 
Correct Arguments 284.1 283.1 281.9 
Extra Parsed Arguments 268.2 252.9 245.3 
Missed Tagged Arguments 306.6 307.6 308.8 
Precision 0.514 0.528 0.535 
Recall 0.481 0.479 0.477 
F1-Measure 0.497 0.502 0.504 

Table 66: Mean top-level argument identification per formance 
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We also evaluated how well the arguments present in the annotated data were identified 

during argument parsing and fallback processing. Table 66 shows mean top-level argument 

identification results (over complete test sets) for the best parse before fallback processing was 

applied and for the final Interchange Format representations after fallback processing with only 

the best parse and with multiple parses. The Correct Arguments row shows the mean number of 

parsed arguments that were also present in the tagged data. The Extra Parsed Arguments row 

shows the number of arguments that were only present in the argument parses, and the Missed 

Tagged Arguments row shows the number of arguments that were present in the tagged data but 

not in the argument parses. The final three rows show the mean precision, recall, and F1-measure 

calculated based on the counts of correct, extra, and missed arguments over a whole test set. The 

results in the table show that the main effect of fallback processing was to remove extra 

arguments that appeared in the argument parses but not in the tagged data. The number of correct 

and missed arguments changed very little when fallback processing was applied. 

Based on the results of our experiments with fallback processing, we are able to make 

several observations regarding the performance of the hybrid analysis approach. First, the results 

clearly demonstrate the necessity of having a mechanism for ensuring that valid Interchange 

Format representations are produced. In a purely grammar-based analysis approach that uses 

hand-written grammars to parse complete domain actions, the system is guaranteed to output 

only legal Interchange Format representations, assuming that the grammars do not contain rules 

that violate the specification. However, when the Interchange Format components are identified 

by essentially independent automatic processes as in our hybrid analysis approach, there is no 

guarantee of valid output representations. Without some form of fallback processing, 

approximately one third of the Interchange Format representations produced by the hybrid 

analyzer would have been illegal. However, with fallback processing, all of the output 

representations were guaranteed to be valid, and the results indicate that our fallback strategy did 

a very effective job of finding domain actions to license most of the top-level arguments present 

in each argument parse. 

The results of our experiments also provide some insights into the argument parsing and 

domain action classification performance of our hybrid analyzer. At first glance, it appeared 

strange that the domain action classification accuracy would be higher before fallback than after. 

However, a closer analysis of the results revealed a likely explanation. First, as noted before, 
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speech act classification accuracy was actually improved as result of fallback processing. Thus, 

the decline in domain action classification performance was primarily a result of errors in 

concept sequence identification, which is not surprising since concepts are more closely tied to 

the arguments than speech acts. Furthermore, the results from argument parsing indicate that the 

main effect of fallback was to remove extraneous arguments. Of course, the fallback strategy that 

used only the best parse would not have been able to find arguments from the tagged data that 

were missed since only one parse was used. With multiple parses available during fallback 

processing, one might expect that the number of missed arguments would be reduced if the main 

reason for missed arguments were ambiguities in argument parsing in which the same phrase 

could be parsed under multiple top-level arguments depending on context. However, even when 

multiple parses were used during fallback processing, the number of arguments from the tagged 

data that were missed in the final parse selected remained essentially the same. We interpret this 

to be an indication that the argument grammars simply did not cover some of the arguments from 

the tagged data. Since the concept sequence is closely linked with the top-level arguments, it 

would not be surprising that the correct concept sequence could not be identified. Rather, the 

fallback strategy would identify the most likely concept sequences that licensed the arguments 

that were present. The fact that the concept sequences and domain actions were identified more 

accurately before fallback was probably due to the fact that the concept sequence classifiers were 

trained using the output of the argument parser rather than the canonical arguments from the 

tagged data. Thus, although the argument parses may have contained erroneous arguments that 

were not legal with the tagged domain actions, the classifiers would have been trained with such 

parse errors and learned to associate them with the concept sequence. Additionally, as was 

discussed previously, the domain action classification performance was not better without 

fallback processing when the validity of the Interchange Format representation was taken into 

account. 

Finally, our pilot experiment using with multiple argument parses during fallback 

processing showed that using multiple parses could in fact improve system performance. The 

multiple parse strategy significantly improved classification accuracy compared to using only the 

best parse. The multiple parse strategy also reduced the percentage of top-level arguments that 

had to be dropped as a result of fallback processing and the number of extraneous arguments 

present in the final output compared to the best parse strategy. These results indicate the promise 
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of using multiple parses in the hybrid analysis approach. However, the approach used in our pilot 

experiment would be impractical for use in a real-time online translation system. In order to get a 

relatively small set of alternative top-level argument sets, we had to set SOUP to produce a large 

number of parses, and then each of those parses had to be mapped into its Interchange Format 

representation so that we could find unique sets of top-level arguments. If the identification of 

parses with unique top-level arguments were not performed, then the number of alternative 

parses that would have to be tested with each domain action during fallback processing would 

have been much larger. 
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Chapter  5 Evaluation of Por tability 

One of the primary research goals of the NESPOLE! project was to investigate methods for 

improving the domain portability of interlingua-based speech-to-speech machine translation 

systems. With this goal in mind, one of the motivations for developing the hybrid analysis 

approach described in this dissertation was to reduce the effort required for human experts to 

port the analysis module for the interlingua-based translation system to a new domain of 

coverage. The first domain addressed in the NESPOLE! translation system was the Travel & 

Tourism domain. The translation system for this domain was intended to facilitate dialogues 

between tourists traveling to a foreign country and agents at a local tourism bureau in the 

country. Tourists could use the NESPOLE! system to get information about the area to which 

they were traveling directly from the local agent. In order to assess the portability of the 

NESPOLE! translation system to a completely new domain, translation engines were also 

developed for the Medical Assistance domain near the end of the project. In this new domain, the 

translation system was intended to support dialogues between travelers in a foreign country who 

were not feeling well and a local doctor who did not speak the traveler’s language. In this case, 

the traveler might access the NESPOLE! system from their hotel in order to get preliminary 

medical advice from the local doctor. The domain portability of the hybrid analysis approach 

was evaluated within the context of porting the NESPOLE! translation system from the Travel & 

Tourism domain to the Medical Assistance domain. 

The experiments described in this chapter were designed to assess the portability of the 

hybrid analysis approach to a new domain. The first section describes a data ablation experiment 

designed to examine the effects of different quantities of training data on domain action 

classification performance. Annotation of training data requires human effort, so the amount of 

data required for training domain action classifiers is an important aspect of the portability of our 

hybrid analysis approach. Our data ablation experiments demonstrate that acceptable levels of 

classification performance can be achieved with relatively small amounts of training data that 

can be annotated reasonably quickly. The following section describes an end-to-end evaluation 

of the NESPOLE! translation system for the Travel & Tourism domain. This evaluation was 

designed to assess the performance of the full translation system using our hybrid approach for 
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analysis and serves as a reference point for performance on a well-developed domain. The final 

section describes an experiment designed to assess the portability of our hybrid analyzer to the 

Medical Assistance domain. We compare the times required for data annotation and grammar 

development for the hybrid analysis approach with those for a purely grammar-based approach 

and find that the hybrid approach results in reduced development and maintenance effort. We 

also find that the purely grammar-based approach performs only slightly better than our hybrid 

approach and that the hybrid approach suffers less performance degradation on unseen input and 

on input from an automatic speech recognizer. The results presented in this chapter indicate 

improved portability by showing that our hybrid approach requires less human development 

effort than a purely grammar-based approach while providing nearly equivalent performance and 

improved robustness. 

5.1 Data Ablation Exper iments 

One important issue regarding the use of machine learning approaches for domain action 

classification is how much tagged data is required for training the classifiers. The amount of 

training data required lends insight into the portability of the of the hybrid analysis approach 

because it directly affects the time and effort required for annotation. In order to assess the 

training data requirements for domain action classification in our hybrid analysis approach, we 

conducted a set of data ablation experiments in which we varied the number of examples used 

for training. As described in Sections 2.6 and 4.4, we chose to perform domain action 

classification using a dual classifier setup in the online version of our hybrid analyzer that is used 

in the NESPOLE! translation system. In the dual classifier setup, one classifier was trained to 

identify the speech act, and a second classifier was trained to identify the complete concept 

sequence. Thus, in our data ablation experiments we tested the performance of the speech act and 

concept sequence classifiers with increasing amounts of training data. We also looked at the 

effects of the amount of training data on domain action classification accuracy when the best 

outputs of the speech act and concept sequence classifiers were combined. 

The data ablation experiments were run using the same corpora and grammars that were 

described in Section 4.1 and used for the domain action classification experiments in Chapter 4. 

In order to create the training data for the classifiers, each semantic dialogue unit in the training 

corpora was first parsed for arguments using the argument and pseudo-argument grammars. The 
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speech act and concept sequence classifiers used in the data ablation experiments were the same 

memory-based TiMBL classifiers used in the first set of domain action classification experiments 

described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. The input feature vectors for both classifiers included 

binary features for the argument grammar root labels and pseudo-argument grammar root labels 

in the argument parse. As in the previous experiments, the concept sequence classifiers also used 

the speech act assigned to a semantic dialogue unit as an input feature. We ran data ablation 

experiments for English and German for both the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism domain and the 

NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain. 

In the data ablation experiments, we tested the accuracy of the speech act and concept 

sequence classifiers using training set sizes from 100 examples, where each example represents a 

semantic dialogue unit, up to all of the available data. The training set size was incremented in 

steps of 100 examples from 100 to 1000. Increments of 500 examples were then used from 1000 

to the maximum available training set size. The test set size for each language-domain pair was 

selected to allow for the largest possible multiple of 500 for the maximum training set size. For 

example, the English Travel corpus contained 8289 semantic dialogue units (as shown in Table 

13). Thus, the size of the test sets for the English Travel data ablation experiments was 289 

examples, and the maximum training set size was 8000 examples. For each language-domain 

pair, the same test set size was used for all training set sizes. Table 67 lists the size of the training 

corpus as well as the test set size and maximum training set size for each language-domain pair. 

 

 

 
English 
Travel 

German 
Travel 

English 
Medical 

German 
Medical 

Semantic Dialogue Units 8289 8719 3664 2294 
Test Set Size 289 219 164 294 
Maximum Training Set Size 8000 8500 3500 2000 

Table 67: Training and test set sizes for  data ablation exper iments 

 

 

Examples containing the appropriate input features and class for the speech act and 

concept sequence classifiers were first created for each semantic dialogue unit in the corpus for 

each language-domain pair. Then the data ablation experiments were conducted by randomly 
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sampling training and test sets from the collections of examples. For each sample, a test set was 

first randomly extracted from the database, and then a training set was randomly selected from 

the remaining examples. For the maximum training set size, the training set included all of the 

examples not used in the test set. Following the extraction of the training and test sets, a TiMBL 

classifier was trained on the selected training set, and the accuracy of the resulting classifier on 

the selected test set was computed. In order to allow for examination of the domain action 

classification accuracy of the combined speech act and concept sequence classifier outputs, the 

training and test sets for the speech act and concept sequence classifiers were extracted in 

parallel so that the examples were derived from the same semantic dialogue units. Thus, the 

outputs of the classifiers for a particular example could be combined to get the classified domain 

action. This sample-train-test process was repeated 50 times for each training set size. 
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Figure 41: Mean speech act, concept sequence, and domain action classification accuracy with increasing 
amounts of training data for  English Travel 
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Figure 42: Mean speech act, concept sequence, and domain action classification accuracy with increasing 
amounts of training data for  German Travel 

 

 

Consider for example the case of using 4000 examples for the training set in the English 

Travel domain. First, a set of 289 examples was extracted for the speech act classifier, and the 

corresponding examples for the same semantic dialogue units were used as the test set for the 

concept sequence classifier. Next, 4000 examples were randomly selected from the 8000 

remaining examples as the training set for the speech act classifier, and the corresponding set of 

examples were used for training the concept sequence classifier. Each of the classifiers was then 

trained and tested using the selected sets, and the outputs of the classifiers for each example in 

the test set were combined to produce the predicted domain action. The same process was then 

repeated using new training and test set samples. 

Figure 41 and Figure 42 illustrate the results of the data ablation experiments for the 

English and German Travel & Tourism data. In each graph, the mean accuracy of the speech act 

(solid line with diamonds) and concept sequence (long-dashed line with squares) classifiers over 

50 samples is plotted against the number of examples used in the training sets. The mean domain 

action classification accuracy using the combined outputs of the speech act and concept sequence 

classifiers is also shown (short-dashed line with triangles). The error bars in Figure 41 show the 
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minimum and maximum domain action classification accuracies observed for each training set 

size using the English Travel data. Similar trends are observed for both languages. As the graphs 

illustrate, the mean accuracy for each classification task increases quite rapidly initially. Around 

3000-4000 training examples, the accuracy of the classifiers appears to begin leveling off. All of 

the accuracy curves appear to be basically flat after about 6000 examples. For both languages, an 

analysis of variance shows that differences among the mean accuracies for classifiers trained 

with at least 6000 examples for each classification task are not statistically significant. As 

additional training set sizes of less than 6000 examples are added to the analysis of variance, we 

begin to observe statistical significance with specific values depending on the language and 

classification task. Additionally, pairwise t-tests among training sets of different sizes show 

statistical significance between some pairs of training set sizes. Based on the pairwise t-tests, we 

observed a general tendency for the performance of classifiers trained with at least 6000 

examples to be significantly better than that of classifiers trained with fewer examples. 

 

 

 

Figure 43: Mean speech act, concept sequence, and domain action classification accuracy with increasing 
amounts of training data for  English Medical 
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Figure 44: Mean speech act, concept sequence, and domain action classification accuracy with increasing 
amounts of training data for  German Medical 

 

 

Figure 43 and Figure 44 shows the results of the data ablation experiment for the English 

and German Medical Assistance data. Although there was much less data for the Medical 

domain, the graphs use the same scale as the Travel domain graphs for easier comparison. As the 

graphs illustrate, the trends for the Medical domain data appear to be similar to those for the 

Travel data. For both languages the performance of the classifiers appears to be in the phase of 

rapid growth observed for the Travel classifiers, although the improvements in accuracy for the 

English classifiers may be on the verge of slowing down. This is not surprising since the amount 

of data available for the Medical domain fell into the range in which classification accuracy was 

still growing rapidly for the Travel domain. One notable difference between the graph for the 

English Medical data and the graphs for the remaining language-domain pairs is the much larger 

gap between the line for speech act accuracy and the line for concept sequence accuracy. The 

larger difference is most likely attributable to the fact that the most common speech act occurred 

more frequently in the English Medical data as shown in Table 14 and Table 15 (Section 4.1). 

The most frequent speech act in the data for each language-domain pair was give-information. In 

the English Medical data, the give-information speech act covered about 60% of the semantic 
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dialogue units, whereas it only covered 35%-41% of the semantic dialogue units in the data for 

the other language-domain pairs. The higher speech act classification accuracy on the English 

Medical data than the on the other three data sets reflects this difference and accounts for the 

larger gap observed in Figure 43. 

While the results of the data ablation experiments for the Medical domain may not be 

extremely informative due to the limited amount of data available, the results from the Travel 

domain experiments provide evidence of the portability of our hybrid analysis approach. It 

appears from these experiments that performance becomes relatively stable by around 6000 

training examples. Although it is of course possible that the addition of more training examples 

may result in further improvements in accuracy, the trend beyond 6000 examples seems to be 

relatively small improvements in accuracy for relatively large increases in training set size. 

Recall that training the classifier used in our hybrid analysis approach requires training data that 

has been segmented into semantic dialogue units and tagged with domain actions. Based on the 

times for annotation reported in Table 76 for the Medical domain portability experiment 

described later in Section 5.3, tagging such training data would require about 0.7 minutes per 

semantic dialogue unit. Thus, assuming that a stable Interchange Format specification had been 

defined for a domain, a training set containing 6000 examples could be annotated for training 

classifiers used in the hybrid analyzer in about 70 person-hours. It is also worth noting that about 

90-95% of the peak performance achieved by the Travel domain classifiers could be achieved 

with 3000 training examples (half the minimum training data for peak performance). A training 

set of that size could be annotated for training the classifiers in about 35 person-hours. 

As we will see in the following sections, the level of classification performance achieved 

with the full training data sets is adequate to provide reasonable performance for end-to-end 

translation. The performance of the analysis classifiers used in the end-to-end translation 

experiments described in the following sections is similar to that observed in the data ablation 

experiments when the full training sets were used. The end-to-end results will demonstrate that 

the best performance levels achieved in the data ablation experiments are adequate for achieving 

reasonable end-to-end translation performance. In fact, the percentage of acceptable end-to-end 

translations will generally be higher than the percentage of canonical domain actions identified 

by the domain action classifiers. 
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5.2 End-to-End Evaluation of the NESPOLE! Travel &  Tour ism 
Domain 

In this section, we describe the final end-to-end evaluation of the NESPOLE! translation system 

for the Travel & Tourism domain. The evaluation is described further in [NESPOLE!-D18, 

2003]. The purpose of the end-to-end evaluation was to assess the overall translation 

performance of the full NESPOLE! system from source language input to target language output. 

Thus, the end-to-end performance reflects the combined performance of all components of the 

system. We focus on the aspects of the evaluation most relevant to our hybrid analysis module. 

The NESPOLE! system was designed for use by an Italian-speaking agent and a English-, 

German-, or French-speaking client. Since our hybrid analyzer was used in the English and 

German translation servers, we focus on English and German input. For each source language, 

the test data for the end-to-end evaluation was extracted from 2 completely unseen dialogues. 

Prior to the evaluation, the test set dialogues had never been seen by the system developers and 

were never used to develop or train any component of the NESPOLE! system. Because the 

English and German translation servers were designed to support the client, only the client-side 

turns were extracted from the dialogues and used in the evaluation. The English test set 

contained 110 utterances (i.e. speaker turns) composed of 232 semantic dialogue units, and the 

German test set contained 246 utterances composed of 356 semantic dialogue units. The end-to-

end evaluation included automatically recognized and manually transcribed versions of the 

utterances in the test sets. 

The online setup of the hybrid analyzer (Section 2.6) was used for the evaluation. All of 

the classifiers were memory-based learners implemented using TiMBL. The segmentation 

classifier used the input features described in Section 2.4.2.2 and 5 neighbors (k=5). The dual 

classifier approach was used for domain action classification, and the input feature vectors for 

the speech act and concept sequence classifiers used only the binary features for the argument 

grammar and pseudo-argument grammar root labels in the argument parse. The speech act was 

also included as a feature for the concept sequence classifier. The data used to train the 

classifiers was the data for the English and German Travel domains described in Section 4.1. The 

segmentation classifiers were trained on the same corpus, which included 35417 segmentation 

examples for English and 45945 examples for German (including partial examples as described 

in Section 3.3). 
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5.2.1 Analyzer  Per formance 
 

  Test Set 

Task  Transcription Speech 
Recognition 

P 0.559 0.476 
R 0.530 0.427 

Domain 
Actions 

F1 0.544 0.450 
P 0.714 0.673 
R 0.677 0.603 

Speech 
Acts 

F1 0.695 0.636 
P 0.677 0.596 
R 0.642 0.535 

Concept 
Sequences 

F1 0.659 0.564 
P 0.576 0.385 
R 0.500 0.299 

Individual 
Concepts 

F1 0.535 0.337 
P 0.593 0.408 
R 0.409 0.293 

Top-Level 
Arguments 

F1 0.484 0.341 

Table 68: Per formance of the English hybr id analyzer  on full speaker turns from the Travel domain 

 

  Test Set 

Task  Transcription 
Speech 

Recognition 
P 0.706 0.399 
R 0.640 0.351 

Domain 
Actions 

F1 0.672 0.374 
P 0.805 0.518 
R 0.730 0.455 

Speech 
Acts 

F1 0.766 0.484 
P 0.786 0.697 
R 0.714 0.612 

Concept 
Sequences 

F1 0.748 0.652 
P 0.553 0.403 
R 0.472 0.348 

Individual 
Concepts 

F1 0.509 0.374 
P 0.580 0.409 
R 0.488 0.343 

Top-Level 
Arguments 

F1 0.530 0.373 

Table 69: Per formance of the German hybr id analyzer on full speaker turns from the Travel domain 
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Table 68 and Table 69 show the performance of the English and German hybrid analyzers 

on five tasks when full speaker turns were used as input in the end-to-end evaluation. Thus, the 

results in the tables reflect the performance of the full online version of the analyzer including 

the use of the cross-domain grammar and the fallback strategy to guarantee that the 

representations produced by the analyzers adhered to the Interchange Format specification. The 

Transcription column contains the results when the input to the analyzer consisted of manually 

transcribed utterances, and the Speech Recognition column contains the results for automatically 

recognized utterances. After the NESPOLE! Travel system had been frozen for the end-to-end 

evaluation, the test sets were annotated with Interchange Format representations. For each 

analysis task shown in the tables, the precision and recall were computed at the turn level rather 

than the semantic dialogue unit level since the analyzers were not guaranteed to return the same 

semantic dialogue units as the annotated data. 

One interesting observation regarding the results in the tables is the substantial difference 

in performance between the English and German analyzers. In particular, the German analyzer 

exhibited substantially higher performance than the English analyzer for domain actions, speech 

acts, and concept sequences on transcribed input but substantially lower performance for input 

from the speech recognizer. On the other hand, the analyzers for both languages exhibited similar 

performance for individual concepts and top-level arguments on both transcribed and recognized 

input. Although this phenomenon may appear puzzling at first, it can be explained by the 

relatively high occurrence of the back channel “mhm” in the German data. The correct 

Interchange Format representation for “mhm” is the acknowledge domain action with no 

concepts or arguments. The cross-domain grammars for both English and German contain a rule 

that produces the correct representation whenever “mhm”  occurs in the input. Thus, for 

transcribed input, the German analyzer received a higher proportion of correct domain actions 

because “mhm” occurred more frequently in the German test set than in the English test set. The 

larger proportion of correct domain actions resulted in a correspondingly larger proportion of 

correct speech acts and full concept sequences (in this case the empty concept sequence). Since 

acknowledge contains no individual concepts and no arguments, the more frequent occurrence of 

“mhm” in German had no effect on these measures. Although the German analyzer benefited 

from the higher proportion of “mhm” back channels in transcribed input, it suffered on input 

from the speech recognizer. This occurred because the German recognizer often misrecognized 
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“mhm” as noise and thus produced no text for the analyzer to parse. Since there was no 

recognized input, no domain action was produced. In this case, the performance on domain 

actions, speech acts, and concept sequences was negatively impacted, but the individual concepts 

and arguments were again unaffected. 

Additionally, as would be expected with the introduction of recognition errors, the 

performance of the analyzers on all tasks was lower for automatically recognized input than for 

manually transcribed input. For example, the F1-measure for English recognized input dropped 

9%-37% compared to the transcribed input, and the F1-measure for German recognized input 

dropped 13%-44% compared to the transcribed input. Given that the word accuracy rates of the 

recognizers were only 56.4% and 51.0% respectively as shown in Table 72, these drops in 

performance are quite reasonable and demonstrate the robustness of the hybrid analysis 

approach. The larger relative drops for German are easily explained by the difference in 

frequency of the “mhm” back channels. 

5.2.2 End-to-End Translation 
In addition to assessing the performance of the hybrid analyzer components on full speaker turns, 

we evaluated the output of the complete NESPOLE! translation system. For each English and 

German input utterance, the NESPOLE! system was used to produce a translation into Italian as 

well as a paraphrase of the utterance back into the source language. The paraphrases were 

produced by applying the generator for the source language to the Interchange Format 

representation of the input utterance produced by the analyzer. For each source language, three 

bilingual human graders compared the translations and paraphrases produced by the NESPOLE! 

system to human transcriptions of the input utterances. A grade was assigned for each semantic 

dialogue unit in an utterance based on how well the meaning of the original semantic dialogue 

unit was conveyed in the translation output. Grades were not based on fluency or grammaticality 

except to the extent that the meaning of the original input was altered or corrupted in the output. 

In addition to grading the translations and paraphrases, the graders also evaluated the output of 

the speech recognizer as though it were a paraphrase produced by the system. The graders played 

no role in the development of the NESPOLE! system, and they were not aware of what 

conditions were used to produce each set of translations. Each grader graded all of the outputs 

for a particular source language. 
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 Grade Description 
Very 
Good 

• All information in the original semantic dialogue unit is 
present in the translation and easy to understand. 

Acceptable 
Good 

• All important information in the original semantic 
dialogue unit is present in the translation. 

• Minor pieces of information or details that do not 
change the overall meaning may be missing from and/or 
added to the translation. 

• The important information may be expressed poorly but 
remains understandable. 

Bad 

• Some of the important information in the original 
semantic dialogue unit is missing from the translation. 

• Information or details that change the overall meaning 
has been added to the translation. 

• Important information has been translated in a way that 
is not understandable. 

Unacceptable 

Very 
Bad 

• Most of the important information in the original 
semantic dialogue unit is missing from the translation 
and/or is impossible to understand. 

Table 70: Grading scale for  end-to-end grading of translations 

 

 

   very   very * no 
   good good bad bad * lang 

Turn   3 * ***** ***** ***** ***** * ***** 
1  okay .  1 x       1   
2   i'm interested in a your summer packages ,  2 x       2   
3   preferably for campsites for  3   x     3   

Transl  Okay. I am interested in your summer packages.  
Campsites.  

* ***** ***** ***** ***** * ***** 

Table 71: End-to-end grading format example 

 

 

Grading was performed using the 4-point scale described in Table 70, and Table 71 shows 

an example of a single speaker turn in the grading format used by the graders. For each testing 

condition, a table such as the one shown in Table 71 was created for each utterance in the test 

set. The row in Table 71 labeled Turn contains a simple numeric ID for the speaker turn under 

consideration. Each of the following three rows in the example contains the manual transcription 

for one of the semantic dialogue units in the original speaker utterance. Thus, the original 
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utterance for the example in Table 71 was “Okay. I’m interested in a your summer packages, 

preferably for campsites for” . As this example shows, any disfluency or ungrammaticality 

present in an utterance was preserved in the manual transcription. The row labeled Transl 

contains the output of the NESPOLE! system for the complete utterance. Because there was no 

guarantee that the analysis module would correctly segment the utterance into semantic dialogue 

units, the output for an entire utterance was shown in a single line. Of course, an incorrect 

segmentation also did not necessarily guarantee a bad translation since the meaning of the 

utterance may still have been understandable in the target language output. For each semantic 

dialogue unit in the original utterance, the graders compared the system output to the manual 

transcription and assigned a grade of Very Good, Good, Bad, or Very Bad based on their own 

judgment of how the translation or paraphrase fit the criteria for meaning preservation listed in 

Table 70. 

Our primary concern in the end-to-end evaluation was whether or not the meaning of the 

original utterance could be understood in the output of the translation system. When the 

translation for a semantic dialogue unit was given a grade of Very Good or Good, the translation 

was considered Acceptable because all important information in the original semantic dialogue 

unit was conveyed understandably in the translation. When a grade of Bad or Very Bad was 

assigned, the translation was considered Unacceptable. For the purpose of this evaluation, we 

were interested in the percentage of semantic dialogue units that received an Acceptable grade. 

 

 

English German 
56.4% 51.0% 

Table 72: Speech recognition word accuracy rates for the English and German Travel end-to-end evaluation 

 

 

 English 
Output 

I talian 
Output 

Speech Recognition Hypotheses 66.7% -- 
Translation from Speech Recognition Hypotheses 50.4% 50.2% 
Translation from Transcr iption 68.1% 69.7% 

Table 73: Acceptable end-to-end translation for  English Travel input 
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 German 
Output 

I talian 
Output 

Speech Recognition Hypotheses 61.6% -- 
Translation from Speech Recognition Hypotheses 44.0% 53.4% 
Translation from Transcr iption 39.7%* 51.7%* 

Table 74: Acceptable end-to-end translation for  German Travel input 

 

 

Table 72 shows the word accuracy rates of the English and German speech recognizers on 

the test set data used in the end-to-end evaluation of the NESPOLE! Travel systems. Table 73 

and Table 74 show the percentage of semantic dialogue units that received an Acceptable grade 

for English and German input respectively. The columns labeled English Output and German 

Output contain the grades for the paraphrases back into the source language, and the columns 

labeled Italian Output contain the grades for the translations into Italian. The results shown in the 

tables were computed using a majority vote among the grades assigned by the three graders for 

each source language. Under the majority-vote grading scheme, the translation of a semantic 

dialogue unit was considered to be Acceptable if the majority of the graders (in this case 2 out of 

3) graded it as such. 

As mentioned above, the output of the automatic speech recognizers was graded as though 

it were a paraphrase produced by the full translation system. The rows in Table 73 and Table 74 

labeled Speech Recognition Hypotheses show the percentage of Acceptable grades for the 

automatic speech recognition output. As these results show, speech recognition errors can be a 

major source of Unacceptable translations since important components of meaning that are lost 

during speech recognition cannot be recovered during analysis. For example, if the name of a 

location were misrecognized, there would be no way for the analyzer to include that name in the 

Interchange Format representation. Thus, the grades for the speech recognition hypotheses 

provide a rough upper bound on the performance that can be expected from the translation 

system when translating the output of the automatic speech recognizer. 

The rows labeled Translation from Speech Recognition Hypotheses contain the percentage 

of paraphrases and translations produced by the NESPOLE! translation system that were graded 

as Acceptable when speech recognition hypotheses were used as input. These grades reflect the 

combined performance of the speech recognizer, the analyzer, and the generator. The rows 
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labeled Translation from Transcription contain the percentage of Acceptable grades when 

manual transcriptions of the utterances were used as input. These grades abstract away from 

speech recognition errors and reflect the combined performance of the analyzer and the 

generator. Of course, given the word accuracy rates of the speech recognizers shown in Table 72, 

one would expect that the grades on transcribed input would be much higher than on recognized 

input. The analyzer performance results for English and German as well as the end-to-end 

grading results for English input support this expectation. However, the grading results for 

German input appear to indicate that performance on recognized input was actually higher than 

performance on transcribed input. 

This anomalous result can be attributed to inconsistencies in the grading of back channels 

such as “mhm” that were especially prevalent in the German dialogues. In order to determine the 

reason for this anomaly, we examined the outputs of the translation system for German-to-

German paraphrasing more closely. When the transcriptions were used as input to the translation 

system, each occurrence of “mhm” in the transcript was parsed by the cross-domain grammar as 

an acknowledge domain action, and “Okay” was generated in the output. According to the 

definitions of the domain actions and annotation conventions used for the NESPOLE! data, back 

channels such as “mhm” were annotated with the acknowledge domain action. Thus, the 

translation of “mhm” as “Okay” should have received a grade of Acceptable since this was 

exactly the behavior expected of the system. On the other hand, when the automatic speech 

recognition hypotheses were used as input, many instances of “mhm” were misrecognized as 

noise, and thus nothing appeared in the speech recognition hypotheses where “mhm” should 

have been. In such cases, the semantic dialogue unit containing “mhm” received an empty 

translation (i.e. no output) from the translation system. These empty translations should have 

been assigned a grade of Unacceptable since an important piece of information, namely the 

acknowledgement, was dropped. However, the graders who graded the paraphrases and 

translations for the German input assigned grades exactly opposite to those that should have been 

assigned. The graders graded “Okay” as Unacceptable and graded an empty translation as 

Acceptable. If we eliminate all of the turns for which the utterance was “mhm”  from the German 

input, we can get a better picture of the relative performance using German translation from 

transcription and from speech recognition hypotheses. When the “mhm” turns are eliminated, the 

percentage of Acceptable German-to-German paraphrases becomes 60.6% for Translation from 
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Transcription and 51.2% for Translation from Speech Recognition Hypotheses. These results are 

clearly in line the results for English input and agree with our expectation that the translation 

system should perform better on transcribed input. 

The results of the end-to-end evaluation also provide some indication that it is not always 

necessary to produce the canonical Interchange Format representation found in the manually 

annotated data in order to provide an acceptable translation. The recall measures shown in Table 

68 and Table 69 indicate the percentage of semantic dialogue units from the test data for which 

the canonical representations in the annotated data were present in the analyzer output. The 

grading results in Table 73 and Table 74 indicate the percentage of the domain actions from the 

test data for which the output of the translation system was Acceptable. The recall and grading 

results are comparable because each measure was computed by comparing the output of the 

analyzer or full translation system for a whole turn against the semantic dialogue units present in 

the annotated test set data. For recall, the domain actions and arguments produced by the 

analyzer were compared with those from the annotated data to check if the system output for the 

turn included the annotated Interchange Format components for each semantic dialogue unit. For 

end-to-end grading, the target language text for the whole turn was compared with the original 

text for each semantic dialogue unit to determine if the translation (or paraphrase) preserved the 

meaning of each semantic dialogue unit. For each test set, the performance of the analyzer on 

identifying domain actions and top-level arguments was lower than the end-to-end grading 

results. For example, the English analyzer achieved a recall of 53.0% for domain actions and 

40.9% for top-level arguments on manually transcribed input. Nevertheless, 68.1% of the 

semantic dialogue units were graded Acceptable in the English paraphrases, and 69.7% of the 

semantic dialogue units in the Italian translations were graded Acceptable. 

It may still not be clear if the performance levels attained by the classifiers and end-to-end 

translation system are in some sense “good enough.”  An evaluation described in [Costantini et 

al., 2002] of dialogue success rate using the NESPOLE! system sheds some light on this 

question. In the study, naïve users were given a set of goals relevant to the Travel & Tourism 

domain, such as identifying a hotel in the area with certain properties and convenient to certain 

activities. The users attempted to accomplish their assigned goals using the NESPOLE! 

translation system. The translation system used in the study included an earlier version of the 

hybrid analyzer than that used in the end-to-end evaluation described in this section, so the 
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results are of course not directly comparable. However, it is safe to assume that the performance 

of the NESPOLE! system would only have improved with additional development effort after 

the study. The study found that 86% of the attempted dialogues were completed successfully (i.e. 

the user accomplished their goals). We would argue that this result suggests that the end-to-end 

performance levels described in this section are “good enough” for the intended task. 

5.3 Por ting NESPOLE! to the Medical Assistance Domain 

Following the development of the NESPOLE! system for the Travel & Tourism domain, the 

entire translation system was ported to the Medical Assistance domain. We evaluated the 

portability of our hybrid analysis approach within the context of the English translation server 

during this porting effort. A key question with respect to the portability of the hybrid analysis 

approach is how the development effort and performance of the hybrid approach compare with 

the development effort and performance of a purely grammar-based approach that uses 

handwritten full domain action grammars for analysis. Thus, we conducted an experiment in 

which both approaches were developed and tested using the same data. Due to limited resources, 

in terms of both the data and time available for development, the experiment was conducted on a 

scale that allowed for the development of the hybrid analysis approach as well as grammars 

written to parse full domain actions based on a small set of development dialogues. 

Porting the NESPOLE! translation system from the Travel domain to the Medical domain 

required several steps. Dialogues representative of the new domain were collected and 

transcribed ([Burger et al., 2003]). The Interchange Format specification was expanded to 

include new arguments and concepts ([Levin et al., 2003a]). The vocabulary and language 

models of the speech recognizers were adapted to the new domain, and the analyzers and 

generators were updated to support the new expanded Interchange Format specification. The 

amount of effort required for porting the Interchange Format specification, speech recognizer, 

and generator is certainly relevant to the portability of the entire NESPOLE! translation 

approach. However, the development of those components would be necessary regardless of the 

analysis approach used and may therefore be considered constant with respect the portability of 

our hybrid analysis approach. Therefore, our portability experiment focused only on the 

development effort directly related to porting the analysis module. The two major elements of 

porting the analysis module were data annotation and grammar development. Annotated data 
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was used for reference during grammar writing and for training classifiers. Using a small set of 

English development dialogues, we measured the effort required to develop the resources for our 

hybrid analysis approach and compared the effort with that required for developing a full domain 

action grammar for a purely grammar-based approach. 

5.3.1 Medical Domain Data 
The data collection for the Medical domain was described in Section 1.5.5. As described there, 

monolingual dialogues between two native English speakers communicating using Microsoft® 

NetMeeting were recorded. All of the speakers who participated in the English data collection 

were doctors or nurses. The dialogues included scenarios in which a patient with either flu-like 

symptoms or chest-pain was seeking medical advice from a doctor. The “patients” , who role-

played by doctors or nurses, were provided with background information for their scenario (e.g. 

symptoms, age, risk factors, medical history, etc.), but the dialogues were otherwise unscripted. 

The content (i.e. semantic dialogue units, vocabulary, etc.) of the client sides of the Medical 

domain dialogues used for analyzer development in our portability experiment is shown in Table 

80 (Section 5.3.4). 

For the purpose of our portability experiment, the Medical domain dialogues were divided 

into three sets, each of which was used for a different aspect of development and evaluation. The 

first, and largest, data set was the Interchange Format Development set. Expanding the 

Interchange Format specification required the availability of dialogues representative of the new 

domain from which new domain actions, concepts, arguments, and values could be identified. 

The dialogues were tagged and retagged as the Interchange Format specification was updated to 

reflect the new domain. Thus, the primary purpose of the Interchange Format Development set 

was to support the expansion of the Interchange Format specification to cover the Medical 

domain. The Interchange Format Development set for English contained 8 dialogues that were 

originally collected monolingually in English. In addition, the set included 4 Italian dialogues 

that were manually translated into English as well as a small set of manufactured examples for 

addressing specific aspects of Interchange Format expansion. The Interchange Format 

Development set was also used for training the classifiers used by the hybrid analyzer in the 

NESPOLE! system. 
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The second data set was the Grammar Development set, which contained 4 English 

dialogues. The Grammar Development set served several roles in our portability experiment. 

First, after the Interchange Format specification for the Medical domain was stabilized, the 

Grammar Development set was used to measure the time required for annotating dialogues with 

Interchange Format representations. The Grammar Development set was also used to measure 

the times required for developing the grammars used by the hybrid analysis approach and the full 

domain action grammars for the purely grammar-based approach. Finally, the Grammar 

Development set was used as training data for the classifiers in the hybrid analysis approach. 

The final data set extracted from the Medical domain dialogues for English was the 

Evaluation set, which consisted of 2 English dialogues. The client-side data from the Evaluation 

set consisted of 40 speaker turns containing a total of 78 semantic dialogue units. The Evaluation 

set was held out from the porting process as an unseen test set. It was not used in any way for 

system development. Following the completion of all grammar development, the Evaluation set 

was annotated with Interchange Format representations to allow for detailed evaluations of the 

analyzer components. 

5.3.2 Data Annotation 
One key element of development that affects the portability of an analysis approach is the 

amount of time required for annotating data. The process of annotating data with Interchange 

Format representations may be broken down into three phases. First, the utterances in the 

dialogue must be segmented into semantic dialogue units. After the semantic dialogue units have 

been identified, each semantic dialogue unit can be assigned a domain action. Finally, a complete 

Interchange Format representation requires that each semantic dialogue unit be annotated with 

arguments (including top-level arguments and values as well as any subarguments). 

Table 75 illustrates the three steps required for annotating an utterance with Interchange 

Format representations. The Utterance row shows an example utterance in the format used for 

manually transcribing recorded input. The section labeled Semantic Dialogue Unit Boundaries 

shows how the utterance would be divided into 4 semantic dialogue units during the first phase 

of annotation. The Domain Actions section of the table shows the assignment of a domain action 

to each semantic dialogue unit. Finally, the section of the table labeled Arguments shows the 

annotation of each semantic dialogue unit with its corresponding arguments. 
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Utterance 
(Client) 

hi  doct or  .  I ' m <uh> El i zabet h .  I ' m% j ust  havi ng some headaches 
and some f ever  t oday .  <B> wonder i ng i f  you coul d +/ h=/ + gi ve me 
some advi ce 
hi  doct or  .  
I ' m <uh> El i zabet h .  
I ' m% j ust  havi ng some headaches and some f ever  t oday .  

Semantic 
Dialogue 

Unit 
Boundaries <B> wonder i ng i f  you coul d +/ h=/ + gi ve me some advi ce 

hi  doct or  .  
c:greeting 
I ' m <uh> El i zabet h .  
c:introduce-self 
I ' m% j ust  havi ng some headaches and some f ever  t oday .  
c:give-information+experience+health-status 

Domain 
Actions 

<B> wonder i ng i f  you coul d +/ h=/ + gi ve me some advi ce c:request-
information+feasibility+action+information-object 
hi  doct or  .  
c: gr eet i ng 
(greeting=informal_hello, listener=(person-title=dr)) 
I ' m <uh> El i zabet h .  
c: i nt r oduce- sel f  
(who=(given-name=name-elizabeth)) 
I ' m% j ust  havi ng some headaches and some f ever  t oday .  
c: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+exper i ence+heal t h- st at us 
(experiencer=i, 
 time=(relative-time=today), 
 health-status=(operator=conjunct, 
   [(headache, quantity=some), (fever, quantity=some)])) 

Arguments 

<B> wonder i ng i f  you coul d +/ h=/ + gi ve me some advi ce c: r equest -
i nf or mat i on+f easi bi l i t y+act i on+i nf or mat i on- obj ect   
(info-object=(advice, quantity=some), feasibility=feasible,  
 who=you, action=e-give-4, to-whom=i) 

Table 75: Example of annotation steps required for  tagging an utterance with Interchange Format 
representations 

 

 
An important advantage of our hybrid analysis approach with respect to portability is that a 

full Interchange Format annotation is not required for training the classifiers. Because the 

features used by the semantic dialogue unit boundary detector (described in Section 2.4.2.2) are 

based only on words and argument parse output, only the first phase of annotation is required for 

training the segmentation classifier. Training the speech act and concept sequence classifiers 

requires only the domain action because all of the argument-based features used by the classifiers 

are extracted from automatically produced argument parses, not annotated arguments. 

Furthermore, it is possible to develop the argument grammars used in the hybrid analysis 

approach based on the Interchange Format specification without the need for additional data 

tagged with arguments. Developing argument-level grammars based on the Interchange Format 
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specification is feasible because the set of arguments is relatively small. As mentioned in Section 

2.2, the final specification for the combined NESPOLE! Travel and Medical domains contained 

only 227 top-level arguments. Thus, assuming that a stable Interchange Format specification has 

been defined, only the first two phases of annotation are required to produce the resources 

necessary for the hybrid analysis approach. 

On the other hand, the development of full domain action grammars generally requires 

fully annotated data. Although it would be possible in principle to develop domain action 

grammars based only on the Interchange Format specification, doing so is infeasible in practice 

due to the extremely large number of possible legal domain actions and the large number of ways 

that sets of arguments may be licensed by the domain actions. Therefore, in practice, the 

development of domain action grammars must be focused based on observation of domain 

actions in data representative of the desired domain of coverage. Since domain action grammar 

rules typically include top-level arguments on the right-hand side, the data must also be 

annotated with arguments in order to allow grammar writers to develop rules using the 

arguments observed with the domain actions. Thus, writing full domain action grammars 

requires all three stages of annotation. 

After the expanded Interchange Format specification for the Medical domain was 

stabilized based on the Interchange Format Development data set, we measured the data 

annotation time for the Grammar Development set. Since full Interchange Format representations 

were not required for training the classifiers used in the hybrid analysis approach, it was 

important to measure the time required for tagging only the domain action as well as the time 

required for tagging the complete Interchange Format representation. In order to measure both 

times while minimizing duplication of effort, the data was annotated in three stages 

corresponding to the three phases mentioned above. The Grammar Development dialogues were 

first segmented into semantic dialogue units, then tagged with domain actions, and finally tagged 

with arguments. The annotators noted the tagging time for each stage in the database file 

containing the tagged data. Segmentation annotation time is simply the time spent on the first 

stage. The time required for annotating domain actions for training classifiers in the hybrid 

analysis approach is the sum of the times for the first two stages, and the time for tagging with 

complete Interchange Format representations is the sum of all three stages. 
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 Utterances 
Semantic 
Dialogue 

Units 
Dialogue 1 21 55 
Dialogue 2 25 74 
Dialogue 3 37 89 
Dialogue 4 12 28 
Total 95 246 

Table 76: Data set sizes for client-side utterances in the Grammar  Development set 

 

 

 Segmentation*  
Domain 
Actions Arguments 

Dialogue 1 5 25 (30) 225 (255) 
Dialogue 2 5 69 (74) 150 (224) 
Dialogue 3 8 31 (39) 75 (114) 
Dialogue 4 3 25 (28) 45 (73) 
Total 21 150 (171) 495 (666) 

Table 77: Annotation times (minutes) for  client-side utterances in the Grammar  Development set 

 

 

Segmentation
3%

Domain Actions
23%

Arguments
74%

Figure 45: Distr ibution of annotation times for  Grammar Development set client-side utterances 
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Due to time limitations at the end of the NESPOLE! project and because the focus of the 

English translation engine in the NESPOLE! system was on the client (a sick traveler for the 

Medical domain), only the client-side utterances were initially annotated with Interchange 

Format representations during the port to the Medical domain. Thus, Table 76 lists the sizes of 

the client side of the Grammar Development dialogues (i.e. number of utterances and semantic 

dialogue units), and Table 77 shows the tagging times for each stage of annotation for the client 

side of the dialogues. The first number in each column of Table 77 shows the annotation time for 

the individual stage, and the numbers in parentheses show the cumulative annotation time 

including preceding stages. Figure 45 shows the distribution of the client-side annotation times 

for the Grammar Development set. Although only the client side was tagged with Interchange 

Format representations, the full dialogue was segmented into semantic dialogue units. Thus, the 

times reported for segmentation in Table 77 are half of the times noted by the annotators. The 

client and agent (doctor) sides of the dialogues had a similar number of utterances (client: 95, 

agent: 101) and a similar number of semantic dialogue units per utterance (client: 2.6, agent: 

2.8). Since the client-side utterances made up about 48% of the utterances in the data and about 

47% of the semantic dialogue units, the estimate of half the tagging time is reasonable. As the 

data in the table show, the first phase of annotation, segmenting utterances into semantic 

dialogue units, required a very small portion (about 3%) of the total annotation time. 

Additionally, annotating the data with domain actions required much less time than annotating 

with arguments. In fact, the first two phases of annotation, those required for the hybrid analysis 

approach, required only about one quarter of the total time required for tagging the data with 

complete Interchange Format representations.  

5.3.3 Grammar Development 
Writing grammars is the second major aspect of analyzer development that affects the portability 

of the analysis approach. For our hybrid analysis approach, argument and pseudo-argument 

grammars had to be developed. For the purely grammar-based analysis approach, a full domain 

action grammar designed to parse utterances all the way to the domain action level had to be 

written. After data annotation was completed, we measured the time required for grammar 

development for each analysis approach. Since the time available for porting the NESPOLE! 

system to the Medical domain was limited and the hybrid analysis approach served as the 
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analysis module for the English translation server, it was necessary to impose restrictions on the 

intended coverage of the full domain action grammar. Thus, the full domain action grammar was 

only written to cover domain actions found in the client side of the dialogues in the Grammar 

Development set. 

In order to measure the effort required for porting the analysis grammars to a new domain, 

we recorded the time spent developing the argument, pseudo-argument, and full domain action 

grammars for the Medical domain. The grammar writers were allowed to start grammar 

development using the existing grammars from the final version of the NESPOLE! Travel & 

Tourism analyzer in order to minimize duplication of effort and fit full grammar development 

into the limited time available. The Travel grammars were expanded as necessary to provide 

coverage for the Medical domain. 

Because we wanted to isolate the time spent on each grammar as much as possible, the 

argument, pseudo-argument, and full domain action grammars were developed sequentially 

rather than in parallel, and the grammar writers logged the time spent developing each grammar. 

The sequence of grammar development was determined by dependencies among the grammars. 

The argument grammar for the Medical domain was developed first. As described in Sections 

1.5.4 and 2.2, Interchange Format arguments are represented using a tree-structured feature-

value representation. Thus, in addition to the time required for adding rules to cover new top-

level arguments for the Medical domain, argument grammar development included time required 

for writing rules for new Medical values and subarguments. Since the phrases parsed by the 

pseudo-argument grammar sometimes contained arguments, the pseudo-argument grammar was 

developed second. Development of the pseudo-argument grammar primarily involved writing 

top-level rules to parse groups of similar phrases, which sometimes included arguments provided 

by the rules in the argument grammar. Finally, since argument-level grammar rules are required 

for parsing full domain actions and the phrases parsed by the pseudo-argument grammar can be 

useful for domain action parsing, the full domain action grammar was written last. Thus, the 

grammar development time for the purely grammar-based analysis approach would be the sum 

of the times for developing all three subgrammars. 
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Grammar 

Development 
Set 

Additional Total 
Percent 

of 
Total 

Argument Grammar 31.25 46.25 77.5 70.6% 
Pseudo-Argument Grammar 8.5 0.5 9 8.2% 
Full Domain Action Grammar 23.25 -- 23.25 21.2% 
Total 55.0 46.75 109.75  

Table 78: Grammar  development times (hours) for  the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain 

 

 

Table 78 shows the grammar development times for the argument, pseudo-argument, and 

full domain action grammars used in our portability experiment. The grammar writers first wrote 

argument and pseudo-argument grammars to cover the dialogues in the Grammar Development 

data set. Although they were not restricted from generalizing rules to include phrasings not seen 

in the data when they noticed opportunities to do so, they were instructed not to try to develop 

rules to cover aspects of the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain not observed in the 

Grammar Development dialogues. The times in the Grammar Development Set column of Table 

78 show the initial development times for the argument and pseudo-argument grammars based 

on data in the Grammar Development set. After development on the Grammar Development set 

was complete, the grammar writers spent additional time, shown in the Additional Time column, 

expanding the coverage of the argument grammar and pseudo-argument grammars. The vast 

majority (more than 90%) of the additional time for the argument grammars was spent 

developing rules based on the Interchange Format specification. A small amount of the time was 

also spent debugging the grammars. Finally, after argument and pseudo-argument grammar 

development were complete, the grammar writers wrote rules for the full domain action grammar 

to cover the domain actions observed in the Grammar Development set dialogues. The grammar 

writers used the argument-level rules from the fully developed argument grammar and phrase 

rules from the pseudo-argument grammar while writing the full domain action grammar. The 

time shown in Table 78 for the full domain action grammar was spent writing the top-level 

domain action rules using the existing grammars for lower level rules. The times in the Total 

column of Table 78 show the sum of the development times spent on each grammar based on the 

Grammar Development set and including any additional time. 
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5.3.4 Evaluation 
In this section, we compare the performance of the hybrid analysis approach and the purely 

grammar-based approach. We evaluated the performance of both approaches on the tasks of 

argument parsing and domain action classification. In addition, we evaluated the end-to-end 

translation performance of the NESPOLE! translation system for the Medical Assistance domain 

using each approach for the analysis module. 

We tested five different versions of the analysis module. All of the analyzers made use of 

the cross-domain grammar. The first version of the analysis module used a purely grammar-

based approach with the full domain action grammar developed as described above, and parsing 

was performed using the SOUP parser (Section 2.3.1). We will refer to this analyzer as the 

FullDA analyzer. We also tested four different versions of our hybrid analyzer using different 

combinations of argument grammars and training data. 

 

 

  Training Set 
  AllData GraDevData 

AllDevGra AllDevGra+AllData AllDevGra+GraDevData Grammars 
GraDevGra GraDevGra+AllData GraDevGra+GraDevData 

Table 79: Hybr id analysis approach configurations tested in the por tability exper iment 

 

 

Table 79 summarizes the resources used by each of the four different hybrid analyzer 

versions tested. Two different versions of the argument and pseudo-argument grammars are 

listed in the Grammars rows of the table. The AllDevGra grammar refers to the final versions of 

the argument and pseudo-argument grammars after development on the Grammar Development 

set data and expansion based on the Interchange Format specification. These were the grammars 

used during the development of the full domain action grammar. The GraDevGra grammar 

refers the versions of the argument and pseudo-argument grammars that were developed only on 

the Grammar Development set data without any additional development. Table 79 also lists two 

different training data sets in the Training Set columns. The AllData training set included data 

from the Grammar Development set as well as data from the Interchange Format Development 

set. The AllData set provided 3302 training examples for the segmentation classifier and 1096 
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training examples for the speech act and concept sequence classifiers. The GraDevData training 

set included only data extracted from the Grammar Development set. The GraDevData training 

set provided 687 training examples for the segmentation classifier and 241 training examples for 

the speech act and concept sequence classifiers. Table 79 also shows the names that will be used 

to refer to the four different versions of our hybrid analyzer created by combining the two 

different grammars with the two different training sets. 

 

 

 GraDevData AllData 
Speaker Turns 95 387 
Semantic Dialogue Units 246 1110 
Domain Actions 70 168 
Speech Acts 18 26 
Concept Sequences 53 129 
Individual Concepts 33 49 
Top-Level Arguments 56 91 
Words 328 669 

Table 80: Contents of the GraDevData and AllData training sets used in the por tability experiment 

 

 

Since the full domain action grammar for the FullDA analyzer was only developed to cover 

the client side of the Grammar Development set dialogues, all of the classifiers used in the 

hybrid analyzers were also trained only on client-side semantic dialogue units. Table 80 shows 

the contents of the client-side data used in the GraDevData and AllData training sets. All of the 

classifiers were implemented using TiMBL with the IB1 k-nearest neighbor algorithm, and all of 

the hybrid analyzers used the same parameter settings and feature sets. The segmentation 

classifiers used the 10 features described in SCTION-REF with k=5, Gain Ratio feature 

weighting, and unweighted voting. The speech act and concept sequence classifiers used k=1, 

Gain Ratio feature weighting, and unweighted voting. The feature sets for the speech act and 

concept sequence classifiers were selected using a process similar to the one described in Section 

4.5 based on the classifiers for the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. The only difference in the 

feature set selection process was that a feature set was only removed from the input vector if its 

removal produced an increase in accuracy (rather than an increase or non-significant decrease as 

in the previous experiment). The probabilities computed by the Rainbow naïve Bayes word 
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bigram models (SAProbs and ConcProbs) were not considered for inclusion in the feature sets 

for reasons discussed in Section 4.2.6. Also, since only client-side data was used for training the 

classifiers, the Side feature was unnecessary. Thus, we considered only the argument grammar 

labels (ArgGra), the pseudo-argument grammar labels (PseudoGra), the top 250 words based on 

mutual information with the class (Words), and the top-level Interchange Format arguments 

(IFArgs) for inclusion in the input feature vector. The speech act (SA) was also considered for 

the concept sequence classifier. After the feature set selection process, the Words, IFArgs, and 

PseudoGra feature sets were used in the input vector for the speech act classifiers. The concept 

sequence classifiers used the IFArgs, PseudoGra, and SA feature sets. 

 

 

Analyzer Annotation 
Grammar 

Development Total 
Percent of 

FullDA 
FullDA 11.10 109.75 120.85 100% 
AllDevGra+AllData 12.86 86.50 99.36 82% 
AllDevGra+GraDevData 2.85 86.50 89.35 74% 
GraDevGra+AllData 12.86 39.75 52.61 44% 
GraDevGra+GraDevData 2.85 39.75 42.60 35% 

Table 81: Development times (in hours) for  analyzers tested in the por tability experiment 

 

 

Table 81 lists the development time (in hours) for each of the 5 analyzers tested. For the 

FullDA analyzer, the annotation time was the time required for tagging the Grammar 

Development dialogues with full Interchange Format representations, and the grammar 

development time was the sum of all grammar development times for the Medical domain, 

including argument, pseudo-argument, and full domain action grammar development. For each 

of the hybrid analyzers, the annotation time included the time required for identifying the 

semantic dialogue unit boundaries and tagging the semantic dialogue units with domain actions. 

The time for annotating the GraDevData training set was measured directly as described in 

Section 5.3.2. We estimated the time required for annotating the Interchange Format 

Development set with domain actions based on the average annotation time per semantic 

dialogue unit for the Grammar Development set. Based on this estimate, annotating the 

additional 864 semantic dialogue units from the Interchange Format Development set would 
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have taken approximately 10.01 hours. The annotation time for the AllData training set reported 

in Table 81 is the sum of the annotation time for the GraDevData training set and the estimated 

annotation time for the Interchange Format Development set data. The development times in 

Table 81 provide one indication of the improved portability of our hybrid analysis approach. The 

most fully developed hybrid analyzer (AllDevGra+AllData) required about 18% less 

development time than the purely grammar-based analyzer (FullDA), and the minimally 

developed hybrid analyzer (GraDevGra+GraDevData) required about 65% less development 

time. 

 

 

Test Set Name Description 
GraDevTCT Manually transcribed utterances from the Grammar Development set 
EvalTCT Manually transcribed utterances from the Evaluation set 
EvalSR Automatically recognized utterances from the Evaluation set 

Table 82: Test sets used in the por tability exper iment 

 

 

The performance of each of the five analyzers was evaluated using the three different test 

sets listed in Table 82. The GraDevTCT test set included manually transcribed utterances from 

the Grammar Development set, and the EvalTCT test set contained manually transcribed 

utterances from the unseen Evaluation set. Finally, the EvalSR test set included automatic speech 

recognition output for the utterances in the unseen Evaluation set. Each of the test sets contained 

only the client-side utterances from the dialogues in the respective data sets, and each utterance 

corresponded to a complete speaker turn. The Eval test sets contained 40 speaker turns with a 

total of 78 semantic dialogue units. In each of the test sets, there were a few turns that contained 

only noise and no real linguistic content. Since the recognizer did not erroneously produce any 

words for those turns (which could have resulted in the insertion of spurious meaning in the 

paraphrases), those turns were excluded from the end-to-end grading results presented later in 

this chapter. Thus, the GraDevTCT test set contained 241 semantic dialogue units with real 

linguistic content, and the EvalTCT and EvalSR test sets contained 76 semantic dialogue units 

with real linguistic content. We conducted our evaluation by running the full utterances, rather 

than individual semantic dialogue units, through the analysis and generation modules of the 
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NESPOLE! English translation server as in the end-to-end evaluation for the NESPOLE! Travel 

domain described in Section 5.2. 

Since the input to the analyzers consisted of full speaker turns, there was no guarantee that 

the analyzers would correctly segment the turns into semantic dialogue units nor that the analysis 

for each turn would even contain the correct number of semantic dialogue units. Therefore, the 

performance measures for argument parsing and domain action classification reported in the 

following sections were computed on the basis of full turns without regard to semantic dialogue 

unit boundaries. The precision measures thus reflect the percentage of Interchange Format 

elements (i.e. top-level arguments, domain actions, etc.) in the analyzer output for the turn that 

were present in the manual annotation for the turn. Likewise, the recall measures reflect the 

percentage of elements from the manually annotated turn that were present in the analyzer output 

for the whole turn. Additionally, the results were computed based on the final output of the 

analysis module. Thus, the results for the hybrid analyzers included the use of the cross-domain 

grammar as well as the application of the fallback strategy described in Section 4.6.1 to ensure 

that legal Interchange Format representations were produced. 

 

 

 Domain Action Component Coverage 
Domain Action give-information+experience+health-status 16.8% 
Speech Act give-information 63.9% 
Concept Sequence +experience+health-status 17.0% 

Table 83: Coverage of give-information+experience+health-status in the AllData training data set 

 

 

 
Domain 
Action 

Speech 
Act 

Concept 
Sequence 

Individual 
Concepts 

Precision 0.198 0.605 0.198 0.216 
Recall 0.205 0.628 0.205 0.340 
F1 0.201 0.616 0.201 0.264 

Table 84: Per formance of the baseline analyzer on the EvalTCT test set 
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In order to provide some context for the results of the evaluations described in the 

following sections, we first look at the performance that could be achieved using a very simple 

baseline classifier that always returns the most common domain action from the training data. 

For the purpose of establishing this baseline, we replaced the domain actions produced by the 

AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer with the most frequent domain action found in the AllData 

training set, and we examined the performance of this baseline analyzer on the EvalTCT test set. 

give-information+experience+health-status was the most frequent domain action in the AllData 

training set. Table 83 shows the coverage of this domain action in the AllData training data set, 

and  shows the precision, recall, and F1-measure on the EvalTCT test set when this domain action 

is used for every semantic dialogue unit found by the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. As the 

results in the following sections will show, the AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer provides 

much better performance on the EvalTCT test set than this simple baseline analyzer. 

 

5.3.4.1 Argument Parsing 
 

  Test Set 
Analyzer  GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 

P 0.764 0.549 0.428 
R 0.843 0.532 0.411 FullDA 
F1 0.801 0.540 0.419 
P 0.790 0.586 0.490 
R 0.749 0.519 0.443 

AllDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.769 0.550 0.465 
P 0.788 0.580 0.496 
R 0.753 0.506 0.405 

AllDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.770 0.541 0.446 
P 0.747 0.541 0.467 
R 0.715 0.462 0.399 

GraDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.731 0.498 0.430 
P 0.750 0.545 0.457 
R 0.719 0.462 0.373 

GraDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.734 0.500 0.411 

Table 85: Argument parsing per formance on identification of top-level arguments for  analysis of full speaker 
turns in the por tability exper iment 
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Figure 46: Argument parsing per formance on identification of top-level arguments for  analysis of full 
speaker turns in the por tability exper iment 
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Table 85 contains the results for argument parsing for the five analyzers tested in the evaluation 

based on full-turn input. The table shows the precision, recall, and F1-measure for identification 

of top-level arguments for each analyzer on each test set. The performance measures were 

computed by comparing the set of top-level arguments present in the manually annotated 

Interchange Format representations for each turn with the set of top-level arguments produced by 

an analyzer. Each of the performance measures was computed over the complete test set (as 

opposed to averaging the measures for individual turns). Figure 46 illustrates the performance 

measures reported in the table graphically. 

The set of columns on the left side of each chart shows the performance of the analyzers on 

the GraDevTCT test set, which contained manually transcribed utterances on which the analyzers 

were developed. As expected, performance on this test set was highest for all of the analyzers. 

The middle set of columns shows performance on the EvalTCT test set, which included manually 

transcribed unseen data. The performance of the analyzers was next best on this data set. Finally, 

the set of columns on the right side of each chart shows analyzer performance on the EvalSR test 

set, which contained automatic speech recognition output for the utterances in the EvalTCT test 

set. Since performance on the EvalSR set reflects speech recognition errors as well as analysis 

errors, it was expected that performance would be worst on this test set. 

A closer inspection of the results allows us to make several observations about the 

performance of the various analyzers. First, the AllDevGra hybrid analyzers that used the fully 

developed argument grammars (AllDevGra+AllData and AllDevGra+GraDevData) 

outperformed the GraDevGra hybrid analyzers that used the argument grammars developed only 

on the Grammar Development data (GraDevGra+AllData and GraDevGra+GraDevData). 

Since both of the AllDevGra hybrid analyzers used the same argument grammars, the best 

argument parse for each utterance would have been the same for both analyzers. Thus, 

performance differences between the analyzers should be small and would have been caused by 

arguments dropped during fallback processing using the Interchange Format specification. The 

same holds true for the two GraDevGra hybrid analyzers. 

The most interesting comparisons are those regarding the performance of the purely 

grammar-based analyzer (FullDA) with the hybrid analyzers. We first consider the performance 

of the analyzers on the GraDevTCT test set. Based on the F1-measure, the FullDA analyzer 

outperformed all of the hybrid analyzers. The higher F1-measure was the result of higher recall of 
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top-level arguments. The recall of the FullDA analyzer was 9% absolute higher than that of the 

best hybrid analyzer. However, the precision of the AllDevGra analyzers was better, a fact that 

held true across all three test sets. The superior performance of the purely grammar-based 

approach on the seen test set was not surprising since the FullDA grammars were developed 

specifically to cover the GraDevTCT data. The context provided by the full domain action 

grammar rules should have led to less ambiguity at the argument level for the FullDA analyzer. 

Nevertheless, the performance of the AllDevGra analyzers, which used the same argument 

grammars as the FullDA analyzer without the benefit of domain-action-level rules, was still quite 

strong. The F1-measures for those analyzers were only about 3% absolute lower than the FullDA 

grammar. 

We next look at the performance of the analyzers on the EvalTCT test set. Since the data 

was unseen, the performance of the analyzers on this test set relative to performance on the 

GraDevTCT test set serves as an indicator of the domain robustness of the analyzers (i.e. 

robustness to unforeseen in-domain inputs). Although the FullDA analyzer again had the highest 

recall, the advantage over the AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer fell from 9% to 3% absolute. 

Furthermore, the AllDevGra+AllData outperformed the FullDA analyzer on the F1-measure. An 

additional point worth noting is that the FullDA analyzer suffered the largest absolute and 

relative drops in performance on all three measures. These results provide evidence of the 

superior domain robustness of the hybrid analysis approach over the purely grammar-based 

approach on the task of argument parsing. 

Finally, we consider the performance of the analyzers on the EvalSR test set. Since the 

only difference between this test set and the EvalTCT test set was that an automatic speech 

recognizer generated the inputs, the performance of the analyzers on this test set is indicative of 

their robustness to speech recognition errors. On the EvalSR test set, the FullDA analyzer had the 

worst precision of all the analyzers, and the recall of the FullDA analyzer fell below that of the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer by about 3% absolute. On the F1-measure, the AllDevGra+AllData 

outperformed the FullDA analyzer by about 4.5% absolute. In fact, 3 of the 4 hybrid analyzers 

outperformed the FullDA analyzer on the F1-measure. Only the GraDevGra+GraDevData 

analyzer, the least developed hybrid analyzer, had a lower F1-measure, and the difference was 

less than 1% absolute. As in moving from the GraDevTCT test set to the EvalTCT test set, the 

FullDA analyzer again suffered the largest absolute and relative drops in performance. Thus, the 
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results provide evidence that the hybrid analysis approach is also more robust to speech 

recognition errors than the purely grammar-based approach for identification of top-level 

arguments. 

5.3.4.2 Domain Action Classification 
In this section we present performance results for the FullDA analyzer and each of the four 

hybrid analyzers on the task of domain action identification in full speaker turns. We also present 

results for the identification of speech acts, complete concept sequences, and individual 

concepts. The results are presented in the same format as the results for argument parsing 

presented in the previous section. Thus, for each task, we first present a table containing the 

precision, recall, and F1-measure for each of the five analyzers on each of the three test sets, and 

we then present charts depicting the performance measures graphically. Since the inputs were 

full speaker turns, the results reflect the performance of the complete online version of the hybrid 

analyzers, including use of the cross-domain grammar and the fallback strategy to guarantee that 

legal Interchange Format representations were produced. 

As we observed in the results for argument parsing, the performance of all analyzers on the 

domain action identification tasks was generally best for the GraDevTCT test set followed by the 

EvalTCT test set and finally the EvalSR test set. Given that this was the anticipated order of 

increasing difficulty of the test sets, these results were expected. Additionally, the AllDevGra 

analyzers generally outperformed the GraDevGra analyzers. This was not surprising since the 

argument grammars used by those analyzers were more fully developed and provided better 

argument parses upon which to base the identification of domain actions. 

Table 86 contains the performance results for domain action identification for the five 

analyzers tested in the portability evaluation, and Figure 47 illustrates the performance measures 

graphically. The performance measures for domain actions were computed by comparing the set 

of domain actions for each turn from the annotated data with the set of domain actions produced 

by each analyzer. A domain action produced by an analyzer had to exactly match an annotated 

domain action in order to be counted as correct. One interesting observation is that each of the 

GraDevData hybrid analyzers outperformed the corresponding AllData hybrid analyzer that used 

the same grammars on the GraDevTCT test set. This was most likely due to the fact that the 

GraDevData analyzers could only produce speech acts and concept sequences that were seen in 

the GraDevTCT data, whereas the AllDevData analyzers could produce speech acts and concept 
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sequences not in the GraDevTCT data because they were also trained on the Interchange Format 

Development set. This advantage disappeared for the AllDevGra+GraDevData analyzer for both 

Eval test sets and for the GraDevGra+GraDevData analyzer for the EvalSR test set showing that 

the larger AllData training set provided an advantage on unseen test data. 

 

 

 

 

  Test Set 
Analyzer  GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 

P 0.624 0.339 0.202 
R 0.687 0.513 0.346 FullDA 
F1 0.654 0.408 0.255 
P 0.730 0.543 0.384 
R 0.691 0.564 0.423 

AllDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.710 0.554 0.402 
P 0.764 0.524 0.384 
R 0.736 0.564 0.423 

AllDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.750 0.543 0.402 
P 0.660 0.457 0.372 
R 0.655 0.474 0.410 

GraDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.657 0.465 0.390 
P 0.685 0.488 0.365 
R 0.699 0.539 0.397 

GraDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.692 0.512 0.380 

Table 86: Domain action identification per formance for  analysis of full speaker  turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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Figure 47: Domain action identification per formance for  analysis of full speaker  turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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 The most important point to note about the performance results for domain action 

identification is that all of the hybrid analyzers outperformed the purely grammar-based FullDA 

analyzer on the F1-measure and precision for all three test sets, and at least 3 of the 4 hybrid 

analyzers provided higher recall. Furthermore, the advantage of the hybrid analyzers over the 

FullDA analyzer grew larger as the test sets became more difficult. For example, the advantage 

of the AllGraDev+AllData hybrid analyzer over the FullDA analyzer for the F1-measure was 

about 5.5% absolute on the GraDevTCT test set, and about 14.5% on the EvalTCT and EvalSR 

test sets. The FullDA analyzer also exhibited the largest absolute and relative decreases in F1-

measure when moving from seen (GraDevTCT) to unseen (EvalTCT) data and from manual 

transcriptions (EvalTCT) to automatic recognitions (EvalSR). Taken together, these results 

provide additional evidence of the improved portability of the hybrid analysis approach since it 

provided superior performance with less development time. Furthermore, the smaller decreases 

in performance on unseen and automatically recognized data provide evidence that the hybrid 

analysis approach is more robust than the purely grammar-based approach. 

 

 

  Test Set 
Analyzer  GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 

P 0.779 0.610 0.542 
R 0.858 0.923 0.910 FullDA 
F1 0.816 0.735 0.679 
P 0.884 0.852 0.814 
R 0.837 0.885 0.897 

AllDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.860 0.868 0.854 
P 0.916 0.810 0.729 
R 0.882 0.872 0.795 

AllDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.899 0.840 0.761 
P 0.861 0.827 0.756 
R 0.854 0.859 0.833 

GraDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.857 0.843 0.793 
P 0.873 0.791 0.729 
R 0.890 0.872 0.795 

GraDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.881 0.829 0.761 

Table 87: Speech act identification per formance for  analysis of full speaker turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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Figure 48: Speech act identification per formance for  analysis of full speaker turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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The precision, recall, and F1-measures for identification of speech acts by each of the 

analyzers on each of the test sets are listed in Table 87 and illustrated in Figure 48. The 

performance of all of the analyzers on the speech act identification task was higher than for any 

other task. This was not surprising since speech acts present the least difficult classification 

problem, having the smallest number of classes and the least sparse data. As was the case for 

domain action identification, the GraDevData analyzers outperformed the corresponding 

AllDevData analyzers on the GraDevTCT test set, but the analyzers trained with more data 

performed better on the unseen test sets. One other interesting result from speech act 

identification was that the recall of the FullDA analyzer and the AllDevGra+AllData hybrid 

analyzer was actually higher on the unseen Eval test sets than on the seen GraDevTCT test set. 

This was likely due to the fact that, on average, the analyzers produced more semantic dialogue 

units per turn for the Eval test sets.  

 

 GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 
Annotated Data 2.59 1.95 1.95 
FullDA Analyzer 2.85 2.95 3.28 
AllDevGra+AllData Analyzer 2.45 2.03 2.15 

Table 88: Mean number  of semantic dialogue units per  turn 

 

Table 88 shows the mean number of semantic dialogue units per turn in the annotated data 

for each test set as well as for the output of the two analyzers. On the GraDevTCT set, the 

average number of semantic dialogue units per turn produced by the analyzers was similar to the 

annotated average, with the FullDA analyzer somewhat higher than the annotated data and the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer slightly lower. On the other hand, the average for both analyzers 

on the Eval test sets was higher than in the annotated data. Although the average for the hybrid 

analyzer was still very close to the annotated average, the FullDA analyzer averaged at least 1 

extra semantic dialogue unit per turn for the Eval sets. This means that the FullDA analyzer 

essentially had an extra opportunity for each turn to match a speech act from the annotated turn, 

which probably boosted recall. Of course, it would also explain the severe drops in precision 

observed for the FullDA analyzer since it would mean that, on average, at least one of the speech 

acts in the analyzer output for each turn could never match the annotated turn. Not surprisingly, 

this phenomenon of improved recall on the Eval sets did not occur for any of the other 
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classification tasks or for argument parsing. Unlike speech acts, which are basically atomic 

labels, domain actions and concept sequences may be broken down into smaller components. If 

any of the components were incorrect, the whole label was considered incorrect. Breaking up a 

turn into too many semantic dialogue units would be likely to split up concept sequences at best 

and cause missing or incorrect concepts at worst. Since the performance measures for argument 

parsing and individual concepts were computed independently of semantic dialogue units, the 

number of semantic dialogue units in a turn was not a factor in performance. 

Two aspects of the speech act identification results provide additional support for the 

effectiveness of our hybrid analysis approach. First, all of the hybrid analyzers outperformed the 

FullDA analyzer on the F1-measure and precision across all test sets. Second, the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer, the most fully developed hybrid analyzer, performed particularly 

well on speech act identification. In fact, although the F1-measure for the other analyzers 

dropped as the test sets became more difficult, the F1-measure for the AllDevGra+AllData 

analyzer remained essentially constant. 

 

 

  Test Set 
Analyzer  GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 

P 0.661 0.364 0.237 
R 0.728 0.551 0.397 FullDA 
F1 0.693 0.439 0.297 
P 0.781 0.556 0.407 
R 0.740 0.577 0.449 

AllDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.760 0.566 0.427 
P 0.806 0.536 0.412 
R 0.776 0.577 0.449 

AllDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.791 0.556 0.429 
P 0.709 0.469 0.407 
R 0.703 0.487 0.449 

GraDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.706 0.478 0.427 
P 0.725 0.500 0.388 
R 0.740 0.551 0.424 

GraDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.732 0.524 0.405 

Table 89: Concept sequence identification per formance for  analysis of full speaker turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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Figure 49: Concept sequence identification performance for  analysis of full speaker turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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Table 89 contains the results for concept sequence classification for the five analyzers 

tested in the portability evaluation based on full-turn input. The table shows the precision, recall, 

and F1-measure for identification of concept sequences for each analyzer on each test set. Figure 

49 illustrates the performance measures shown in the table for each analyzer and test set 

graphically. The concept sequence performance measures reflect the ability of the analyzers to 

identify complete concept sequences and were computed in the same manner as the domain 

action performance measures. Empty concept sequences were treated the same as any other 

complete concept sequence since a concept sequence containing no concepts can be a valid 

Interchange Format representation. The trends found in the concept sequence performance 

results were very similar to those for domain action identification, although the specific values of 

course differed and were generally somewhat higher. All of the hybrid analyzers outperformed 

the FullDA analyzer on F1-measure and precision for all three test sets, and most of the hybrid 

analyzers also provided higher recall. The FullDA analyzer again suffered the largest absolute 

and relative decreases in F1-measure moving from seen to unseen data and from transcriptions to 

automatic recognitions. 

 

 

  Test Set 
Analyzer  GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 

P 0.736 0.393 0.219 
R 0.801 0.447 0.252 FullDA 
F1 0.767 0.418 0.234 
P 0.790 0.548 0.412 
R 0.734 0.495 0.408 

AllDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.761 0.520 0.410 
P 0.785 0.535 0.405 
R 0.762 0.447 0.330 

AllDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.773 0.487 0.364 
P 0.720 0.506 0.416 
R 0.656 0.437 0.408 

GraDevGra 
+ 

AllData F1 0.687 0.469 0.412 
P 0.742 0.534 0.455 
R 0.702 0.456 0.388 

GraDevGra 
+ 

GraDevData F1 0.721 0.492 0.419 

Table 90: Individual concept identification per formance for  analysis of full speaker turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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Figure 50: Individual concept identification performance for  analysis of full speaker turns in the por tability 
exper iment 
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The precision, recall, and F1-measure performance results for identification of individual 

concepts for the five analyzers tested in the portability evaluation are listed in Table 90 and 

illustrated in Figure 50. The results indicate how well the analyzers performed the task of 

identifying individual concepts present in the annotated data for the test sets. The full concept 

sequence assigned to a semantic dialogue unit depends heavily on the arguments present in the 

semantic dialogue unit. Thus, if the analyzers segmented a turn such that the arguments were not 

correctly grouped into semantic dialogue units, there would be a good chance that the resulting 

concept sequences would be incorrect. However, even if arguments were shifted to incorrect 

semantic dialogue units, the analyzer could still be able to find correct concepts to go along with 

the arguments. 

In order to examine the performance of the analyzers on the identification of individual 

concepts, we computed the performance measures based on the whole turn ignoring semantic 

dialogue unit boundaries in a manner similar to that used for top-level arguments. Each concept 

sequence present in a turn was broken down into single concepts, and the set of concepts present 

in an analyzed turn was compared with the set of concepts in the annotated turn. Thus, if an 

annotated concept sequence were split across more than one semantic dialogue unit by an 

analyzer, the individual concepts would still be considered correct. Since empty concept 

sequences obviously contained no concepts, they were not a factor in the individual concept 

results. 

The F1-measure performance of the FullDA analyzer and the two AllData hybrid analyzers 

was similar on the GraDevTCT test set. The precision of the hybrid analyzers was higher than 

that of the FullDA analyzer, but recall was lower. For both Eval test sets, the F1-measure 

performance of all four hybrid analyzers was superior to the performance of the FullDA 

analyzer. The F1-measure of the AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer was higher by about 10% 

absolute for the EvalTCT test set and by about 17.5% absolute for the EvalSR test set. 

Furthermore, the FullDA analyzer suffered much larger absolute and relative drops across all 

performance measures in moving from the GraDevTCT set to the EvalTCT set and from the 

EvalTCT set to the EvalSR set. 

5.3.4.3 End-to-End Translation 
In addition to measuring the performance of the individual analysis components, we also 

conducted an end-to-end translation evaluation for the Medical domain similar to the evaluation 
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described in Section 5.2.2 for the Travel domain. The end-to-end evaluation was conducted using 

the GraDevTCT, EvalTCT, and EvalSR test sets described previously. Because the NESPOLE! 

system was set up to support English, German, or French clients and Italian agents, the only 

meaningful end-to-end translation for our experiments would have been English-to-Italian. 

However, since there were no English-Italian bilingual speakers available for grading the outputs 

of our Medical system, we graded only English-to-English paraphrases. As the Travel domain 

end-to-end results for English input in Table 68 show, the acceptability of the English 

paraphrases and Italian translations was similar. Thus, the grades for English paraphrases should 

be indicative of the end-to-end translation performance for the Medical domain as well. 

We tested the end-to-end paraphrase quality of the English NESPOLE! Medical domain 

system using three different analyzers. All other components of the NESPOLE! system were 

held constant across all of the testing conditions. First, we tested the quality of the translations 

produced using the purely grammar-based FullDA analyzer. Since grader time was limited, we 

only tested 2 of the 4 hybrid analyzer configurations. We tested translation quality using the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer, the most fully developed hybrid analyzer, and the 

GraDevGra+GraDevData analyzer, the hybrid analyzer with the least developed resources. 

Each of the analyzers was tested on all three test sets, for a total of 9 different output sets. 

Grading was conducted using the process that was described in Section 5.2.2 for the 

NESPOLE! Travel end-to-end evaluation. The same 4-point scale (Very Good, Good, Bad, Very 

Bad) was used. Grades of Very Good and Good were again considered to be Acceptable for the 

purpose of our evaluation, and grades of Bad and Very Bad were considered Unacceptable. The 

graders were instructed to judge how well the meaning of each semantic dialogue unit from an 

utterance was preserved in the paraphrase produced by the translation system using the criteria 

for meaning preservation listed in Table 70. In addition to the 9 sets of paraphrases, the output of 

the automatic speech recognizer was also graded as in the Travel domain evaluation. Each of the 

10 sets of paraphrases was graded by 3 graders. The graders were all staff members who had no 

direct affiliation with the NESPOLE! project. The 10 output sets were randomly shuffled for 

each grader so that the order of grading was not a factor, and the graders were not aware of what 

system configuration was used to produce each set. 
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 GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 
FullDA 88.4% 59.2% 48.7% 

AllDevGra+AllData 86.3% 54.0% 40.8% 
GraDevGra+GraDevData 79.3% 50.0% 32.9% 

Speech Recognition Hypotheses -- -- 69.7% 

Table 91: Percentage of acceptable end-to-end paraphrases for  English Medical domain input using major ity 
vote grading 

 

 

Table 91 shows the percentage of semantic dialogue units graded as Acceptable by at least 

2 of 3 graders for each test set and analyzer. The results reported in the table were computed 

using the same majority vote among the graders that was used to produce the results shown in 

Table 73 and Table 74 for the end-to-end evaluation for the NESPOLE! Travel domain. The first 

three rows in the table show the grades for the FullDA, AllDevGra+AllData, and 

GraDevGra+GraDevData analyzers. The row labeled Speech Recognition Hypotheses shows the 

majority grades when the output of the speech recognizer was graded as a paraphrase. The 

columns show the grades for each test set. 

 

 

 GraDevTCT EvalTCT EvalSR 
FullDA 88.5% 59.2% 47.8% 

AllDevGra+AllData 86.7% 58.8% 44.7% 
GraDevGra+GraDevData 80.1% 51.3% 35.5% 

Speech Recognition Hypotheses -- -- 71.5% 

Table 92: Mean percentage of acceptable end-to-end paraphrases for English Medical domain input 

 

 

An alternative to using a majority vote for combining grading results from different 

graders is to simply average the percentage of acceptable grades from each grader. Table 92 

shows the percentage of acceptable translations as an average of the grades from the three 

graders rather than a majority vote. The general trends in the average grades are similar to those 

in the majority grades. The main difference between the two grade combination methods is that 

the grades for the hybrid analyzers on the Eval test sets were higher with the average method 

than with the majority method, particularly for the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. The difference 
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is likely due to the fact that one of the graders graded the paraphrases produced using the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer for the EvalTCT and EvalSR sets higher than those produced by 

the FullDA analyzer, whereas the other two graders did the opposite. 

As expected given the relative difficulties of the test sets, end-to-end performance for all 

three analyzers under both grading methods was best on the GraDevTCT data (seen, transcribed) 

followed by the EvalTCT data (unseen, transcribed) and finally the EvalSR data (unseen, 

automatically recognized). Under both grading methods, the performance of the 

GraDevGra+GraDevData analyzer was worse than both of the other two analyzers. This was 

also expected since the GraDevGra+GraDevData analyzer was trained on much less data and 

had much less grammar development time than either of the other analyzers. The most 

interesting comparisons are between the FullDA analyzer and the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. 

The AllDevGra+AllData analyzer was the hybrid analyzer with the most grammar development 

time combined with the largest training set size. Under both grading methods, the FullDA 

analyzer had a higher percentage of acceptable paraphrases than the AllDevGra+AllData 

analyzer for each test set. Although the samples are very small, we use a t-test to test the 

differences between the average percentages of acceptable translations using the two analyzers 

for significance. We use a matched pair test since grades were assigned to outputs for each test 

set produced under two different conditions, and we use a two-tailed test because we had no 

expectation before testing of which analyzer would produce a better paraphrase. The significance 

tests show that the differences between the FullDA and AllDevGra+AllData analyzer were not 

significant for any of the test sets (GraDevTCT: t=1.07, p=0.398; EvalTCT: t=1.05, p=0.926; 

EvalSR: t=1.32, p=0.318). 

In order to validate the portability results for both the analyzer components and end-to-end 

evaluations, we also examined the results when semantic dialogue units that were annotated with 

the acknowledge domain action were excluded from the results. The acknowledge domain action 

is generally easy to identify, and as Table 14 and Table 15 show, it is very frequent in some data 

sets. When acknowledge domain actions comprise a large portion of the data, their presence can 

sometimes obscure the results for the remainder of the domain actions. However, in the case of 

the data sets used in the experiments described in this section, acknowledge domain actions did 

not make up an overwhelming proportion of the data. Only about 3-4% of the semantic dialogue 

units in the data sets used for training the hybrid analyzers were tagged with the acknowledge 
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domain action. Similarly, in the evaluation data, only 4 of the 78 semantic dialogue units, about 

5% of the data, were tagged with the acknowledge domain action. Furthermore, all 5 of the 

analyzers that we evaluated correctly identified all of the acknowledge domain actions. Thus, 

when we eliminated those semantic dialogue units from the evaluation results, the absolute levels 

of the various performance measures dropped a few percentage points, but the ranking of the 

various systems remained exactly the same. 

Although the AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer generally outperformed the FullDA 

analyzer based on the evaluation of the components of the Interchange Format representations 

produced, the end-to-end grading results appear to indicate that the paraphrases produced when 

the FullDA analyzer was used were somewhat better. Even though the differences between the 

analyzers based on the average grades were not significant, it was surprising that the FullDA 

analyzer would perform better than the hybrid analyzer given the component results. Using either 

grading method, the performance of the two analyzers was fairly close on the GraDevTCT data. 

Since the full domain action grammars were written specifically to cover that data set, it was not 

very surprising that the FullDA analyzer would produce somewhat better paraphrases even 

though the hybrid analyzer was also trained on the data. The results were more surprising for the 

EvalTCT and EvalSR test sets since the component results showed evidence that the hybrid 

analyzer was more robust than the FullDA analyzer on unseen data. Thus, we took a closer look 

at the output of the analyzers on the EvalTCT data set to see if we could identify reasons for the 

differences between the analyzers. 

We focused our analysis of the end-to-end output on the semantic dialogue units for which 

the majority grades for AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer and the FullDA analyzer were 

different. Of the 76 semantic dialogue units in the EvalTCT test set, 12 received different grades. 

For the output produced using the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer, 8 of those semantic dialogue 

units were graded Unacceptable and 4 were graded Acceptable. Thus, the net advantage for the 

FullDA analyzer was 4 extra Acceptable paraphrases. 3 of the 12 semantic dialogue units that 

received different grades in fact produced exactly the same paraphrase, indicating a small degree 

of inconsistency in the grading. Ignoring those semantic dialogue units leaves 9 semantic 

dialogue units with different grades, 6 graded as Unacceptable and 3 as Acceptable for the 

AllDevGra+AllData. 
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We noticed one additional inconsistency regarding 1 of the 6 semantic dialogue units that 

were graded Unacceptable for the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. In one of the dialogues, the 

utterance “yes i am” occurred two times at different points in the dialogue. Although the output 

of each analyzer for the “ i am” portion of the utterance was different, both of course produced 

the same output for each occurrence of the phrase. Because of a domain action misclassification, 

the output of the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer was “I give some information” , which was graded 

each time as Unacceptable. The output of the FullDA analyzer was simply “I” . However, one of 

the occurrences received an Acceptable grade and one received an Unacceptable grade, which 

accounted for one of the differences between the analyzers. 

An important observation that we made in inspecting the remaining data was that the 

FullDA analyzer frequently parsed each top-level argument under a single parse tree rather than 

grouping the arguments into meaningful semantic dialogue units. Each argument was then 

assigned a trivial domain action, most often give-information+concept which is typically used 

for identifying fragments when there is insufficient information available in an utterance for 

identifying a more meaningful domain action. The result was a set of fragments that conveyed 

most of the detailed information present in the semantic dialogue unit but little of the information 

connecting the details. Because the grading system that we used focused on the preservation of 

meaning and not on fluency, translating a list of top-level arguments sometimes preserved 

enough meaning to receive an Acceptable grade. This behavior also explains the fact that the 

FullDA analyzer produced many more semantic dialogue units per turn on average than were 

contained in the annotated data, as noted in Table 88. The behavior also helps explain the severe 

degradation on concept identification observed for the FullDA analyzer, since many of the 

meaningful semantic dialogue units and concepts were replaced with fragments. 

The AllDevGra+AllData hybrid analyzer also sometimes made use of the +concept 

concept but in a different way. Rather than splitting arguments into individual semantic dialogue 

units, the hybrid analyzer sometimes used +concept when it could not find a more meaningful 

domain action that licensed all of the top-level arguments in a semantic dialogue unit. In 

principle, the effect should have been similar to the effect created by the FullDA analyzer, 

although the English generator does attempt to order arguments based on the roles that they 

usually fill (i.e. subject, verb, etc.) when multiple arguments are present. However, for 1 of the 6 

semantic dialogue units for which the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer received an Unacceptable 
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grade, the hybrid analyzer parsed exactly the same arguments that were parsed by the FullDA 

analyzer, but some of the arguments were not generated. This type of error is indicative of 

problems in the generator or generation grammars, a source of error over which the analyzer has 

no control. The following tables show the resulting Interchange Format representation and the 

end-to-end output for the semantic dialogue unit that received a different grade using the two 

analyzers. 

 

 

Analyzer FullDA 
Input but it also goes over like this 

Arguments 
Parsed 

r het or i cal =cont r ast i ve 
obj ect - spec=pr onoun 
f ocal i zer =addi t i ve 
exper i ence=e- move- 7 
concept - spec=( modi f i er =l i ke_t hi s)  

Interchange 
Format 

c: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+concept  
 ( r het or i cal =cont r ast i ve,  
  obj ect - spec=pr onoun,  
  f ocal i zer =addi t i ve)  
c: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+exper i ence 
 ( exper i ence=e- move- 7)  
c: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+concept  
 ( concept - spec=( modi f i er =l i ke_t hi s) )  

Generation But it also. It moves. Like this. 

Table 93: End-to-end example from the EvalTCT test set using the FullDA analyzer  

 

 

Analyzer AllDevGra+AllData 
Input but it also goes over like this 

Arguments 
Parsed 

r het or i cal =cont r ast i ve 
obj ect - spec=pr onoun 
f ocal i zer =addi t i ve 
exper i ence=e- move- 7 
concept - spec=( modi f i er =l i ke_t hi s)  

Interchange 
Format 

c: gi ve- i nf or mat i on+concept  
 ( r het or i cal =cont r ast i ve,  
  obj ect - spec=pr onoun,  
  f ocal i zer =addi t i ve,  
  concept - spec=( modi f i er =l i ke_t hi s) )  

Generation But it also. 

Table 94: End-to-end example from the EvalTCT test set using the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer  
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Table 93 and Table 94 show the end-to-end output produced by the FullDA and 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzers for the semantic dialogue unit that received a different grade. The 

Input row shows the original text of the semantic dialogue unit, and the Output row shows the 

generated paraphrase. The Arguments Parsed column shows the arguments contained in the 

parse produced by SOUP. As shown in the tables, both analyzers parsed exactly the same set of 

arguments for the semantic dialogue unit. The Interchange Format row shows the final 

representation produced by each analyzer. Although the Interchange Format representations 

produced by the analyzers did not match the annotated representation, it is clear from the output 

produced for the FullDA analysis that the arguments contained enough information to convey the 

original meaning. There were two differences between the output representations produced by 

the analyzers. First, the experience=  argument was dropped during fallback processing by the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. Since the dropped argument clearly contained important 

information, this shows a weakness of the fallback strategy. Second, the AllDevGra+AllData 

analyzer placed all of the arguments into a single semantic dialogue unit, whereas the FullDA 

analyzer split the arguments among 3 semantic dialogue units. Although the 4 remaining 

arguments were licensed by the domain action selected by the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer, 

there was no generation for the concept-spec= argument. Situations such as this are indicative of 

generation problems, or at least a difference in the behavior of the generator for the parses 

produced by the two analyzers. Although such issues are clearly important for translation 

performance, they are beyond the control of the analyzer. 

Among the remaining semantic dialogue units with different grades, several were simply 

the result of better parses by one of the analyzers. However, we did observe three other points 

worth noting in the semantic dialogue units that were graded Unacceptable for the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. First, one of the Unacceptable grades occurred when there was a 

repetition at the beginning of an utterance. The utterance in question was “ it is it is pretty 

painful” . In the parse produced by the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer, a cross-domain grammar 

rule parsed “ is it is”  as request-verification. The effect was that “Is that right?”  was inserted into 

the generated output, which apparently led the graders to give an Unacceptable grade due to the 

insertion of spurious meaning not in the original utterance. The FullDA analyzer did not suffer 

from this problem because it contained a domain action level rule that parsed “ it is”  with the 

following argument for “pretty painful” . 
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The second point worth noting had to do with resolving pronouns properly. The text for the 

semantic dialogue unit was “when it happens”. The AllDevGra+AllData analyzer parsed the 

pronoun “ it”  as health-status=pronoun, which was incorrect for that particular semantic dialogue 

unit and should have been object=pronoun according to the annotation. The incorrect argument 

led to the selection of an incorrect domain action. give-information+experience+health-status 

was identified as the domain action rather than give-information+occurrence+object, and the 

resulting output was “When there it is” . On the other hand, the FullDA grammar was able to 

parse the pronoun correctly because it had a rule that provided enough context to resolve the 

ambiguity. 

One final observation that we made was that the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer inserted the 

+negation concept into the domain action for a semantic dialogue unit that clearly gave no 

indication for negation. The original text for the semantic dialogue unit was “ i think i can do 

that” , but with +negation inserted in the domain action, the output was “I can not do that.” This 

error was caused by a combination of pronoun ambiguity and the fallback strategy. In the parse, 

“that”  was placed under an incorrect argument (object-spec=  instead of general-action=). As a 

result, the best domain action did not license the argument, and fallback processing was used. 

The concept sequence from the training data that licensed the most arguments happened to have 

had the +negation concept in it, although it was not necessary for licensing the arguments in this 

case. Since inserting a spurious “not”  into a paraphrase clearly changed the meaning, an 

Unacceptable grade was assigned. This case represents a more serious problem that suggests that 

a more sophisticated solution during domain action verification and/or fallback processing might 

be useful. For the particular case of the +negation concept, it may be possible to define a small 

set of words (e.g. “not”) and/or arguments that must be present in a semantic dialogue unit in 

order for the +negation concept to be used in the domain action. Otherwise, the +negation 

concept could be dropped. It may also be possible to include a mechanism in fallback processing 

for checking if each concept licenses at least one argument. It is not immediately clear whether 

the overall effects of such a solution would be positive or negative, and any such solution would 

have to be tested experimentally. 
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5.3.5 Discussion 
The results of the end-to-end evaluation for the NESPOLE! Medical Assistance domain using 

the hybrid analysis approach are not directly comparable to the results for the Travel & Tourism 

domain reported in Section 5.2.2 since the evaluations involved different domains, different data, 

and different graders. Nevertheless, we observe that the percentage of acceptable English-to-

English paraphrases in the Travel domain was much higher than in the Medical domain. For the 

Travel domain, the percentage of acceptable paraphrases was about 68% for transcribed input 

and about 50% for automatically recognized input. For the Medical domain, the percentages of 

acceptable paraphrases for transcribed and recognized inputs were about 54-59% and 41-45%, 

respectively. This was not surprising since much more time was spent on the development of the 

Travel system than the Medical system. The domain for the Travel system was an expansion of 

domains that had been developed in previous systems, so there was a richer set of existing 

resources and experience for the Travel domain than for the Medical domain. Furthermore, more 

than two years were spent developing the translation servers for the Travel domain, whereas the 

Medical domain servers were developed in the final few months of the NESPOLE! project. 

Although the end-to-end grading results for the NESPOLE! Medical domain seem to 

indicate that the purely grammar-based approach with full domain action grammars produced 

slightly better paraphrases, the results of all of the experiments together demonstrate the 

improved portability of our hybrid analysis approach. Several of the different grades between the 

two approaches for the EvalTCT test set appear to have been the result of inconsistent grading, 

which means that the difference between the approaches was not quite as large as it first 

appeared. Additionally, based on the average grading results, it appears that none of the 

differences between the FullDA analyzer and the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer were statistically 

significant. Furthermore, our evaluations showed that the hybrid analyzers generally did a better 

job of identifying components of the Interchange Format representation than the FullDA 

analyzer. This was true despite the fact that the AllGraDev+AllData analyzer was trained with a 

very small amount of data (about 1100 examples) that would still have been in the region of 

relatively rapid performance growth based on the results from the data ablation experiment 

described in Section 5.1. Some of the difference in end-to-end performance between the two 

analyzers may also be attributable to weaknesses in generation. Just as a relative small amount of 

time was spent developing the analysis grammars for the Medical domain, a correspondingly 
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small amount of time was spent developing the generation grammars. In the end-to-end 

translation, generation errors may certainly contribute to some unacceptable translations. We 

found at least one example in which a generation error resulted in an Unacceptable grade for a 

semantic dialogue unit for which the hybrid analyzer produced a reasonable representation. 

Additionally, as mentioned previously, there may be more than one reasonable interlingua 

representation for a given semantic dialogue unit. Because the hybrid approach may produce 

domain actions that were not seen in the data, it possible that it may produce valid interlingua 

representations that were not anticipated by the generation grammar developers. In such cases, 

the end-to-end translation performance using the hybrid approach may be somewhat lower than 

that of the full domain action grammar approach even if the identification of interlingua elements 

appears to be superior. Given that the hybrid analyzers required less development time than the 

analyzer that used full domain action grammars and achieved similar or superior performance, 

there is clear evidence for improved portability. 

We also have evidence that the full domain action grammars would require more effort to 

maintain on an ongoing basis as new data was encountered. As shown in Figure 13 and discussed 

in Section 2.2, new domain actions continued to occur at a steady rate even with nearly 10 times 

as much data as was used in the portability experiments. The domain action grammar approach 

would require the development of new rules for each new domain action encountered. Based on 

the times reported in Table 78, developing rules at the domain action level took approximately 

0.5 hours per domain action. On the other hand, the set of arguments remained relatively fixed 

after a few thousand examples. New arguments occurred much less frequently, and even after the 

complete set of data had been explored in Figure 14, the set of arguments was still smaller than 

the set defined in the Interchange Format specification. Once a relatively comprehensive 

argument grammar had been written to cover the Interchange Format specification, new rules for 

top-level arguments would only have to be added if the specification were updated. Minor 

phrasing and vocabulary additions would also sometimes be required. Of course, all of the 

maintenance required for the argument grammar would also be required for the domain action 

grammar approach. 

In addition to grammar writing, annotation time is a factor in favor of the portability of the 

hybrid analysis approach. Whereas the hybrid approach only requires data to be segmented into 

semantic dialogue units and tagged with domain actions, the domain action grammar approach 
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requires annotation with full Interchange Format representations. Since tagging arguments 

comprised about 75% of the time required for annotating complete representations, annotating 

only with domain actions saves a considerable amount of time. Some time could be saved for the 

domain action grammar approach if data were annotated only with domain actions in a first pass. 

Then new or infrequent domain actions could be fully annotated and used for developing new 

domain action grammar rules. However, after the data was annotated with domain actions, the 

work would be done for the hybrid analysis approach. No further grammar development would 

be required, and the classifiers could be trained immediately. It might also be possible to use the 

classifiers from the hybrid analysis approach to perform an initial annotation of the data. Then 

human annotators would only be required to verify and sometimes correct domain action labels 

rather than annotating from scratch. Of course, it would have to be determined experimentally 

whether prelabeling the data in such a way actually reduced the human effort required for 

annotating the data.  

 

 

  GraDevTCT EvalTCT 
Absolute 
Change 

Relative 
Change 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.710 0.554 -0.156 -22.0% Domain 
Actions FullDA 0.654 0.408 -0.246 -37.6% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.860 0.868 0.008 0.9% Speech 
Acts FullDA 0.816 0.735 -0.081 -10.0% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.760 0.566 -0.194 -25.5% Concept 
Sequences FullDA 0.693 0.439 -0.254 -36.6% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.761 0.520 -0.241 -31.6% Individual 
Concepts FullDA 0.767 0.418 -0.349 -45.5% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.769 0.550 -0.219 -28.4% Top-Level 
Arguments FullDA 0.801 0.540 -0.261 -32.6% 

Table 95: Changes in F1-measure on identification of Interchange Format components on unseen versus seen 
input 

 

 

In addition to the evidence for the domain portability of our hybrid analysis approach, the 

evaluations on the Grammar Development data set and the Evaluation data set provide evidence 

that the hybrid approach was more robust to unseen in-domain data than the full domain action 

grammar approach. We found evidence of the superior robustness of the hybrid analysis 
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approach to unseen data in the intended domain of coverage in the evaluation results for the 

identification of Interchange Format components. Table 95 lists the previously reported F1-

measures for the AllDevGra+AllData and FullDA analyzers on the GraDevTCT seen data set 

and the EvalTCT unseen data set. The table also shows the absolute and relative changes in 

moving from the seen data to the unseen data. The table shows that the FullDA analyzer suffered 

larger degradations in performance than the hybrid AllDevGra+AllData analyzer on all of the 

component identification tasks.  

 

 

  EvalTCT EvalSR 
Absolute 
Change 

Relative 
Change 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.554 0.402 -0.152 -27.3% Domain 
Actions FullDA 0.408 0.255 -0.153 -37.6% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.868 0.854 -0.014 -1.6% Speech 
Acts FullDA 0.735 0.679 -0.056 -7.5% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.566 0.427 -0.139 -24.6% Concept 
Sequences FullDA 0.439 0.297 -0.142 -32.4% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.520 0.410 -0.110 -21.3% Individual 
Concepts FullDA 0.418 0.234 -0.184 -44.0% 

AllDevGra+AllData 0.550 0.465 -0.085 -15.5% Top-Level 
Arguments FullDA 0.540 0.419 -0.121 -22.4% 

Table 96: Changes in F1-measure on identification of Interchange Format components on automatically 
recognized versus manually transcribed input 

 

 

We also observed similar evidence that the hybrid analysis approach was more robust to 

speech recognition errors in comparing performance on the transcribed EvalTCT test set and the 

automatically recognized EvalSR test set. Table 96 is similar to Table 95 but lists the changes in 

the F1-measures for the AllDevGra+AllData and FullDA analyzers in moving from the EvalTCT 

test set to the EvalSR test set. Again the FullDA analyzer exhibited larger drops in performance 

on each task than the hybrid AllDevGra+AllData analyzer. 

One additional consideration in comparing the hybrid analysis approach 

(AllDevGra+AllData) with the full domain action grammar approach (FullDA) was the system 

resources required for running the analyzers. All of the portability experiments for the Medical 

domain were run on a 2.8GHz Pentium4 PC with 512GB of memory running RedHat Linux 7.1. 
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For each test set used in the Medical domain portability evaluation, the translation server that 

used the FullDA analyzer required about 30MB of memory for the analyzer and approximately 

0.6 seconds per speaker turn for analysis and generation. The translation server that used the 

AllDevGra+AllData analyzer required about 45MB of memory for the analyzer and 

approximately 0.7 seconds per speaker turn for analysis and generation. Since the hybrid analysis 

approach requires several classification steps and sometimes fallback processing, it was not 

surprising that it would require more processing time. However, the average time per speaker 

turn for analysis and generation was quite close to the full domain action grammar approach and 

was still under 1 second per utterance. The additional memory required by the hybrid analyzer 

was used for running the segmentation, speech act, and concept sequence classifiers. Although 

the AllDevGra+AllData analyzer required more system resources than the FullDA analyzer, it 

appears that there should be no problem using the hybrid analyzer in a real-time online 

translation system, which agrees with our experience in using the NESPOLE! translation system 

with the hybrid analyzer. 

In conclusion, improving the portability and robustness of the analyzer used in our 

interlingua-based machine translation system was one of the primary motivations for developing 

our hybrid analysis approach. We found evidence in the experiments described in this chapter 

that our hybrid approach was both more portable and more robust than a strictly grammar-based 

approach that utilized domain-action-level rules. We first demonstrated that reasonable levels of 

domain action classification performance could be achieved with relatively small amounts of 

training data that could be annotated for training domain action classifiers in a few person weeks. 

We also showed that the hybrid analysis approach reduced the human effort required for data 

annotation as well as for grammar development and maintenance. We evaluated the performance 

of both analysis approaches in isolation and as components of end-to-end translation in the 

NESPOLE! system. Although the hybrid analysis approach resulted in slightly lower end-to-end 

performance, the performance of the individual analyzer components on identifying elements of 

the interlingua representation was generally superior to that of the domain action grammar 

approach. Thus, the hybrid approach provides at least comparable performance while reducing 

the human effort required for analyzer development relative to the domain action grammar 

approach. Together these results indicate the superior portability of the hybrid approach. 

Furthermore, our hybrid approach suffers smaller degradations in performance when unseen or 
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automatically recognized input is encountered, demonstrating the improved robustness compared 

to the strictly grammar-based approach. 
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Chapter  6  Conclusion 

6.1 Summary 

In this dissertation, we described an approach to natural language analysis for use in interlingua-

based speech-to-speech machine translation. Our approach uses a combination of phrase-level 

parsing with handwritten semantic grammars and automatic domain action classification using 

machine learning techniques to transform spoken utterances into a shallow semantic task-

oriented interlingua representation called Interchange Format. The analyzer operates in three 

stages, first using handwritten grammars to parse an utterance for semantic arguments and 

phrases. Since utterances are represented in the Interchange Format interlingua as sequences of 

meaningful segments called semantic dialogue units, our analyzer next identifies the semantic 

dialogue unit boundaries in an utterance. Finally, the analyzer assigns a domain action, which 

captures intent and focus, to each semantic dialogue unit in an utterance. Machine learning 

techniques are applied to the tasks of segmentation and domain action classification. Our 

analysis approach was developed primarily during the course of the NESPOLE! project, and an 

online version of the approach is fully incorporated in the NESPOLE! translation servers for 

English and German. In addition to the development of the analysis approach, we also conducted 

an experimental evaluation of our analysis approach using English and German data from the 

two NESPOLE! domains (Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance). 

We developed a memory-based (k-nearest-neighbor) segmentation classifier that provided 

strong performance on the task of identifying semantic dialogue unit boundaries. Our 

segmentation classifier made a binary decision about the presence or absence of a boundary at 

each potential boundary position using information about the words and interlingua arguments 

surrounding the potential boundary, the probabilities that those elements occurred around a 

boundary, and the length of the current semantic dialogue unit (in terms of words and argument 

parse trees). Our experiments showed that the classifier achieved high accuracy on transcribed 

utterances when the argument parser was not allowed to produce trees that spanned a true 

boundary. We also found that the performance of the segmentation classifier could be improved 

by including training examples created based on the partial information available at the 
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beginning and end of an utterance. Finally, we examined the performance of our semantic 

boundary detector in an online end-to-end evaluation using automatically recognized utterances 

and full speaker turns as input. Although performance dropped relative to the “clean” input 

experiments, the identification of true boundary positions was still quite strong, and our error 

analysis showed that many of the segmentation errors did not have a meaningful negative effect 

on translation quality. 

We conducted extensive empirical evaluations of several aspects of automatic domain 

action classification and the related subtasks of speech act classification and concept sequence 

classification. Despite the difficulty of the classification tasks and data sparseness, the 

performance of our domain action classifiers, and especially our speech act classifiers, was quite 

good. Our best domain action classifiers achieved classification accuracies of 55-60%, and our 

best speech act classifiers achieved accuracies of 79-87%. We first compared the performance of 

several machine learning techniques (memory-based learning, decision trees, neural networks, 

and naïve Bayes classifiers) on the three tasks using features derived from argument parses. Our 

experiments showed that none of the learning approaches definitively outperformed the others 

across all tasks, domains, and languages. We also compared two different approaches to the 

domain action classification problem. In the first approach, a single classifier was used to 

identify the complete domain action for each semantic dialogue unit. In the second approach, 

separate classifiers were used to identify the speech act and concept sequence. We found that the 

dual classifier approach generally provided at least small improvements in domain action 

classification performance and increased flexibility with respect to the domain actions that could 

be produced by the analyzer. We also tested the effects of using different input feature sets on 

domain action classification performance. Our experiments demonstrated that information based 

on the words and argument parse for a semantic dialogue unit could be effectively combined to 

improve performance over either information source alone. Furthermore, we found that the word 

information played an important role in the identification of the speech act while argument 

information was particularly useful for classifying the concept sequence.  

The combination of the raw output from argument parsing and domain action classification 

used in our analysis approach is not guaranteed to produce a domain action that licenses all of 

the arguments in an argument parse. Since valid interlingua representations must be produced for 

effective translation, we described and evaluated a fallback strategy that used the Interchange 
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Format specification to guarantee that the representations produced by our analyzer were legal. 

The results of our experiments clearly demonstrated the necessity for some form of fallback 

strategy for producing legal interlingua representations in our analysis approach. We found that 

the strategy we employed was very effective at finding alternative domain actions that licensed 

most of the parsed top-level arguments for each semantic dialogue unit. We also found that 

multiple alternative argument parses could be used during fallback processing to improve 

domain action classification accuracy relative to the use of only the single best argument parse. 

One of the motivations for developing the analysis approach described in this dissertation 

was to improve the portability of the analyzer relative to a purely grammar-based approach that 

used only handwritten domain-action-level grammars. Our evaluations provided evidence that 

our analysis approach was both more portable and more robust than the domain action grammar 

approach. We found that annotation of data for training our classifiers could be performed 

quickly and that reasonable levels of classification performance could be achieved with relatively 

small amounts of training data. We also found that maintaining domain action grammars on an 

ongoing basis would require more effort than maintaining the argument grammars used in our 

approach. The set of arguments remains small and relatively fixed as new data is encountered 

whereas the set of domain actions continues to grow at a steady rate. The domain action 

grammar approach requires the development of new rules for each new domain action. Our 

analysis approach reduces the effort required for data annotation as well as grammar 

development and maintenance compared to the domain action grammar approach. We also 

evaluated the end-to-end performance of the NESPOLE! translation system for the Medical 

Assistance domain using both our approach and an approach using a domain action grammar. 

Although the translation quality using the domain action grammar approach appeared to be 

slightly better than when our approach was used, our analysis approach required less 

development time and generally outperformed the domain action grammar approach on 

identifying components of the interlingua representation. Our approach also generally suffered 

smaller performance degradations in the face of unseen and automatically recognized input. 

6.2 Future Work 

Our hybrid analyzer serves as the analysis module for English and German input in the 

NESPOLE! machine translation system. As demonstrated by the experiments described in this 
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dissertation, we have achieved our goals of improving the robustness and portability of the 

analyzer component relative to a purely grammar-based analysis approach. Furthermore, we 

have seen that our hybrid analyzer performs at a level that is generally sufficient to allow users 

of the NESPOLE! system to successfully complete dialogues in the intended domain of 

coverage. Nevertheless, there is still room for improving the performance of our analysis 

approach and correspondingly improving overall translation performance. The NESPOLE! 

translation system and Interchange Format database provide a useful platform for a continuing 

the investigation of our hybrid analysis approach. In this final section, we first describe several 

avenues of investigation that we would like to perform in the near future in order to develop a 

clearer understanding of the properties of our approach. We then discuss several directions for 

additional research that we feel might contribute to the further improvement of our approach. 

6.2.1 Near  Future 

6.2.1.1 Assessment of Scalability 
One issue which was not directly addressed in the work described in this dissertation was the 

scalability of our analysis approach in porting to larger domains. What should we expect in terms 

of necessary resources and development time if we need to port to a new domain that is n times 

larger than an existing domain? We have seen that our approach leads to improvements in 

portability and robustness compared to a fully grammar-based approach for translation in the 

limited domains of Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance. We would expect that the 

approach using manually developed grammars would likely scale worse than linearly as the 

domain coverage grew due to increasing interactions among the domain actions and grammar 

rules. In addition to portability and robustness, we would like to explore how well our hybrid 

approach scales up as the domain of coverage expands. In an ideal situation, we would create a 

new larger domain and compare the development effort and data requirements for porting the 

analyzer to the new domain using both our approach and the domain action grammar approach. 

However, since such an effort would not be practical given the available resources, we would 

instead attempt to evaluate some indications of the scalability of our approach using existing 

resources. 

The first step in this evaluation would be to define exactly how to measure the size of a 

domain. There are a variety of ways in which the size of a domain could be measured: number of 
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unique domain actions, number of arguments, size of the Interchange Format specification, 

vocabulary size, etc. For the purpose of our evaluation, we will define the size of a domain as the 

number of domain actions that the translation system is expected to cover in practice. As 

mentioned previously, even for the Travel & Tourism domain, the Interchange Format 

specification defines many thousands of domain actions that could be covered in principle. 

However, only a small subset of the possible legal domain actions is typically covered in 

practice. Thus, we will use the number of domain actions observed in the data for a domain to 

estimate the size of the domain. Although we have seen that new domain actions continue to 

appear as more data is collected, this should serve as a reasonable estimate of the practical size of 

a domain if the training data is representative of the domain. 

We would like to conduct two additional experiments using the resources available for the 

existing NESPOLE! domains in order to investigate some aspects of the scalability of the hybrid 

analysis approach. First, we would conduct an experiment similar to the data ablation 

experiments described in Section 5.1 for the Travel & Tourism and Medical Assistance domains. 

We would create a new larger domain by combining the Travel and Medical domains into a 

single larger domain. We would again measure the changes in the performance of the domain 

action classifiers as size of the training data set was increased. By combining the two NESPOLE! 

domains, we would create a single domain that was larger than either of the individual domains 

in terms of the number of unique domain actions found in the data. By comparing the 

performance trends of the larger combined domain with those of the two smaller domains, we 

can get some idea of how the training data requirements change for the  larger domain. 

In the second experiment, we would conduct another variation of the data ablation 

experiment. In this variation, we would artificially create a “domain”  of a certain size by 

randomly selecting semantic dialogue units from the data until a specified number of unique 

domain actions had been seen. For example, we might draw domain actions from the data until 

500 different domain actions had been seen. We would assume that the domain actions seen in 

this random selection composed the entire set of domain actions defined in our artificial 

“domain” . After eliminating the semantic dialogue units that were not tagged with one of these 

domain action from the data, we would conduct a data ablation style experiment to assess the 

performance of the hybrid analyzer for a domain of the specified size. We would repeat this 

process multiple times for each domain size and for a variety of artificial domain sizes. Based on 
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the annotation effort requirements for the Medical Assistance domain described in Section 5.3.2, 

we could estimate the annotation effort that would be required for each domain size and training 

set size. A comparison of the performance trends and annotation effort requirements across 

domain and training set sizes should provide useful insight into the scalability properties of our 

analysis approach. 

6.2.1.2 Assessment of Sensitivity to Argument Parse Quality 
Another aspect of the performance of our hybrid analysis approach that was not directly 

addressed in this dissertation was the sensitivity of the segmentation and domain action 

classifiers to the coverage of the argument grammars and the accuracy of the argument parses 

produced. We believe that it would be insightful to conduct an additional experiment to examine 

how the performance of the classifiers degrades as the quality of the argument parses decreases 

due to poor grammar coverage. Analyzing the sensitivity of the domain action classifiers to the 

quality of the argument parse would provide additional information about the robustness of our 

approach as it will show how well the classifiers overcome errors in the argument parse to 

determine the correct domain action. In order to address this question, we need to compare the 

performance of several hybrid analyzers that are trained on the same training data but that use 

argument grammars with varying amounts of development effort. 

We can make use of the argument grammars developed for the Medical Assistance domain 

portability experiments in order to perform this comparison. As described in Chapter 5, we 

already evaluated the performance of the hybrid analysis approach using argument grammars at 

two different stages of development. The GraDevGra grammars were developed based on only 

four dialogues from the Medical Assistance domain, and the AllDevGra grammars were 

developed based on all available data as well as the Interchange Format specification. Thus, we 

already have performance measures available for two grammar development points. Without any 

additional grammar development, we could get performance results for a third development 

point by using the final versions of the Travel & Tourism domain argument grammars that were 

used as a starting point for the Medical Assistance domain grammars. Using these grammars, we 

can produce performance results for grammars with no explicit development on the Medical 

Assistance domain. Considering this third performance point along with the two points already 

available will allow us to observe the behavior of our hybrid analysis approach as the quality of 

the argument parse degrades. In addition, the evaluation with the Travel & Tourism domain 
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grammars will allow us to evaluate the coverage of the argument grammars without any explicit 

development on the Medical Assistance domain. 

6.2.1.3 Compar ison of “ Clean”  versus “ Real”  Argument Parses 
All of the experiments reported in this dissertation made use of “real”  argument parses for 

training the domain action classifiers. In other words, the arguments used to train the classifiers 

were produced by parsing the training examples using the same grammars that would be used in 

the online hybrid analyzer. Of course, there was no guarantee that the argument parse produced 

for an example actually contained the true arguments present in the manual annotation of the 

example. On one hand, this may have been advantageous because the domain action classifiers 

were trained under the same conditions that would be present when testing on unseen input. On 

the other hand, errors introduced by the argument parser may have actually hurt classification 

performance by introducing too much noise into the training data. Thus, we feel that it would be 

informative to compare the performance of domain action classifiers trained using “real”  

argument parses with that of classifiers trained on “clean” argument parses (i.e. on the arguments 

from the manual annotation). 

In order to evaluate the effects of training on “real”  argument parses compared to training 

on “clean”  parses, we can make use of the true arguments in the annotated training data. We will 

compare the performance of domain action classifiers trained under two conditions. In the first 

condition, the domain action classifiers will be trained on “real”  argument parses as in the 

experiments reported in this dissertation. Under the second condition, the classifiers will be 

trained using the “clean” argument parses available in the annotated data. Because the annotated 

argument parses are in the Interchange Format rather than the output format produced by the 

argument parser, the classifiers will use the top-level Interchange Format arguments feature set 

(described in Section 2.5.2 and referred to as IFArgs in Table 53) to represent the arguments 

present in a semantic dialogue unit in both conditions. In order to make the classifiers most 

similar to those used in the portability experiments described in Chapter 5, we will train domain 

action classifiers using TiMBL with the pseudo-argument grammar labels (PseudoGra) and the 

top-level Interchange Format arguments (IFArgs) as input features. The concept sequence 

classifier will also use the speech act assigned to the semantic dialogue unit as a feature. For the 

classifiers trained on “clean” parses, the top-level Interchange Format argument produced by the 

argument parser will be replaced with the true arguments from the annotation. The argument 
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features for the test data will be produced using the top-level arguments extracted from the 

argument parser output since those are the only arguments that would be available in a true test 

situation. We will compare the speech act, concept sequence, and domain action classification 

performance of the classifiers trained under each condition using a 20-fold cross-validation setup 

as in the previously described experiments. It will not be possible to make a similar comparison 

for the segmentation classifiers. There is no “clean” data available for training the segmentation 

classifiers because the annotated arguments are not associated with specific spans of text, and the 

arguments are not guaranteed to appear in the same order in the annotation that they appear in 

the text. Since the segmentation classifier depends on the order of the arguments in the text, the 

annotated arguments would be insufficient for training. 

6.2.2 Longer-Term Research Directions 

The experiments described in the previous section are intended to provide us with additional 

information regarding several properties of our hybrid analysis approach. Those experiments can 

be conducted using available resources to develop a fuller understanding of our approach. In this 

section, we mention several additional lines of research that believe could lead to further 

improvements of one or more aspects of our approach. 

6.2.2.1 Improvement and Automation of Argument Parsing 
In the analysis approach described in this dissertation, we used handwritten grammars for the 

purpose of argument parsing and focused our attention on automating the identification of 

domain actions. Although our approach improved portability by reducing the effort required for 

data annotation and grammar development, grammar writing still consumed a large portion of 

the development time for the analyzer, as shown in Table 81. The reliance of our analyzer on 

handwritten grammars also means that expert human grammar writers must be involved in any 

efforts to expand or adapt the analyzer. Since grammar writing still represents one of the 

bottlenecks of developing an analyzer for a new domain, we would like to explore ways of 

automating argument parsing and/or argument grammar development in order to further improve 

the portability of the analyzer and reduce the requirements for human effort and expertise. 

One seemingly promising possibility for automating grammar development would be to 

extract grammar rules from the interlingua specification. A complete extraction of all possible 

rules allowed by the specification would likely result in a grammar that was too large and too 
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ambiguous to be practical for argument parsing. Thus, the extraction of grammar rules from the 

specification would have to be restricted in some way, or the extracted grammar would have to 

be pruned in order to provide a practical grammar. Such restriction or pruning might be 

performed based on the arguments observed in annotated data. This could serve to eliminate 

most of the human effort required for grammar writing but would also certainly increase the 

effort required for annotation. Alternatively, a grammar writer could manually prune the 

grammar extracted from the specification rather than developing grammar rules from scratch. 

As an alternative to automating grammar development, it might be possible to treat the 

argument parsing task as a form of chunk parsing. In this case, chunk parsers could be trained to 

identify Interchange Format arguments and values as well as useful phrases that are currently 

identified using handwritten grammars. Of course, training a chunk parser would minimally 

require the annotation of data with complete Interchange Format representations. Unlike in the 

current NESPOLE! database, the annotation of arguments would also have to include an 

indication of the words spanned by each argument, subargument, or value. Useful phrases would 

either have to be identified and marked during annotation or automatically extracted from the 

data. How the data and annotation requirements for training an effective chunk parser would 

compare with the data and annotation requirements for writing an effective argument grammar 

would have to be determined empirically. 

6.2.2.2 Automate Data Annotation 
Classification of domain actions rather than writing domain action grammar rules eliminates a 

substantial portion of the grammar-writing effort, but training the classifiers used in our approach 

still requires a corpus of utterances that have been divided into semantic dialogue units and 

annotated with domain actions. Although data annotation represents a substantially smaller 

portion of the human effort required for developing our hybrid analyzer, we still believe that it 

would be useful to examine the possibility of automating the annotation process. We saw that a 

relatively small amount of data was necessary in order to achieve the level of performance 

observed in our experiments. Automating annotation might allow us to further reduce the effort 

required to produce this data. Furthermore, machine learning approaches generally benefit from 

the availability of more data, and automating annotation might allow us to produce much more 

annotated data in the same amount of time required for manual annotation of a smaller data set. 
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One possible way to at least partially automate the annotation process would be to utilize 

the segmentation and/or domain action classifiers to perform a first-pass annotation of new data. 

Human annotators would then only be required to correct the annotations rather than producing 

them from scratch. Of course, it would also be possible to simply train new classifiers including 

the automatically annotated data without human verification, but there is certainly no guarantee 

that such an approach would improve performance. A compromise might be to accept automatic 

annotations that exceeded some confidence threshold. The attention and effort of human 

annotators could then be directed to those semantic dialogue units on which the existing 

classifiers exhibited low confidence. It is likely that the domain action classifiers would have low 

confidence mainly for those training examples that were relatively rare or previously unseen. 

This would serve to focus the attention of the human annotators on those utterances in the data 

which truly required human input and should allow for more efficient use of limited human 

resources. It would have to be determined empirically whether or not automating annotation in 

any of these ways would reduce the human annotation time required per semantic dialogue unit. 

Making the annotation process more efficient would also be especially important if argument 

parsing and or grammar development were automated since the annotation requirements would 

increase. 

6.2.2.3 Alternative Fallback Processing Strategies 
Production of legal Interchange Format representations is absolutely critical to the success of 

translation using the NESPOLE! system. When the tasks of argument parsing, speech act 

identification, and concept sequence identification are separated as they are in our analysis 

approach, some method for checking the validity of the interlingua representations produced is 

therefore necessary. We demonstrated that utilizing the Interchange Format specification during 

domain action classification actually improves the quality of the interlingua representations 

produced by the analyzer. Although testing the validity of the representations produced by the 

analyzer is a simple task, the strategy for correcting illegal representations is an area where 

further investigation may provide additional improvements in analyzer performance. 

The fallback processing strategy used in our analyzer is only one possibility for extracting 

a legal interlingua representation from the outputs of the analyzer components. Our current 

fallback strategy looks for a domain action that licenses the largest set of parsed arguments and 

drops any arguments that are not licensed by the domain action. However, the results from the 
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evaluation of the fallback strategy described in Section 4.6 indicate that the correct domain 

action for a semantic dialogue unit was sometimes returned by the classifiers but changed during 

fallback in order to accommodate errors in the argument parses. Furthermore, the results from 

the portability study described in 5.3.4 suggest that even producing fragmentary analyses 

containing individual arguments is sometimes sufficient for producing acceptable translations. 

Based on these observations, we believe that an exploration of alternative fallback 

strategies would be useful. Even if an argument were parsed incorrectly, it could still contain 

important information from the original utterance. One example of a simple alternative to the 

fallback strategy employed in our analyzer would be to trust the best (legal) domain action 

produced by the classifiers and remove any unlicensed arguments from the semantic dialogue 

unit. Rather than dropping arguments however, unlicensed arguments could be placed in a 

separate semantic dialogue unit with either a default domain action or a newly classified domain 

action. Another possibility might be to split the semantic dialogue unit around the unlicensed 

argument, creating multiple semantic dialogue units containing fewer arguments. The domain 

action classifiers could then be used to assign domain actions to the new semantic dialogue units. 

The relative effectiveness of any alternative fallback strategies would have to be evaluated 

empirically. An empirical investigation of the possibility of using the specification to identify 

mandatory segmentation points in the argument parse might also be useful. 

6.2.2.4 Additional Sources of Classifier  Features 
Finally, the classifiers in our analysis approach only use features that can be extracted directly or 

automatically from the text of a speaker turn or semantic dialogue unit. This was partly due to 

the design of the NESPOLE! system architecture in which the only input the analyzer receives 

from the rest of the system is the text (either the best recognizer output or typed input) of the 

current speaker turn. However, additional features extracted from sources other than the text of a 

semantic dialogue unit may prove to be useful for improving the performance of the classifiers. 

For example, some of the systems described in the Section 1.6 used acoustic properties of the 

current turn to assist in the identification of segment boundaries and speech acts. The addition of 

prosodic features from the speech recognizer could be very useful for the identification of 

semantic dialogue unit boundaries and for the identification of some domain actions. In addition 

to acoustic features, contextual features describing the domain actions that occurred in previous 

turns from both sides of the dialogue may also be useful for improving domain action 
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classification. For example, knowing that the domain action just produced by the other speaker 

was included the request-information speech act might establish a higher expectation that the 

speaker would produce a give-information speech act. These are only a few of the most obvious 

sources from which additional features may be drawn, and they are sources which could in 

principle be available in systems other than NESPOLE!. We would like to investigate the 

possibility of using these or other untapped sources of features to further improve the 

performance of out hybrid analysis approach. 
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Appendix A Travel &  Tour ism Domain Evaluation Sets 

A.1 Transcr ibed English Evaluation Utterances 
hel l o  
yes can you hear  me  
okay i ' m i nt er est ed i n a your  summer  packages pr ef er abl y f or  campsi t es f or   
good mor ni ng  
okay  
okay  
i  went  on t he websi t e a l i t t l e bi t  i  don' t  know t oo much about  i t  but  we wer e 
l ooki ng t o go campi ng pr ef er abl y l i ke near  a l ake or  somet hi ng somewher e 
wher e t hey have act i v i t i es f or  chi l dr en do you have an 
okay and do t hey have we wer e al so i nt er est ed i n t aki ng maybe sur f i ng l essons 
maybe mount ai n bi kes vi si t i ng cast l es j ust  t o keep t he chi l dr en busy  
okay  
okay t hat  i s gr eat  and do you know of  any you woul d you know how t o get  t he 
best  way t o r each buonconsi gl i o cast l e we wer e i nt er est ed i n maybe vi si t i ng 
t hat  cast l e  
okay  
okay  
okay  
yes yes  
okay  
yes uh huh  
okay and i s t hat  easi l y accept abl e by a camper  van l i ke an r v or  do you woul d  
yes t o f or  t r avel i ng and st uf f  i s t hat  possi bl e  
okay t hat  i s gr eat   
i  t hi nk we j ust  want ed t o know exact l y how t o r each i t  and l i ke maybe get  i n 
cont act  f or  t our s or  somet hi ng l i ke t hat   
mhm  
okay t hat  i s gr eat   
yes i  have i t  r i ght  her e  
t hank you  
mhm  
okay  
okay  
okay  
okay  
al l  r i ght  t hat  sounds good  
yes oh and i  al so want   
i  al so want ed t o ask about  speci f i c act i v i t i es f or  chi l dr en l i ke i n t hi s 
campsi t e ar ea or  any or  i n t he wher eabout s what  ki nd of  act i v i t i es t her e ar e 
f or  speci f i cal l y f or  chi l dr en  
mhm  
oh okay t hat  sounds good  
okay and t hese packages ar e avai l abl e al l  summer  l ong or  ar e t her e speci f i c 
dat es  
okay ' cause we wer e l ooki ng t o  
yes yes i  can hear  you  
okay al l  r i ght   
yes i  can hear  yes  
yes i   
i  t hi nk j ul y l i ke ar ound j ul y f i r st   
ar ound j ul  
okay t hat  sounds good oh and al so at  t he campsi t e what  i s i n  
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yes yes i t  wi l l  t hank you  
j ust  a second yes i  have t he map  
yes  
okay i  see i t   
yes  
yes t hat  i s ver y good  
okay oh and i n t hi s campsi t e what  i s i ncl uded wi t h your  wi t h your  f ee l i ke 
ar e t her e any meal s or  bat hr oom  
okay  
okay okay so i t  i s al l  one bi g t hi ng al l  r i ght  l et  me t hi nk  
okay  
okay and t hat  i s anot her  t hat  i s not  anot her  campsi t e t hat  i s j ust  i ncl uded  
okay okay  
mhm  
no i  t hi nk t hat  i s pr et t y good i  t hi nk i  cover ed ever yt hi ng t hank you ver y 
much f or  your  t i me and  
okay have a good day t hank you  
okay bye bye  
hel l o can you hear  me  
excel l ent  can you hear  me okay r i ght  now  
yes i ' m l ooki ng f or  a package t hi s summer  i ' m want i ng t o t r avel  i n t r ent i no  
oh i  wanna be r i ght  next  t o a l ake i  woul d l i ke t o be next  t  
a l ake woul d be gr eat  a l ake woul d be gr eat   
wow  
t hat  sounds gr eat  yeah  
f i r st  week i n A t he f i r st  week t he f i r st  week i n august   
uh huh  
okay  
gr eat   
 
okay t her e i t  i s i  got  i t   
oh t hat  i s l ovel y  
 
wel l  i ' m t r avel i ng by camper  van so i ' m gonna need some sor t  of  campsi t e i n 
t he ar ea  
okay t ha 
okay i  i t  wi l l   
okay good ' cause i t  i s i t  i s gonna be me and anot her  adul t  and t wo chi l dr en 
so  
per f ect   
' kay coul d you t el l  me a l i t t l e bi t  about  t he campsi t e  
oh gr eat   
uh huh  
oh good  
okay  
yup  
okay yup i  see i t   
i  see i t  gr eat   
i s t her e any way t o get  sur f i ng l essons by t he l ake as wel l   
hel l o yes i  see i t  i  see i t   
yes  
uh huh  
yup i  see i t   
okay  
okay i  see t hat  ar e t hey any ar e t her e any l oc 
ar e t her e any l ocal  cast l es i n t he ar ea  
yes i  see t hat   
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yeah  
yes i  see i t   
yeah  
okay  
okay t hank you i  t hi nk i  have al l  t he i nf or mat i on i  need t o pl an my t r i p now 
i ' l l  gonna have t o t hi nk about  some of  t hi s but  you' ve been most  hel pf ul   
one mor  one mor e t hi ng woul d be hel pf ul  j ust  one mor e coul d you t el l  me how 
t o r each my campsi t e when i ' m i n my dr i v i ng my camper  how t o get  t her e  
yes  
she has got  one mor e t hi ng  
yes i  see i t  i  see i t   
i  see i t   
yes i  see t hat  yup  
okay  
okay o excel l ent  wel l  t hank you ver y much  
al l  r i ght  bye  

A.2 Automatically Recognized English Evaluation Utterances 
okay 
can you hear  me 
okay i f  any any usual l y package i n Caval ese or  can I  wel l  
good mor ni ng 
okay 
okay 
I  on t he t he web page a l i t t l e bi t  hel l o t o much about  t hat  but  we wer e 
l ooki ng t o go campi ng conf i r mi ng l i ke near l y somet hi ng had wher e t hey have 
act i v i t i es f or  chi l dr en do you have any i t  
okay and do t hey have we' r e al so i nt er est ed i n t aki ng maybe sur f i ng l esson i n 
ah me mount ai n bi ke vi si t i ng cast l e of  pi cky t he chi l dr en t o t he 
okay 
okay t hat  gr eat  and and do you have any you woul d you know how t o get  t he 
best  way f or  t o r each Buonconsi gl i o cast l e we' r e i nt er est ed i n maybe vi si t i ng 
t hat  cast l e 
okay 
okay 
okay 
yes 
okay 
yes 
okay t hat  i f  i n easi l y a coupl e by and I  camper  van t he l ake and ar e t he t he 
par k you woul d have 
I  yes t o f or  t r avel i ng i n i s t hat  possi bl e 
okay t hat  i s gr eat  and 
and j ust  one t hat  you know exact l y how t o r each at  and l i ke maybe get  and 
cont act  f or  t our i st  on or  somet hi ng l i ke t hat  
no 
okay t hat  gr eat  i f  okay 
yes I  have t hat  weekend 
t hank you 
and 
okay 
okay 
okay 
okay 
I  can 
yes t he i f  and hel pf ul  and 
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i t  t o ask about  t he t o t ake act i v i t i es f or  chi l dr en l i ke i n t hi s campi ng am 
or  any or  anywher e about  al l  k i nd of  act i v i t y you t her e ar e f or  speci f i cal l y 
f or  chi l dr en 
no 
okay t hat  sounds good 
okay on i n t hese packages t her e avai l abl e summer  l ong or  a t her e speci f i c a 
okay can you i n l ooki ng okay 
yes yeah I  can hear  you 
okay gr eat  
yes I  can hear  you 
yes I  t hi nk 
I  t hi nk Jul y i n t he l ake ar ound Jul y f i r st  
ar ound i t  
okay t hat  sounds good I  don' t  know what  t he campi ng what  i s t he 
yes yeah t hat  wi l l  be t hank you 
and I  can yes I  have t he map 
yes 
okay I  see i t  
yes 
yes t hat  ver y good 
okay I  when i s t he campsi t e what  i s i ncl uded wi t h her e what  her e C- E- O l i ke 
ar e t her e any me over  t he t hat  t oo 
okay 
I  okay okay hot el  one t hey can ar e t hey at  and and 
okay 
okay and t hat  anot her  t hat  ni ne ot her  campi ng t hat  j ust  i ncl uded 
okay okay 
 
and I  t hi nk t hat  pr et t y good t hi nk haven' t  ever yt hi ng so t hank you ver y much 
f or  your  t i me i n 
okay have a good t hank t hank you 
okay bye bye 
I  wi l l  can you hear  me 
act ual l y I ' m can you hear  me okay r i ght  now 
I  guess I ' m l ooki ng f or  a package ei t her  some I ' m on t o t r avel  i n Tr ent i no 
al l  r i ght  one of  t he r i ght  next  t o a l ake i n t he 
t he l ake woul d be gr eat  l ake i nt r oduct or y 
what  
t hat  sounds gr eat  yes 
I ' m t he f i r st  week about  t he f i r st  week i n t he f i r st  week i n August  and 
uh- huh 
okay 
gr eat  
 
okay t hat  i s l i ke got  i t  
and l ocal l y 
 
wel l  I ' m t r avel i ng by camper  van some anyt i me sor t  of  campsi t es i n t he ar ea 
okay t hat  
okay i t  wi l l  
okay good i s i t  gonna send me me anot her  deal t  and t wo chi l dr en so 
per f ect  
okay coul d you t el l  me a l i t t l e bi t  about  t he cancel l ed 
how gr eat  
uh- huh 
okay 
okay 
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yes 
okay yes by her e 
t he 
i s t her e any way t o get  sur f i ng l essons ot her  l ake as wel l  
yes I  di d her e 
yes 
uh- huh 
yes I  see i t  
okay 
okay you t hat  ar e t her e any f est i val s 
avai l abl e cast l es i n t he ar ea 
yes I  see i t  
yes 
yes I  can hear  you 
yes 
okay 
okay I  don' t  her e have what  ar e t he i nf or mat i on I  need t o Tr ent o l i ke t r i p 
and I ' m okay good t hat  can t hat  but  you can most  hel pf ul  
I  r eal l y want  t hat  woul d be hel pf ul  j ust  one mor e coul d you t el l  me how do 
you r each my camp l i ke what  i n t he Tr ent o by camper  how t o get  t her e 
yes 
 
yes I  di d I  see i t  
I  her e 
yes I  see t hat  yes 
okay 
okay act ual l y we' r e t hank you ver y much 
bye bye 

A.3 Transcr ibed German Evaluation Utterances 
hal l o 
hal  
j a ' s geht  
j a 
geht  
okay 
hal l o und zwar  geht ' s dar um i ch wuer d'  ger n ei nen Wi nt er ur l aub pl an hal l o 
ver st ehen Si e mi ch ni cht  
doch 
okay 
i ch wuer d'  ger n ei nen Wi nt er ur l aub pl anen f uer  zwei  Per sonen i n Val - di - Fi emme 
mhm 
mehr  Apar t ment  
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
Ski pass mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
nei n kei ne Ki nder  
mi t  Rodel schl i t t en und Schl i t t schuh l auf en kann man da auch oder  auch 
j a Schl i t t schuh l auf en kann man da auch 
mhm 
mhm 
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aha 
j a di e seh'  i ch 
mhm 
ah j a 
mhm 
mhm 
j a 
mhm 
ach das da oben mhm 
mhm nee aber  das si eht  j a ganz gut  aus 
i n dem ober en Or t  i n dem Pr edazzo oder  wa was gi bt ' s da al l es 
mhm j a 
mhm 
aha 
okay 
mhm 
mhm 
j a 
j a 
f uenf  nul l  
zwei mal  di e f uenf  al l es kl ar  hab'  i ch 
mhm 
i ch seh'  s i e mhm 
j a 
Zwei - Bet t  mhm 
Doppel bet t  oder  si nd es zwei  Ei nzel bet t en 
i st  es ei n Doppel bet t  oder  si nd es zwei  Ei nzel bet t en 
bei de Moegl i chkei t en 
okay 
mhm 
aha 
ah j a 
mhm 
mi t  dem Aut o j a 
mhm 
mhm 
ah j a 
oh koennen Si e mi r  dann spaet er  auch sagen wi e i ch dahi n komme mi t  dem Aut o 
j a 
mhm 
mhm 
i ch seh'  di e Kar t e j a 
mhm 
mhm 
ah j a mhm 
i ch seh'  es 
okay 
mhm 
ah j a gut  
okay 
j a gi bt ' s da i r gendwel che Museen oder  i r gendwel che Ver anst al t ungen di e da 
dann si nd i m Wi nt er  oder  
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
ah j a 
mhm 
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mhm 
mhm 
di e Sei t e seh'  i ch j a 
mhm 
ah j a 
mhm 
und koennen Si e mi r  noch mehr  f uer  das zu dem Ap Apar t ment  sagen das Si e mi r  
vor hi n gezei gt  haben das Zwei - Bet t - Apar t ment  
ni cht  
mhm 
mhm 
okay 
j a 
j a 
j a 
j a 
mhm 
ah j a 
mhm 
und koennt en Si e mi r  noch ' n Hot el  sagen f uer  den Fal l  dass das Apar t ment  
f uer  mi ch ni cht  i n Fr age kommt  
j a mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
j a 
j a 
j a 
nee es geht  
mhm 
dr ei  St er ne 
mhm 
j a 
mhm 
j a 
j a 
zwei  dr ei  
okay und al so i ch hab'  vor  da vom er st en er st en zwei t ausend dr ei  bi s zum 
acht en er st en hi nzuf ahr en si nd da i r gendwel che Ver anst al t ungen schon gepl ant  
f uer  den Zei t r aum oder  
mhm 
j a 
kommt  ni cht s 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
j a 
j a 
al l es kl ar  dann bedank'  i ch mi ch bei  I hnen 
okay danke t schuess 
j a hal l o 
j a i ch hoer '  Si e wunder bar  
j a i ch moecht '  ei nen Sommer ur l aub buchen f uer  zwei  Per sonen 
j a 
noch ni cht  r i cht i g nei n 
mhm 
mhm j a al so wi cht i g i st  mi r  dass i ch Mount ai nbi ke f ahr en kann 
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hal l o 
hal l o 
hal l o koennen Si e mi ch hoer en 
hal l o 
hal l o 
j a i ch hoer '  s i e ni cht  mehr  und so 
al so i ch hoer '  mi ch sel ber  und i ch hoer ' s r auschen 
j et zt  i st  kei n St er eo mehr  j et zt  hast  am St ecker  was ver dr eht  
j a hal l o j et zt  hoer '  i ch Si e wi eder  
j a i ch hoer '  Si e 
si nd wi r  wi eder  da 
gut  
j a mhm 
mhm j a 
so mhm j a j et zt  seh'  i ch di e Kar t e schoen 
j a seh'  i ch mhm 
mhm al so wi cht i g i st  mi r  dass i ch Mount ai nbi ke f ahr en kann dann si nd Ber ge 
si nd ni cht  schl echt  
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
al so i ch komme mi t  ei nem Wohnmobi l  und moecht e dann auf  ei nen Campi ngpl at z 
mhm 
j a 
mhm 
j a mhm 
j a Sommer  mhm 
j a i ch habe ges gesagt  zwei  Per sonen 
mhm 
und i ch wae 
al so was i nt er essant  waer '  waer '  ei n vi el l ei cht  ei n al l  Al l - I ncl usi ve- Paket  
oder  al so f uer  ei ne Woche dann 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
j a das waer '  sehr  schoen j a danke 
j a j et zt  hab'  i ch den Pl an 
mhm 
mhm 
wo i st  dann der  Campi ng 
i m Moment  noch ni cht s 
ah j et zt  okay j a da unt en 
r echt s unt en j a i ch seh' s mhm 
mhm i st  das Nat ur par k oder  
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm sehr  schoen mhm 
dann was mi ch noch i nt er essi er t  
j a i ch das i st  schoen mi t  dem Nat ur par k aber  i ch waer '  j et zt  wenn es 
vi el l ei cht  schl echt es Wet t er  hat  oder  so gi bt  es auch i r gendwel che Museen 
oder  Sachen di e man si ch anschauen koennt e 
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j a das waer '  sehr  schoen 
mhm 
mhm 
i ch seh'  di e Sei t e j et zt  j a 
mhm j a mi t  den Anr ei sei nf or mat i onen 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
j a das waer '  i nt er essant  
mhm j a das Cast el l o- di - Ar co 
Di - Ar co j a 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
j a mhm gut  mhm das was auch noch i nt er essant  waer '  wenn wi r  ger ade bei  
Schl oesser n si nd i st  das Schl oss Buonconsi gl i o oder  wi e das gespr ochen wi r d 
i n Tr i ent  
kann i ch das von mei nem Ur l aubsor t  l ei cht  er r ei chen oder  
mhm 
i m Whi t eboar d j a mhm 
mhm 
j a 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm okay mont ags zu mhm 
dann j a dann 
dann wuer d'  i ch ger n noch mal  mi t  dem Zel t  was 
i ch haet t '  noch ger n I nf or mat i onen ueber  den Zel t pl at z 
j a genau al so 
j a oder  s koennen Si e m mi r  ni cht  ueber  den t  noch was ueber  den t  Auskunf t  
geben wi e t euer  oder  so das i st  oder  sol l  i ch dor t  sel ber  anr uf en 
mhm ei ne Woche dann 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm a 
mhm 
mhm 
ach so j a dann r uf '  i ch dor t  an wenn Si e mi r  noch di e Tel ef onnummer  geben 
mhm 
mhm 
mhm 
gut  
j a 
j a das waer '  auch gut  
Ri va- Aur a 
mhm 
mhm 
i ch wi eder hol '  ger ade di e Tel ef onnummer  
dr ei  neun vi er  sechs vi er  f uenf  sechs acht  acht  neun neun 
gut  okay dann vi el en Dank f uer  di e Auskunf t  
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und auf  Wi eder hoer en 
j a zwei  auf  ei nen Besuch 

A.4 Automatically Recognized German Evaluation Utterances 
hal l o 
 
j a es geht  
j a j a 
j a 
okay 
hal l o und zwar  geht  es l ei der  ni cht  bi s Venet o oder  kl ar  hal l o 
wel chen Ter mi n 
j a 
okay 
i ch w~ur de ger ne mi t  Sauna Pl an f est hal t en so i n Val - di - Fi emme 
j a 
mi t  mi r  Apar t ment  
 
j a 
hm 
j a 
schl i t t schuhl auf en 
hm 
j a 
aha 
nei n kei ne Ki nder  
j a i st  okay und schl i t t schuhl auf en kann man da auf  oder  auch 
j a schl i t t schuhl auf en kann man auch 
hm 
j a 
aha 
j a l eser l i ch 
j a 
ah j a 
hm 
aha 
j a 
j a 
ach Rest aur ant  bi n 
aha j a das w~ar e ganz gut  aus 
dann i n Venet o Var ena angenehmen vi el l ei cht  davor  oder  mal  was gi bt  es da 
al l es 
hm j a j a 
hm 
aha 
okay 
hm 
genau 
j a 
j a 
f ~unf t en oder  
zwei mal  wi evi el  al l es kl ar  habe i ch 
hm 
i ch sehe k~onnen 
j a 
okay dann 
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Doppel bet t  da das m~u~st e ver ei nzel t  wer den 
i st  das ei n Doppel bet t  oder  vi el mehr  zwei  Ei nzel zi mmer  nehmen 
bei de M~ogl i chkei t en 
okay 
hm 
aha 
ah j a 
j a 
mi t  dem Aut o j a 
j a 
j a 
ah j a 
oh dann k~onnt en wi r  dann sp~at er  auch sagen i ch da hi nkommen mi t  dem Aut o 
j a 
 
hm 
i ch sehe gr ade j a 
hm 
aha 
ah j a 
i ch sehe 
okay 
j a 
ah j a gut  
okay 
j a gi bt  es da i r gendwel che Museen oder  wi e wi r  Ver anst al t ungen i n Vi a-
Segant i ni  nehmen da oder  
hm 
 
j a 
ah j a 
j a 
i n 
j a 
geht  es ei gent l i ch j a 
hm 
ah j a 
dann 
und k~onnt en Si e mi r  noch ei n er st es f ~ur  den Abend der  Apar t ment  machen i ch 
mi r  ei ngezei chnet  zwei t e dankbar  Bal l  
ni cht  
hm 
j a 
okay 
j a 
j a 
j a 
j a 
j a 
ah j a 
j a 
und wi r  k~onnt en Si e mi r  ei nen noch ei n Hot el  sagen si nnvol l er  f ~ur  das 
Apar t ment  f ~ur  mi ch ni cht  i n Fr age kommen 
j a k~onnen 
hm 
 
hm 
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j a 
j a 
j a 
j a es geht  
j a 
al l es kl ar  
j a 
j a 
j a 
j a 
j a 
nei n pl anen 
okay und al so i ch habe vor  da vom er st en er st en zwei t ausend f r ei  bi s zum 
acht en er st en zu f ahr en w~ar e f i nde ewi ge Ver anst al t ungen St undenpl an f ~ur  
den Zei t r aum oder  
 
j a 
gut  ni x 
j a 
j a 
aha 
j a 
j a 
j a dann bedanke i ch mi ch bei  I hnen 
okay danke t sch~u~s 
j a hal l o 
j a i ch h~or e Si e wunder bar  
j a i ch m~ocht e ei nen Sommer ur l aub buchen f ~ur  zwei  Per sonen 
j a 
haben Si e si ch nei n 
hm 
j a al so wi cht i ges mi r  da~s i ch Mount ai nbi ke f ahr en kann 
hal l o 
hal l o 
hal l o da bi n i ch wi eder  
hal l o 
hal l o 
j a i ch habe Si e ni cht  mehr  und so 
ab M~unchen di - Fi emme und i ch w~ur de vor schl agen 
da h~at t e i ch nur  j et zt  i st  Cast el l o- Mol i na Fassung schl echt  aus Apr i l  
j a hal l o bef ~ur cht e wi r  
j a i ch habe den 
j a wunder bar  
gut  
j a 
j a 
ach j a i ch sehe gr ade sch~on 
das sehe i ch 
al so wi cht i g i st  mi r  was i ch mor gen wol l t e f ahr en f ahr en dann si nd wi r  
best i mmt  ni cht  schl echt  
 
 
nei n 
j a 
al so i ch komme mi t  ei nem wohl  okay und m~ocht e und auch ei n ger n f l i egen dor t  
hm 
j a 
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j a dann 
j a Sommer abend 
j a i ch gl aube wi r  haben gesagt  zwei  Per sonen 
 
und i ch wer de 
al so was i nt er essant  w~ar e w~ar e ei n vi el l ei cht  ei nei nhal b unbedi ngt  sowi eso 
okay 
oder  al so f ~ur  ei ne Woche Tur n 
 
 
 
 
j a das w~ar e sehr  sch~on j a danke 
j a haben Si e f ahr en 
 
 
Mont ag der  Ter mi n 
i m Moment  noch ni cht  
ah j a okay al so unt en 
r echt  und j a sur f en 
das Nat ur par k oder  
 
 
j a 
 
 
 
j a sch~on 
dann aber  vi el l ei cht  noch i nt er essi er t  
j a i ch bi n das i st  sch~on i n Hambur g aber  i ch w~ar e es wenn wi r  v i el l ei cht  
schl echt  da~s wi r  da hat  oder  so gi bt  es auch i r gendwel che Museen oder  
ver handel n und anschauen k~onnt e 
j a das w~ar e sehr  sch~on 
 
 
i ch f i nde sol l  wi r d j a 
j a mi t  anr ei sen Pr omot i onen 
 
 
j a 
j a 
 
j a sol l en wi r  f ahr en 
j a das habe i ch not i er t  ausgucken 
j a Fr au j a 
 
 
 
 
 
genau gut  das was auch i mmer  von daher  Mi t ar bei t er  Schl ~osser  und Seen i st  
das ski l ~auf t  und kann vi el e oder  das gespr ochen wi r d i nt er essi er en 
al so von mei nem Wohnor t  aus wei l  i ch da r ei chen oder  
 
wi r  wol l t en uns j a 
Wi eder sehen 
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j a 
 
 
 
 
j a 
okay Mont ag so um 
dann j a dann 
dann w~ur de i ch ger n noch mal  den f est  was 
i ch h~at t e noch kl ~ar en I nf or mat i on ~uber  den Zel t pl at z 
j a genau dazu 
j a oder  k~onnen Si e mi r  ni cht  ~uber ni mmt  noch was ~uber sehen auf gef ~uhr t  wi r d 
vor her  oder  so das i st  oder  sol l  i ch f ~ur  zwei  Wochen wovon 
ei ne Woche f ahr en 
 
 
gut en Tag 
 
 
obwohl  i r gendwo vi el l ei cht  dauer n w~ur de mi r  auch den Tel ef onnummer  geben 
 
 
und 
okay 
j a 
j a das w~ar e auch gut  
l i eber  Hannover  
 
 
i ch wi eder hol e Bal l  wi r  Tel ef onnummer  
r ei sen wol l en wi r  f er t i g j a f ~unf  sechs acht  acht  neun neun 
gut  okay dann vi el en Dank f ~ur  di e Auskunf t  
und auf  Wi eder h~or en 
j a dr ei  auf  ei nen Besuch 
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Appendix B Medical Assistance Domain Evaluation Sets 

B.1 Transcr ibed English Evaluation Utterances 
yes i  i ' m t r yi ng t o r each someone t o t al k t o about  some pr obl ems t hat  i ' ve 
been havi ng l at el y 
wel l  i ' ve been r eal l y f eel i ng pr et t y badl y f or  t he past  coupl e of  days had a 
r eal  bad headache and st omach pr obl ems wi t h vomi t i ng and i t  i s j ust  i t  has 
been a hor r i bl e t i me f or  me r eal l y 
i ' m f i f t y ei ght  
 
wel l  i  have had ast hma and r heumat i sm i n t he past  
i ' m t aki ng mot r i n ant i  i nf l ammat or i es and br onchi al  di al at i ng medi ci ne 
somet hi ng f or  t he ast hma t hat  t hey pr escr i bed f or  me 
i ' m doi ng t he puf f  
wel l  i ' ve had a r eal l y bad headache ki nd of  i n t he back of  my head and l i ke i  
sai d bef or e i ' ve been vomi t i ng and r eal l y t her e i s not hi ng mor e t o vomi t  i ' ve 
j ust  basi cal l y i nt o t he dr y heaves and t he di ar r hea and i ' ve al so had a cough 
f or  a coupl e of  days t oo 
yes i ' m al l er gi c t o pol l en and dust  
j ust  what  i  t ol d you bef or e t he ant i  i nf l ammat or y and t he t he t he puf f  t he 
ast hma medi cat i on 
mhm 
mhm 
 
no not  r eal l y i  haven' t  been r eal  hungr y l at el y t hough 
yes i  have had di ar r hea 
about  si x or  ei ght  t i mes a day 
yes 
yes 
i ' m t r yi ng t o but  you know not hi ng r eal l y t ast es good and whenever  i  dr i nk 
anyt hi ng i  f eel  l i ke i  coul d t hr ow i t  back up 
okay t hat  sounds good 
hel l o i ' m havi ng some pai n i n my chest  t oday 
i t  i s i t  i s pr et t y pai nf ul  
i t  i s about  seven 
i t  doesn' t  l ast  i t  st ar t ed t hi s af t er noon i t  onl y l ast s about  t wo t o f i ve 
mi nut es when i t  happens 
yes i ' m st i l l  her e i t  i t  doesn' t  seem t o mat t er  i f  i ' m exer ci si ng or  not  
yes i  am 
i t  i s most l y r i ght  about  i n her e but  i t  al so goes over  l i ke t hi s 
somet i mes i  have pi ns and needl es i n my ar m 
al l  t he way down her e 
yes i  am 
yes yes i  get  a sweat  al so 
i ' m f or t y f i ve year s ol d 
wel l  i  have sugar  di abet es 
no i  i  get  shot s of  i nsul i n 
yes i  do 
i  smoke about  one and a hal f  packs a day 
si nce i  was i n my ear l y t went i es 
i ' m f or t y f i ve year s ol d 
i  l i ke t o dr i nk a bi t  pr obabl y mor e t han i  shoul d 
okay i  t hi nk i  can do t hat  t hank you ver y much 
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B.2 Automatically Recognized English Evaluation Utterances 
SHE NI NE TEETH AND TRY TO REACH SOMEONE TO TALK TO THEM SOME PROBLEMS THAN I N 
PASSI NG LATELY 
 SEE I  DI DN' T REALLY FEELI NG PRETTY BADLY FOR THE PAST COUPLE OF PAI NS ABOUT 
THAT HATE CAN SEND THE PROBLEM I S I  MEAN THAT' S JUST A HORRI BLE TI ME FOR ME 
REALLY 
 AND FI FTEENTH 
 
 WELL I  HAVE HAD ASTHMA AND RHEUMATI SM I N THE PAST 
 HI  I  AM TAKI NG MOTRI N I  TAKE FROM I T SURE USE A HAND UP FRONT DON' T FEEL 
BADLY I N MEDI CI NE SOMETHI NG FOR THE ASTHMA ACHES CRACK FOR ME TO THE 
 I  AM DOI NG THE PULSE 
 WELL I  I  FELT LI KE THAT ANY KI ND OF I N THE BACK OF MY HAND AND I  SAI D BEFORE 
I  CAN VOMI TI NG AND REALLY THERE' S NOTHI NG MORE TO PALM THAT JUST BASI CALLY 
I NTO THAT DRY HE' D SEND THE DI ARRHEA AND ALSO TO COUGH A COUPLE OF DAYS TOO 
 YES I  LOOKED POLLEN AND TEST 
 I  JUST THOUGHT I  COULD YOU BE FOR I T BE I NTENSE AND TRYI NG TO THE TOP OF 
THAT MEDI CATI ON 
 MHM 
 MHM 
 
 NO NOT REALLY AT I  HAPPEN TO HUNGER I N THE EVENI NG 
 YES I  HAVE KEPT AREA 
 AND THAT I S SI X THREE TI MES A DAY 
 YES 
 YES 
 I  AM TRYI NG TO BET ENOUGH CAN REALLY TEACH THAT AND NEVER DRI NK ANYTHI NG I  
FEEL LI KE I  COULD THROW I T BACK 
 OKAY THAT SOUNDS GOOD 
 HELLO I  AM HAVI NG SOME PAI N I N MY CHEST 
 I S THAT I S PRETTY PAI NFUL 
 I T I S ABOUT SEVEN 
 I T DOESN' T LAST I T STARTED THI S AFTERNOON I S ONLY LASTS ABOUT TWO TO FI VE 
MI NUTES WHEN I T HAPPENS 
 YES I  AM STI LL HERE I T I S DOESN' T SEEM TO MATTER I F I  AM EXERCI SI NG NOW 
 YES I  AM 
 I T I S MOSTLY RI GHT ABOUT I N THE YEAR BUT I T ALSO GOES OVER LI KE THI S 
 SOMETI MES I  HAVE PI NS AND NEEDLES I N MY ARM 
 ALL THE WAY DOWN HERE 
 YES I  AM 
 YES YES I  DO TO SWEAT ALSO 
 I  AM FORTY FI VE YEARS OLD 
 WELL I  HAVE SUGAR DI ABETES 
 NO I  I  GET SHOTS OF I NSULI N 
 YES I  DO 
 I  SMOKE ABOUT ONE AND A HALF PACKS A DAY 
 NO SI NCE I  WAS I N MY EARLY TWENTI ES 
 I  AM FORTY FI VE YEARS OLD 
 HI  EVEN LI KE TO DRI NK I T PROBABLY MORE THAN I  SHOULD 
 OKAY I  THI NK I  CAN DO THAT THANK YOU VERY MUCH 

B.3 Transcr ibed English Grammar Development Utterances 
yeah hi  doct or  i ' m el i zabet h i ' m j ust  havi ng some headaches and some f ever  
t oday wonder i ng i f  you coul d gi ve me some advi ce t el l  me what  i  shoul d do 
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t he headaches ar e happeni ng acr oss bot h si des of  my head behi nd my eyes i t  
has been goi ng on f or  t he past  t wo days and al ong wi t h a f ever  
i t  was a hundr ed and t wo t hi s mor ni ng i  haven' t  t aken i t  s i nce t hen 
i ' m f eel i ng achy al l  over  my muscl es j ust  hur t  al l  over  my ar ms my l egs and i  
j ust  f eel  r eal  bad 
oh i t  i s al l  al l  st ar t ed wi t h t he headaches and wi t h t he f ever  about  t he same 
t i me 
no no no chi l l s 
no i  my chi l dr en have been vomi t i ng and di ar r hea ' cause t hey' r e t hey' r e 
havi ng a cough and t hey' r e havi ng some f ever s as wel l  but  but  i ' m not  havi ng 
any vomi t i ng or  di ar r hea 
yes t hey t hey got  si ck about  one day l at er  t han me 
no not hi ng l i ke t hat  
how do i  di r ect  i t  
oh okay 
 
yeah i  see i t  i t  i s man t hat  i s r eal  sensi t i ve i sn' t  i t  okay i t  i s r eal  
sensi t i ve i t  i s up her e above my eye and above my ear  on bot h si des t hat  i s 
r eal  sensi t i ve 
t hi s i s about  a f i ve r i ght  now 
no i ' m not  t aki ng any medi cat i ons at  al l  
no i  no i ' m i n good heal t h ot her wi se 
no 
i  usual l y don' t  go t o t he doct or  i  haven' t  had much much r eason t o 
no i  don' t  smoke 
j ust  occasi onal l y soci al l y 
no t hank you doct or  
yes hi  t hi s i s mi st er  r i ck j ones and i s t hi s t he emer gency r oom 
yes i ' m havi ng some pr obl em t oday my chest  r eal l y hur t s and i ' m wonder i ng i f  
i  shoul d come i n t o see a doct or  
oh i  t hi nk i ' m about  maybe si xt y f i ve or  si xt y si x i  don' t  i  don' t  count  
bi r t hdays anymor e you know 
i  dr i nk my mi l k ever y day 
i nt oxi cat ed what  does t hat  mean 
oh no no no no no my chur ch don' t  bel i eve i n t hat  
yes i  do smoke 
oh gosh pr obabl y t went y t went y f i ve year s 
no si r  no ot her  medi cal  pr obl ems 
my chest  pai n i t  hur t s i n t he mi ddl e of  my chest  and i  had i t  t hi s mor ni ng 
when i  got  out  of  bed f or  t he f i r st  t i me i ' l l  t r y t o dr aw you a pi ct ur e 
yes i  do but  t hat  man i s much smal l er  t han i  am 
i ' m sor r y r adi at e what  does t hat  mean 
oh yes act ual l y i t  does i t  went  up i nt o my neck t hi s mor ni ng and i  t hi nk i t  
went  i nt o my ar m ' cause my ar m went  ki nd of  numb t hi s af t er noon 
yes 
i  t ook some wel l  i  t r i ed t o t ake some t yl enol  but  i  coul dn' t  f i nd i t  no no 
medi ci ne 
uh huh 
no i t  f eel s pr et t y shar p i t  hur t s l i ke you know i t  st i ngs and bur ns a l ot  
wow t hat  i s a good quest i on doc pr obabl y i t  was about  an ei ght  yeah but  i t  
doesn' t  f eel  l i ke t hat  now now i t  i s mor e l i ke a t en 
no when i ' m si t t i ng down my f eet  up i ' m okay 
i  di d get  a l i t t l e shor t  of  br eat h j ust  coul dn' t  qui t e br eat he l i ke i  want ed 
t o and t hat  i s what  made me r eal l y cal l  you guys 
ni ne one one t hat  i s 
oh 
yes yes i  sur e do 
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yes 
okay t hank you ver y much 
okay 
yeah hi  i ' ve been havi ng some pr obl ems and my buddy convi nced me t hat  i  
shoul d t r y t o cal l  someone and f i nd out  what  i s goi ng on i  j ust  i  r eal l y 
don' t  know somet hi ng i s happeni ng and i t  somet i mes i t  k i nda scar es me 
wel l  i ' ve been havi ng a r eal l y a st r ong pai n i n my chest  and i t  changes 
somet i mes i t  get s bet t er  somet i mes i t  get s wor se and i t  j ust  i t  comes at  
t i mes t hat  you know i ' m not  expect i ng i t  and somet i mes i t  hur t s a l ot  and i ' m 
i ' m j ust  af r ai d t hat  somet hi ng i s gonna happen t o me when i  when i ' m l east  
expect i ng i t  
i ' m si xt y f i ve 
i ' m a t r uck dr i ver  
as f ar  as i  know no 
 
not  t hat  i  know of  not  t hat  i ' m awar e of  i  haven' t  r eal l y t al ked about  i t  
' cause i  i  j ust  r eal l y di dn' t  even t hi nk i  had any hear t  pr obl ems 
no 
i ' m f i ve f oot  si x i nches 
appr oxi mat el y t wo hundr ed t went y pounds 
unf or t unat el y yes i  do smoke i  i ' ve been t r yi ng t o qui t  but  i  j ust  can' t  
l et  us see about  t wo packs a day 
no as f ar  as i  
why you know i  don' t  t hi nk i ' ve had i t  checked i ' ve been a heal t hy per son so 
i  r eal l y haven' t  gone t o t he doct or  
yes 
yes i ' m her e 
r i ght  
yes 
yes 
yes somet i mes i  j ust  can' t  cat ch my br eat h when i ' m wal ki ng 
mhm 
mhm 
somet i mes i t  get s bet t er  af t er  you know i ' l l  st op f or  a l i t t l e bi t  and t hen 
somet i mes i t  get s a l i t t l e bi t  bet t er  when i ' m r est i ng 
not  r eal l y i t  i s most l y dur i ng t he day t hat  i t  k i nda comes and goes 
r i ght  wel l  i t  i s l ot  of  t i mes when i ' m wal ki ng and doi ng t hi ngs you know a 
l i t t l e bi t  act i ve  t hen i  t hen i  al so get  st omach pai ns wi t h i t  r eal l y whi ch 
i s ki nd of  di f f er ent  
no i  don' t  t hi nk so i t  hasn' t  appear ed wi t h wi t h my meal s 
wel l  somet i mes i t  goes up t o my neck and ar ound my j aw ar ea and i n my upper  
ar ms 
i  t hi nk so i t  i s har d i t  i s i t  i s j ust  har d t o r emember  r eal l y 
no not  r eal l y i  j ust  k i nda f eel  i t  up t her e somet i mes and somet i mes i t  does 
get  i t  i s a l ot  st r onger  t han ot her s t oo 
yes 
yes i t  i t  i s a r eal l y st r ong pr essur e r i ght  i n t he mi ddl e 
r i ght  r i ght  i n t he mi ddl e of  my chest  
 
no not  r eal l y 
mhm 
okay t hank you ver y much appr eci at e your  hel p 
hi  t hi s i s mi sses j ones i ' m cal l i ng because i ' m havi ng a l ot  of  pai n 
oh i  got  t hem i n my muscl es i  got  a sl i ght  f ever  t oo 
i  had t he f ever  i ' ve had f or  t he l ast  t wo days and i  have a headache a 
t ensi on headache i n t he back of  my head 
yes i  di d i t  was a hundr ed degr ees 
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have a dr y cough a col d and r unny nose vomi t i ng di ar r hea i  don' t  have much of  
an appet i t e i  have t hr oat  pai n my t hr oat  hur t s when i  swal l ow 
 
no i t  i s j ust  what  i ' ve been eat i ng my si st er  has si mi l ar  sympt oms but  she 
doesn' t  have vomi t i ng or  di ar r hea 
no 
i  have ast hma and r heumat i sm 
i  t ake an ant i  i nf l ammat or y and a br onchi al  di l at i ng medi cat i on f or  t he 
ast hma 
not  t o dr ugs but  t o pol l en and dust  
okay t hank you 
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